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Abstract

This thesis develops a theoretical formalism of formal semantics of natural lan-
guage in the spirit of Montague semantics. The developed framework satisfies the
principle of compositionality in a simple and elegant way, by being as parsimo-
nious as possible: completely new formalisms or extensions of existing formalisms
with even more complex constructions to fit particular linguistic phenomena have
been avoided; instead, the framework handles these linguistic phenomena using
only basic and well-established formalisms, such as simply-typed lambda calculus
and classical logic. Dynamics is achieved by employing a continuation-passing
technique and an exception raising and handling mechanism. The context is
explicitly represented by a term, and, therefore, can be easily accessed and ma-
nipulated. The framework successfully handles cross-sentential anaphora and pre-
suppositions triggered by referring expressions and has potential to be extended
for dealing with more complex dynamic phenomena, such as presuppositions trig-
gered by factive verbs and conversational implicatures.

Keywords: computational linguistics, natural language semantics, Montague
semantics, dynamic semantics, continuations, exceptions, presuppositions, con-
versational implicatures.
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Introduction

Semantics is the study of meaning. Natural language semantics is the study
of language meaning. This dissertation focuses on formal semantics of natural
language, which seeks to express the meaning of natural language expressions
with mathematically precise methods.

The development of formal natural language semantics is important in, at
least, two aspects. From a scientific point of view, it deepens our knowledge of
our own rich and complex languages and provides answers to interesting ques-
tions such as how human beings are capable of understanding potentially infinite
number of complex expressions including expressions that they have not heard
before. From a technological point of view, natural language semantics is in the
core of natural language processing techniques and applications such as machine
translation, dialogue systems, textual entailment, reasoning with unstructured
knowledge expressed in natural language, question answering and information
extraction. Expressing meanings of natural language expressions more precisely
and with simpler formalisms can significantly improve these techniques and ap-
plications.

However, due to the complexity of natural language, obtaining the meaning
of natural language expressions by formal means is a very difficult task. The goal
of this dissertation is to present a framework that aims at facilitating this task
and being as expressive and yet simpler than previous approaches.

One of the major advances in interpreting natural language formally was the
work of Richard Montague [1970a; 1970b; 1973], who argued that natural language
meaning can be compositionally computed with precise mathematical methods.
He presented a formal framework capable of computing the meanings of indepen-
dent sentences of a fragment of English. The fundamentals of Montague semantics
are discussed in Section 1.4.

However, Montague’s framework, as presented in [1970a; 1970b; 1973], was
limited to single and relatively simple sentences, and could not handle complex
phenomena such as, for example, cross-sentential and donkey anaphora (Sec-
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2 Introduction

tions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 respectively).
In order to cope with the limitations of Montague’s framework, various the-

ories, aimed specifically on discourse dynamics were developed, including dis-
course representation theory (DRT) [Kamp, 1981; Kamp and Reyle, 1993], file
change semantics (FCS) [Heim, 1982; Heim, 1983], dynamic predicate logic (DPL)
[Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991], dynamic montague grammar (DMG) [Groe-
nendijk and Stokhof, 1990] and their extensions [Chierchia, 1992; Asher, 1993;
Muskens, 1996; Dekker, 1999].

Although these frameworks definitely helped in understanding many problems
related to discourse dynamics, they are not completely satisfactory (as discussed
in Chapter 2). Some of them deviate from Montague’s requirement of composi-
tionality (Section 1.2), while others attempt to stay within Montague’s theory but
then either use non-standard logics or introduce additional syntactic structures
into their logical languages, and thus compromise their simplicity and elegance.

In contrast, the framework presented in this dissertation satisfies the princi-
ple of compositionality in a simple and elegant way, by being as parsimonious
as possible: completely new formalisms or extensions of existing formalisms with
complex constructions to fit particular linguistic phenomena have been avoided;
instead, the framework handles these linguistic phenomena using only basic and
well-established formalisms, such as simply-typed lambda calculus and classical
logic. The goal has always been to do more with less. This required a careful
investigation of how discourse dynamics could be expressed with standard math-
ematical tools [de Groote, 2006], which later culminated in the development of a
dynamic logic based on the notion of continuation. The framework is defined in
Chapter 4 and is further extended in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

This work is organized according to the following chapters:

Chapter 1, Formal Semantics of Natural Language, briefly discusses fundamen-
tals necessary for understanding formal semantics of natural language in general,
including Truth-conditionality, compositionality, model-theory, Montague seman-
tics and abstract categorial grammars.

Chapter 2, Natural Language Dynamics, talks about phenomena of discourse
dynamics, such as cross-sentential pronominal and donkey anaphora, presuppo-
sitions and conversational implicatures, and overviews the currently most used
theories, namely Discourse Representation Theory, Dynamic Predicate Logic and
Dynamic Montague Grammar, that are designed to cope with discourse dynamics.

Chapter 3, Continuation, presents basic principles and examples of the con-
tinuation passing technique developed to formalize dynamics in mathematical
semantics of programming languages in a compositional way.



Introduction 3

Chapter 4, Continuation-based Dynamic Logic, applies the continuation passing
technique in the formalization of discourse dynamics. It defines a systematic
translation of familiar static terms of Montague’s semantics into their dynamic
equivalents. Importantly, a systematic translation of non-logical constants is
defined. A conservation result saying that a proposition is true in a model if and
only if its dynamic variant is true in the same model is proved.

Chapter 5, From Static to Dynamic Meaning: Interpretation of Lexical Items
and Sentences, presents how the usual static lexical interpretations for words
of various syntactic categories are translated into dynamic interpretations. The
special treatment of context allows the framework to interpret lexical items with
potential side effects by using an exception raising technique, as demonstrated for
referring expressions. Moreover, it is shown that dynamic lexical interpretations
can be represented compactly and in a way that is structurally analogous to their
static counterparts.

Chapter 6, Continuation-based Dynamic Logic with Exceptions: Interpretation
of Discourse, presents how meanings of discourses can be compositionally com-
puted. It defines a discourse update function that, when given interpretations
of a discourse and a sentence, returns an interpretation of a new discourse. An
exception handling mechanism is used for accommodating familiarity presupposi-
tions triggered by referring expressions if the context of the initial discourse does
not contain appropriate referents. The use of exceptions required an extension of
the framework’s calculus.

Chapter 7, Directions for Further Development of the Framework, discusses po-
tential extensions of the framework, namely some phenomena related to presup-
positions and conversational implicatures and, thereby, illustrates the possibility
to handle semantic and (some) pragmatic phenomena in a unified framework.

Chapter 8, Conclusions, briefly compares the developed framework with related
work and summarizes the results.





Chapter 1

Formal Semantics of Natural Language

This chapter sets the foundations for semantics of natural language. First, the
basics of model-theoretical interpretation of a language are described, starting
from Tarski’s truth-conditional semantics and an informal explanation what an
interpretation from an object language to a meta-language (in which the meaning
is represented) is; proceeding with a notion of compositionality, which guaran-
tees that the interpretation from the object language into the meta-language is
adequate; and, finally, providing the fundamentals of model-theory to which the
truth-conditional semantics evolved over time. Model-theoretical interpretations
of interesting sentences like The Morning star is the Evening star and The king
of France is bald in different models illustrate that the truth value of a sentence
is relative to a model in which it is interpreted. Afterwards, the basic ideas of
Montague semantics, which is a theory of compositional interpretation of natural
language, are presented. The final section talks about the relation between syntax
and semantics of a language and presents it using the formalism called abstract
categorial grammars.

As notions of language and grammar are important throughout this and the
following chapters, they are defined below:

Definition 1.1. [Language] A language is a set of finite strings (sentences) of
symbols from an alphabet.

Definition 1.2. [Grammar] A grammar is a set of rules indicating how symbols
of an alphabet can be combined to form expressions. A grammar specifies the
structure of expressions.

1.1 Truth-Conditionality

Truth-conditional semantics has its roots in the work of Alfred Tarski, who formu-
lated his classic theory of truth in 1933 in “The Concept of Truth in Formalized
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6 Chapter 1. Formal Semantics of Natural Language

Languages” [Tarski, 1956]. Even though the article contains a section named
“The concept of true sentence in everyday or colloquial language” and devoted
to defining truth of natural language sentences, it is merely used “for the purpose
of introducing the reader to our subject”. The theory itself was originally formu-
lated for artificial languages of mathematical logic only. Tarski was very sceptical
to the possibility of defining such a theory for natural languages. His concerns
were related to universality and ambiguity of natural language:

[. . . ] the concept of truth (as well as other semantical concepts)
when applied to colloquial language in conjunction with the normal
laws of logic leads inevitably to confusions and contradictions. Who-
ever wishes, in spite of all difficulties, to pursue the semantics of col-
loquial language with the help of exact methods will be driven first
to undertake the thankless task of a reform of this language. He will
find it necessary to define its structure, to overcome the ambiguity of
the terms which occur in it, and finally to split the language into a
series of languages of greater and greater extent, each of which stands
in the same relation to the next in which a formalized language stands
to its metalanguage. It may, however, be doubted whether the lan-
guage of everyday life, after being ‘rationalized’ in this way, would
still preserve its naturalness and whether it would not rather take on
the characteristic features of the formalized languages. [Tarski, 1956,
p. 267]

However, Donald Davidson had a positive view on the semantical concept of truth
with respect to natural language - “the sophisticated and powerful foundation
of a competent theory of meaning” [Davidson, 1967, p. 310]. Defending the
philosophical and linguistical value of Tarski’s theory, he wrote:

There is no need to suppress, of course, the obvious connection
between a definition of truth of the kind Tarski has shown how to
construct, and the concept of meaning. It is this: the definition works
by giving necessary and sufficient conditions for the truth of every
sentence, and to give truth conditions is a way of giving the meaning
of a sentence. [Davidson, 1967, p.310]

Davidson argued that most of Tarski’s concerns can be eliminated, though he
agreed that some problems were still to be overcome. He believed the theory to
be the most promising theory for a formal characterization of meaning of natural
language.

To introduce his theory Tarski gave an informal but intuitive definition of
truth of sentences in natural language:

Definition 1.3. [Truth of a sentence] A true sentence is one which says that
the state of affairs is so and so, and the state of affairs indeed is so and so.
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The definition can be reformulated in a more formal way:

Definition 1.4. [Truth of a sentence] Let s be a sentence. Let t be a function
that translates any sentence into a description (in the meta-language) of a state
of affairs. Then s is a true sentence if and only if t(s).

In other words, to see whether a sentence is true, it has to be interpreted and
its interpretation has to match the current state of the world. As an illustration of
Definition 1.4, consider a few examples below viewing them in the present world
(i.e. the world we live in):

(1) the sentence “it is snowing in France” is true if and only if it is the case
that in some place in France it is snowing

(2) the sentence “the Eiffel Tower is located on the Champ de Mars in Paris”
is true if and only if the Eiffel Tower is located on the Champ de Mars in
Paris

(3) “two plus three is equal to five” is a true sentence if and only if two plus
three is equal to five

(4) “2+3=5” is a true sentence if and only if two plus three is equal to five

Consider Example (2). For the sentence “the Eiffel Tower is located on the
Champ de Mars in Paris” to be true, there should exist three physical objects
named “Eiffel Tower”, “Champ de Mars” and “Paris”. All three objects should be
in a particular spatial relation to each other expressed by the words “is located
on” and “in”. It is possible to continue specifying the entities and the spatial
relations formally, but it can be seen already from this informal explanation that
what has been described holds in the present world, therefore the sentence “the
Eiffel Tower is located on the Champ de Mars in Paris” is true in this world.

It is important to keep in mind the distinction between sentences and descrip-
tions of the state of the affairs. The sentences are expressed with the language
under analysis, the object language. The descriptions of the state of affairs,
which are the statements related to the object language and represent its mean-
ings, are expressed with the meta-language. In the examples above English
serves both as the object and the meta-language, but it is possible to use any
other language (formal or not) as a meta-language. Figure 1.1 shows a general
scheme of interpretation of an object language into a meta-language.1

It still remains to explain how exactly the description of the state of the affairs
required for a sentence to be true (i.e. how the function t is defined) is constructed
and what guarantees that the constructed truth conditions match the sentences of
the object language. In other words, how absurd interpretations, as for example
in (5), are avoided.

1In what follows, “language” is sometimes used instead of “object language” when it is clear
from the context.
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Object
language

Meta-language
(meanings)Interpretation  

Figure 1.1: Interpretation of an object language.

(5) “it is snowing in France” is a true sentence if and only if the Eiffel Tower is
located on the Champ de Mars in Paris

This leads to the notion of “compositionality”.

1.2 Compositionality

Sentences of a language are constructed inductively from basic expressions ac-
cording to particular syntactic rules. For example, sentences in English are con-
structed from words (if we consider them as primitives) according to the syntax
rules of the English language grammar. If we associate each basic expression
with what it refers to in a world and if, along with syntactic combination of con-
stituents, we make a parallel semantic combination, we will be able to compute
the correct truth conditions of the sentences. This strategy is a fundamental tool
in truth-conditional semantics and it is known as the principle of compositional-
ity.2

Principle 1.5. [Compositionality] The meaning of a compound expression is a
function of the meanings of its parts and of the syntactic rules by which they are
combined.

Principle 1.5 is rather general and informal. A more formal definition can be
given using the algebraic notion of homomorphism, a function between the sets
of two algebras respecting the algebraic structure [Grätzer, 1979]:

Definition 1.6. [Algebra] An algebra 〈A,F 〉 is a pair, where A is a nonvoid set
(the base set) and F is a set of operations on A.

2See [Dever, 2006] for an extended discussion of compositionality.
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Definition 1.7. [Homomorphism] Given two algebras 〈A,FA〉 and 〈B,FB〉, a
mapping h : A → B is a homomorphism from 〈A,FA〉 to 〈B,FB〉 iff for every
n-ary operation Θ ∈ FA there is a n-ary operation Ψ ∈ FB such that

h(Θ(a1, . . . , an)) = Ψ(h(a1), . . . , h(an))

where a1, . . . , an are elements of A.

When syntactic and semantic operations are viewed as algebraic operations,
the interpretation function I should be a homomorphism from syntactic algebra
to semantic algebra in order to satisfy the requirement of compositionality.

Figure 1.2 schematically shows the computation of meanings for sentences of
a language, where the arrow represents the syntactic processing of the language
in parallel to the semantic interpretation with a homomorphic function.

Object
language

Meta-language
(meanings)

Syntax parsing
&

Homomorphic interpretation  

Figure 1.2: Compositional interpretation of a language.

As discussed in Section 1.1, the meaning of a language can be expressed with
another (formal or natural) language. It can also be a domain of a model as
studied in model-theory (see Section 1.3). The crucial point here is the existence
of the homomorphism, which facilitates the translation of sentences of a language
into their meanings.

Example 1.8. Consider a tiny fragment E of the English language, consisting of
two basic expressions, Alexander of category NP and sleeps of category V P , and
one syntactic rule, saying that if tNP and tV P are expressions of category NP and
V P respectively, then Θ(tNP , tV P ) is an expression of category S, where Θ is the
syntactic operation of concatenation, as shown below

Θ(tNP , tV P )
.
= tNP tV P

With the syntactic rule, the following complex expression can be constructed
from the basic expressions in E:

Θ(Alexander, sleeps) = Alexander sleeps
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Consider a fragment F of the French language consisting of two basic expres-
sions, Alexandre of category NP ′ and dort of category V P ′, and one syntactic
rule, saying that if tNP

′
and tV P

′
are expressions of category NP ′ and V P ′ respec-

tively, then Ψ(tNP
′
, tV P

′
) is an expression of category S ′, where Ψ is the syntactic

operation of concatenation, as shown below

Ψ(tNP
′
, tV P

′
)
.
= tNP

′
tV P

′

E is translated into F with the following interpretation function:

I(Alexander) = Alexandre

I(sleeps) = dort

Then, according to the semantic rule, the following holds:

I(Θ(Alexander, sleeps)) = Ψ(I(Alexander), I(sleeps))

= Ψ(Alexandre, dort)

= Alexandre dort

The interpretation function I is a homomorphism, therefore compositionality
holds. �

It is important to emphasize why compositionality is important. An alterna-
tive way of expressing meanings of sentences of a language would be to construct
a list of tuples 〈s,m〉, where s is a sentence and m is the meaning of s. How-
ever, since a language consists of infinitely many sentences, the list would be also
infinite. Compositionality, in contrast, allows to finitely define an infinite num-
ber of meanings of a language. When the principle of compositionality holds, it
suffices to define the interpretations of basic expressions because the interpreta-
tions of complex expressions can be recursively computed from the basic ones in
accordance with syntactic and semantic rules.

Considering that the human brain has finite storage capacity, it is easy to see
that the principle of compositionality is also relevant in answering the question
how a human being can understand complex expressions without ever hearing
them before. Reflections on this topic can already be found at least as early as
in writings of Gottlob Frege [Frege, 1914; Frege, 1963]:3

It is astonishing what language can do. With a few syllables it can
express an incalculable number of thoughts, so that even a thought
grasped by a human being for the very first time can be put into
a form of words which will be understood by someone to whom the
thought is entirely new. This would be impossible, were we not able
to distinguish parts in the thought corresponding to the parts of a
sentence, so that the structure of the sentence serves as an image of
the structure of the thought. [Frege, 1963, p. 1]

3The principle of compositionality should not be confused with the principle of contextuality
also presented by Frege. See [Janssen, 1997, p. 420] for discussion.
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1.3 Model-Theory

Model-theoretic semantics studies the meanings of expressions of a language by
interpreting them as elements in the domains of models.4

Definition 1.9. [Model] A model M with respect to a language L is a pair
〈D, I〉, where D is the domain of M and I is an interpretation that maps
expressions of L into elements of D.

It is possible to translate Frege’s ideas from “Über Sinn und Bedeutung”
[1892] to modern model-theoretic terminology. Here are a few pharagraphs from
the paper:

A proper name (word, sign, sign combination, expression) ex-
presses its sense, stands for or designates its reference. By means
of a sign we express its sense and designate its reference. [Frege,
1952, p. 61]

If now the truth value of a sentence is its reference, then on the one
hand all true sentences have the same reference and so, on the other
hand, do all false sentences. From this we see that in the reference
of the sentence all that is specific is obliterated. We can never be
concerned only with the reference of a sentence; but again the mere
thought alone yields no knowledge, but only the thought together
with its reference, i.e. its truth value. Judgments can be regarded as
advances from a thought to a truth value. [Frege, 1952, p. 65]

Sense for Frege corresponds to an expression of a language. Sentences repre-
sent thoughts. A reference is an element from the domain of some model related
to the language. A judgment is an interpretation function mapping the expres-
sions of the language into the elements of the domain. Thoughts (i.e. sentences)
are mapped to truth values.

The following examples define different languages and models with respect to
these languages.

Example 1.10. [Language L] Consider a simple language L, which alphabet con-
tains the following symbols:

1. constant symbols : c1, . . . , cm, . . .

2. predicate symbols : P1, . . . Pm, . . .

3. function symbols : f1, . . . , fm, . . .

4[Chang and Keisler, 1990] and [Hodges, 1997] are possible readings for getting more math-
ematically oriented insight into model theory.
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Each predicate symbol Pi has an arity, which is a natural number. Each function
symbol fi has an arity, which is a natural number not equal to zero. The expres-
sions of the language are either terms or formulas (sentences) specified by the
grammar which is defined inductively as follows:

1. every constant symbol is a term

2. if t1, . . . , tn are terms and if f is an n-ary function symbol, then f(t1, . . . , tn)
is a term

3. nothing else is a term

4. if t1, . . . , tn are terms and if P is an n-ary predicate symbol, then P (t1, . . . , tn)
is a formula

5. nothing else is a formula

�

Example 1.11. [Model w.r.t. L (General)] Let L be the language defined in
Example 1.10. A model M with respect to L is a pair 〈DU , I〉, where DU is the
domain and I is an interpretation function that maps the expressions of L into
elements of DU . The domain is defined below, where U is a nonempty set, called
the universe of M:5

DU
.
=
∞⋃
n=0

(Un → U) ∪
∞⋃
n=0

Un

The function I is defined as follows:

1. every constant symbol c is mapped into an element cI ∈ U

2. if t1, . . . , tn are terms and if f is an n-ary function symbol, then f is mapped
into n-ary partial function f I : Un → U and the following equation holds:

(f(t1, . . . , tn))I
.
= f I(tI1, . . . , t

I
n)

3. if t1, . . . , tn are terms and if P is an n-ary predicate symbol, then P is
mapped into n-ary relation P I , such that P I ⊆ Un, and the following
equation holds:

(P (t1, . . . , tn))I
.
= (tI1, . . . , t

I
n) ∈ P I

�

5Subsequently, > is used as an abbreviation for {∅} and stands for true; and ⊥ is used as
an abbreviation for ∅ and stands for false.
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Note that in Examples 1.10 and 1.11 the interpretation I is a function that
preserves structure, i.e. it is a homomorphism. Thus, the meanings of ex-
pressions of the language L from Example 1.10 are computed by interpretation
I from Example 1.11 in a compositional manner. Figure 1.3 is a particular case
of Figure 1.2. It sketches a model-theoretical compositional interpretation of a
language.

Formal 
language

Domain
of a modelI

Syntax parsing
&

Homomorphic interpretation  

Figure 1.3: Model-theoretical compositional interpretation of a formal language.

For a more intuitive illustration what a model for a language is, Example 1.12
considers a small fragment of the language from Example 1.10. Examples 1.12
and 1.16 define two different models,M andM′ respectively, of a simple hierarchy
of a family members.

Example 1.12. [Model for L (Specific)] Let L be the language defined in Exam-
ple 1.10 with four constants, one predicate and two function symbols. Let model
M with respect to L be a pair 〈DU , I〉, where

• U = {Mary, John,Ann,Tom}

• I is defined as follows

1. cI1 = Mary, cI2 = John, cI3 = Ann, cI4 = Tom

2. f I1 is a function that for every element x ∈ U returns the mother of x:

f I1 (Mary) = Ann

f I1 (John) = Ann

f I2 is a function that for every element x ∈ U returns the father of x:

f I2 (Mary) = Tom

f I2 (John) = Tom
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3. P I
1 is a binary relation between parents:

P I
1 = {(Ann,Tom), (Tom,Ann)}

�

At this point a language and a model related to this language are defined.
The language is capable of generating a number of sentences. For any of these
sentences, it makes sense to be able to check whether it is true in the defined
model.

Definition 1.13. [Truth] Let M be a model such that M = 〈D, I〉. To express
the fact that a sentence ξ is true in M, the following notation is used: M � ξ,
i.e.

M � ξ iff ξI = >
In this case, it is normally said that ξ holds inM, or thatM is a model of ξ.

Example 1.14. Suppose the following string of symbols P1(f2(c1), f1(c2)) is given,
with P1 being a binary predicate symbol, and f1 and f2 being unary function sym-
bols. It can be checked, according to the definitions in Examples 1.10 and 1.11,
whether it is a formula that holds in the model M from Example 1.12:

(P1(f2(c1), f1(c2)))I = (f I2 (cI1), f I1 (cI2)) ∈ P I
1

= (f I2 (Mary), f I1 (John)) ∈ P I
1

= (Tom,Ann) ∈ P I
1

= >

Therefore, M � P1(f2(c1), f1(c2)). �

However, there may be sentences of a language that are not true in a model:

Example 1.15. Suppose another string of symbols P1(c1, c2) is given and it has
to be checked whether it is a true formula in the model M from Example 1.12:

(P1(c1, c2))I = (cI1, c
I
2) ∈ P I

1

= (Mary, John) ∈ P I
1

= ⊥

Therefore, P1(c1, c2) does not hold in M. �

Examples 1.14 and 1.15 show that, taking one model, there may be some
sentences of a language interpreted as true in that model, and other sentences
interpreted as false in the model. Moreover, if more than one model is considered,
the same sentence may be true in one model, but false in some other model. To
illustrate this, the second modelM′ with respect to L is defined in Example 1.16,
and it is shown in Example 1.17 that the formula P1(c1, c2) holds in M′.
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Example 1.16. Take the language L defined in Example 1.12. M′ is another
model with respect to L that has the same universe asM. It is defined as a pair
〈D′U ′ , I ′〉, where

• U ′ = {Mary, John,Ann,Tom}

• I ′ is defined as follows

1. cI
′

1 = Mary, cI
′

2 = John, cI
′

3 = Ann, cI
′

4 = Tom

2. f I
′

1 is a function that for every element x ∈ U ′ returns the mother of
x:

f I
′

1 (Ann) = Mary

f I
′

1 (Tom) = Mary

f I
′

2 is a function that for every element x ∈ U ′ returns the father of x:

f I
′

2 (Ann) = John

f I
′

2 (Tom) = John

3. P I′
1 is a binary relation for couples:

P I′

1 = {(Mary, John), (John,Mary)}

�

Example 1.17. Recall the string P1(c1, c2) from Example 1.15. This is a true
formula in the model M′ from Example 1.16:

(P1(c1, c2))I
′
= (cI

′

1 , c
I′

2 ) ∈ P I′

1

= (Mary, John) ∈ P I′

1

= >

Thus, M′ � P1(c1, c2) �

The sentence P1(c1, c2) of the language L is interpreted in two different models
M andM′ in Examples 1.15 and 1.17. The sentence is interpreted as false in the
modelM, and as true in the modelM′. These examples demonstrate that, from a
model-theoretical perspective, it only makes sense to talk about truth in a model.
In other words, if we have a sentence in some language, we first have to define
a model, and only afterwards we can raise the question whether the sentence
is true or false in the defined model by checking how the sentence is interpreted
in the model.

The relativity of truth holds for any language, even for a natural language.
Frege observed it in “Über Sinn und Bedeutung” [1892], where he says:
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Let us assume for the time being that the sentence has reference.
If we now replace one word of the sentence by another having the
same reference, but a different sense, this can have no bearing upon
the reference of the sentence. Yet we can see that in such a case the
thought changes; since, e.g., the thought in the sentence ‘The morning
star is a body illuminated by the Sun’ differs from that in the sentence
‘The evening star is a body illuminated by the Sun.’ Anybody who
did not know that the evening star is the morning star might hold
the one thought to be true, the other false. The thought, accordingly,
cannot be the reference of the sentence, but must rather be considered
as the sense. [Frege, 1952, p. 62]

In the quoted paragraph Frege shows an example that a sentence can have
one interpretation (e.g. mapped to true) in one case, and another one (false)
in some other case. The example is dealing, in fact, with two different models.
The first model is a model which interpretation maps ‘the morning star’ and ‘the
evening star’ into the same element of its domain. In this model, the sentences
‘The morning star is a body illuminated by the Sun’ and ‘The evening star is a
body illuminated by the Sun’ are mapped to the (same) truth value true (i.e. >).
The second model is for those who were not aware that the evening star is the
morning star: ‘the morning star’ and ‘the evening star’ are mapped into different
elements of the domain of the model. Then, indeed, in the second model one of
the sentences can be mapped into the truth value true, while the other to false.

In the next two examples the relativity of truth is illustrated in detail. A
fragment of the English language is considered and the sentence ‘the morning
star is the evening star’ is interpreted in two different models.

Example 1.18. Consider a tiny fragment of primitive English consisting of two
noun phrases: TheMorningStar and TheEveningStar; and one verb: is. The
grammar of the language consists of a single rule, saying that a sentence is defined
as a noun phrase followed by a verb followed by a noun phrase. Consider the
following sentence in the language just defined:

(6) TheMorningStar is TheEveningStar

Take the model M, such that M = 〈DU , I〉, where

• U = {Venus,Mars, Jupiter,Earth}

• the interpretation I is defined as follows

TheMorningStarI = Venus

TheEveningStarI = Venus

isI = {(x, x)|x ∈ D}
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i.e. isI = {(Venus,Venus), (Mars,Mars), (Jupiter, Jupiter), (Earth,Earth)}
For every noun phrases n1 and n2, and for every verb v the following equa-
tion holds:

(n1 v n2)I
.
= (nI1, n

I
2) ∈ vI

It can be checked now whether the sentence (6) is true or false in the model M:

(TheMorningStar is TheEveningStar)I

= (TheMorningStarI , TheEveningStarI) ∈ isI

= (Venus,Venus) ∈ isI

= >

�

Example 1.19. Imagine a situation in which the humanity lives in an alternative
world where the morning star and the evening star are not the same planet. A
modelM′ for this situation with respect to the language can be defined, as shown
in Example 1.18. M′ is defined as a tuple 〈D′U ′ , I ′〉, where

• U ′ = {Phosphorus,Hesperus,Mars, Jupiter,Earth}

• the interpretation I ′ is defined as follows

TheMorningStarI
′
= Phosphorus

TheEveningStarI
′
= Hesperus

isI
′
= {(x, x)|x ∈ D′}

such that for every noun phrases n1 and n2, and for every verb v the fol-
lowing equation holds:

(n1 v n2)I
′ .
= (nI

′

1 , n
I′

2 ) ∈ vI′

We can now check whether the sentence (6) holds in the model M′:

(TheMorningStar is TheEveningStar)I
′

= (TheMorningStarI
′
, TheEveningStarI

′
) ∈ isI′

= (Phosphorus,Hesperus) ∈ isI′

= ⊥

�
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As the previous examples show, models can be different. Whatever expres-
sion is generated by a language, it may have different interpretations in different
models. The models presented so far were close to our awareness of the present
world (the world we live in), but it does not have to be so, it can perfectly be a
model of any alternative world. A domain can consist of any elements, and an
interpretation function can be defined in all possible ways to map the expressions
of the language to the elements of the domain. This generality of model theory
allows to have a simple treatment of the long philosophical debates regarding the
meanings of sentences like “The king of France is bald”. Example (1.20) defines
three models and checks the interpretation of the sentence in them.

Example 1.20. Consider the language having the following basic constituents:
two nouns France and Belgium, a verb is, an adjective bald, a functional phrase
the king of. The grammar of the language contains a single rule saying that a
sentence can be formed according to the pattern f n v a, where f stands for the
functional phrase, n stands for a noun, v stands for the verb, a stands for the
adjective.

Consider the following sentence in the language:

(7) the king of France is bald

Below this sentence is interpreted in three models 〈DU , Ii〉 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. All
three models share the same domain DU with the universe U defined as:

U = {Albert II, John, Tom, France, Belgium}

For all three interpretation functions Ii, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the following equations,
where f is the functional phrase, n is a noun, v is the verb and a is the adjective,
hold:

(f n)Ii
.
= f Ii(nIi)

(f n v a)Ii
.
= ((f n)Ii , aIi) ∈ vIi

Model 1: The model M1 is the model 〈DU , I1〉, where I1 is defined as follows:

FranceI1 = France

BelgiumI1 = Belgium

baldI1 = {Albert II, John}
isI1 = {(x, Y )|x ∈ Y, Y ∈ 2U}

The functional phrase is interpreted as a function that, when given an element
from the domain which is a country, returns the king of this country. The function
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I1 defines that in the modelM1 the king of France is John and the king of Belgium
is Albert II.

(the king of)I1(France) = John

(the king of)I1(Belgium) = Albert II

We can now interpret sentence (7) in the model M1:

(the king of France is bald)I1

= ((the king of France)I1 , baldI1) ∈ isI1

= ((the king of)I1FranceI1 , baldI1) ∈ isI1

= ((the king of)I1France, baldI1) ∈ isI1

= (John, baldI1) ∈ isI1

= (John, {Albert II, John}) ∈ isI1

= (John, {Albert II, John}) ∈ {(John, {Albert II, John}),
(Albert II, {Albert II, John}), }
(John, {John, Belgium}), }
(Albert II, {John, Belgium}), }
. . . }

= >

The sentence is interpreted as true in the modelM1 because the element (John)
of the universe returned by the interpretation of the functional phrase applied to
France (which is also an element of the domain) is in the set of elements defined
by the interpretation of the adjective bald (i.e. the set of bald people in the
model).

Model 2: The second modelM2 is defined as a tuple 〈DU , I2〉, where the inter-
pretation I2 is as follows:

FranceI2 = France

BelgiumI2 = Belgium

baldI2 = {Albert II, Tom}
isI2 = {(x, Y )|x ∈ Y, Y ∈ 2U}

(the king of)I2(France) = John

(the king of)I2(Belgium) = Albert II
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Then, the sentence (7) is interpreted as false in the model M2:

(the king of France is bald)I2

= ((the king of France)I2 , baldI2) ∈ isI2

= ((the king of)I2FranceI2 , baldI2) ∈ isI2

= ((the king of)I2France, baldI2) ∈ isI2

= (John, baldI2) ∈ isI2

= (John, {Albert II, Tom}) ∈ isI2

= (John, {Albert II, Tom}) ∈ {(John, {Albert II, Tom}),
(Albert II, {Albert II, Tom}),
(John, {John, Belgium}), }
(Albert II, {John, Belgium}), }
. . . }

= ⊥

Note that the sentence is interpreted as false because the individual John returned
by the interpretation of the functional phrase when applied to France (i.e. the
king of France in the model) is not in the set of bald people.
Model 3: The interpretation I3 of the third model M3 equal to 〈DU , I3〉 is
defined in the following way:

FranceI3 = France

BelgiumI3 = Belgium

baldI3 = {Albert II, Tom}
isI3 = {(x, Y )|x ∈ Y, Y ∈ 2U}

By relaxing the notion of model and allowing the interpretation function I3 to be
partial, the functional phrase can be defined by I3 only for Belgium:

(the king of)I3(Belgium) = Albert II

Since the interpretation function is undefined for France, sentence (7) cannot be
interpreted in the model M3:

(the king of France is bald)I3

= ((the king of France)I3 , baldI3) ∈ isI3

= ((the king of)I3FranceI3 , baldI3) ∈ isI3

= ((the king of)I3France, baldI3) ∈ isI3

= ???

Thus, sentence (7) is simply meaningless in the model M3. �
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Example 1.20 shows that the same sentence may not only be interpreted as
true or false, but also fail to have an interpretation in a model, therefore be
meaningless. This raises at least two questions: first, if there exist meaningful
sentences that are always true (i.e. true in all models), and second, in the case
there is some knowledge base consisting of a set of sentences, which meaningful
sentences are able to contribute knowledge to this knowledge base.

Definition 1.21. [Valid sentence] A sentence ξ of a language L is valid if and
only if it is true in all models of L. Formally:

� ξ iff M � ξ for all M

Definition 1.22. [Entailment] Let ξ, ξ1, . . . , ξn be sentences in a language L. A
set of sentences {ξ1, . . . , ξn} entails the sentence ξ if and only if in all models
in which all the sentences ξ1, . . . , ξn are true, the sentence ξ is also true. Or
equivalently and more formally:

{ξ1, . . . , ξn} � ξ iff for all M, if for all ξi M � ξi then M � ξ

Imagine we have a knowledge base consisting of a set of sentences and consider
the class of all models in which all the sentences of the knowledge base are true.
Then, sentences that are valid in this class of models are not informative.
Informative sentences are those that are true in some of the models, but not
valid.

The model-theoretic view of “informativeness” of a sentence is compatible with
Frege’s [1892] theory. One of the examples that Frege has considered included a
discussion of the cognitive values (i.e informativeness) of the sentences a=a and
a=b of some language. Here is what Frege says concluding his paper:

When we found ‘a=a’ and ‘a=b’ to have different cognitive values,
the explanation is that for the purpose of knowledge, the sense of the
sentence, viz., the thought expressed by it, is no less relevant than its
reference, i.e. its truth value. If now a=b, then indeed the reference
of ‘b’ is the same as that of ‘a’, and hence the truth value of ‘a=b’ is
the same as that of ‘a=a’. In spite of this, the sense of ‘b’ may differ
from that of ‘a’, and thereby the thought expressed in ‘a=b’ differs
from that of ‘a=a’. In that case the two sentences do not have the
same cognitive value. If we understand by ‘judgement’ the advance
from the thought to its truth value, [. . . ] we can also say that the
judgements are different. [Frege, 1952, p. 78]
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By giving a clear distinction between sense (an expression) and reference (an
element of a domain), and by considering the possibility of existence of differ-
ent judgements (interpretations), Frege came very close to the explanation why
sentences like a=a and a=b have different cognitive value (assuming the usual in-
terpretation for equality): the sentence a=a is valid, therefore is not informative,
whereas the sentence a=b can be true in some (but not all) models, therefore it
is informative.

1.4 Montague Semantics

Previous sections illustrated that the model-theoretical approach to semantics
is very promising. However, model-theoretical interpretations of the simple lan-
guages in Section 1.3 were only possible due to the fact that those languages were
given a precisely defined structure. In contrast, natural languages are clearly more
complex and formalization of natural language meaning requires a very careful
definition of grammar for fragments of natural languages. This has already been
observed by Tarski:

The problem of the definition of truth obtains a precise meaning
and can be solved in a rigorous way only for those languages whose
structure has been exactly specified. For other languages - thus, for
all natural, “spoken” languages - the meaning of the problem is more
or less vague, and its solution can have only an approximate char-
acter. Roughly speaking, the approximation consists in replacing a
natural language (or a portion of it in which we are interested) by
one whose structure is exactly specified, and which diverges from the
given language “as little as possible.” [Tarski, 1944]

The strategy of analysing the fragments of natural language together with the
compositionality principle (empowering the computation of meanings by imple-
menting semantic rules of a grammar in parallel with syntactic rules) allowed to
characterize natural language semantics in a concise systematic way with formal
mathematical tools. Richard Montague is considered [Partee, 1975] to be the first
researcher to do it:

There is in my opinion no important theoretical difference between
natural languages and the artificial languages of logicians; indeed, I
consider it possible to comprehend the syntax and semantics of both
kinds of languages within a single natural and mathematically precise
theory. [Montague, 1970b, p.373]

In [1970b] Montague presented his general theory of universal syntax and
semantics, and in the papers [1970a] and [1973] he gave grammars for limited
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fragments of English.6

The fact that Montague used standard tools from mathematical logic to as-
sign semantics to natural language utterances results in (at least) two funda-
mental characteristics of his theory. First of all, Montague’s semantic is com-
positional as defined in Section 1.2. Therefore, for Montague the function of
syntax is not only to generate well-formed expressions, but also to provide the
structural basis for their semantic interpretation. Another characteristic of Mon-
tague semantics is that it employs model theory for the interpretation of a lan-
guage. Montague gave model-theoretic interpretation to a (English) language
in two ways, called “direct” and “indirect” interpretations [Dowty et al., 1981;
Partee, 1997b]. The direct interpretation presented in [Montague, 1970a] fol-
lows the scheme described in Section 1.3. The indirect interpretation, presented
in [Montague, 1970b; Montague, 1973], involves an intermediate language ex-
pressed in intensional logic. It first translates each expression of an object
language into a logical expression of intensional logic, and then this logical ex-
pression is model-theoretically interpreted. Figure 1.4 schematically illustrates
Montague’s indirect interpretation.

Natural
language

Syntax parsing
&

Homomorphic interpretation

Domain
of a model

Syntax parsing
&

Homomorphic interpretation

Language 
of 

intensional 
logic

Figure 1.4: Montague’s “indirect” model-theoretic interpretation of a language.

Language
Syntax parsing

&
Homomorphic interpretation

Domain
of a model

Syntax parsing
&

Homomorphic interpretation

Logical 
language

Figure 1.5: “Indirect” model-theoretic interpretation of a language.

Both interpretations should be homomorphisms to guarantee the composi-
tionality principle for the whole indirect interpretation. The following theorem

6All three papers are formal and require good mathematical background. Detailed intro-
duction into Montague semantics can be found in [Partee, 1975]. [Dowty et al., 1981] explains
Montague semantics in a systematic way, starting from a simple formal language and concluding
with explicit explanation of Montague’s intensional logic. The historical context of emergence
of Montague semantics can be found in [Partee, 1997a] and [Partee, 1997b].
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proves that the composition of homomorphisms indeed preserves the composi-
tionality principle.

Theorem 1.23. [Composition of homomorphisms] Let A, B and C be algebraic
structures. Let h1 be a homomorphism from A to B and h2 be a homomorphism
from B to C. Then the composition h1 ◦ h2, defined by (h1 ◦ h2)(a) = h2(h1(a)),
is a homomorphism from A to C.

Proof. Let Θ,Ψ and Υ be operations on A,B and C correspondingly, such that
h1(Θ) = Ψ and h2(Ψ) = Υ. Then

(h1 ◦ h2)(Θ(a1, . . . , an)) = h2(h1(Θ(a1, . . . , an)))

= h2(Ψ(h1(a1), . . . , h1(an)))

= Υ(h2(h1(a1)), . . . , (h2(h1(an))))

= Υ((h1 ◦ h2)(a1), . . . , (h1 ◦ h2)(an))

�

A trivial collorary of Theorem 1.23 is that any number of intermediate lan-
guages can be involved in the compositional interpretation of a language as long
as intermediate interpretations are homomorphisms. Moreover, the intermediate
language can be eliminated since the composition of homomorphisms is equivalent
to the direct interpretation of a language.

Although the intermediate formal language is sometimes neglected in model-
theoretic interpretation of a natural language [Jacobson, 1997], there are many
advantages in having an indirect interpretation.

While the problem of determining whether a natural language sentence is
true or false in a model is usually controversial because of inherent complexity of
natural language, for formal languages it is a well understood problem in model-
theory. Therefore, after interpreting a natural language into a formal language,
we can rely on model-theory to interpret the sentences of the formal language
with respect to a model.

Another complex problem in natural language semantics is whether a sentence
entails another sentence. However, since the notion of entailment is already well-
defined for sentences of formal languages, and logical calculi together with proof
search procedures for these formal languages exist, one can rely on these existing
techniques if a natural language is first interpreted into a formal language.

Taking these observations into consideration, in this dissertation formal se-
mantics of a (natural) language is understood as the procedure of interpreting
a (natural) language into a logical language.

To present his theory, Montague defines in [1973] a particular syntax of a
fragment of English consisting of basic rules that assign a syntactic category
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to each primitive element (i.e. lexical item) and recursive rules that construct
expressions.

In his definition of syntax, Montague uses some notions of categorial gram-
mar [Ajdukiewicz, 1935] and his semantics is based on higher-order logic and
on the simply-typed lambda calculus.7 Thus, the foundations of both syntax
and semantics in Montague’s approach are type-theoretic8, and, moreover, the
syntax-semantics correspondence was later shown in [van Benthem, 1986; van
Benthem, 1988] to go in the lines of Curry-Howard isomorphism. Consider the
following tiny type-logical grammar which can be used for syntactically forming
Sentence (8):

Mary : np

John : np

loves : np→ np→ s

(8) John loves Mary

The parse structure of Sentence (8) is a proof of the following sequent: np, np→
np→ s, np ` s, as shown below:9

John                  loves                   Mary

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

Figure 1.6: Syntactic parse tree of sentence John loves Mary.

np ` np
np→ np→ s ` np→ np→ s np ` np

np→ np→ s, np ` np→ s

np, np→ np→ s, np ` s
7Basics of simply-typed lambda calculus are given in Appendix A.
8The theory of types is a logical theory, that divides entities into a hierarchy of types. It

was introduced by Bertrand Russell as a solution for some contradictions, such as Russell’s
paradox, in set theory [Russell, 1903]. The creation of a hierarchy of types and the assignment
of each entity to a type, such that complex objects are built up from objects of preceding types,
guarantees that the type of a property is never the same as the type of entities to which it
applies. Therefore, a property never applies to itself.

9Often a syntactic parse tree is used to represent the parse structure of the sentence. Fig-
ure 1.6 shows the parse tree for Sentence (8).
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By the Curry-Howard isomorphism, this proof can be interpreted as the “in-
termediary” λ-term (loves Mary) John:

John : np ` John : np

loves : np→ np→ s ` loves : np→ np→ s Mary : np ` Mary : np

loves : np→ np→ s,Mary : np ` loves Mary : np→ s

John : np, loves : np→ np→ s,Mary : np ` (loves Mary) John : s

This λ-term is used to compositionally compute the logical (semantic) form of
the sentence from the lexical interpretations. It is “intermediary” because each
of the words that compose this term still have to be interpreted.

The evidence of this correspondence between syntax and semantics played
an important role in recognition of type-logical grammars originated in [Lam-
bek, 1958; Lambek, 1961] as logics for reasoning about the composition of syn-
tactic forms and hence for obtaining meanings of natural language expressions.
Type-logical grammars allow to define natural language syntax and to represent
Montague’s compositionality program in a more clear, concise and systematic
way than when using his original definition of syntax. Therefore, some details
of Montague’s framework are presented below using type-logical categories and
grammars.10

There are two particularly notable aspects of Montague’s semantics [1973]:
his interpretation of (quantified) noun phrases, and his treatment of scope ambi-
guities.

Under the simplest assignment of types to categories, the category of noun
phrases is interpreted as the type of an individual ι and the category of sentences
is interpreted as the type of a proposition o.11 Then the proof above can be
interpreted as follows:

[[John]] : ι ` [[John]] : ι

[[loves]] : ι→ ι→ o ` [[loves]] : ι→ ι→ o [[Mary]] : ι ` [[Mary]] : ι

[[loves]] : ι→ ι→ o, [[Mary]] : ι ` [[loves]] [[Mary]] : ι→ o

[[John]] : ι, [[loves]] : ι→ ι→ o, [[Mary]] : ι ` ([[loves]] [[Mary]]) [[John]] : o

In this case, lexical interpretations for John, Mary and loves can be repre-
sented with the following λ-terms, where j and m are constants of type ι and
love is a constant of type (ι→ ι→ o):

[[Mary]] = m (1.1)

[[John]] = j (1.2)

[[loves]] = λxy.love y x (1.3)

Then, the meaning of the sentence (8) can be compositionally computed, resulting
in (1.4):

[[loves]][[Mary]][[John]] = (λxy.loveyx) m j

→∗β love j m (1.4)

10The rest of the thesis also uses categorial grammar for syntactic parsing of natural language.
11For simplicity, Montague’s semantics is sketched here ignoring his account of intensionality.
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However, quantified noun phrases, such as everybody, somebody and nobody,
cannot be interpreted as constants, but as more complex terms shown below
in (1.5), and therefore their meanings are of a more complex type ((ι→ o)→ o).

[[everybody]] = λP.∀x.Px
[[somebody]] = λP.∃x.Px (1.5)

[[nobody]] = λP.¬∃x.Px

In set-theoretic terms, the type (ι → o) can be seen as a set of individuals
(for which a property holds). Then, the type ((ι→ o)→ o) is a set of properties
of individuals (i.e. set of sets of individuals).

Montague’s innovation was to say that proper names can also be interpreted
as terms of type ((ι→ o)→ o), i.e. they can be type-raised. Then, for example,
the interpretation of John is the set of all properties of the individual John12 and
the corresponding λ-term is shown in (1.6):13

[[John]] = λP.P j (1.6)

Type raised interpretation of noun phrases allowed Montague to handle scope
ambiguities in sentences like (9):

(9) a. John seeks a unicorn.

b. Everybody loves somebody.

The idea is that the new, type raised, interpretations of noun phrases give
more flexibility with respect to the functional application, thus allowing seman-
tic content of a subject to appear, after β-reduction, either before the semantic
content of an object, leading to subject wide scope reading, or after it, leading to
an object wide scope reading. The different orders of functional applications are
based on different syntactic trees. Montague’s treatment of Sentence (9a) can be
found in [Montague, 1973], and [Partee, 1975; Dowty et al., 1981] explain it in
detail.

However, modern approaches to semantics go a step further and type-raise
verbs as well. Therefore, transitive verbs are interpreted as λ-terms of type
(((ι → o) → o) → ((ι → o) → o) → o). This makes it possible to handle
scope ambiguities not by using different syntactic trees (hence different order of
functional applications of lexical items), but by making the lexical interpretation
of the transitive verb responsible for placing the lexical contents of the subject

12According to [Partee, 1997b], Montague was probably inspired by the ideas presented
in [Lewis, 1970].

13This kind of transformation of the term (1.2) of type ι into the term (1.6) of type ((ι→ o)→
o) is analogous to a transformation of the term into an equivalent term with a continuation.
Chapter 3 introduces the method of continuations and discusses (recent) successful applications
of this technique in natural language semantics.
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and the object in the appropriate place of the logical formula depending on the
reading. The subject wide scope and the object wide scope lexical interpretations
of the verb loves, for example, are shown in (1.7a) and (1.7b) respectively:

[[loves]]sws = λOS.S(λx.O(λy.lovexy)) (1.7a)

[[loves]]ows = λOS.O(λy.S(λx.lovexy)) (1.7b)

When the subject or the object of a transitive verb is a proper name, subject
wide scope and object wide scope interpretations of the verb result in equal inter-
pretations for the sentence. This can be seen for the sentence John loves Mary,
interpretations (1.8) and (1.9) of which are compositionally computed using dif-
ferent interpretations of the verb:

[[loves]]sws[[Mary]][[John]]

= (λOS.S(λx.O(λy.lovexy)))[[Mary]][[John]]

→∗β [[John]](λx.[[Mary]](λy.lovexy))

= [[John]](λx.(λP.Pm)(λy.lovexy))

→β [[John]](λx.(λy.lovexy)m)

→β [[John]](λx.love x m)

= (λP.P j)(λx.love x m)

→β (λx.love x m) j

→β love j m (1.8)

[[loves]]ows[[Mary]][[John]]

= (λOS.O(λy.S(λx.lovexy)))[[Mary]][[John]]

→∗β [[Mary]](λy.[[John]](λx.lovexy))

= [[Mary]](λy.(λP.P j)(λx.lovexy))

→β [[Mary]](λy.(λx.lovexy)j)

→β [[Mary]](λy.lovejy)

= (λP.Pm)(λy.lovejy)

= (λy.lovejy)m

→β love j m (1.9)

However, sentences with scope ambiguities, like (9b), get different interpreta-
tions depending whether subject wide scope or object wide scope lexical interpre-
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tations of the verb are used, as shown in (1.10) and (1.11) respectively:

[[loves]]sws[[somebody]][[everybody]]

= (λOS.S(λx.O(λy.lovexy)))[[somebody]][[everybody]]

→∗β [[everybody]](λx.[[somebody]](λy.lovexy))

= [[everybody]](λx.(λP.∃z.Pz)(λy.lovexy))

→β [[everybody]](λx.∃z.(λy.lovexy)z)

→β [[everybody]](λx.∃z.lovexz)

= (λP.∀y.Py)(λx.∃z.lovexz)

→β ∀y.(λx.∃z.lovexz)y

→β ∀y.∃z.loveyz (1.10)

[[loves]]ows[[somebody]][[everybody]]

= (λOS.O(λy.S(λx.lovexy)))[[somebody]][[everybody]]

→∗β [[somebody]](λy.[[everybody]](λx.lovexy))

= [[somebody]](λy.(λP.∀z.Pz)(λx.lovexy))

→β [[somebody]](λy.∀z.(λx.lovexy)z)

→β [[somebody]](λy.∀z.lovezy)

= (λP.∃x.Px)(λy.∀z.lovezy)

→β ∃x.(λy.∀z.lovezy)x

→β ∃x.∀z.lovezx (1.11)

Montague’s “English as a formal language” theory lead to a substantial progress
in the area of natural language semantics. As mentioned above, it motivated the
use of type-logical grammars and type theory providing powerful tools to study
derivational and lexical semantics. It, moreover, stimulated the recognition of
model theoretical semantics. Montague showed how the compositionality prin-
ciple can be incorporated into natural language semantics in a mathematically
precise way. His work evolved and was continued by many other researches in
areas of syntax, semantics and pragmatics of natural language.14

1.5 Abstract Categorial Grammars

Abstract categorial grammar [de Groote, 2001a] is an expressive categorial for-
malism inspired by Montague’s ideas and his formalization of syntax-semantics

14Many references can be found in [Partee, 1997a]. Among more recent ones are the de-
velopments in Lambek-Grishin calculus [Moortgat, 1997; Bernardi and Moortgat, 2010], new
grammatical formalisms such as lambda-grammars [Muskens, 2001] and abstract categorial
grammars [de Groote, 2001a], compositional continuation-based approaches to semantics that
handle the problems related to quantification [Barker, 2002], donkey anaphora [de Groote, 2006],
modal subordination [Asher and Pogodalla, 2010a]. This list is far from being exhaustive.
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correspondance. The formalism is based on Girard’s linear logic [Girard, 1987]
and was created as a general framework capable of encoding other grammatical
formalisms. The encoding has already been shown, for example, for tree ad-
joining grammars in [de Groote, 2002; Pogodalla, 2004], context-free formalisms
(namely, context-free string grammars, linear context-free tree grammars, and
linear context-free rewriting systems) in [de Groote and Pogodalla, 2004]. The
power of abstract categorial grammar to encode other grammatical formalisms
allows to make the comparison of their expressiveness.

A logical framework does not consist of a single specific logic, but
provides a means of defining various logics. It amounts to a gen-
eral theory of logical systems that isolates the uniformities of a wide
class of logics. Similarly, a grammatical framework should provide
a means of defining various grammatical formalisms. [Philippe de
Groote, ESSLLI 2009]

Abstract categorial grammars are similar to λ-grammars [Muskens, 2001] in
that they express syntax-semantics correspondence in a parallel fashion.

Definition 1.24. [(Linear) implicative types] The set T (A) of (linear) im-
plicative types built upon A is inductively defined as follows:

1. if a ∈ A, then a ∈ T (A)

2. α, β ∈ T (A), then (α→ β) ∈ T (A).

Definition 1.25. [Higher-order (linear) signature] Higher-order (linear) sig-
nature Σ is a triple 〈A,C, τ〉, where

1. A is a finite set of atomic types

2. C is a finite set of constants

3. τ : C → T (A) is a function that assigns to each constant in C a (linear)
implicative type in T (A).

The type assignment τ imposes constraints on how the elements of vocabulary
are combined to compose sentences.

Definition 1.26. [(Linear) λ-terms] Let X be an infinite countable set of λ-
variables. The set Λ(Σ) of (linear) λ-terms built upon a higher-order (linear)
signature Σ, s.t. Σ = 〈A,C, τ〉, is inductively defined as follows:

1. if c ∈ C, then c ∈ Λ(Σ)
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2. if x ∈ X, then x ∈ Λ(Σ)

3. if x ∈ X, t ∈ Λ(Σ), and x occurs free in t (exactly once), then (λx.t) ∈ Λ(Σ)

4. if t, u ∈ Λ(Σ), and the sets of free variables of t and u are disjoint, then
(tu) ∈ Λ(Σ).

Definition 1.27. Given a higher-order (linear) signature Σ, s.t. Σ = 〈A,C, τ〉,
each (linear) λ-term in Λ(Σ) may be assigned a (linear) implicative type in T (A).
This type assignment obeys an inference system with sequents of the form Γ `Σ

t : α, where

1. Γ is a finite set of λ-variable typing declarations of the form “x : β” (with
x ∈ X and β ∈ T (A)), such that any λ-variable is declared at most once

2. t ∈ Λ(Σ)

3. α ∈ T (A).

The axioms and inference rules are the following:

constant`Σ c : τ(c)

variable
x : α `Σ x : α

Γ, x : α `Σ t : β
abstraction (provided x occurs free in t exactly once)

Γ `Σ (λx.t) : (α→ β)

Γ `Σ t : (α→ β) ∆ `Σ u : α
application

Γ,∆ `Σ (tu) : β

Definition 1.28. [Vocabulary] A vocabulary is a higher-order (linear) signa-
ture.

Definition 1.29. [Sentence] A sentence is a (linear) λ-term built upon a vo-
cabulary.

Definition 1.30. [Language] A language is the set of all sentences built upon
a vocabulary.

Translations of a language into another are captured by the notion of lexicon:

Definition 1.31. [Lexicon] Given two vocabularies Σ1 and Σ2, s.t. Σ1 = 〈A1, C1, τ1〉
and Σ2 = 〈A2, C2, τ2〉, a lexicon L from Σ1 to Σ2 (i.e. L : Σ1 → Σ2) is defined
as a pair 〈F,G〉 such that
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1. F : A1 → T (A2)

2. G : C1 → Λ(Σ2)

3. for any c ∈ C1, the sequent `Σ2 G(c) : F̂ (τ1(c)), where F̂ is the homomor-
phic extension of F , such that F̂ (α) → F̂ (β) = F̂ (α → β), is derivable.

Definition 1.32. Let G be a function from C1 to Λ(Σ2) in a lexicon 〈F,G〉. The
homomorphic extension Ĝ(t) of G is a function from Λ(Σ1) to Λ(Σ2) defined as
follows

1. Ĝ : C1 → Λ(Σ2)

2. if x ∈ X and x ∈ Λ(Σ1), then Ĝ(x) = x

3. Ĝ(λx.t) = λx.Ĝ(t)

4. Ĝ(tu) = Ĝ(t)Ĝ(u)

The principle of compositionality can now be defined in a general abstract
way:

Theorem 1.33. [Compositionality] For any lexicon L : Σ1 → Σ2 with L = 〈F,G〉
it is the case that if a sequent

x0 : α0, . . . , xn : αn `Σ1 t : α

is derivable in Σ1, then the sequent

x0 : F (α0), . . . , xn : F (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(t) : F̂ (α)

is derivable in Σ2.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of proofs.

• If t is a constant c, we have `Σ1 c : τ1(c) and we have to prove `Σ2 Ĝ(c) :
F̂ (τ1(c)). By item 3 in Definition 1.31 we have `Σ2 G(c) : F̂ (τ1(c)). Then,
by Definition 1.32 of homomorphic extension, Ĝ(c) = G(c), and hence we
have `Σ2 Ĝ(c) : F̂ (τ1(c)).

• If t is a variable x, we have x : α `Σ1 x : α and we have to prove x : F̂ (α) `Σ2

Ĝ(x) : F̂ (α). By variable rule in Definition 1.27 we have x : F̂ (α) `Σ2 x :
F̂ (α). By Definition 1.32 of homomorphic extension we have Ĝ(x) = x and
hence x : F̂ (α) `Σ2 Ĝ(x) : F̂ (α).
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• If t is an abstraction λx.u, we have

x0 : α0, . . . , xn : αn `Σ1 λx.u : α→ β (1.12)

and we have to prove

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(λx.u) : F̂ (α→ β)

The abstraction inference that has (1.12) as its conclusion has the following
premise:

x0 : α0, . . . , xn : αn, x : α `Σ1 u : β (1.13)

By induction hypothesis, if x0 : α0, . . . , xn : αn, x : α `Σ1 u : β, then
x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn), x : F̂ (α) `Σ2 Ĝ(u) : F̂ (β), and by modus ponens
with (1.13), we have

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn), x : F̂ (α) `Σ2 Ĝ(u) : F̂ (β) (1.14)

Applying abstraction rule to (1.14), we get

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 λx.Ĝ(u) : F̂ (α)→ F̂ (β)

By Item 3 in Definition 1.32 we have λx.Ĝ(u) = Ĝ(λx.u) and by Item 3 in
Definition 1.31 we have F̂ (α)→ F̂ (β) = F̂ (α→ β). Hence,

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(λx.u) : F̂ (α→ β)

• If t is an application (uv), we have

x0 : α0, . . . , xn : αn `Σ1 uv : β (1.15)

and we have to prove

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(uv) : F̂ (β)

The application inference that has (1.15) as its conclusion has two premises:

x0 : α0, . . . , xk : αk `Σ1 u : α→ β (1.16)

xk+1 : αk+1, . . . , xn : αn `Σ1 v : α (1.17)

By induction hypothesis, if x0 : α0, . . . , xk : αk `Σ1 u : α → β, then
x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xk : F̂ (αk) `Σ2 Ĝ(u) : F̂ (α → β), and by modus ponens
with (1.16), we have

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xk : F̂ (αk) `Σ2 Ĝ(u) : F̂ (α→ β)
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By Item 3 in Definition 1.31, F̂ (α)→ F̂ (β) = F̂ (α→ β), therefore

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xk : F̂ (αk) `Σ2 Ĝ(u) : F̂ (α)→ F̂ (β) (1.18)

Moreover, by induction hypothesis, if xk+1 : αk+1, . . . , xn : αn `Σ1 v : α,
then xk+1 : F̂ (αk+1), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(v) : F̂ (α), and by modus ponens
with (1.17), we have

xk+1 : F̂ (αk+1), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(v) : F̂ (α) (1.19)

Applying application rule to the sequents (1.18) and (1.19), we get

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(u)Ĝ(v) : F̂ (β)

By Item 4 in Definition 1.32, we have Ĝ(u)Ĝ(v) = Ĝ(uv). Hence,

x0 : F̂ (α0), . . . , xn : F̂ (αn) `Σ2 Ĝ(uv) : F̂ (β)

�

Note that this formulation of the principle of compositionality is equivalent
to the one defined in Section 1.2: Σ1 defines the basic expressions of a given
language, Σ2 defines the basic expressions of some other language, the lexicon ho-
momorphically interprets the sentences of the former language into the sentences
of the latter.

Definition 1.34. [Abstract Categorial Grammar] An abstract categorial gram-
mar (ACG) G is a quadruple 〈Σ0,Σ1,L, s〉, where

1. Σ0 and Σ1 are two higher-order (linear) signatures 〈A0, C0, τ0〉 and 〈A1, C1, τ1〉
correspondingly

2. L is a lexicon, such that L : Σ0 → Σ1; Σ0 is called the abstract vocabu-
lary, Σ1 is called the object vocabulary

3. s ∈ T (A0) is a distinguished type of the grammar,

that generates two languages, the abstract language A(G), which is the set of
closed (linear) λ-terms of type s built upon the abstract vocabulary Σ0, and the
object language O(G), which is the image of the abstract language by the term
homomorphism induced by the lexicon L, i.e.:

A(G) = {t ∈ Λ(Σ0)| `Σ0 t : s is derivable}

O(G) = {t ∈ Λ(Σ1)|∃u ∈ A(G) : t = L(u)}
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It is possible to express the relation between syntax and semantics of a lan-
guage in abstract categorial grammar. For that two ACG sharing the same ab-
stract language have to be defined. The object language of one of the grammars
will stand for the source language, while the object language of another grammar
will stand for the logical language representing semantics of the source language.
Example 1.35 illustrates this.

Example 1.35. Consider the following prominent sentence from [Montague, 1973]:

(10) John seeks a unicorn.

Below two ACGs, Gsyntax and Gsemantics, with 〈Σ0,Σ1,L1, s〉 and 〈Σ0,Σ2,L2, s〉
respectively are defined. The abstract signature Σ0 shared by both ACGs has
three atomic types n, np and s ; and four constants J, U, A and S, two of which
have complex types:

Σ0 = 〈{n, np, s},
{J, U,A, S},
{J 7→ np,

U 7→ n,

A 7→ n→ ((np→ s)→ s),

S 7→ ((np→ s)→ s)→ (np→ s)}〉

The following λ-terms, denoted tde dicto and tde re, can be built upon Σ0:

tde dicto = S(AU)J

tde re = AU(λx.S(λk.kx)J)

The object signature of Gsyntax has only one type string and four constants of
type string :

Σ1 = 〈{string},
{John, seeks, a, unicorn},
{John 7→ string,

seeks 7→ string,

a 7→ string,

unicorn 7→ string}〉

The lexicon L1 from Σ0 to Σ1 maps all types of Σ0 into the type string of
Σ1, the constants J and U are mapped into the constants John and unicorn
correspondingly, the constants A and S are mapped into complex terms:
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L1 = 〈{n 7→ string, np 7→ string, s 7→ string},
{J 7→ John,

U 7→ unicorn,

A 7→ λxp.p(a + x),

S 7→ λpx.p(λy.x+ seeks + y)}〉

The syntactic lexicon L1 applied to the terms tde dicto and tde re results in
terms that are identical after β-reduction. These terms represent Sentence (10):

L1(tde dicto)→∗β John + seeks + a + unicorn

L1(tde re)→∗β John + seeks + a + unicorn

The object signature of Gsemantics has two atomic types ι and o, one constant
of type ι and five constants of complex types:

Σ2 = 〈{ι, o},
{j,unicorn,find, try,∧,∃},
{j 7→ ι,

unicorn 7→ ι→ o,

find 7→ ι→ (ι→ o),

try 7→ ι→ ((ι→ o)→ o)},
∧ 7→ o→ (o→ o),

∃ 7→ (ι→ o)→ o}〉

The lexicon L2 maps types and terms from Σ0 to Σ2:

L2 = 〈{n 7→ (ι→ o), np 7→ ι, s 7→ o},
{J 7→ j,

U 7→ λx.unicornx,

A 7→ λpq.∃x.px ∧ qx,
S 7→ λpx.tryx(λy.p(λz.findyz))}〉

After applying the lexicon L2 to the terms tde dicto and tde re, and β-reducing,
the corresponding de dicto and de re readings of Sentence (10) are obtained:

L2(tde dicto)→∗β try j(λx.∃y.unicorny ∧ findxy)

L2(tde re)→∗β ∃y.unicorny ∧ try j(λx.findxy)

�
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Figure 1.7 schematically represents how syntax and semantics of a (natu-
ral) language are related through two abstract categorial grammars sharing an
abstract vocabulary. Note, that the translation from a language to a logical lan-
guage is indirect via an abstract syntactic structure. Namely, it is a relational
composition of the inverse of the syntactic lexicon and the semantic lexicon, as
schematically depicted in Figure 1.8. Example 1.36, based on Example 1.35,
illustrates this in more details.

[Natural]
language
(syntactic

form)

Le
xic

on
sy

nta
x

Lexicon 

semantics

Abstract
syntactic
structure

Logical
language
(semantic

form)

ACG 
syntax

ACG
semantics

Figure 1.7: Relation of syntax and semantics of a language through two ACG
sharing abstract vocabulary.

Example 1.36. Let Gsyntax and Gsemantics be two abstract categorial grammars
defined in Example 1.35. Then, the inverse image L−1

1 of L1 is as follows:
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Figure 1.8: Syntax, semantics and model-theoretic interpretation of a language.

L−1
1 (John) = J

L−1
1 (unicorn) = U

L−1
1 (a) = λx.Ax,

L−1
1 (seeks) = λxy.Sxy

Applying L−1
1 to the sentence “John + seeks + a + unicorn” built upon the

vocabulary Σ1 can yield tde dicto and tde re:

L−1
1 (John + seeks + a + unicorn) = S(AU)J (1.20)

L−1
1 (John + seeks + a + unicorn) = AU(λx.S(λk.kx)J) (1.21)

Then, applying L2 to tde dicto and tde re yields, as already shown in Exam-
ple 1.35, de dicto and de re readings of the initial sentence:

L2(tde dicto)→∗β try j(λx.∃y.unicorny ∧ findxy)

L2(tde re)→∗β ∃y.unicorny ∧ try j(λx.findxy)

It is important to note that L−1
1 is not a function. Applying L−1

1 to the same
term may result in more than one possible interpretation, as happened in (1.20)
and (1.21).

Definition 1.37. [Logical Meaning] [[·]] denotes L−1
1 ◦ L2 and is called logical

meaning.
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Therefore, two possible logical meanings of the sentence (10) are computed:

[[John + seeks + a + unicorn]] = try j(λx.∃y.unicorny ∧ findxy)

[[John + seeks + a + unicorn]] = ∃y.unicorny ∧ try j(λx.findxy)

�

Clearly, as discussed in Section 1.4, the logical language can be subsequently
model-theoretically interpreted: compare Figures 1.8 and 1.5.
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This chapter introduced the basics necessary for understanding interpretation
of natural language, such as truth-conditionality, compositionality and model-
theory; and it presented, based on Montague’s theory, the fundamentals of formal
semantics of natural language as a procedure of interpreting a natural language
into a logical language. The rest of the thesis is concerned with defining a formal
mathematically precise compositional semantics in the spirit of Montague seman-
tics capable of handling (at least some) natural language dynamic phenomena.
The next chapter presents these phenomena and the challenges they bring to
compositional semantics.



Chapter 2

Natural Language Dynamics

Despite Montague’s certainty that natural and formal languages can be similarly
treated, and the evidence that this is the case (at least) for fragments of natural
language he presented in [1970a; 1970b; 1973] where he considered important
issues as scope ambiguity and intensionality, his semantics still needed to be
extended in order to cope with other complex natural language phenomena.

This chapter is concerned with phenomena of discourse dynamics, includ-
ing cross-sentential pronominal and donkey anaphora (Subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3
respectively), presuppositions (Subsection 2.1.4) and conversational implicatures
(Subsection 2.1.5). The common characteristic of these phenomena is that they
are, in one way or another, dependent upon a context (Subsection 2.1.1), i.e.
some preliminary knowledge or a common ground. Section 2.2 presents the cur-
rently most used dynamic theories, namely Discourse Representation Theory,
Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dynamic Montague Grammar, and discusses how
they deal with (some) of the dynamic phenomena.

2.1 Motivation for a Dynamic Theory

The necessity to interpret not only single sentences, but also discourses, lead to
the evolution of Montague’s analogy between natural and formal languages to
the analogy between natural languages and (formal) computer programs. Each
sentence (utterance) of a discourse has been paralleled with a statement of a
program; and the interpretation of the whole discourse has been paralleled with
the evaluation of the whole computer program.

Consider, for example, the tiny program (2.1a), where x is a variable. To
evaluate this program, x must be firstly provided some value. For example, the
program in (2.1b), where x is assigned the value 2 by the statement x := 2;, prints
2. However, the program in (2.1c), where x is assigned the value 3 by a different
statement x := 3;, prints 3. Thus, although the second statements of programs

41
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in (2.1b) and (2.1c) are identical, i.e. Print(x), the difference in first statements
in (2.1b) and in (2.1c) results in different evaluations of Print(x). In other words,
the second statement in these programs is, in one way or another dependent, on
the respective first statements.

Print(x); (2.1a)

x := 2;Print(x); (2.1b)

x := 3;Print(x); (2.1c)

Consider now the short sentence (11a). If it is uttered alone, it is not clear to
whom he refers to. However, if it is preceded by another sentence, for example
as in (11b), it is evident that he refers to the man walking in the park. On
the other hand, if the preceding sentence is different, as in (11c), he refers to a
(possibly) different individual: John. Therefore, although the second sentences
in discourses (11b) and (11c) are syntactically identical, they can lead to different
meanings depending on the respective first sentences.

(11) a. He whistles.

b. A man walks in the park. He whistles.

c. John supports his soccer team in the stadium. He whistles.

The analogy between natural and programming languages helps to explain
the order-sensitivity of natural language expressions. For example, it explains
why, while it is fine to say (12a), switching the order of the sentences leads to an
infelicitous discourse (12b):1

(12) a. A man walks in the park. He whistles.

b. He whistles. A man walks in the park.

Although dynamics in natural language was noticed even before the prolifera-
tion of programming languages [Lewis, 1979], it became more recognized with the
development of semantics of programming languages. Since dynamic phenomena
in programming languages were successfully treated by the use of dynamic logics
(e.g. [Harel et al., 1984]), the analogy between natural and programming lan-
guages gave a stronger motivation to dynamically handle discourse phenomena
in semantics of natural language. This resulted in emergency of various dynamic
theories and approaches, including representational theories with a particular em-
phasis on context [Kamp, 1981; Heim, 1982], theories modifying semantics of pro-
gramming languages to fit natural language meaning [Groenendijk and Stokhof,
1990], theories combining the advantages of the previous two [Muskens, 1996], the-
ories based on game-theoretic semantics [Hintikka and Sandu, 1997], frameworks

1(12a) is borrowed from [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991] or [Gamut, 1991].
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elaborating the analogy between computational and linguistic side effects [Shan,
2005].

Approaches that incorporate the dependency of the meaning of the sentence
on previous sentences or previously established context are of particular interest
to this dissertation. A brief analysis of such theories is given in Section 2.2. The
immediate subsection explains what a context is and gives a historical provision of
incorporating the notion of context into formal semantics. Subsections 2.1.2– 2.1.5
discuss some particular (and challenging) context-dependent dynamic phenomena
of natural language.

2.1.1 Context

Informally, context is (an abstract representation of) the current knowledge of
an agent, including everything that she/he has learned (and not forgotten) since
birth. Every time a person encounters a new piece of information, she/he analy-
ses this new information with respect to her/his context and, depending on the
analysis, modifies the context. There are numerous sources of new information
for a human being. Being concerned with formal semantics, this dissertation is
focused on knowledge provided by means of natural language expressions such as
sentences and discourses.

As Jaroslav Peregrin [2003] notes, the initial logico-philosophical approaches
to meaning (by Wittgenstein, Russel and Carnap) disregarded contexts of use of
natural language, and strived for a way to express meaning as an autonomous
abstract system. Moreover, context-dependence was sometimes considered as an
imperfection of natural language. To study the ways in which context contributes
to meaning has been the duty of another field of research, pragmatics. However,
with the Montague’s precise formalization of meaning and subsequent rapid de-
velopment of formal semantics, it became clear that the fields of formal semantics
and pragmatics should work in tandem, and that a sentence has to be formally
interpreted with respect to a context. In fact, Montague himself foresaw this:

It seemed to me desirable that pragmatics should at least initially
follow the lead of semantics, which is primarily concerned with the
notion of truth (in a model, or under an interpretation), and hence
concern itself also with truth - but with respect not only to an inter-
pretation but also to a context of use. [Montague, 1968]

Context as a whole seems to be a very complex structure having various
components including not only already acquired knowledge, but also place, time,
environment, . . . This, for example, has already been observed by David Lewis in
his pioneering paper on formal semantics:

[. . . ] we must have several contextual coordinates corresponding
to familiar sorts of dependence on features of context. (The world
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coordinate itself might be regarded as a feature of context, since dif-
ferent possible utterances of a sentence are located in different possible
worlds.) We must have a time coordinate, in view of tensed sentences
and such sentences as ‘Today is Tuesday’; a place coordinate, in view
of such sentences as ‘Here there are tigers’; a speaker coordinate in
view of such sentences as ‘I am Porky’; an audience coordinate in
view of such sentences as ‘You are Porky’; an indicated-objects coor-
dinate in view of such sentences as ‘That pig is Porky’ or ‘Those men
are Communists’; and a previous discourse coordinate in view of such
sentences as ‘The aforementioned pig is Porky’. [Lewis, 1970, p.24]

According to [Peregrin, 2003], the first systematic accounts of context de-
pendence are given by David Kaplan [1970] and Robert Stalnaker [1970; 1978].
At that time possible world semantics was a prevailing theory of language in-
terpretation and, therefore, as Lewis’ semantics theory, Kaplan’s and Stalnaker’s
accounts of context-dependency were given in terms of possible worlds.2 Focusing
on demonstratives, Kaplan [1970] criticised viewing the intention of an expres-
sion as a function not only from possible worlds, but also from a context to the
extension.3 He argued that contexts and possible worlds play very distinct roles
and should not be fused. He considered intension, as a function from possible
worlds to extensions, to be the content of an expression and he urged that it is
the content that is dependent on the context:

The content of an expression is always taken with respect to a given
context of use. Thus when I say

(4) I was insulted yesterday.

a specific content - what I said - is expected. Your utterance of the
same sentence, or mine on another day, would not express the same
content. What is important to note is that it is not just the truth value
that may change; what is said is itself different. Speaking today, my
utterance of (4) will have a content roughly equivalent to that which

(5) David Kaplan is insulted on April 20, 1973.

2 Possible worlds were introduced in the middle of 20th century [Hintikka, 1962; Kripke, 1963]
to define semantics for modal logics, which study deductive behaviour of the expressions “it is
necessary that” (knowledge) and “it is possible that” (belief). Due to the existence of analogous
modalities in natural language, natural language semantics adopted possible worlds approach.
In possible world semantics, a valuation function assigns a truth value to each proposition
with respect to each possible world: a propositional variable can be assigned different values in
different worlds.

3The notions of “intension” and “extension” are often used to express the same aspects as
Fregean “sense” and “reference” respectively (recall the discussion of relativity of truth with
respect to a model in Section 1.3). Intensions and extensions are usually characterized in terms
of possible world semantics. For example, intensional expressions are interpreted differently in
different worlds. See [Fitting, ] for an overview.
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would have spoken by you or anyone at any time. Since (5) contains
no demonstratives, its content is the same with respect to all contexts.
[Kaplan, 1970, p.83-84]

Therefore, according to Kaplan, a sentence has to be necessarily evaluated
with respect to a context in order to unfold the indexical; then the resulting
proposition can be interpreted w.r.t. some possible worlds to give an extension.

Stalnaker [1970] shared the view that “the linguistic context determines the
proposition expressed by a given sentence in that context” and that “contextual
determinants of propositions and propositional determinants of truth” should be
distinguished.4 Moreover, he went a step further and argued that sentences (or
assertions) are not only confronted with the context, but they also change it. This
view clearly reflected a new dynamic tendency.

Let me begin with some truisms about assertions. First, assertions
have content; an act of assertion is, among other things, the expression
of a proposition - something that represents the world as being a
certain way. Second, assertions are made in context - a situation
that includes a speaker with certain beliefs and intentions, and some
people with their own beliefs and intentions to whom the assertion is
addressed. Third, sometimes the content of the assertion is dependent
on the context in which it is made, for example, on who is speaking or
when the act of assertion takes place. Fourth, acts of assertion affect,
and are intended to affect, the context, in particular the attitudes of
the participants in the situation: how the assertion affects the context
will depend on its content. [Stalnaker, 1978, p.315]

The (potential) ability of sentences to take a context and modify it received
later a self-explanatory name, context change potential [Heim, 1982], and
a new perspective where the main function of a sentence was to update the
context and the actual (asserted) content of the sentence was seen as a mean
for this update. This led to identifying meanings of sentences with their context
change potentials. Although this simplification led to significant progress in the
study of discourse semantics [Heim, 1982; Heim, 1983; Kamp, 1981; Kamp and
Reyle, 1993; Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990; Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991],5

the neglect of the actual content of sentences (and discourses) makes it impossible
to model-theoretically interpret them (i.e. evaluating whether what is said is true

4In [1978] Stalnaker refers to Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus [Wittgenstein,
1921] and uses his terminology in explaining the assumption that the sense of a sentence is
not dependent on the truth value of another proposition. He clarifies that the phenomenon of
context dependence is an evidence for this claim.

5Heim’s file change semantics and Kamp’s discourse representation theory are two indepen-
dent frameworks that, however, are based on similar fundamental principles. Subsection 2.2.1
thus focuses only on discourse representation theory, which is nowadays more elaborated.
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or false in some possible situation) independently of a context. Stalnaker have
recently commented on this problem:

Meaning determines the content of an assertion as a function of
context, and the assertion rule takes the prior context set to a pos-
terior context set, which is the intersection of the prior set with that
content. Some of the dynamic semantic theories subsequently devel-
oped by linguists have blurred the distinction between content and
force by combining the two steps (meaning plus prior context to con-
tent, and prior context plus content to posterior context) into one.
Irene Heim, for example, proposed to represent the meaning of a sen-
tence as its context-change potential [Heim(1982)], which is a function
taking the prior context directly to the posterior context. I think this
streamlined representation captures much of what is important about
the dynamic process of speech, but what it leaves out is the possibility
of evaluating the truth or falsity of what is said relative to possible
situations that are not compatible with the prior context. Sometimes
when a statement rests on false presuppositions, the question of the
actual truth of the statement does not arise, but other times a speaker
may succeed in making a claim that is actually true or false, even when
taking for granted, in making the claim, something that is in fact false.
In such cases, our semantic theory should tell us that is said, and not
just how what is said changes the context. Sentences that say differ-
ent things in some contexts may nevertheless change contexts in the
same way. [Stalnaker, 1999, p.11].

This issue is further discussed at the end of the chapter, after the relevant
dynamic theories are presented.

2.1.2 Cross-Sentential Pronominal Anaphora

An anaphoric expression can be defined in the following general way:

Definition 2.1. [Anaphoric expression] An anaphoric expression (anaphor)
is an expression the meaning of which depends on the meaning of another expres-
sion (called antecedent) contained in a context.

Cross-sentential pronominal anaphora is one of the most common cases of the
context-dependence. Recall discourses (11b) and (11c), repeated below:

(13) a. A man walks in the park. He whistles.

b. John supports his soccer team in the stadium. He whistles.
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Assume each of (13) is independently uttered in the same context c. Following
a natural assumption that discourse is processed incrementally, for each of the
discourses in (13), c has to be first updated with the respective first sentences,
and than the new context has to be updated with the second sentences. Assume
that updating c with A man walks in the park resulted in a new context c′ and
updating c with John supports his soccer team in the stadium resulted in a new
context c′′. c′ is different from c′′, because they resulted from updating c with
different sentences. Now, when He whistles is evaluated with respect to c′ and
c′′, the pronoun he is associated with person with different descriptive content:
with an individual who is a man walking in park, in the case of c′; and with
an individual whose name is “John” and who supports his soccer team in the
stadium, in the case of c′′. This illustrates that the meaning of the anaphoric
pronoun he is relative to the context in which it occurs.

The phenomenon of cross-sentential pronominal anaphora is one of the chal-
lenges for formal semantics of natural language, because, among other issues, the
formalization of the anaphoric link between a pronoun in one of the sentences
and a noun phrase from a preceding sentence is not trivial. Consider again the
short discourse (13a). Assuming that the composition of sentences of a discourse
is interpreted as a logical conjunction, the desired interpretation of the whole dis-
course (13a) in first order logic would be as represented in Formula (2.2), where
the existentially quantified variable is introduced by the indefinite article:

∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles x (2.2)

The challenge is to build (2.2) compositionally, from the interpretations of the
two sentences composing (13a). Assuming that the indefinite article introduces
an existentially quantified variable (which is a standard and natural assumption
in natural language semantics), it is not difficult to translate the first sentence,
A man walks in the park, into the first order logical formula (2.3):

∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x (2.3)

The matter is, however, harder for the second sentence. Being a pronoun, he
should be interpreted into something that can somehow refer to its antecedent
(e.g., in this case to a man walking in the park), or, even better, retrieve the
antecedent from the context. For the time being, he is interpreted tentatively as
a variable with a superscript “?”, indicating that the variable awaits to be linked
with its antecedent. Then, the logical formula for the second sentence can be
represented as (2.4):

whistles y? (2.4)

Having logical formulas for both sentences of (13a), their composition with
the logical conjunction (as (temporarily) agreed above), results in the following
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formula:

(∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x) ∧whistles y? (2.5)

It remains to find the antecedent of y? and link y? with it. However, to do so
it is necessary to answer at least the following questions:

How should the anaphora be resolved? In other words, which method
should be used for finding the antecedent of the anaphoric expression?

How should the “link” between the antecedent and an anaphor be
defined? One possibility is to use a unique choice operator, ι, to build an
epsilon term and assign it to the anaphoric variable. In the example, y? would
be assigned the epsilon term ιy(man y ∧ walks in the park y) denoting the
(unique) man who walks in the park.6 However, the logical formula obtained
with epsilon-approach appears to be redundant (2.6):

(∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x)∧ (2.6)

whistles(ιy(man y ∧walks in the park y))

Another7, more concise, possibility is to assign the interpretation of the an-
tecedent to the variable standing for the anaphor. Then, since existentially quan-
tified x already represents a man walking in the park, it would be directly assigned
to y? in (2.5), resulting in the formula (2.7):

(∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x) ∧whistles x (2.7)

However, this approach has a scope problem. Formula (2.7) is not equivalent
to the desired Formula (2.2) of interpretation of the discourse. In fact, (2.7) is
equivalent to (2.5) and the substitution of the anaphoric variable y? with the
variable x standing for the antecedent did not have any effect from logical point
of view. The reason is that y? in (2.5) is not within the scope of the quantifier
that binds x. Hence, when y? is substituted with x, this (substituted) x is also
not bound. Therefore, there is no advance from (2.5).

The scope problem leads to the next question: If the antecedent is a quan-
tified variable, how can an anaphoric variable and its predicates fall in-
side the quantifier scope? The scope problem would not happen if whistles y?

were inside the scope of the existential quantifier. In other words, if, instead of
Formula (2.5) we could get (2.8), the substitution of y? for variable x standing
for the antecedent, would lead to the desired interpretation (2.2):

(∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles y?) (2.8)

6For more details on how choice operators are used to analize anaphoric pronouns, definite
and indefinite descriptions, see [Egli and von Heusinger, 1995; von Heusinger, 1997].

7Analyses of other, less steady, approaches can be found in [Heim, 1982, ch.1].
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Answers to the preceding questions would be prerequisites to answering a more
general question: What is the definition of the composition of sentences
into a discourse? Formula (2.5) is the result of the composition of two sentences,
which is simply defined as a logical conjunction. The example shows that the
composition should be defined in a more elaborated way.

2.1.3 Donkey Sentences

Donkey sentences are sentences that have a particular type of anaphora which
had already been discussed by Stoic philosopher Chrysippus, according to [Heim,
1982, p.44]. The name “donkey sentences” is, however, due to the examples
of Geach [1962], who revived the interest to this type of sentences in modern
philosophy.

The most popular examples of donkey sentences are as follows:

(14) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Sentence (14a) contains an indefinite noun phrase (a donkey) which is inside
the antecedent (“if”-clause) of a conditional sentence and a pronoun (it) which is
inside the consequent (“then”-clause) of the sentence but is related anaphorically
to the indefinite noun phrase.

Sentence (14b) contains an indefinite noun phrase (a donkey) which is inside
a relative clause and a pronoun (it) which is outside the relative clause but is
related anaphorically to the indefinite noun phrase. Moreover, the sentence has a
quantified noun phrase (every farmer) and the pronoun (it) is in a relation with
individuals denoted by this noun phrase.

The most generally accepted interpretation of Sentences (14) in first order
logic is (2.9), which can be spelled as “for every farmer and every donkey, if he
owns it, then he beats it”:

∀xy.(farmer x ∧ donkey y ∧ owns x y → beats x y) (2.9)

However, to construct Formula (2.9) compositionally from (14a) or (14b) is
a non-trivial task. The reasons are explained below for Sentence (14b), Sen-
tence (14a) causes similar challenges.

First of all, there is a pronominal anaphor in (14b) and it is analogous to
the cross-sentential anaphora, because the antecedent (a donkey) of the pronoun
(it) occurs in the relative clause. Therefore, the scope problem of cross-sentential
anaphora takes place in donkey sentences as well. Particularly, the sub-formulas
interpreting the expressions outside the relative clause should be within the scope
of the existential quantifier introduced by an indefinite article which occurs inside
the relative clause. Thus, all the questions discussed in Subsection 2.1.2 are
applicable to the donkey sentences.
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Turning to the example, an attempt to give a naive straight-forward interpre-
tation of Sentence (14b) in first order logic, can result in Formula (2.10):

∀x.(farmer x ∧ ∃y.(donkey y ∧ owns x y)→ beats x v?) (2.10)

Simply assigning y to v? will not logically change the formula, because v? is outside
the scope of the existential quantifier binding y. The following questions arise:
How can the formulas occuring outside a clause where a quantifier was
triggered fall into the scope of this quantifier?8 Under which conditions
does it happen? What are the factors influencing the quantifier scope?

Moreover, a simple extension of the quantifier scope leads to an incorrect in-
terpretation. Suppose the scope of the existential quantifier in Formula (2.10) was
extended and v? was assigned the bound variable y, as shown in Formula (2.11):

∀x∃y.(farmer x ∧ donkey y ∧ owns x y → beats x y) (2.11)

Formula (2.11) is not logically equivalent to the desired Formula (2.9). For ex-
ample, imagine a model in which there is only one farmer having two donkeys,
such that the farmer beats one of his donkeys and never beats the other one.
Formula (2.11) is true and Formula (2.9) is false in such a model. To get the cor-
rect interpretation of the sentence, the existential quantifier should be changed
to a universal quantifier. This leads to the question: What exactly causes the
change of the quantifier?

To provide a better intuition about the problems formulated above, the com-
positional computation of the meaning of the donkey sentence (14b) using classical
static lexical interpretations (shown in Table 2.19) in the spirit of Montague is
further demonstrated in detail.

According to the parse tree, shown in Figure 2.1, the static meaning of Sen-
tence (14b) can be computed by β-reducing the term (2.12):

[[beats]][[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])) (2.12)

8This is often expressed as “the quantifier extends its scope”. Saying so is deliberately
avoided here, since the quantifier itself does not have any scope-extending power. The extension
of the scope is rather influenced by different factors.

9In order to make the computation of meanings more concise, the constants are abbreviated
with their first letters. For example, the constant donkey is abbreviated as d.
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Lexical item Syntactic category Static interpretation

farmer n f
donkey n d
owns np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy))
beats np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy))
a n → np λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)
every n → np λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx)
who (np → s) → n → n λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)
it np λP.Pv?, where v? is a fresh variable

Table 2.1: Static interpretations of lexical items of the sentence Every farmer
who owns a donkey beats it.

Every      farmer                  who                           owns                    a         donkey            beats              it

n         np np         np         s np

np         s

np         s

np         np         sn

s

n         n

np

n         np

n

n

np

(np         s)         n          n

Figure 2.1: Syntactic parse tree of sentence Every farmer who owns a donkey
beats it.

The meaning of the noun phrase a donkey is computed by β-reducing the term
[[a]][[donkey]]:

[[a]][[donkey]] = (λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx))[[donkey]]

→β λQ.∃(λx.[[donkey]]x ∧Qx)

= λQ.∃(λx.dx ∧Qx)

The term [[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]) is β-reduced in the following way:

[[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]) = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy)))([[a]][[donkey]])

→β λX.X(λx.[[a]][[donkey]](λy.oxy))
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= λX.X(λx.(λQ.∃(λz.dz ∧Qz))(λy.oxy))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ (λy.oxy)z))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

The meaning of the relative clause who owns a donkey is computed by β-
reducing the term [[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])):

[[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])) = (λRQy.Qy ∧ R(λP.Py))([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ [[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])(λP.Py)

= λQy.Qy ∧ (λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)))(λP.Py)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λP.Py)(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)y)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

The meaning of farmer who owns a donkey is computed by applying the
resulting λ-term in the computation above to the interpretation of farmer :

([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]] = (λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))[[farmer]]

→β λy.[[farmer]]y ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

= λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

The meaning of the noun phrase every farmer who owns a donkey is computed
by applying the interpretation of every to the interpretation of farmer who owns
a donkey :

[[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

= (λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx))(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

→β λQ.∀(λx.([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]x→ Qx)

= λQ.∀(λx.(λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))x→ Qx)

→β λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ Qx) (2.13)

The meaning of the verb phrase beats it is computed as follows:

[[beats]][[it]] = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy)))[[it]]

→β λX.X(λx.[[it]](λy.bxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λP.Pv?)(λy.bxy))

→β λX.X(λx.(λy.bxy)v?)

→β λX.X(λx.bxv?) (2.14)
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Finally, the static meaning of the sentence is computed by applying the
term (2.14) to the term (2.13):

[[beats]][[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

= (λX.X(λx.bxv?))([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

→β ([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))(λx.bxv?)

= (λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ Qx))(λx.bxv?)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ (λx.bxv?)x)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ bxv?) (2.15)

Interpretation (2.15), computed compositionally, has all the problems of cross-
sentential anaphora discussed above. It is not clear how to link the free variable
v? standing for the pronoun it to its antecedent. Firstly, the free variable is not
informative to retrieve the antecedent. It is just a dummy variable that is used
to fill the second argument of b. The semantical content of the pronoun it is
lost, which happened already at the level of lexical interpretation. Indeed, the
interpretations of other pronouns are exactly the same in this approach. Secondly,
even if it were possible to retrieve the antecedent, which is interpreted by variable
z in (2.15), the formula bxv? is located outside of the scope of the existential
quantifier that binds z, therefore substituting v? with z would not change anything
from logical point of view. Moreover, in the desired interpretation, not only bxv?

should be within the scope of the quantifier binding z, but also the quantifier
should be universal. It is an important problem to keep the assumption that
an indefinite introduces an existential quantification, but have it changed to a
universal quantifier under certain circumstances. This problem and others seem
to be unsolvable within a static view of semantics.

2.1.4 Presuppositions

It has long been discussed, by proponents of pragmatic and semantic characteriza-
tions of presupposition, what presupposition is exactly. According to the former,
(pragmatic) presupposition should be defined and explained relative to a context,
including knowledge of the speaker and hearer and conversational principles. In
contrast, according to the latter, (semantic) presupposition is a semantic relation
between sentences (additional to the relation of entailment).10 These so-called

10The term “semantic presupposition” can be misleading. So-called semantic theories of pre-
supposition are usually theories that are concerned with the truth value of the presupposition
as a prerequisite for the truth value of a sentence (and involving either partial or multivalent
accounts to the problems of presupposition). One of the most simplistic definition is, for exam-
ple, as follows: A sentence A semantically presupposes a sentence B iff A |= B and ¬A |= B,
where |= is the logical relation of entailment.

This does not mean, however, that if a theory of formal semantics is dealing with presuppo-
sition, it necessary falls into the group of so-called semantic theories of presupposition.
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semantic theories of presupposition have many issues and fail to explain vari-
ous non-trivial presuppositional phenomena11 that can be more easily explained
with a pragmatic view on presupposition. This led to the recognition of the im-
portance of integrating semantic and pragmatic views on presupposition and to
the development of various extensions of the former with a flavour of the latter
(e.g. [Seuren, 1985] and [Burton-Roberts, 1989]), culminating with the appear-
ance of new and more sophisticated approaches [Karttunen, 1973; Gazdar, 1979;
van der Sandt, 1988]. These approaches are, however, not genially compositional
and they analyse presuppositions in a somewhat descriptive fashion.12

The strong influence of contextual factors on the behaviour of a presup-
position led to consideration of presuppositions as “background beliefs of the
speaker” [Stalnaker, 1974]:

A proposition P is a pragmatic presupposition of a speaker in
a given context just in case the speaker assumes or believes that P ,
assumes or believes that his addressee assumes or believes that P , and
assumes or believes that his addressee recognizes that he is making
these assumptions, or has these beliefs. [Stalnaker, 1974]

If a speaker utters (15a), the information that some Frenchman walks in the
park becomes part of the knowledge (context) of the hearer.13 Clearly, the speaker
and the hearer are aware of that. Then, continuing with (15b), the speaker
makes use of the fact that he/she is aware that the knowledge of existence of
the Frenchman (under discussion) is in the context of the hearer. Thus, the
hearer is capable of identifying the Frenchman from the second sentence with the
Frenchman from the first sentence.

(15) a. A Frenchman walks in the park.

b. The Frenchman whistles.

In a similar way, if the speaker utters (15b) in isolation, she/he assumes that
the hearer knows about the existence of the Frenchman (under discussion) and
the hearer recognizes that the speaker assumes this. This forces the hearer to
enlarge her or his context (knowledge base) with the presupposed proposition of
the existence of the Frenchman.

11The limitations of so-called semantic accounts of presupposition were already recognized
by Stalnaker [Stalnaker, 1973; Stalnaker, 1974]. See [van der Sandt, 1988] and [Beaver, 2001]
for more technical discussions.

12Additional discussion on limitations of [Karttunen, 1973; Gazdar, 1979; van der Sandt,
1988] can be found in [Beaver, 2001].

13Stalnaker analysed presuppositions not with respect to the knowledge of the hearer, but
with respect to a “presumed common knowledge” [Stalnaker, 1973] between the speaker and
the hearer. Whether the context is considered to be the common ground or the representation
of the knowledge of the hearer only, it is clear that both notions of context play a major role.
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The action of accepting (e.g. enlarging the context with) the presupposed
knowledge, as the hearer does when (15b) is uttered in isolation, is known as
presupposition accommodation:

If at time t something is said that requires presupposition P to
be acceptable, and if P is not presupposed just before t, then - ce-
teris paribus and within certain limits - presupposition P comes into
existence at t. [Lewis, 1979, p.340]

Presuppositions are normally associated with expressions involving certain
lexical items. For example, the presupposition of the existence of the Frenchman
above is caused, or triggered, by the definite description (involving the definite
article). A presupposition triggering expression can be informally defined in the
following way:

Definition 2.2. [Presupposition triggering expression] A presupposition trig-
gering expression (presuppositional expression) is an expression the mean-
ing of which either depends on the meaning of another expression contained in
the context or, if a suitable candidate for this dependence is absent in the context,
the descriptive content of the presupposition triggering expression is sufficiently
reach for the discourse to be felicitous.

Various presupposition triggers have been identified.14 Among them, for ex-
ample, are referring expressions (definite descriptions, proper names, possessives),
factive verbs, aspectual verbs, temporal clauses . . . Thus, in (16)–(19) a-sentences
(or, being pragmatically more careful, someone who utters them) presuppose that
(at least) the corresponding propositions in b and c hold:

(16) a. John saw the man with two heads.

b. There exists a person named John.

c. There exists a man with two heads.

(17) a. Martha regrets failing.

b. There exists a person named Martha.

c. Martha failed.

(18) a. Bob stopped playing football.

b. There exists a person named Bob.

14A large list with examples can be found in [Levinson, 1983, p.181-185], which is itself a
selection from an unpublished collection of Karttunen.
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c. Bob had been playing football.

(19) a. Sue cried before she finished her thesis.

b. There exists a person named Sue.

c. Sue finished her thesis.

For getting more intuition about presuppositions, it worth to touch upon
historical debates about referring expressions, which originated the interest to
presuppositional phenomena.

Referring Expressions

Philosophical investigations of Frege about the nature of referring expressions
in natural language are considered to be the origin of the debates related to
presupposition [Levinson, 1983]. Frege wrote:

If anything is asserted there is always an obvious presupposition
that the simple or compound proper names used have reference. If
one therefore asserts ‘Kepler died in misery,’ there is a presupposition
that the name ‘Kepler’ designates something; but it does not follow
that the sense of the sentence ‘Kepler died in misery’ contains the
thought that the name ‘Kepler’ designates something. [Frege, 1952,
p.69]

In more recent terminology, the presupposition of a proper name is that the
proper name has a reference and the presupposition is not the part of an asserted
(proffered) content of an expression that contains this proper name. Frege’s dis-
tinction between sense and reference was an answer to one of the main concerns in
philosophy at that time, particularly, how sentences like (20) could be understood
when there is no actual king in France:

(20) The King of France is bald.

The sense of (20), for example, could be (2.16), where bald is a predicate and k
is a constant:

bald k (2.16)

The truth value of the logical representation of a sentence depends on the model
in which it is interpreted.15 Therefore, taking into account compositionality, the
truth value of (2.16) depends on the interpretation of bald and k. The constant
k represents the sense of the King of France. However, since the King of France

15Remember the discussion in Section 1.3, particularly Example 1.20.
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cannot be interpreted in the present world, it has no reference in the present world.
Therefore, Sentence (20) has sense (which can be logically represented as (2.16)),
but it does not have a reference (a truth value) in the present world.16

A different answer was given by Russell. He insisted on a very particular
logical formula (introducing an existentially quantified variable) for the meaning
of referring expressions. Thus, according to Russell, Sentence (20) has the logical
formula (2.17), where king is a property of being King of France and bald is a
property of being bald:

∃x.kingx ∧ baldx ∧ (∀y.kingy → x = y) (2.17)

Formula (2.17) can be paraphrased as “There is a King of France, who is bald,
and there is no other King of France”. Then, Sentence (20) is meaningful and it
is interpreted as false in the present world (because there is no King in France in
the present world).

Russell’s analysis of referring expressions as a complex logical formula allowed
him to explain why Sentence (21a) can be continued with (21b):

(21) a. The King of France is not bald.

b. Because there is no King in France.

Sentence (21a) has ambiguous meaning (w.r.t. the scope of the negation). It can
mean (2.18), paraphrased as “There is a King of France, who is not bald, and
there is no other King of France”, which is is interpreted as false in the present
world:

∃x.kingx ∧ ¬baldx ∧ (∀y.kingy → x = y) (2.18)

Sentence (21a) can also mean (2.19), paraphrased as “It is not the case that (there
is a King of France, who is bald, and there is no other King of France)”, which is
interpreted as true in the present world:

¬(∃x.kingx ∧ baldx ∧ (∀y.kingy → x = y)) (2.19)

Thus, the continuation (21b) is consistent with Sentence (21a) when it is in-
terpreted as (2.19); but it is inconsistent with the non-negated sentence (with
meaning (2.17)) and with (21a) interpreted as (2.18).

Note that in Frege’s approach, the existence of a reference for a name (definite
description) is a prerequisite for a sentence containing this name to have a truth
value, but it is not a part of the sense of the sentence and it does not need to be
satisfied. That is why Frege names this prerequisite “presupposition”. Russell, in
contrast, analyses a sentence containing a definite description as a logical formula
with a sub-formula expressing the existence of the individual with a respective

16Recall Model 3 in the Example 1.20.
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property of the description (as, for example, a property of being the King of
France). Therefore, the existence of such an individual is part of the assertion of
the sentence in Russell’s approach (and the concept of presupposition is absent).

Russell’s analysis of definite descriptions has been dominant until the emer-
gence of criticism of Strawson [1950; 1952] who re-emphasized the importance of
the notion to presupposition. Strawson claimed that what expressions and sen-
tences mean is different from the use of expressions and sentences in a particular
occasion (in a particular context):17

To give the meaning of an expression (in the sense in which I
am using the word) is to give general directions for its use to refer
to or mention particular objects or persons; to give the meaning of a
sentence is to give general directions for its use in making true or false
assertions. It is not to talk about any particular occasion of the use of
the sentence or expression. The meaning of an expression cannot be
identified with the object it is used, on a particular occasion, to refer
to. The meaning of a sentence cannot be identified with the assertion
it is used, on a particular occasion, to make. For to talk about the
meaning of an expression or sentence is not to talk about its use on a
particular occasion, but about the rules, habits, conventions governing
its correct use, on all occasions, to refer or to assert. [Strawson, 1950]

However, the reference of an expression or of a sentence is dependent on a
particular occasion (context) in which it is used:

The actual unique reference made, if any, is a matter of the par-
ticular use in the particular context; the significance of the expression
used is the set of rules or conventions which permits such references
to be made. [Strawson, 1950]

What in general is required for making a unique reference is, obvi-
ously, some device, or devices, for showing both that a unique reference
is intended and what unique reference it is; some device requiring and
enabling the hearer or reader to identify what is being talked about.
In securing this result, the context of utterance is of an importance
which it is almost impossible to exaggerate; and by “context” I mean,
at least, the time, the place, the situation, the identity of the speaker,
the subjects which form the immediate focus of interest, and the per-
sonal histories of both speaker and those he is addressing. Besides con-
text, there is, of course, convention; - linguistic convention. [Strawson,
1950]

17Therefore, Strawson’s analysis can be seen as foregoing ideas for Kaplan’s and Stalnaker’s
more formal analyses of the meanings of sentences as functions from contexts to propositions
(see Subsection 2.1.1).
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Returning to Sentence (20), Strawson considered that Russell was mistaken
in assuming that anyone uttering it (as well as any other sentence) is necessarily
making a true or a false assertion and that the present existence of one and only
one King of France is a part of this assertion. According to him, (20) can be
“seriously uttered” only when it is evident that there exists a King of France. On
the other hand, if there is no present King in France, the question of whether
the sentence is true or false “simply does not arise”. Strawson called the relation
between “certain subject-predicate statements” (e.g. (20)) and “certain existence-
statements” (e.g. There is a King of France) the presupposition-relation. As
Frege, Strawson considered the truth of the presupposition of a statement (i.e.
a sentence uttered in a context) to be a necessary condition for the possibility
of making an assertion (i.e. a necessary condition for the truth or falsity of the
statement) [Strawson, 1952, p.175]. This shows that for Strawson, as for Frege,
the presupposition is not part of the assertion.

Anaphora as Presupposition

Note that by Definitions 2.2 and 2.1, presupposition triggering expressions and
anaphoric expressions are similar. Indeed, compare discourses in (13a) and in (15),
repeated below in (22). Both the definite description the Frenchman in (22a) and
the pronoun he in (22b) are anaphorically linked to the indefinite noun phrase a
Frenchman from the first sentence.

(22) a. A Frenchman walks in the park. The Frenchman whistles.

b. A Frenchman walks in the park. He whistles.

For more examples of the analogy between presuppositional and anaphoric
expressions, consider donkey sentences and compare a-sentences (with possesive
noun phrases as presupposition triggering expressions) with b-sentences (with
anaphoric pronouns) in (23) and (24).

(23) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats his donkey.

b. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

(24) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats his donkey.

b. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

The first theory based on the observation that the phenomena of presuppo-
sition and anaphora are analogous is developed under the claim that “presuppo-
sitional expressions are anaphoric expressions” [van der Sandt, 1992]. However,
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as Geurts [1999] observes, it is contrariwise, i.e. anaphoric expressions are pre-
suppositional expressions.18 Therefore, to formally express the phenomena of
presupposition, (at least) all questions related to formalization of anaphora, such
as questions formulated in Subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, should be answered.

For example, if the definite description (the Frenchman) in the second sentence
in (15) is interpreted as a variable y?

[the Frenchman], where the superscript indicates
that the anaphora should be attempted to be resolved and the subscript stores
the descriptive content used in the case the antecedent for the anaphor is absent,
then the logical meaning of Sentence (15b) can be represented as (2.20):

whistles y?
[the Frenchman] (2.20)

The composition of (2.20) with the logical formula (2.3) for the first sentence
in (15) via the logical conjunction results in a formula having exactly the same
issues as Formula (2.5):

(∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x) ∧whistles y?
[the Frenchman] (2.21)

Projection Problem

In examples considered so far, presuppositions of expressions that trigger them
were also presuppositions of the sentences containing these expressions. However,
in some syntactic structures the presupposition triggered by the same expression
can in some cases not project as a presupposition of the whole sentence. This
phenomenon is called presupposition projection problem and happens, for
example, for presuppositions triggered in indicative conditionals.

All four sentences in (25) contain a presupposition triggering noun phrase his
child. It occurs in the consequent of the conditional in (25a), in the antecedent
of the conditional in (25b), and in the consequent and in the antecedent in (25c).
All of these sentences presuppose the existence of Tom’s child. Sentence (25d)
is different from the other three sentences in that it does not presuppose the
existence of Tom’s child, although it contains the presuppositional noun phrase
in its consequent.

(25) a. If Tom is back, his child is happy.

b. If Tom and his child go to swim, the water is warm.

c. If Tom praises his child, his child is happy.

d. If Tom has a child, his child is happy.

18Stating it in terms of set theory, the set of anaphoric expressions is a subset of the set of
presuppositional expressions.
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The reason that the presupposition does not project in (25d) is that the an-
tecedent of the conditional asserts what is presupposed in the consequent. There-
fore, the content of the presupposition triggered by his child is already in the
current context at the moment the antecedent is uttered.

When presupposition is not projected, there may be an impression that pre-
supposition is cancelled or defeated, and indeed this terminology is widely used
in the literature. Some theories even require presuppositions to be defeasible
[Karttunen, 1973; Gazdar, 1979; van der Sandt, 1988]. However, if the pres-
ence of a context is acknowledged, it becomes clear that presupposition does not
“disappear”. There is always a presupposition caused by a presupposition trig-
gering expression. This expression is evaluated with respect to the context at the
moment of its utterance. Then, if the context already contains the content equiv-
alent to the presupposed content (or entails it), the presupposition simply does
not contribute to the knowledge in this context. If, however, there is no content in
the context equivalent to the presupposition, the presupposition does contribute
to the knowledge in the context. This goes in lines with Stalnaker’s [1973; 1974]
conception of presupposition.

Presupposition projection is a challenging problem for compositional seman-
tics of natural language: the set of presuppositions of a complex expression is
not necessarily the union of the sets of presuppositions of all its constituents.
The answer to this problem requires a careful analysis of not only how pre-
suppositions are triggered, but also where they occur and how they are
dependent upon the meanings of other expressions in the context.

2.1.5 Conversational Implicatures

What is communicated in an utterance can often go beyond the meaning of what
the utterance actually asserts. Consider an example from [Grice, 1975]:

A: Smith doesn’t seem to have a girlfriend these days.
B: He has been paying a lot of visits to New York lately.

In a regular context, B communicates more to A than just informing about
Smith frequently travelling to New York. What B means is that Smith has a
girlfriend in New York and, therefore, he often goes to New York. Grice [1975]
introduced a special term, conversational implicature, for the meaning that
is not explicitly asserted but conveyed by an utterance in a particular context.
Thus, B conversationally implicates that Smith has a girlfriend.

Understanding how conversational implicatures are triggered and computed
are among the hardest open problems in discourse semantics. The difficulty is
that the formal framework must include not only methods of compositionally
computing meanings of complex expressions from conventional meanings of their
constituents, but it also must contain some reasoning mechanism which would
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compute conversational implicatures based on conventional meaning of an ut-
terance and some background assumptions. To obtain a compositional formal
framework with all these features is, however, not a trivial task.

2.2 Dynamic Approaches

This section presents fundamentals of the most influential dynamic approaches,
particularly, Discourse Representation Theory, Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dy-
namic Montague Grammar.

2.2.1 Discourse Representation Theory

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) was first presented in [Kamp, 1981] to
study discourse and donkey anaphora.19 It was introduced as a representational
theory.

A sentence or a discourse is associated in DRT with a structure (called dis-
course representation structure, or DRS). A DRS is a box consisting of two
parts: a set of reference markers (or discourse referents) and a set of con-
ditions, as shown in (2.22):

x1 . . . xn
C1
...
Cm

(2.22)

Formally, DRSs are the objects generated by the following grammar:

D ::= {{x1, . . . , xn}, {C1, . . . , Cm}}
C ::= > | Pt1 . . . tk | ¬D | x = t

t ::= x | c

where x1, . . . , xn and x are variables, P is a predicate and c is a constant.

For example, Sentence (26) is represented with the structure (2.23), which can
also be shown graphically as (2.24), where x is a referent being introduced by the
indefinite noun phrase and man x and walks in the park x are two conditions.

(26) A man walks in the park.

19The theories existing at that moment were quite ad-hoc and could handle only restricted
cases of pronominal anaphora and donkey sentences. See [Heim, 1982, ch.1] for an overview.
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{{x}, {man x,walks in the park x}} (2.23)

x
man x
walks in the park x

(2.24)

Importantly, the content of a DRS is not only a meaning representation of
a sentence or a discourse, but also serves as the context. DRT does not make
the distinction between content and context advocated by Stalnaker [1973; 1974].
This prevents DRT from expressing that presupposition of an expression is not a
part of the assertive content of this expression.

Discourse in DRT is processed incrementally. The DRS of each newcoming
sentence is merged with the DRS representing the current discourse.20 The
reference markers of the discourse DRS serve (under certain constraints discussed
below) as anaphoric antecedents to pronouns and other anaphoric expressions.
To avoid the scope problem discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, the referents
are considered as free variables from a technical point of view.

Sentence (27), having an anaphoric pronoun, is also represented with a DRS
having a (free) variable, as shown in (2.25). Since this variable stands for a
pronoun, it has to be bound to some discourse referent in the representation of
the preceding discourse. To indicate that the variable awaits to be bound, the
question mark superscript is used in (2.25):

(27) He whistles.

whistles y? (2.25)

Having representations of sentences (26) and (27), the representation of the dis-
course (12b), repeated in (28), can be computed:

(28) A man walks in the park. He whistles.

When the first sentence is uttered in an empty discourse, its representation (2.23)
is merged with an empty DRS {{}, {}}, resulting in the representation of dis-
course after the utterance of (26), which is exactly like (2.23). Then, the DRS of
the second sentence is merged with the current discourse DRS, resulting in the
representation shown in (2.26):

x
man x
walks in the park x
whistles y?

(2.26)

20In the original definition of DRT, [Kamp, 1981; Kamp and Reyle, 1993], a newcoming
sentence does not get an individual interpretation as a DRS, but is integrated directly into the
discourse DRS.
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Then, as the question mark indicates, the anaphora has to be resolved. DRT
assumes that an anaphora resolution algorithm is given, and thus it is known that
y? should be identified with x. Hence, DRS (2.26) is transformed into DRS (2.27),
and the latter is equivalent to (2.28):

x
man x
walks in the park x
whistles y?

y? = x

(2.27)

x
man x
walks in the park x
whistles x

(2.28)

Each DRS can be translated to a formula in first order logic. While in DRS
variables are considered as free variables, during the translation in first order logic
they get an existential or a universal interpretation depending on the polarity of
the DRS they belong to.21 In the translation of (2.28), the variable x is interpreted
existentially; and the whole DRS is translated into Formula (2.29), which is the
desirable interpretation of (28):

∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles x (2.29)

In DRT the antecedent and a consequent of a conditional sentence are repre-
sented by separate DRSs connected with an arrow =⇒ that is analogous to the
logical connective of implication. Indeed, the structure (2.30) is an abbreviation
for (2.31):

{{x1, . . . , xn}, {C1, . . . , Cm}} =⇒ D (2.30)

¬{{x1, . . . , xn}, {C1, . . . , Cm,¬D}} (2.31)

Moreover, conditions of the form D1 =⇒ D2 take part in so called accessibil-
ity constraints for variables occurring within D1 and D2. These accessibil-
ity constraints play an important role in explaining cross sentential and donkey
anaphoric dependences. Variables of D2, for example, can only be bound to
discourse referents occurring either in D1 or in the structures that contain the
condition D1 =⇒ D2. Moreover, any discourse referent from D2 is only accessible
for variables from the same structure, i.e. D2. In general, accessibility constraints
are informally formulated as follows:22 for a given variable x

21This hybrid status of variables causes the trouble of carefully choosing names of the new
reference markers when constructing a new DRS.

22A more formal definition of accessibility constraints can be found in [van der Sandt, 1992].
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The set of available markers consists of the markers of the current
structure, plus the markers of structures that can be reached from the
current one by a series of steps in the directions left, (i.e. from the
consequent of a pair K =⇒ K ′ to the antecedent), and up, (i.e. from a
structure to an encompassing structure). [van Eijck and Kamp, 1997,
p.187][van Eijck and Kamp, 2011]

Accessibility constraints is DRT’s explanation why the discourse in (29a) is
felicitous, while the discourse in (29b) is not.

(29) a. A man walks in the park. He whistles. He is thinking about his holidays.

b. If a man walks in the park, he whistles. *He is thinking about his holidays.

In the DRS for (29a) the reference marker for a man is contained in the universe of
the main DRS and, therefore, is accessible to the variable interpreting the pronoun
of the third sentence. However, in the DRS for (29b) the reference marker for a
man is contained in the universe of discourse structure D1 interpreting if a man
walks in the park, which is a part of a complex condition D1 =⇒ D2 (where D2

is a structure interpreting he whistles). D1 =⇒ D2 and the DRS interpreting the
last sentence are both conditions of the main DRS, which makes the reference
marker for a man not accessible for the variable interpreting the pronoun in the
last sentence.

For an illustration how donkey sentences are analysed in terms of DRT’s
accessibility constraints, recall (14), repeated in (30).

(30) a. If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

b. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

The DRS representing these sentences before anaphora is resolved is shown
in (2.32). Variable v? needs to be bound and the necessary antecedent can only
be found along the path of referents accessible for v?. Therefore, x and y are the
potential antecedents. Then, after assuming that anaphora is resolved and y is
chosen, the representation becomes (2.33), which is equivalent to (2.34):

x, y
farmer x
donkey y
owns x y

=⇒
beats x v?

(2.32)
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x, y
farmer x
donkey y
owns x y

=⇒ beats x v
v = y

(2.33)

x, y
farmer x
donkey y
owns x y

=⇒
beats x y

(2.34)

The clear and intuitive way of anaphora binding in DRT evolved into a power-
ful theory of presupposition projection [van der Sandt, 1992]. This theory treats
presuppositions as anaphora with the only difference that their descriptive content
can be accommodated (by establishing a reference marker) in the case there is no
appropriate antecedent in the accessible DRS. Accessibility is a major constraint
on the possibility of the anaphoric binding and, hence, it governs presupposition
projection. Consider, for example, Sentence (31) from [van der Sandt, 1992]:

(31) John’s cat purrs.

Initially the first structure below is associated with (31), where DRS with grey
headings, called A-structures, indicate that they consist of anaphoric material,
which is the possessive construction and the proper name. The latter is the con-
stituent of the former and that is why its structure is contained in the structure for
the possessive noun phrase. This DRS cannot be model-theoretically interpreted
and has to be resolved, i.e. transformed to a DRS with an emply A-structure.
First of all, the anaphor in the deepest A-structure has to be resolved. Since there
is no suitable antecedent for it along the accessibility line, the anaphoric material
of the proper name is accommodated in the top-most structure, resulting in the
second DRS below. The anaphoric content of the remaining A-structure is accom-
modated in the top-most DRS as well, also due the absence of an antecedent for
the anaphora. Thus, the final proper structure (that can be model-theoretically
interpreted) for (31) is the third one shown below:
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purr x

x
cat x
poss y x
y

John y

 

y

John y
purr x

x
cat x
poss y x

 

y, x
John y
cat x
poss y x
purr x

Consider now a tiny discourse (32) consisting of two sentences:

(32) John has a cat. His cat purrs.

The DRS for the first sentence in (32) is as follows:

u, v

John u
cat v
poss u v

The DRS for the second sentence in (32) is shown immediately below. Note that
it is almost like the first unresolved DRS for (31) with the only difference that the
deep-most A-structure for His cat purrs contains a variable for pronoun (without
descriptive material and hence cannot be independently resolved to a proper
DRS) and the deep-most A-structure for John’s cat purrs contains a variable for
the proper name (with descriptive material that allowed it to be resolved on its
own).

purr x
x

cat x
poss y x
ymasc

Merging the structures for the first and the second sentences in (32) leads to the
first DRS shown below. It is resolved in the following way. First the variable y
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in the deepest A-structure is equated with u leading to the second DRS below.
Then the variable x in still unresolved A-structure is equated with v and the
associated conditions are transferred to the top-most DRS, resulting in the third
DRS shown below. This DRS is proper.

u, v
John u
cat v
poss u v
purr x
x

cat x
poss y x
ymasc

 

u, v
John u
cat v
poss u v
purr x
x

cat x
poss u x

 

u, v
John u
cat v
poss u v
purr v

Note that the final proper structures obtained for (31) and (32) are equivalent.
Hence, by van der Sandt’s DRT account (31) and (32) are semantically equivalent.

Each DRS can be translated to a formula in first order logic, and vice versa.
This is formally shown in [van Eijck and Kamp, 1997; van Eijck and Kamp,
2011]), and is also demonstrated below.

Translation � from DRT to FOL:

• {{x1, . . . , xn}{C1, . . . , Cm}}�
.
= ∃x1, . . . xn.C

�
1 ∧ · · · ∧ C�m

• C� .
= C

• (¬C)�
.
= ¬C�

Translation } from FOL to DRT:

• if Ψ is an atomic formula, Ψ}
.
= {{}, {Ψ}}

• (Φ ∧Ψ)}
.
= {{}, {Φ},Ψ}}}

• (¬Ψ)}
.
= {{},¬{Ψ}}}

• (∃x1 . . . xn.Ψ)}
.
= {{x1, . . . , xn}, {Ψ}}}, where Ψ does not begin with ∃

Since DRSs and formulas in first order logic can be mutually translated, a
question arises why it is possible to assign the correct logical meaning for the
discourses like (28) in DRT, but not in first order logic. This is explained in [van
Eijck and Kamp, 1997] by “the different way in which DRT handles context”.
However, a thorough investigation reveals that DRSs are just a different notation.
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Note that the first order logic formula (2.4) is equivalent to DRS (2.25) (remember
y? is a free variable!). Moreover, note that interpretation (2.26), successfully
built in DRT, is equivalent to (2.8), which cannot be constructed in first order
logic. Why is it allowed to interpret the discourse as (2.26) in DRT, but not as
equivalent one (2.8) in first order logic? How does DRT manage to place the
content of the second sentence under the scope of the quantifier introduced in the
first sentence? This is possible because in DRT’s notation variables are not bound.
However, it is not clear why it is advantageous to construct a representation with
free variables, if a first order formula with free variables could be used instead.
Then the interpretation of the first sentence of (28) would be (2.35) (compare
it with DRS (2.24) and remember that x is free there), the interpretation of the
second sentence of (28) would be (2.36) (compare it with DRS (2.25)) and the
interpretation of the whole discourse, after the conjunction of the formulas for the
first and for the second sentence and anaphoric linking, would be (2.37) (compare
it with (2.27)) equivalent to (2.38) (compare it with (2.28)).

man x ∧walks in the park x (2.35)

whistles y? (2.36)

man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles y ∧ y = x (2.37)

man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles x (2.38)

When (2.28) is translated into first order logic the variable x “becomes” ex-
istentially bound. Analogously, the variable x in (2.38) could be simply bound,
which would result in (2.29), repeated in (2.39).

∃x.man x ∧walks in the park x ∧whistles x (2.39)

A temporary neglection of quantifiers does not look natural when the first
order logic notation is used. However, in the DRT’s box notation the disregard
of quantifiers is not so obvious and is masked under the definition of a DRS as
a structure in which variables are not bound by a quantifier, and an assumption
that a sentence or discourse is first of all interpreted in such a DRS.

It has been claimed that in its original definition [Kamp, 1981], and even in
the later development [Kamp and Reyle, 1993], DRT is not compositional in the
sense discussed in Section 1.2. Indeed, keeping in mind that DRSs are just a
different notation for first order logic, it is clear that compositionality is not pro-
vided. Nevertheless, as demonstrated, for example, in [van Eijck and Kamp, 1997;
van Eijck and Kamp, 2011], it is possible to add vocabulary and syntax of lambda
calculus to the language of discourse representation structures. This amounts
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not to an extension of DRT, but to creation of a new compositional theory using
the language of discourse representation structures instead of a logical language.
Insightful approaches concerned with extending DRT with compositionality in-
clude [Zeevat, 1989; Asher, 1993; Muskens, 1996; Brasoveanu, 2007].

In summary, DRT describes complex natural language phenomena using an
intuitive graphical language, made of DRSs. DRT is therefore a convenient and
useful framework for linguists to observe, analyse and report their work on com-
plex natural language aspects such as anaphoric dependencies. However, DRT
does not explain or compositionally solve the problems related to these phenom-
ena. This still has to be done afterwards, preferably using classical and standard
formalisms which are more suitable for implementation.

2.2.2 Dynamic Predicate Logic

Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL) was developed in [Groenendijk and Stokhof,
1991] as an alternative to DRT. According to Groenendijk and Stokhof [1991],
the main problem with DRT is that it does not satisfy the principle of compo-
sitionality and the reason is that DRT uses an intermediate level of semantic
representation. The authors argue that an intermediate level also prevents a rich
interpretation of natural language.

There are several reasons why we think that the move to a se-
mantic theory which assumes such an independent level of semantic
representation, distinct both from syntactic structure and from mean-
ing proper, should be looked upon with reserve. [Groenendijk and
Stokhof, 1991, p.53].

An arbitrary intermediate level would, indeed, lead to an absurd theory. How-
ever, if the intermediate logical language is a translation of a natural language in
accordance with the principle of compositionality, it is ungrounded to say that
it is distinct from syntactic structure. Then, if the intermediate language is a
language with well-studied model theoretical interpretation (as is the case of the
language of DRT, since it can be easily translated to the usual language of first
order logic), it is unfair to claim that it lacks a proper meaning. Moreover, as
discussed in Section 1.4, a homomorphic interpretation a (natural) language into
an intermediate logical language not only does not hurt, but is also useful.

DPL is claimed in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991] to provide natural se-
mantics without relying on such an intermediate level of semantic representation.
However, this is an odd position, because the language of DPL clearly functions
as an intermediate semantic representation for natural language.23 Although
in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991] the model-theory of DPL is described, no

23Indeed, in [1990] Groenendijk and Stokhof seem to realize that the language of DPL is an
intermediate language.
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translation from natural language to language of DPL is ever defined. This is not
a trivial task, and nevertheless it is simply silently avoided in DPL.

Another drawback of DRT, according to the authors of DPL, is that DRT uses
a “non-orthodox” logical language. DPL is claimed to have an advantage over
DRT in that it uses the language of first order logic. However, as discussed in
Section 2.2.1 and as Groenendijk and Stokhof also observe, the language of DRT
is equivalent to the language of first order logic, in the sense that translations
between them can be defined. Therefore, it is not clear why DPL should be
considered superior on these grounds. Furthermore, despite the authors’ belief
that it is undesirable to employ a non-standard apparatus (such as the language in
DRT), they seem not to be disturbed by the development of highly non-standard
model-theory within DPL.

It is important to emphasize that since a translation of natural language into
the language of DPL is not provided, natural language phenomena are handled in
the model-theoretical interpretation of the DPL language. Thus, in order to cope
with cross-sentential anaphora, DPL interprets an existentially quantified formula
and a conjunction of two formulas in a way that the formulas (∃x.Px) ∧Qx and
∃x.(Px∧Qx) get the same model-theoretical interpretation. Notice that the free
variable in the second conjunct should be the same as the existentially quantified
variable in the first conjunct. To handle donkey anaphora, DPL interprets impli-
cation of two formulas in a way that (∃x.Px)→ Qx and ∀x.(Px→ Qx) also get
the same model-theoretical interpretation. The free variable in the consequent
has to be the same as the quantified variable in the antecedent of the conditional.
Thus, natural language phenomena related to quantifier scope are handled in a
rather ad-hoc way.

Turning to examples, consider once again the discourse (12b), repeated in (33):

(33) A man walks in the park. He whistles.

It can be represented with the DPL formula (2.40a).24 Since (2.40a) is equivalent
in DPL to (2.40b), the latter is taken to be the resulting meaning of (33). There-
fore, “the occurrence of x in the last conjunct of (2) [(2.40a)], which is outside the
scope of the existential quantifier, is still bound by that quantifier.”[Groenendijk
and Stokhof, 1990, p. 2]. This is rather conter-intuitive.

∃x.(man x ∧walk in the park x) ∧whistle x (2.40a)

∃x.(man x ∧walk in the park x ∧whistle x) (2.40b)

Regarding the DPL’s account of donkey sentences, consider, for example, (34).

24Remember that the translation of natural language into DPL language is not defined
in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1991]. Therefore, it is not clear how this formula, as well as
any other formula in DPL, is computed.
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(34) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

It is represented in the language of DPL as (2.41a), which gets the same DPL
model-theoretical interpretation as (2.41b). “In DPL an existential quantifier in-
side the antecedent of a conditional can bind free variables in the consequent, with
the effect of universal quantification over the implication as a whole”[Groenendijk
and Stokhof, 1990, p. 2]. This is also ad-hoc.

∀x.(farmer x ∧ ∃y.(donkey y ∧ own x y))→ beat x y (2.41a)

∀x∀y.((farmer x ∧ donkey y ∧ own x y)→ beat x y) (2.41b)

The limitation of the theory of DPL on the choice of the free variables in
the second conjunct or in the consequent of the implication (which should be the
same as those bound by the quantifier) means that the anaphora is assumed to be
already resolved in the DPL formula. However, this results in two shortcomings.
First, the DPL framework does not provide any room for integrating an anaphora
resolution algorithm. Second, which is a consequence of the first, the names of
the variables have to be carefully chosen to avoid destructive assignment when
conjoining DPL formulas corresponding to several sentences.

2.2.3 Dynamic Montague Grammar

Dynamic Montague Grammar (DMG) is a framework designed in [Groenendijk
and Stokhof, 1990]. As the original Montague semantics, it uses λ-terms to ex-
press the meaning of lexical items, and thus the meaning of a complex expression
can be computed simply by application of the λ-terms representing the mean-
ings of the lexical items that constitute the expression. While the original DRT
and DPL need to reinvent composition, DMG reuses the notion of composition
that already existed in lambda calculus. DMG can therefore be considered more
parsimonious, and hence superior.

However, to deal with dynamic phenomena, DMG extends the simply-typed
lambda calculus with many new features. In addition to the symbols of first
order logic, DMG has symbols standing for so called discourse markers and
syntactic constructions called state switchers. The discourse markers are spe-
cial status variables that are used to interpret indefinites and pronouns. They
are distinguished from regular variables because they are to be “switched” to a
variable that is bound by a quantifier that should actually bind the discourse
marker. The switching is done by a state switcher, which has the form {x/d}
and specifies for each bound variable x which discourse marker d it should sub-
stitute. State switchers are introduced in the term (2.42) standing for dynamic
existential quantifier and are propagated deep inside the logical formula, as, for
example, shown in (2.43) for conjunction:

Ed.A .
= λp.∃x.{x/d}Ap (2.42)
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{x/d}(A ∧B) is equivalent with {x/d}A ∧ {x/d}B (2.43)

When a switcher reaches the corresponding discourse marker, the substitution
takes place, as shown in (2.44):

{x/d}d is equivalent with x (2.44)

{x/d}d′ is equivalent with d′ if d′ 6= d

States in DMG are assignments of values to discourse markers which act as
a parameter for interpretation in a model. State switchers restrict the interpre-
tation to those states in which discourse markers have a value. Then the logical
formula of each subsequent natural language sentence is model-theoretically in-
terpreted with respect to the current state (which is based on the previously
computed formulas).

The set T of types in DMG is defined as follows:

1. e, t ∈ T (atomic types)

2. if α, β ∈ T , then (α→ β) ∈ T

3. if α ∈ T , then (s→ α) ∈ T

The third item introduces a particular type (s → α), which is an intensional
analog of type α.25 An expression of type (s → α) is a function from a set of
states to the particular individual in a model of type α. The fact that s is not
a type but participates in forming more complex types results in an odd type
system.

The syntax of DMG consists of variables and constants of any type, formulas
of type t closed under logical connectives and quantifiers (i.e. ¬, ∧, ∨,→, ∃, ∀ ) in
a standard way, the λ-abstraction, the λ-application and, additionally, discourse
markers of type e and two operators ∧ and ∨. The operators ∧ and ∨ function in
the following way: if ψ is of type α, then ∧ψ denotes the intension of α, is of type
(s → α) and can be seen as an abstraction over a state; if ϕ is of type (s → α),
then ∨ϕ denotes the extension of ϕ, is of type α and can be seen as an application
to a state.

A proposition A (of type t) is dynamized as shown in (2.45), where ↑ is a
dynamization function, p is a variable of type (s→ t) and p /∈ FV (A). Note that
the operator ∨ has to be applied to the variable p. This expresses an application
of p to a current state.

↑A
.
= λp.A ∧∨p (2.45)

25DMG uses Montague’s intensional logic notations and terminology. However, DMG disre-
gards Montague’s intensional parameters, i.e. worlds and times, and uses states instead (and
for different reasons).
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Moreover, a type-raised proposition P (of type ((s → t) → t)) can be type-
lowered by applying the function ↓ defined in Equation (2.46). Note that the
constant > has to be intensionalized.

↓ P
.
= P(∧>) (2.46)

Finally, since the state is implicit in DMG and switching back and forth be-
tween extensions and intensions is very frequent during the meaning computation,
the resulting λ-terms contain numerous occurences of the operators ∧ and ∨. They
are, therefore, rather verbose, becomes more evident below.

Dynamic conjunction ; is defined in DMG as shown in (2.47), where A and
B are terms of type ((s → t) → t) and p is a term of type (s → t). Dynamic
conjunction amounts to the composition of terms (notice, however, that the result
of application of B to p has to be intensionalized in order to be passed as an
argument to the first conjunct A):

A; B
.
= λp.A(∧(Bp)) (2.47)

The definitions of dynamic existential quantifier (2.42) and conjunction (2.47)
in a way that they expect a particular argument26 result in a very important
property of DMG for dealing with cross-sentential anaphora: the terms (Ed. ↑
A); ↑ B and Ed.(↑ A; ↑ B) β-reduce to the same normal form, and therefore are
β-equivalent:

(Ed. ↑A); ↑B = λq.(Ed.(↑A))(∧(↑Bq)) (by (2.47))

= λq.(λp.∃x.{x/d}(↑A)p)(∧((↑B)q)) (by (2.42))

→β λq.∃x.{x/d}(↑A)(∧((↑B)q))

= λq.∃x.{x/d}(λp.A ∧ ∨p)(∧((λp.B ∧ ∨p)q)) (by (2.45))

→β λq.∃x.{x/d}(λp.A ∧ ∨p)(∧(B ∧ ∨q))

→β λq.∃x.{x/d}(A ∧ ∨∧(B ∧ ∨q))

=λq.∃x.{x/d}(A ∧ (B ∧ ∨q)) (2.48)

Ed.(↑A; ↑B) = Ed.(λq.(↑A)(∧((↑B)q))) (by (2.47))

= λp.∃x.{x/d}(λq.(↑A)(∧((↑Bq))))p (by (2.42))

→β λp.∃x.{x/d}(↑A)(∧((↑B)p))

= λp.∃x.{x/d}(λp.A ∧ ∨p)(∧((λp.B ∧ ∨p)p)) (by (2.45))

→β λp.∃x.{x/d}(λp.A ∧ ∨p)(∧(B ∧ ∨p))

→β λp.∃x.{x/d}(A ∧ ∨∧(B ∧ ∨p))

=λp.∃x.{x/d}(A ∧ (B ∧ ∨p)) (2.49)

26This argument can be see as a continuation of the term. Chapter 3 is devoted for introducing
continuations.
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Thus, due to equivalence of terms in (2.48) and (2.49), Equation (2.50) holds,
where ↑A and ↑B are terms of type ((s → t) → t), p and q are terms of type
(s→ t):

(Ed. ↑A); ↑B =β Ed.(↑A; ↑B) (2.50)

Taking into account that ∼Ed.A ≡ Ad.∼Ad, Equation (2.51) also holds in
DMG:

(Ed.A)⇒ B =β Ad.(A⇒ B) (2.51)

where ⇒ is implication, defined in (2.52a), A is universal quantifier, defined
in (2.52b) and ∼ is negation, defined in (2.52c):

A⇒ B
.
= ∼ (A;∼ B) (2.52a)

Ad.A .
= λp.∀x.{x/d}A(∧>) ∧∨p (2.52b)

∼ A
.
= ↑¬↓ A (2.52c)

DMG assigns dynamic lambda terms to lexical expressions of natural language
and computes meanings of sentences in a compositional fashion. However, it is
not sufficient in DMG only to have interpretations of lexical items in order to
compute the meaning of the whole sentence: the lexical items should be indexed
in advance, and λ-terms are taken with the respective indexing. Consider, once
again, the classical donkey sentence (35a):

(35) a. Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

b. Every1 farmer who owns a2 donkey beats it2.

After assigning indexes in the sentence, (35b), the lexical items are interpreted
as shown below, where x is a variable of type e; f, d are constants of type (e→ t);
o, b are constants of type (e → (e → t)); P, Q are terms of type (s → (e →
((s→ t)→ t))); Y is a term of type (s→ ((s→ (e→ ((s→ t)→ t)))→ ((s→
t)→ t))) and d1, d2 are discourse markers:

[[farmer]] = λx. ↑ fx
[[donkey]] = λx. ↑dx

[[owns]] = λYy.(∨Y(∧λx. ↑oxy))

[[beats]] = λYy.(∨Y(∧λx. ↑bxy))

[[a2]] = λPQ.Ed2.(
∨Pd2;∨Qd2)

[[every1]] = λPQ.Ad1.(
∨Pd1 ⇒∨Qd1)

[[it2]] = λQ.∨Qd2
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These lexical interpretations cannot, in fact, be directly used for comput-
ing the meanings of more complex phrases. For example, the term [[a2]] cannot
be applied to the term [[donkey]] in order to compute the meaning of the noun
phrase a donkey. The reason is that the first argument of [[a2]] should be of type
(s → (e → ((s → t) → t))), while [[donkey]] is of type (e → ((s → t) → t)).
Therefore, [[donkey]] has to be intensionalized in order to be passed as an argu-
ment to [[a2]]. Thus, the meaning of a donkey is computed as [[a2]](∧[[donkey]]).
This impossibility of direct functional application significantly complicates the
compositional computation of meaning: the system has to be able to identify
when and which terms have to be intensionalized.

There is an unnatural detail related to lexical interpretations of DMG as it
is presented in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990]. Type-raised interpretations of
transitive verbs, such as owns and beats, do not receive two type-raised arguments,
as is normally the case; and the interpretation of who is absent. Instead of giving
a lexical interpretation for relative pronouns, DMG considers a relative clause to
be a “syncategorematic construction”, handled by the special rule (2.53)27 shown
below, where np is a common noun phrase followed by a restrictive clause rc:

[[np rc]] =λx.([[np]]x; [[rc]]x) (2.53)

A possible reason why the authors had to introduce the “syncategorematic
rule” (2.53) is that their lexical interpretation of verbs has unusual type and
would lead to typing problems in compositional computation of a relative clause
such as, for example, who owns a donkey. This is illustrated in detail below.

A relative pronoun is of the category ((np → s) → n → n). Therefore,
its interpretation should expect two type-raised arguments: the first argument
corresponds to the interpretation of an expression of category (np → s), for ex-
ample owns a donkey, and the second argument corresponds to the interpretation
of an expression of category n, for example farmer. In DMG, the lexical inter-
pretation of who can thus be defined as (2.54), where R is a variable of type
(s → ((s → (e → ((s → t) → t))) → ((s → t) → t))) → ((s → t) → t), Q is a
variable of type (s → ((s → (e → ((s → t) → t))) → ((s → t) → t))), P is a
variable of type (s→ (e→ ((s→ t)→ t))):

[[who]] = λRQx.(∨Qx;∨R(∧(λP.∨Px))) (2.54)

Focus on the first argument R of [[who]]. In the case of the donkey sentence,
it should be computed in DMG from the application of the interpretation of the
transitive verb owns to the intensionalized interpretation of the noun phrase a

27The rule is presented as [[np rc]] = λx.([[np]]x; [[rc]]) in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990].
However, the missing x in the second conjunct is probably a typo.
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donkey. First, consider the computation of the meaning of a2 donkey :

[[a2]](∧[[donkey]]) = (λPQ.Ed2.(
∨Pd2;∨Qd2))(∧[[donkey]])

→β λQ.Ed2.(
∨(∧[[donkey]])d2;∨Qd2)

= λQ.Ed2.([[donkey]]d2;∨Qd2)

= λQ.Ed2.((λx. ↑dx)d2;∨Qd2)

→β λQ.Ed2.(↑dd2;∨Qd2) (2.55)

Then, compute the meaning of owns a2 donkey :

[[own]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]]))) = (λYy.(∨Y(∧λx. ↑oxy)))(∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))

→β λy.(
∨(∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))(∧λx. ↑oxy))

= λy.([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])(∧λx. ↑oxy))

= λy.(λQ.Ed2.(↑dd2;∨Qd2))(∧λx. ↑oxy))

→β λy.Ed2.(↑dd2;∨(∧λx. ↑oxy))d2)

= λy.Ed2.(↑dd2; (λx. ↑oxy)d2)

→β λy.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑od2y) (2.56)

Notice that, due to the fact that the meaning of transitive verb own is de-
fined in [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990] in a non-standard way, the resulting
term (2.56) is not type-raised, and, therefore, it cannot be used as an (inten-
sionalized) argument for the interpretation of who. In order to fix it, the lexical
interpretation of transitive verbs can be formulated in a standard fashion. In
DMG this amounts to the λ-term shown in (2.57), where X, Y are terms of type
(s→ ((s→ (e→ ((s→ t)→ t)))→ ((s→ t)→ t))); x, y are variables of type e
and o is a constant of type (e→ (e→ t)).

[[owns]] = λYX.∨X(∧λx.∨Y(∧λy. ↑oxy)) (2.57)

Then, after applying the interpretation (2.57) for owns to the intensionalized
meaning (2.55) of a2 donkey, the desirable interpretation (2.58) for owns a donkey
can be computed:

[[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))

= (λYX.∨X(∧λx.∨Y(∧λy. ↑ oxy)))(∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))

→β λX.∨X(∧λx.∨(∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))(∧λy. ↑oxy))

= λX.∨X(∧λx.[[a2]](∧[[donkey]])(∧λy. ↑oxy))

= λX.∨X(∧λx.(λQ.Ed2.(↑dd2;∨Qd2))(∧λy. ↑oxy))

→β λX.∨X(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2;∨(∧λy. ↑oxy)d2))

= λX.∨X(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; (λy. ↑oxy)d2))

→β λX.∨X(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)) (2.58)
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Now it is possible to compute the meaning for who owns a2 donkey without
having to apply the syncategorematic rule:

[[who]](∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))))

= (λRQx.(∨Qx;∨R(∧(λP.∨Px))))(∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))))

→β λQx.(∨Qx;∨(∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]])))))(∧(λP.∨Px)))

= λQx.(∨Qx; ([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]]))))(∧(λP.∨Px)))

= λQx.(∨Qx; (λX.∨X(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)))(∧(λP.∨Px)))

→β λQx.(∨Qx;∨(∧(λP.∨Px))(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)))

= λQx.(∨Qx; (λP.∨Px)(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)))

→β λQx.(∨Qx;∨(∧λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2))x)

= λQx.(∨Qx; (λx.Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2))x)

→β λQx.(∨Qx; Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)) (2.59)

In what follows the meaning of the computation in DMG of the meaning of
the complete indexed sentence (35b) is demonstrated.

After applying the meaning (2.59) for who owns a2 donkey to the intension-
alized meaning of farmer1 and performing β-reduction, the meaning for farmer1

who owns a2 donkey is as shown in (2.60):

([[who]](∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]]))))))(∧[[farmer]])

→∗β λx.(↑ fx; Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑oxd2)) (2.60)

Now the meaning of the indexed noun phrase every1 farmer who owns a2

donkey can be computed:

[[every1]](∧(([[who]](∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]]))))))(∧[[farmer]])))

→∗β λQ.Ad1.((↑ fd1; Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑od1d2))⇒∨Qd1) (2.61)

Since beats is a transitive verb, instead of its [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990]’s
lexical interpretation, here (2.62), analogous to the interpretation defined for owns
above, is used in order to compute the meaning (2.63) of the indexed verb phrase
beats it2:

[[beats]] = λYX.∨X(∧λx.∨Y(∧λy. ↑bxy)) (2.62)

[[beats]](∧[[it2]])→∗β λX.∨X(∧λx. ↑bxd2) (2.63)

Finally, the meaning (2.64) of the complete indexed sentence is computed by
applying the meaning of the verb phrase beats it1 to the intensionalized meaning
of the noun phrase every farmer1 who owns a2 donkey, β-reducing, propagating
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the state switchers deep inside the formula and performing the substitutions of
discourse markers to variables.28

([[beats]](∧[[it2]]))(∧([[every1]](∧(([[who]](∧([[owns]](∧([[a2]](∧[[donkey]]))))))(∧[[farmer]])))))

→∗β Ad1.((↑ fd1; Ed2.(↑dd2; ↑od1d2))⇒↑bd1d2)

= Ad1d2.((↑ fd1; (↑dd2; ↑od1d2))⇒↑bd1d2) (by (2.51))

→∗β Ad1d2.λp.((fd1 ∧ (dd2 ∧ od1d2))→ bd1d2) ∧∨p (by def. of ↑, ; and ⇒)

→∗β λp.∀xy.{x/d1}{y/d2}((fd1 ∧ (dd2 ∧ od1d2))→ bd1d2) ∧∨p (by (2.52b))

= λp.∀xy.((fx ∧ (dy ∧ oxy))→ bxy) ∧∨p (2.64)

The fact that DMG computes meanings in compositional fashion is a major
advantage over other dynamic approaches, in particular DRT. On the other hand,
the context is not explicit in DMG (in contrast to DRT). It is the state that
functions as context in DMG because the meanings of expressions are state-
dependent. For example, a referent in a model for a pronoun is determined by a
state. The context dependence is implicitly encoded by the operation ∨, i.e. via
type lowering. The fact that the state is implicit restricts DRT from exploiting
it in a more elaborate way, such as modifying it during the course of a discourse
and reasoning on it, i.e. using it to account for pragmatical phenomena, such as
presuppositions and conversational implicatures.

28In [Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990], due to the unusual lexical interpretations of the tran-
sitive verbs, the interpretation of a noun phrase has to be applied to the intensionalized inter-
pretation of the verb phrase in order to compute the meaning of the sentence. This is not very
intuitive and is not in accordance with modern type logical grammars.
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This chapter introduced non-trivial phenomena of natural language, such as,
cross-sentential and donkey anaphora, presuppositions and conversational impli-
catures (Subsections 2.1.2– 2.1.5) that are considered to be dynamic due to their
particular dependence on context (Subsection 2.1.1) and, therefore, have to be
handled with a dynamic approach. Section 2.2 analysed the basics of the most
prominent current dynamic frameworks, particularly Discourse Representation
Theory, Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dynamic Montague Grammar. Although
these frameworks represent context in different ways, they are similar in that
they identify meaning with its context change potential. This is, however, not
desirable. An expression can certainly have a context change potential, but it is
not all it has.

Context change potential is part of the expression’s meaning and could be
modelled as a function that updates the context. For that, however, the meaning
of an expression has to be first evaluated with respect to some context to actually
cause the context change. Consequently, it is dependent on the hearer (or reader).

Additionally, an expression necessarily has an actual asserted content. This
is the meaning of the expression that is independent of the hearer. Moreover, not
all expressions are context dependent. A big part of natural language has rather
standard meanings, which are independent of any context (but do cause changes
in it). An example of such an expression is (36):

(36) Every boy loves a girl.

There seem to be no reason to handle this huge part of natural language as if
it was context-dependent when it is actually not. Thus, it would be preferable
to have a framework that has a clear distinction between what is asserted by an
expression (or discourse) and what its context change potential is.

A framework acknowledging this distinction between content and context but
at the same time implementing their possible interdependence would have a higher
potential for handling pragmatic phenomena discussed in this chapter. More-
over, remembering that the ultimate technological goal is to parse a discourse
and output a representation of this discourse that could be used by computers,
the separation of the asserted content from the context change potential would
allow computer to know the difference between what has actually been explicitly
said and the implicit side effects that might occur for those who heard/read the
discourse.

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 are devoted to developing such a framework and showing
how it can handle some of the pragmatical issues, particularly those associated
with presuppositions triggered by referring expressions and factive verbs, pre-
supposition projection, and some conversational implicatures. The framework
extensively uses the notion of continuation from programming languages, which
allows to define a dynamic compositional framework. The next chapter presents
this notion in detail.
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Continuation

Montague’s program requires the meaning of an expression to be computed com-
positionally from meanings of its lexical constituents. Dynamics of natural lan-
guage makes, however, this task non-trivial, as discussed in the previous chapter.
A similar kind of problem occurred in the mathematical semantics of program-
ming languages, particularly in formalizing full jumps (“goto” statements) in a
compositional way. To solve this problem, the method of continuations was intro-
duced in [Strachey and Wadsworth, 1974] to extend the mathematical semantics
of programming languages [Scott and Strachey, 1971] with a general formalized
notion of control of full jumps. According to this method, if the evaluation of a
program is in a state s, and the following command is c, continuation represents
the state transition which would be produced up to the end of the program (i.e.
the rest of the computation) after performing the state transformation specified
by c. Every function of a program written in continuation-passing style (CPS)
is given as an argument to the continuation of the program with respect to this
function. Strachey and Wadsworth informally explained this in the following way:

[. . . ] our main semantic functions now take three arguments: an
environment, a continuation and a store. [. . . ] Together these argu-
ments may be regarded as the semantic context in which each part of
the program must be interpreted before its contribution to the mean-
ing of the whole program can be determined. The environment and
the store provide all necessary information about the history of the
computation preceding the part under consideration; the continuation
indicates how the computation will proceed to the end of the program
unless the current control causes a jump. [Strachey and Wadsworth,
2000, p.147]

This chapter presents the basic principles of the continuation-passing tech-
nique and illustrates them on simple programming examples.

81
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3.1 CPS Transformation

A program can be transformed from direct style to continuation-passing style
(CPS). A possible way of CPS-transforming terms of typed lambda calculus was
introduced in [Plotkin, 1975]. Plotkin’s call-by-value transformation is shown in
Definition 3.1:

Definition 3.1. [CPS-transformation] Let o be a distinguished type. For each
term t of type ρ, it is possible to construct its CPS-transformation t of type ρ in
the following way

x = λφρ→o.φxρ

λxα.Nβ = λφ(α→β)′→o.φ(λxα
′
.N

β→o
)

Mα→βNα = λφβ
′→o.M

α→β
(λm(α→β)′ .N

α
(λnα

′
.mnφ))

where φ of type (ρ′ → o) is a continuation of t.
Each type ρ is defined as (ρ′ → o)→ o, where ρ′ is as follows

ρ′ =

{
ρ if ρ is basic

α′ → (β′ → o)→ o if ρ = α→ β

For a better understanding of CPS-transformation, it is important to keep
the type assignments in mind. That is why terms in Definition 3.1 are presented
together with their types as superscripts. Equations (3.1) repeat equations in
Definition 3.1 with types omitted for better readability:

x = λφ.φx (3.1a)

λx.N = λφ.φ(λx.N) (3.1b)

MN = λφ.M(λm.N(λn.mnφ)) (3.1c)

It is possible to make a CPS-transformation of an application in a way that
the argument is evaluated before the function, (3.2) shows the corresponding
transformation rule:

MN = λφ.N(λn.M(λm.mnφ)) (3.2)

The transformation presented above imposes call-by-value evaluation strategy
in the resulting term. According to call-by-value strategy, the argument expres-
sion is evaluated before being passed to the function.1

1Call-by-value is usually contrasted with call-by-name evaluation strategy. According to
call-by-name, the argument of a function is not evaluated before the evaluation of the function.
Call-by-value evaluation is chosen here as it is closer to Montague’s technique of type raising,
as discussed in Section 3.3.
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Example 3.2. Consider a λ-term t computing
√
x3:

t = λx.sqrt(cube x)

where sqrt is a function computing the square root of its argument and cube is
a function computing the cubic power of its argument. Term t can be CPS-
transformed (to call-by-value evaluation style) in the following way:

λx.sqrt(cube x)

= λφ.φ(λx.sqrt(cube x)) (by (3.1b))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.sqrt(λm.cube x(λn.mnφ′)))) (by (3.1c))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.sqrt(λm.(λφ′′.cube(λm′.x(λn′.m′n′φ′′)))(λn.mnφ′)))) (by (3.1c))

→∗βλφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.sqrt(λm.(cube(λm′.x(λn′.m′n′(λn.mnφ′)))))))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.sqrt(λm.(cube(λm′.(λφ′′.φ′′x)(λn′.m′n′(λn.mnφ′))))))) (by (3.1a))

→∗βλφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.sqrt(λm.(cube(λm′.m′x(λn.mnφ′)))))) (3.3)

The CPS versions of sqrt and cube are shown in Equations (3.4a) and (3.4b)
respectively:

sqrt = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(sqrtx)) (3.4a)

cube = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(cubex)) (3.4b)

After substituting sqrt and cube in (3.3) for (3.4a) and (3.4b) and β-reducing,
the normalized CPS-transformed term shown below is obtained:

t = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(sqrt(cubex)))

�

Definition 3.1 transforms a program in direct style into an equivalent program

in CPS. For example, t and t return the same result for the same argument 4, as
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) in the next example show:

Example 3.3.

t(4) = (λx.sqrt(cube x))(4)

→β sqrt(cube 4)

= sqrt 64

= 8 (3.5)
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λφ.t(λφ′.φ′4φ) = λφ.(λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(sqrt(cubex))))(λφ′.φ′4φ)

→β λφ.(λφ
′.φ′4φ)(λxφ′.φ′(sqrt(cubex)))

→β λφ.(λxφ
′.φ′(sqrt(cubex)))4φ

→β λφ.φ(sqrt(cube4))

= λφ.φ(sqrt64)

= λφ.φ8 (3.6)

�

3.2 CPS Control

As demonstrated in the previous section, by simply applying Definition 3.1 one
transforms a program into an equivalent CPS program. However, the advantage of
a program written in continuation passing style is that it can be expanded with
unusual expressions managing its execution, like non-local transfers of control.
For example, one of the possible control expressions of a function can be to discard
all the future of the computation (i.e. its continuation) and return the error as
a result of the whole program, in case an error happens within this function.
Examples 3.4– 3.8 show how it can be done in the case of division by zero.

Example 3.4. Consider a λ-term t computing

√
x

y
:

t = λxy.sqrt(div x y) (3.7)

During the evaluation of t, if the execution of div leads to an error, the error
message is passed to the function sqrt as the argument. Assuming that sqrt is
defined simply as a square root of its argument, this leads to sqrt being applied
to a value for which it is not defined. For example, this happens if the second of
the arguments given to t is zero:

t(9)(0) = (λxy.sqrt(div x y))(9)(0)

→β (λy.sqrt(div 9 y))(0)

→β sqrt(div 9 0)

= sqrt(error) (3.8)

= ???

�

This situation could be handled in the original direct program by adding at
the beginning of sqrt a conditional expression that checks whether the argument
is an error (and returning an error in this case) or a number (and calculating
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the square root of the number in this case). However, this means that, following
this style, such a condition would have to be added to all other possible functions
of the program. In contrast, the CPS technique allows to provide control to the
division function itself in a way that it terminates the whole program when an
error occurs during its execution.

It is possible to CPS-transform t according to Definition 3.1 and the next
example demonstrates this. The transformations of functions sqrt and div, shown
below, are necessary for intermediary steps:

sqrt = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(sqrtx)) (3.9a)

div = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(λyφ′′.φ′′(div x y))) (3.9b)

Example 3.5.

λxy.sqrt(div x y)

= λφ.φ(λx.(λy.sqrt(div x y)))) (by (3.1b))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.sqrt(div x y)))) (by (3.1b))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.sqrt(λm.div x y(λn.mnφ′′)))))) (by (3.1c))

= . . . (by (3.1c))

→∗β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.sqrt(λm.div(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.mnφ′′)))))))) (3.10)

= . . . (by (3.9a) and (3.9b))

→∗β λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div x y)))) (3.11)

�

Since normalized term t in (3.11) is obtained from t in (3.7) only by applying
CPS-transformation definitions, it is equivalent to t and behaves analogously
when an error happens inside the division function. To demonstrate it, t is
“fed” in the next example with the same (continuized) arguments 9 and 0 as
t in Example 3.4. The fact that the result is equally undesirable can be seen by
comparing Equations (3.8) and (3.12):

Example 3.6.

λφ′′′.t(λφ′′′′.φ′′′′9(λφ′′′′′.φ′′′′′0φ′′′))

= λφ′′′.(λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div x y)))))(λφ′′′′.φ′′′′9(λφ′′′′′.φ′′′′′0φ′′′))

→β λφ
′′′.(λφ′′′′.φ′′′′9(λφ′′′′′.φ′′′′′0φ′′′))(λxφ′.φ′(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div x y))))

→β λφ
′′′.(λxφ′.φ′(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div x y))))9(λφ′′′′′.φ′′′′′0φ′′′)

→∗β λφ′′′.(λφ′′′′′.φ′′′′′0φ′′′)(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div 9 y)))

→β λφ
′′′.(λyφ′′.φ′′(sqrt(div 9 y)))0φ′′′

→∗β λφ′′′.φ′′′sqrt(div 9 0)
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= λφ′′′.φ′′′(sqrt(error)) (3.12)

= ???

�

However, an advantage of the CPS-written program (3.11) is that it can be
extended with an unusual control due to the fact that it, as well as its functions,
have continuations as arguments. Particularly, division can be refined in a way
so that when the divisor is zero, it disregards the continuation and immediately
returns an error message as a result of the whole program; and otherwise provides
the result of the division to its continuation. Thus, CPS-transformation of div can
be done not directly by Equation (3.9b), but by using its modified version (3.13)
with a control on whether y is equal to zero or not:

div = λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(λy.if (y = 0) then error else (λφ′′.φ′′(div x y)))) (3.13)

Then, using Equation (3.13) in (3.10), and following Definition 3.1 in the
rest of the transformation, a new CPS program that has a special treatment for
division by zero is obtained, as shown below:

Example 3.7.

λxy.sqrt(div x y)

= . . . (by (3.1b) and (3.1c))

→∗β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.sqrt(λm.div(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.mnφ′′))))))))

=λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λφ.φ(λxφ′.φ′(sqrtx))) (by (3.9a))

(λm.div(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.mnφ′′))))))))

→∗β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.div(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))))))

= λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λφ.φ(λx′φ′.φ′(λy′.if (y′ = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x′ y′)))))

(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))))))
(by (3.13))

→β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λm′′.m′′x(λm′.m′y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))

(λx′φ′.φ′(λy′.if (y′ = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x′ y′))))))))

→β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λx′φ′.φ′(λy′.if (y′ = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x′ y′))))

x(λm′.m′y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn)))))))

→∗β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λm′.m′y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn)))

(λy′.if (y′ = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y′)))))))
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→β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.(λy′.if (y′ = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y′)))y(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))))

→β λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn)))))) (3.14)

�

Term (3.14), abbreviated below as t
control

, computes a square root of a result

of a division, as programs t and t do. However, t
control

additionally has the control

over division by zero. Particularly, when the divisor is equal to zero, t
control

, unlike
t and t, terminates with an error. This is demonstrated in Example 3.8:

Example 3.8.

λφ.t
control

(λφ′.φ′9(λφ′′.φ′′0φ))

= λφ.(λφ.φ(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn)))))))

(λφ′.φ′9(λφ′′.φ′′0φ))

→β λφ.(λφ
′.φ′9(λφ′′.φ′′0φ))

(λx.(λφ′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))))

→β λφ.(λx.(λφ
′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div x y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))))9(λφ′′.φ′′0φ)

→β λφ.(λφ
′.φ′(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div 9 y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn)))))(λφ′′.φ′′0φ)

→β λφ.(λφ
′′.φ′′0φ)(λy.(λφ′′.if (y = 0) then error

else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div 9 y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))

→β λφ.(λy.(λφ
′′.if (y = 0) then error else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div 9 y))(λn.φ′′(sqrtn))))0φ

→∗β λφ.if (0 = 0) then error else (λφ′′′.φ′′′(div 9 0))(λn.φ(sqrtn))

= error

�

As already mentioned above, the method of continuation was introduced to
give compositional semantics to full jumps in programming languages. Next ex-
ample illustrates on the example of a simple language that continuation-based
interpretation of abort operation leads to desired evaluation of a program, while
a direct interpretation does not:

Example 3.9. Consider a small programming language L1 consisting of variables
from set var, expressions from set expr, symbols := and ;. The language has the
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following simple grammar, where S stands for a statement:

S
.
= var := expr |
S;S

Let state be a function mapping variables to natural numbers:

state = var→ N

The statements S in L1 are interpreted with the function I that maps expressions
to natural numbers and statements to transformation on states:

Iexpr : expr→ N
IS : S → (state→ state)

Then, compositional semantics of this language can be defined as below, where ξ
is a state:

IS(x := e)ξ = ξ[x := Iexpr(e)]

IS(S1;S2)ξ = IS(S2)(IS(S1)ξ)

Consider, for example, the following program written in L1:

x := 3;

x := 5

After the program is evaluated, the final state stores the value 5 for x:

IS(x := 3;x := 5)ξ = IS(x := 5)(IS(x := 3)ξ)

= IS(x := 5)ξ[x := 3]

= ξ[x := 5]

Assume now that the language L1 is extended with an abort operation, resulting
in new language L2:

S
.
= var := expr |
S;S |
abort

Intuitively, the interpretation of abort in a state ξ should return the same state:

IS(abort)ξ = ξ
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It is desirable that the following program, after its termination (due to abort)
should store 3 as the value of x:

x := 3;

abort;

x := 5

However, evaluating the program according to the rules defined above, results in
x having the value 5:

IS(x := 3; abort;x := 5)ξ = IS(x := 5)(IS(x := 3; abort)ξ)

= IS(x := 5)(IS(abort)(IS(x := 3)ξ))

= IS(x := 5)(IS(abort)ξ[x := 3])

= IS(x := 5)ξ[x := 3]

= ξ[x := 5]

This can be solved by defining compositional semantics using continuations. Then
interpretation IS is of the type (S → state → (state → state)) and the semantic
rules are as follows:

IS(x := e)ξφ = φ(ξ[x := Iexpr(e)])

IS(S1;S2)ξφ = IS(S1)ξ(λs.IS(S2)sφ)

IS(abort)ξφ = ξ

Evaluation of the program according to continuation-based interpetation rules
results in x being assigned the desired value 3:

IS(x := 3; abort;x := 5)ξφ = IS(x := 3)ξ(λs.IS(abort)s(λs′.IS(x := 5)ξφ))

= IS(x := 3)ξ(λs.s)

= λs.s(ξ[x := 3])

= ξ[x := 3]

When abort is absent, continuation-based evaluation of the program correctly
assigns the value 5 to x:

IS(x := 3;x := 5)ξφ = φ(ξ[x := 3][x := 5])

= φ(ξ[x := 5])

�
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3.3 Continuation Technique in Natural Language

Semantics

Continuation-like approaches can already be found in earlier work on formal com-
positional semantics of natural language. Montague’s [1973] technique of type-
raising2 can be seen as using continuation technique for quantifiers to take scope
over complete sentences. In this type-raised setting, scope ambiguities (subject
wide scope versus object wide scope) correspond to the change of evaluation order
of the arguments. This is one of the features that continuation-style allows. In-
deed, compare Montague’s account of scope ambiguity shown in (1.7a) and (1.7b)
and repeated below in (3.15), with respectively equations (3.1c) and (3.2) of call-
by-value continuation-passing-style transformation, repeated below in (3.16), that
impose different evaluation order of the arguments:

[[loves]]sws = λOS.S(λx.O(λy.lovexy)) (3.15a)

[[loves]]ows = λOS.O(λy.S(λx.lovexy)) (3.15b)

MN = λφ.M(λm.N(λn.mnφ)) (3.16a)

MN = λφ.N(λn.M(λm.mnφ)) (3.16b)

More recent research confirms that continuation-passing technique is very use-
ful for formalizing natural language (discourse) semantics. For example Barker [2002]
investigates in more details how continuized λ-terms expressing natural language
meanings provide a way of dealing with phenomena related to quantification, such
as scope displacement and scope ambiguity, and give a unified account of quantifi-
cational and non-quantificational noun phrases. Additionaly, Barker [2004] shows
that CPS can be used to deal with focus, coordination and misplaced quantifiers.3

Although a continuation-passing style allows many apparently non-composi-
tional phenomena to be handled compositionally, it requires type-raising (e.g.
an atomic type α becomes ((α → o) → o)) and thus result in more complex
and less natural λ-terms and types. However, due to the similarity between type-
raising and the double-negation translation (e.g. an atomic proposition P becomes
((P→ ⊥)→ ⊥)), it is possible to obtain more concise and more intuitive lambda
terms and types in natural languages semantics by using extended lambda calculi,
such as the λµ-calculus [Parigot, 1992], originally developed to exploit the double
negation translation and provide a Curry-Howard isomorphism for classical logic.
This was done in [de Groote, 2001b], where ambiguities in the scope of natural

2See Section 1.4.
3Other interesting continuation-based analyses of different natural language phenomena in-

clude [Shan, 2002; Shan, 2004; Barker and Shan, 2008].
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language quantifiers were nicely related to the non-confluence of the λµ-calculus
(with β-, µ- and µ′-reductions), which corresponds to the non-confluence of cut-
elimination in classical logic.

De Groote [2006] proposes a continuation-based approach that played a major
role in the development of this dissertation, particularly for defining continuation-
based dynamic logic (with exceptions), introduced in Chapters 4 and 6. This
continuation-based approach offered a way to use continuations in order to im-
plement the influential pragmatic ideas of Stalnaker [1978] in Montague’s settings.
This is done by providing two additional arguments to each λ-term interpreting
a natural language proposition. One argument stands for the continuation of the
term. Another argument represents a (previously computed) context. Moreover,
within the body of the λ-term, the continuation is applied to the (possibly up-
dated) context (therefore, the continuation is dependent on the context). This is
inspired by Stalnaker’s idea that each assertion is made in context, is dependent
upon the context and updates the context.4

4[Heim, 1982] and [Kamp, 1981] also elaborate the work of Stalnaker [1978]. They do it,
however, in a fundamentally different, non-compositional, way, as discussed in Section 2.2.
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This chapter formally presented the notion of continuation and discussed the
major benefits a continuation-passing technique provides to a language, such as
explicit control over the evaluation of expressions. The continuation-passing tech-
nique was introduced in programming languages semantics to give compositional
interpretations for full jumps, dynamic and apparently non-compositional phe-
nomena. Therefore, this technique is promising for handling dynamic phenomena
of natural language that, as discussed in Chapter 2, are apparently not composi-
tional. The rest of this dissertation is devoted to developing such a continuation-
based formal framework for natural language semantics.



Chapter 4

Continuation-based Dynamic Logic

Natural language dynamics poses, as discussed in Chapter 2, numerous chal-
lenges for formalizing natural language semantics in a truly compositional way.
The difficulty lies in the fact that meaning is a function of context, i.e. of some
knowledge previously obtained. The meaning of the sentence He whistles, for
example, has to be evaluated with respect to a context to obtain the antecedent
of the pronoun. Thus, if the previous sentence is A man walks in the park, the
context, after processing the sentence, would contain an obvious referent for the
pronoun he in the subsequent sentence He whistles. The approaches discussed in
Section 2.2 fail to explicitly assign this context dependence to lexical items. This
either undermines the compositionality of the approach (as in the case of the orig-
inal DRT) or prevents the manipulation of the context (as in the case of DMG),
which is necessary, for example, for handling presuppositions and conversational
implicatures.

The framework that this dissertation develops not only specially focuses on
the explicit representation of context, but also defines the meanings of natural
languages constituents, including lexical items, in a way that they are functions of
context when necessary. Another advantage of the framework is that the content
of expressions is separated from the context. This makes it flexible to potentially
handle pragmatic phenomena.

The framework is an extension of Montague’s semantics and is truly com-
positional. As Montague’s semantics1, it is defined on Church’s simple type the-
ory [Church, 1940], having two atomic types: ι, the type for individuals; and o, the
type for propositions. However, it has an additional type parameter γ and con-
text is defined as a term of this type. Natural language sentences are then defined
as functions of the context. Moreover, the framework uses continuation-passing
techniques2 for compositionally treating dynamic phenomena and updating the

1See Section 1.4.
2See Chapter 3.
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context as the computation proceeds.
The basic idea of the framework originated in [de Groote, 2006], where a

simplified framework, called here G0, is used for handling cross-sentential and
donkey anaphora. Section 4.1 is devoted to explaining de Groote’s framework G0

in detail. The meanings assigned to expressions according to this approach are,
however, lengthy and not always intuitive.

This motivated de Groote to pursue more compact interpretations by ideal-
izing a continuation-based logic. Section 4.2 develops this logic in detail. The
natural language semantics framework based on this logic is called here G. It
is, moreover, proven in Section 4.2 that static propositions and their dynamic
counterparts obtained in G hold in the same models.

Section 4.3 presents innovations of this dissertation by developing framework
GL. It elaborates de Groote’s frameworks G0 and G by putting more emphasis on
context and by taking into account that context contains some knowledge (such
as common knowledge and knowledge learned during the process of computation
of the meaning). Due to this more realistic notion of context, it becomes possible
to retrieve from it antecedents of referring expressions based on their descriptive
contents. Moreover, dynamic individuals are defined as being functions of context.
This is an important novelty, as it makes it possible to give direct (not type-raised)
interpretations to, for example, pronouns in a way that these interpretations
explicitly encode their anaphoric nature.

As in framework G, the translation from static terms to their dynamic equiv-
alents is defined in a modular way by employing a continuation-based logical
language. However, framework GL is superior to G as it additionally defines
a systematic translation of non-logical constants. Finally, a more sophisticated
conservation theorem for framework GL, saying that a proposition is true in a
model if and only if its dynamic variant is true in the same model is also proved.

4.1 Framework G0: Initial Approach

Philippe de Groote [2006] showed that it is possible to handle dynamic phenomena
of natural language by standard tools of mathematical logic, such as simply-
typed lambda calculus, and, therefore, stay within Montague’s program. This is
accomplished in de Groote’s framework, called here G0, by providing Montague
semantics with a notion of context in a systematic and precise way.

The meaning of a sentence is a function of the context. It can be expressed in
lambda calculus by defining the term standing for the interpretation of a sentence
as an abstraction over a variable standing for the context. This variable is of a
particular type parameter γ:

Definition 4.1. [Context, Environment] A context or environment is a term
of type γ that stores the essential information from what has already been pro-
cessed in the computation of the meaning of the whole discourse.
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In order to make the framework flexible, the context type γ is a parameter,
which can define any complex type. Therefore, there is no restriction on the
representation of context. One can define it as a simple structure focusing on a
particular phenomenon. As Montague put it:

In interpreting a pragmatic language L we shall have to take into
account the possible contexts of use. It is not necessary to consider
them in their full complexity; we may instead confine our attention
to those among their features which are relevant to the discourse in
question. Thus it will suffice to specify the set of all complexes of
relevant aspects of intended possible contexts of use. [Montague, 1968]

On the other hand, the abstract representation of context can become more so-
phisticated as more complex phenomena (e.g. presuppositions and implicatures)
are taken into account. Since the context type γ is a parameter, the context can
be easily elaborated without affecting the core of the framework.

A sentence can have a potential to change (or update) the context. The
updated context has to be passed as an argument to the meaning of the subsequent
sentence. In order to do so compositionally, de Groote used the notion of contin-
uation:3 the meaning of a sentence not only is a function of context, but also is
a function of a continuation with respect to the computation of the meaning of
the whole discourse. Within the body of the term standing for the meaning of
a sentence, the continuation is given the possibly updated context and returns a
proposition. Therefore, the continuation has type (γ → o).

Definition 4.2. [Continuation] A continuation is a term of type (γ → o) that
denotes what is still to be processed in the computation of the meaning of the
whole discourse.

Thus, a sentence is dynamically interpreted as a function that takes a context
e of type γ and a continuation φ of type (γ → o) and returns a proposition:

[[s]] = γ︸︷︷︸
context

→ (γ → o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation

→ o︸︷︷︸
proposition

Type (γ → (γ → o) → o) is, therefore, defined to be the type of a dynamic
proposition.

Example 4.3. The meaning of the sentence (37) is the λ-term (4.1):

(37) John loves Mary.

3See Chapter 3.
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λ

γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
eγ︸︷︷︸

context

φγ→o︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation

.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
o︷ ︸︸ ︷

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
loveι→ι→o jι mι ∧

o︷︸︸︷
φe∗

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic proposition

(4.1)

where e∗ is the context obtained by updating e. �

Note the presence of the conjunct φe∗ in (4.1) that conveys that an updated
context is passed as an argument to the continuation of a proposition, and is,
therefore, accessible in the rest of the computation. This kind of conjunct is a
subterm of every proposition in de Groote’s framework.

In G0 each object is interpreted as a variable (i.e. as a term of type ι).
The framework is presented on the phenomena of cross-sentential and donkey
anaphora and the type of context γ is defined as a list of individuals for the sake
of simplicity:4

γ
.
= list of [ ι ] (4.2)

Thus, the context stores only interpretations of objects that previously occurred
in the discourse. When a new object is interpreted as an individual x, the current
context e is updated with x, resulting in (x :: e), where :: is a list constructor of
type (ι→ γ → γ) (i.e. it is a function that takes an individual and a context and
returns an (updated) context).5

Therefore, returning to Example 4.3, e∗ is (m :: j :: e). Hence, the interpreta-
tion of Sentence (37) is as follows:

λeφ.love j m ∧ φ(m :: j :: e) (4.3)

4The fact that γ is a parameter and, therefore, the framework is open to incorporate any
desirable representation of the context is an important advantage of de Groote’s approach. By
defining γ as a list of individuals in [2006], de Groote consciously used a simplified notion of
context in order to emphasize that the focus of his work is to formalize dynamic phenomena in
a compositional framework in the spirit of Montague and is not to define a specific anaphora
resolution algorithm. Importantly, de Groote pays special attention to providing a function
sel responsible for anaphora resolution with necessary arguments to retrieve an antecedent
in a compositional manner. How exactly sel is implemented is left open, which is, once again,
an advantage of the approach: γ can be as complex as one wishes and sel can implement any
anaphora resolution algorithm. The simplified notion of context de Groote [2006] used was
sufficient for demonstrating how discourses containing cross-sentential and donkey anaphora
can be compositionally treated. This is sometimes misunderstood and de Groote’s work is
wrongly claimed to have an “inadequate treatment of anaphora resolution” [Martin and Pollard,
2010]. In fact, de Groote’s work, having a different objective (that of building compositional
semantics), simply does not provide any treatment of anaphora resolution (but does provide
the framework for its implementation).

5Operation :: is right associative. For example, (x :: y :: e) is equivalent to (x :: (y :: e)).
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Term (4.3) has to be computed compositionally from lexical meanings [[John]],
[[Mary]] and [[loves]]. Particularly, it has to be the result of normalizing
[[loves]][[Mary]][[John]].6

A noun phrase in Montague semantics is a term taking a property as an
argument and returning a proposition. In framework G0 there should be two
additional arguments for a term to return a proposition. Therefore, everywhere
where a term of type o occurs in Montague’s interpretation, there has to be a term
of type (γ → (γ → o) → o) in de Groote’s interpretation, as can be easily seen
comparing (4.4a) and (4.4b), where Ω is an abbreviation for (γ → (γ → o)→ o).
Thus, a noun phrase is interpreted as a function of three arguments (a property,
a context and a continuation) that returns a proposition, as can be more easily
seen in (4.4c), where no abbreviation is used:

[[np]] =Montague (ι→ o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
static

property

→ o︸︷︷︸
static

proposition

(4.4a)

[[np]] =de Groote (ι→ Ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic
property

→ Ω︸︷︷︸
dynamic

proposition

(4.4b)

[[np]] =de Groote (ι→ γ → (γ → o)→ o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic
property

→ γ︸︷︷︸
context

→ (γ → o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation

→ o︸︷︷︸
proposition︸ ︷︷ ︸

dynamic
proposition

(4.4c)

The interpretation of Mary, for example, is as follows:

[[Mary]] =

(ι→γ→(γ→o)→o)→γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λPι→γ→(γ→o)→o︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic
property

. λ eγ︸︷︷︸
context

φγ→o︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation

.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

γ→(γ→o)→o︷︸︸︷
Pmι e (

γ→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
λe′γ.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
φ(

γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
m :: e′))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic

proposition

(4.5)

The interpretation of John is analogous:

[[John]] = λP.λeφ.Pje(λe′.φ(j :: e′)) (4.6)

6Recall syntactic tree on Figure 1.6.
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A transitive verb is interpreted in Montague semantics as a term taking two
type-raised individuals and returning a proposition. Since in de Groote’s frame-
work there has to be an abstraction over a context and a continuation to get
a proposition, everywhere where a term of type o occurs in Montague’s inter-
pretation, there has to be a term of type (γ → (γ → o) → o) in de Groote’s
interpretation. This can be seen comparing types in (4.7):

[[tv]] =Montague ((ι→ o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
property

→ o︸︷︷︸
proposition

)→ ((ι→ o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
property

→ o︸︷︷︸
proposition

)→ o︸︷︷︸
proposition

(4.7a)

[[tv]] =de Groote ((ι→ Ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
property

→ Ω︸︷︷︸
proposition

)→ ((ι→ Ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
property

→ Ω︸︷︷︸
proposition

)→ Ω︸︷︷︸
proposition

(4.7b)

Then the interpretation of loves is as follows:

[[loves]] =

((ι→Ω)→Ω)→((ι→Ω)→Ω)→Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷

λY(ι→Ω)→ΩX(ι→Ω)→Ω.

Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷

X(

ι→Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷

λx.

Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷

Y(

ι→Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷

λy.(

Ω︷ ︸︸ ︷
λe′

γ
φγ→o.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
o︷ ︸︸ ︷

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
loveι→ι→oxι yι ∧

o︷︸︸︷
φe′ )))

(4.8)

Example 4.4. [D, John loves Mary ] Now, given lexical interpretations (4.8), (4.5)
and (4.6) of loves, Mary and John respectively, the meaning (4.3) of Sentence (37)
can be computed compositionally according to the parse tree in Figure 1.6, for
convenience repeated in Figure 4.1:

John                  loves                   Mary

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

Figure 4.1: Syntactic parse tree of sentence John loves Mary.
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D = [[loves]][[Mary]][[John]]

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.lovexy ∧ φe′))))[[Mary]][[John]]

→β (λX.X(λx.[[Mary]](λy.(λe′φ.lovexy ∧ φe′))))[[John]]

→β [[John]](λx.[[Mary]](λy.(λe′φ.lovexy ∧ φe′)))
= [[John]](λx.(λP.λeφ.Pme(λe.φ(m :: e′)))(λy.(λe′φ.lovexy ∧ φe′)))
→β [[John]](λx.λeφ.(λy.(λe′φ.lovexy ∧ φe′))me(λe′.φ(m :: e′)))

→β [[John]](λx.λeφ.(λe′φ.lovexm ∧ φe′)e(λe′.φ(m :: e′)))

→∗β [[John]](λx.λeφ.lovexm ∧ (λe′.φ(m :: e′)e))

→β [[John]](λx.λeφ.lovexm ∧ φ(m :: e))

= (λP.λeφ.Pje(λe′.φ(j :: e′)))(λx.λeφ.lovexm ∧ φ(m :: e))

→β λeφ.(λx.λeφ.lovexm ∧ φ(m :: e))je(λe′.φ(j :: e′))

→∗β λeφ.lovejm ∧ (λe′.φ(j :: e′))(m :: e)

→β λeφ.lovejm ∧ φ(j :: m :: e) (4.9)

�

To cope with anaphora, the context has to be accessed. This is accomplished
by a special function sel of type (γ → ι) that takes a context and returns an
individual. The function sel is assumed to implement an anaphora resolution
algorithm and to work as an oracle always retrieving the correct antecedent.
This allows to interpret pronouns as shown, for example, for he below:

[[he]] =

(ι→γ→(γ→o)→o)→γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λP
ι→γ→(γ→o)→o.λeγφγ→o.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(

ι︷ ︸︸ ︷
selhee) e φ (4.10)

Example 4.5. [S, He smiles at her ] The meaning of the sentence (38) computed
in accordance with the parse-tree shown in Figure 4.2 is as follows:

(38) He smiles at her.

S = [[smiles at]][[her]][[he]]

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.smilexy ∧ φe′))))[[her]][[he]]
→β (λX.X(λx.[[her]](λy.(λe′φ.smilexy ∧ φe′))))[[he]]
→β [[he]](λx.[[her]](λy.(λe′φ.smilexy ∧ φe′)))

= [[he]](λx.(λP.λeφ.P(selhere)eφ)(λy.(λe′φ.smilexy ∧ φe′)))
→β [[he]](λx.(λeφ.(λy.(λe′φ.smilexy ∧ φe′))(selhere)eφ))

→β [[he]](λx.(λeφ.(λe′φ.smilex(selhere) ∧ φe′)eφ))
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→∗β [[he]](λx.(λeφ.smilex(selhere) ∧ φe))
= (λP.λeφ.P(selhee)eφ)(λx.(λeφ.smilex(selhere) ∧ φe))
→β λeφ.(λx.(λeφ.smilex(selhere) ∧ φe))(selhee)eφ
→β λeφ.(λeφ.smile(selhee)(selhere) ∧ φe)eφ
→∗β λeφ.smile(selhee)(selhere) ∧ φe (4.11)

�

He                smiles at                 her

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

Figure 4.2: Syntactic parse tree of sentence He smiles at her.

As Example 4.5 shows, Sentence (38) is meaningful in de Groote’s approach
in the sense that it has an interpretation (4.11). However, the function sel can
return individuals for he and her only when the sentence is evaluated over some
context containing the corresponding antecedents. This can be done when the
sentence is uttered in a discourse and the representation of this discourse is already
computed. When the meaning of the discourse is updated with the meaning of
the sentence, the pronominal anaphora is resolved.

Discourses in [de Groote, 2006] are, like sentences, interpreted as terms of
type (γ → (γ → o) → o). The update of a discourse interpreted as D with a
sentence interpreted as S results in interpretation upd D S of a new discourse.
This interpretation is defined by the following equation:

upd D S
.
=

γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λeγφγ→o.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

Dγ→(γ→o)→oe(

γ→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
λe′γ.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

Sγ→(γ→o)→oe′ φ) (4.12)

Example 4.6. [upd D S] Now interpretations (4.9) and (4.11) can be composed
through equation (4.12), regarding (37) as the discourse updated with the sen-
tence (38). This leads to the interpretation of the piece of discourse (39):
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(39) John loves Mary. He smiles at her.

λeφ.(

D︷ ︸︸ ︷
λeφ.lovejm ∧ φ(j :: m :: e))e(λe′.(

S︷ ︸︸ ︷
λeφ.smile(selhee)(selhere) ∧ φe)e′φ)

→∗β λeφ.(λeφ.lovejm ∧ φ(j :: m :: e))e(λe′.smile(selhee
′)(selhere

′) ∧ φe′)
→∗β λeφ.lovejm ∧ (λe′.smile(selhee

′)(selhere
′) ∧ φe′)(j :: m :: e)

→β λeφ.lovejm ∧ smile(selhe(j :: m :: e))(selher(j :: m :: e)) ∧ φ(j :: m :: e)
(4.13)

�

Interpretation (4.13) of the discourse consisting of the utterance of (39) is
computed in a compositional manner. Note that the context of the interpretation
of the first sentence is passed to sel operators of the interpretation of the second
sentence. Assuming that an anaphora resolution mechanism is implemented in
sel, the following semantic representation of (39) is obtained:

λeφ.love j m ∧ smile j m ∧ φ(j :: m :: e) (4.14)

The context (j :: m :: e) in (4.13) (and hence in (4.14)) is accessible for future
computation. This means that the individuals j and m can serve as ancestors for
anaphoric pronouns in the following sentences. However, this is not always the
case. For example, assuming accessibility constraint requirements of DRT, the
individuals introduced by quantifiers in Sentence (40) should not be accessible
for anaphoric triggers outside of the sentence. However, they clearly should be
accessible for anaphoric pronouns within the sentence.

(40) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

This accessibility constraint can also be implemented in de Groote’s approach.
For example, lexical items of (40) can be assigned meanings shown in Table 4.1
that lead to the desirable interpretation of the sentence, as demonstrated below.
Since the lexical interpretations are dynamic, the resulting dynamic meaning of
the donkey sentence does not suffer the drawbacks of the static meaning discussed
in Subsection 2.1.3.

Example 4.7. [Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it ] The meaning of the
noun phrase a donkey is computed by reducing the term [[a]][[donkey]]:

[[a]][[donkey]] = (λPQ.λeφ.∃(λy.Pye(λe′.Qy(y :: e′)φ)))[[donkey]]

→β λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.[[donkey]]ye(λe′.Qy(y :: e′)φ))

= λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.(λxeφ.dx ∧ φe)ye(λe′.Qy(y :: e′)φ))

→β λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.(λeφ.dy ∧ φe)e(λe′.Qy(y :: e′)φ))

→∗β λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ (λe′.Qy(y :: e′)φ)e)

→β λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧Qy(y :: e)φ) (4.15)
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Lexical item Syntactic category Continuation-based interpretation in G0

farmer n λxeφ.fx ∧ φe
donkey n λxeφ.dx ∧ φe
owns np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.oxy ∧ φe′)))
beats np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.bxy ∧ φe′)))
a n → np λPQ.λeφ.∃(λx.Pxe(λe′.Qx(x :: e′)φ))
every n → np λPQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬(Pxe(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
who (np → s) → n → n λRQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.R(λP.Px)e′φ)
it np λP.λeφ.P(selite)eφ

Table 4.1: Continuation-based interpretations of lexical items of the sentence
Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it in framework G0.

Note that in Equation (4.15) the environment passed as an argument to Q con-
tains the variable y introduced by the existential quantifier. This means that this
variable is available to the formula Q. Note also that the continuation φ of the
term (4.15) is within the scope of the existential quantifier.

The meaning of the verb phrase owns a donkey is computed by β-reducing
the term [[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]):

[[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.oxy ∧ φe′))))([[a]][[donkey]])

→β λX.X(λx.([[a]][[donkey]])(λy.(λe′φ.oxy ∧ φe′)))
= λX.X(λx.(λQ.λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧Qy(y :: e)φ))(λy.(λe′φ.oxy ∧ φe′)))
→β λX.X(λx.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ (λy.(λe′φ.oxy ∧ φe′))y(y :: e)φ)))

→∗β λX.X(λx.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e))))

The dynamic meaning of the relative clause who owns a donkey is computed as
follows:

[[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]))

= (λRQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.R(λP.Px)e′φ))([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]))

→β λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]))(λP.Px)e′φ)

= λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.(λX.X(λx.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e)))))(λP.Px)e′φ)

→β λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.(λP.Px)(λx.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e))))e′φ)

→β λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.(λx.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e))))xe′φ)

→β λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e)))e′φ)

→∗β λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′))) (4.16)

The meaning of farmer who owns a donkey is computed by applying the λ-
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term (4.16) to the lexical interpretation of farmer :

([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]

= (λQx.λeφ.Qxe(λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′))))[[farmer]]

→β λx.λeφ.[[farmer]]xe(λe
′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′)))

= λx.λeφ.(λxeφ.fx ∧ φe)xe(λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′)))

→β λx.λeφ.(λeφ.fx ∧ φe)e(λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′)))

→∗β λx.λeφ.fx ∧ (λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e′)))e

→β λx.λeφ.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e))

The dynamic meaning of the noun phrase every farmer who owns a donkey is
computed by applying the meaning of every to the meaning of farmer who owns
a donkey.

[[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

= (λPQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬(Pxe(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe)
(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

→β λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬((([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

xe(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
= λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬((λx.λeφ.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e)))

xe(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
→β λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬((λeφ.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ φ(y :: e)))

e(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
→∗β λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy∧

(λe′.¬(Qx(x :: e′)(λe′′′.>)))(y :: e)))) ∧ φe
→β λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ ¬(Qx(x :: y :: e)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe

(4.17)

Note that in Equation (4.17) the environment containing all the individuals with
their properties collected during the computation is locally passed to the formula
Q. The continuation φ receives only the environment e that is passed to the term
as an argument; therefore, all individuals collected during the computation of the
meaning of every farmer who owns a donkey are not available outside the logical
formula interpreting this phrase.

The meaning of the verb phrase beats it is computed as follows:

[[beats]][[it]] = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λe′φ.bxy ∧ φe′))))[[it]]
→β λX.X(λx.[[it]](λy.(λe′φ.bxy ∧ φe′)))

= λX.X(λx.(λP.λeφ.P(selite)eφ)(λy.(λe′φ.bxy ∧ φe′)))
→β λX.X(λx.λeφ.(λy.(λe′φ.bxy ∧ φe′))(selite)eφ)

(4.18)
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→β λX.X(λx.λeφ.(λe′φ.bx(selite) ∧ φe′)eφ)

→∗β λX.X(λx.λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe) (4.19)

Finally, the dynamic meaning of the sentence is computed by applying the
term (4.19) to the term (4.17):

[[beats]][[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

= (λX.X(λx.λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe))
([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

→β ([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))(λx.λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe)
= (λQ.λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ ¬(Qx(x :: y :: e)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe)

(λx.λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe)
→β λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy∧

¬((λx.λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe)x(x :: y :: e)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
→β λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy∧

¬((λeφ.bx(selite) ∧ φe)(x :: y :: e)(λe′′′.>))))) ∧ φe
→∗β λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy∧

¬(bx(selit(x :: y :: e)) ∧ (λe′′′.>)(x :: y :: e))))) ∧ φe
→β λeφ.(∀x.¬(fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ oxy ∧ ¬(bx(selit(x :: y :: e)) ∧ >)))) ∧ φe (4.20)

The resulting dynamic interpretation (4.20) of the donkey sentence is logically
equivalent to (4.21):

λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bx(selit(x :: y :: e))))) ∧ φe (4.21)

Note that, in accordance with DRT’s accessibility constraint, the individuals
bound by quantifiers are not accessible outside the sentence. �

The dynamic formula (4.21), computed using the dynamic lexical interpreta-
tions, does not have the drawbacks of the static formula (2.15), computed using
the static lexical interpretations.

First of all, the second argument of b, standing for the anaphoric pronoun,
is not a free dummy variable, but a term (selit(y :: x :: e)). This term consists
of the selection function sel that takes as argument a context containing the
available individuals “collected” during the computation. Thus, in contrast to
the static case, the second argument of b is self-sufficient: the function sel, which
implements an anaphora resolution algorithm, selects a required individual from
the context. In the current case, the selection function returns the individual y,
leading to the final dynamic meaning (4.22) of Sentence (40):

λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bxy)) ∧ φe (4.22)
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Moreover, in the dynamic interpretation, unlike in the static one, the formula
bxy is within the scope of the quantifier binding the variable y, exactly as desired.
Furthermore, the quantifier binding y has been changed during the computation
from existential to universal, which is also impossible in the static approach.
These improvements are the consequences of employing a continuation-passing
technique.

The list below summarizes the advantages that de Groote’s approach brought
to compositional semantics:

• The approach is independent of the intermediate language7 used to express
meanings of the expressions. This allows to use mathematical and logical
theories developed outside computational linguistics.8 Therefore, natural
language phenomena can be explained in terms of well-established and well-
understood theories.9

• Variables do not have any special status and are variables in the usual
mathematical sense. Therefore, the notions of free and bound variables are
standard.

• There is no imperative dynamic notions as assignment functions, therefore
destructive assignment problem does not hold. Meanings assigned to ex-
pressions are closed λ-terms.

• There is no need for rules that artificially extend the scope of quantifiers.

• Context and content are regarded separately, but they do interact during
the computation of the meaning of discourse.

• The approach does not depend on any specific structure given to the context.
In contrast, context is defined as a term of type parameter γ and, therefore,
its structure can be altered when necessary.

7See Section 1.4.
8An extension of first logic language with λ is used here because it is convenient and intuitive.
9For a framework to be simple, clear and implementable, it is important that it is defined

with compatible theories. Frameworks that ignore this principle are normally ad-hoc and, there-
fore, are not easily generalizable. An example is a recent work of Martin and Pollard [Martin
and Pollard, 2010; Martin and Pollard, 2011]. Although their work is heavily inspired by [de
Groote, 2006], they drastically deviate from de Groote’s goal of having a systematic and uniform
framework of natural language semantics. Focusing on enriching the notion of context, Martin
and Pollard define a framework that tries to use lambda expressions (syntax) and models (se-
mantics) at the same level. Consider, for example, their [Martin and Pollard, 2011] treatment
of a pronoun it :

λDs.D(
⊔
(rs)

λ(i : wn)((cs) entails (nonhuman(asi))))s

In this interpretation there is a (syntactic) lambda abstraction and a (semantic) entailment
relation. Their account of presupposition [Martin and Pollard, 2011] suffers the same problem.
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• The approach is truly compositional: the meaning of a complex expression
is computed by β-reducing the composition of the meanings of its lexical
items.

4.2 Framework G

Although compositional dynamic framework G0, introduced in [de Groote, 2006]
and reviewed in the previous section, have shown itself to be promising by suc-
cessfully handling donkey anaphora, its interpretations look complex and the
computation of the meaning can be difficult to understand. In his later talks,
de Groote proposed an improvement of framework G0, called here framework G,
that represents his semantics in a more concise and systematic way. To do so,
de Groote defined a continuation-based dynamic logic and this section presents
this logic.

4.2.1 Formal Details

Terms and types are given by Definitions 4.8 and 4.10:

Definition 4.8. [λ-terms] The set of λ-terms Λ is constructed from an enu-
merable set of variables V = {v, v1, v2, . . . }, logical constants ∧,∃,¬, two special
constants :: and sel, an enumerable set of predicate symbols R = {R1, R2, . . . }
and an enumerable set of constants K = {c, c1, c2, . . . } using application and
(function) abstraction:

x ∈ V =⇒ x ∈ Λ
c ∈ K =⇒ c ∈ Λ

M,N ∈ Λ =⇒ (MN) ∈ Λ
x ∈ V,M ∈ Λ =⇒ (λx.M) ∈ Λ

M ∈ Λ =⇒ (∃M) ∈ Λ
M,N ∈ Λ =⇒ (M ∧N) ∈ Λ
M ∈ Λ =⇒ (¬M) ∈ Λ

M,x ∈ Λ =⇒ (M :: x) ∈ Λ
M ∈ Λ =⇒ (sel(M)) ∈ Λ

Definition 4.9. [Free variables] The set of free variables of t, FV (t), is defined
inductively as follows:

FV (x) = {x}
FV (c) = {}

FV (MN) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N)

FV (λx.M) = FV (M)− {x}
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Definition 4.10. [Types] The set T of types is defined inductively as follows:

Atomic types: ι ∈ T (static individuals)
o ∈ T (static propositions)
γ ∈ T (context)

Complex types: α, β ∈ T =⇒ (α→ β) ∈ T

Typing rules define typing relations between terms and types:

Definition 4.11. [Typing rules] A statement t : δ, meaning t has type δ, is
derivable from the basis ∆, i.e. ∆ ` t : δ, if ∆ ` t : δ can be produced using the
following rules:

axiom
Γ, x : α ` x : α

axiom
Γ ` > : o

Γ,M : o,N : o `M ∧N : o

Γ,M : ι→ o ` ∃M : o

Γ,M : o ` ¬M : o

Γ, c : γ ` sel c : ι

Γ, i : ι, c : γ ` (i :: c) : γ

axiom
Γ ` civ : ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` ctv : ι→ ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` cn : ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` cnp : (ι→ o)→ o

axiom
Γ ` crp : (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o)

Γ ` v : α→ β Γ ` u : α app
Γ ` vu : β
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Γ, x : α ` v : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v : α→ β

where ctv, civ, cn, cnp and crp are constants standing for transitive and intransitive
verbs, nouns, noun phrases and relative pronouns respectively. Typing rules for
other syntactic categories can be added analogously.

The first axiom and the two rules (application and abstraction) are standard
typing relations in simply-typed lambda calculus. The second axiom determines
the type of the logical > symbol. The constant sel has type (γ → ι) and the
constant :: has type (ι→ γ → γ).

Each static type can be dynamized in the following way:

Definition 4.12. [Dynamization of types] Let ι and o be atomic types, γ be a
type parameter, α and β be arbitrary types. Then the types are dynamized in
the following way:

ι
.
= ι (4.23a)

o
.
= γ → (γ → o)→ o (4.23b)

α→ β
.
= α→ β (4.23c)

Note that the type o of a static proposition is transformed to type (γ → (γ →
o) → o). Type (γ → (γ → o) → o) is thus the type of a dynamic proposition.
Therefore, dynamic propositions are functions from γ (type of context) and (γ →
o) (type of continuation) to o (type of static proposition). Static and dynamic
individuals are defined to have the same type.

For each logical constant (¬, ∧ and ∃), its dynamic counterpart is specified
by the following definition:

Definition 4.13. [Dynamic logical constants] Let A and B be terms of type
(γ → (γ → o) → o), P be the term of type (ι → γ → (γ → o) → o), e
and e′ be terms of type γ, φ be a term of type (γ → o), x be the term of type ι.
Dynamic negation, conjunction and existential quantification are defined
respectively as follows:

∼ A
.
= λeφ.¬(Ae(λe′.>)) ∧ φe (4.24a)

AfB
.
= λeφ.Ae(λe′.Be′φ) (4.24b)

Σ(λx.P[x])
.
= λeφ.∃(λx.P[x] (x :: e) φ) (4.24c)

Dynamic negation of a dynamic proposition A, ∼ A, is an abbreviation used for
the term shown in (4.24a). Within the body of this term, the continuation and
context of A are “erased” (by giving the term (λe′.>) as the second argument of
A)10, the resulting static proposition is negated, and the conjunct φe is added.

10This can be more clearly seen from Corollary 4.18.
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Note that both φ and e are variables bound by λ. Therefore, the context of
A is not available to the continuation of the resulting term ∼ A. Dynamic
existentially quantified term Σ(λx.P[x]) is an abbreviation for the term shown
in (4.24c). It has a λ-abstraction over variables e and φ and an existentially
quantified variable x. Its body contains P[x], which is given e updated with x,
(x :: e), and φ as arguments. Note that ∼ and Σ are defined respectively via ¬
and ∃. Dynamic conjunction is defined as a composition of two dynamic terms.
The logical conjunction of static propositions is provided by the fact that each
dynamic proposition has a conjunct φe in its body, as defined in (4.25a) of the
next definition.

Given dynamic logical connectives, all static terms can be dynamized:

Definition 4.14. [Dynamization of terms] Let P be a term of type (ι1 → · · · →
ιn → o), A and B be terms of type o, t1, . . . , tn and x be terms of type ι. Then
propositions, negated propositions, conjunctions of two propositions and existen-
tially quantified propositions are dynamized in the following way:

Pt1 . . . tn
.
= λeφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ φe (4.25a)

¬A
.
= ∼ A (4.25b)

A ∧ B
.
= Af B (4.25c)

∃(λx.P[x])
.
= Σ(λx.P[x]) (4.25d)

Equation (4.25a) defines the dynamization of a proposition Pt1 . . . tn of type o
by adding a λ-abstraction with two arguments e and φ (of types γ and (γ → o)
respectively) and a conjunct φe. Therefore, the resulting dynamic term is of type
(γ → (γ → o) → o), the type of a dynamic proposition. Equations 4.25b, 4.25c
and 4.25d extend dynamization to non-atomic formulas.

Note that Definitions 4.13 and 4.14 allow representing de Groote’s [2006] (Sec-
tion 4.1) dynamic terms in a compact way. While interpretations in [de Groote,
2006] explicitly show extra parameters, i.e. contexts and continuations, these
new definitions make it possible to hide these parameters. Moreover, the result-
ing compact dynamic terms are structurally analogous to their original static
counterparts and, hence, are more intuitive.

Remark 4.15. In equations below, terms on the left side of
.
= abbreviate respec-

tive terms on the right side:

A⇒ B
.
= ∼ (Af ∼ B) (4.26)

Π(λx.P[x])
.
= ∼ Σ(λx. ∼ P[x]) (4.27)

Proposition 4.16 proves an important β-equivalence that can be useful when
computing interpretations of certain phrases containing an existentially quantified
variable.
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Proposition 4.16. For all terms A and B of type o such that x ∈ FV (A) and
x /∈ FV (B) for an x of type ι, the following equivalence holds:

Σ(λx.A[x])f B =β Σ(λx.A[x]f B)

Proof.

Σ(λx.A[x])f B

→∗β (λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ φ(x :: e)))f B (by (4.24c))

= λeφ.(λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ φ(x :: e)))e(λe.Beφ) (by (4.24b))

→∗β λeφ.(λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ φ(x :: e)))e(λe.B ∧ φe) (by (4.25a))

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ (B ∧ φ(x :: e))) (4.28)

Σ(λx.A[x]f B)

= Σ(λx.λeφ.A[x]e(λe.Beφ)) (by (4.24b))

→∗β Σ(λx.λeφ.(λeφ.A[x] ∧ φe)e(λe.B ∧ φe)) (by (4.25a))

→∗β Σ(λx.λeφ.A[x] ∧ (B ∧ φe)) (4.29)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ (B ∧ φ(x :: e))) (by (4.24c))

�

Proposition 4.17. For all h and v of type o, and for all u of type γ, the following
holds:

hu(λe.v) = h ∧ v
where e is a variable of type γ.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the term h.

• h is a proposition of the form Pt1 . . . tn.

Pt1 . . . tnu(λe.v) = (λeφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ φe)u(λe.v) (by (4.25a))

→β (λφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ φu)(λe.v)

→β λφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ (λe.v)u

→β λφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ v

• h is a negated proposition ¬w.

¬wu(λe.v) = ∼ wu(λe.v) (by (4.25b))

= (λeφ.¬(we(λe′.>)) ∧ φe)u(λe.v) (by (4.24a))

→β (λφ.¬(wu(λe′.>)) ∧ φu)(λe.v)

→β ¬(wu(λe′.>)) ∧ (λe.v)u

→β ¬(wu(λe′.>)) ∧ v
= ¬(w ∧ >) ∧ v (by I.H.)

= ¬w ∧ v (4.30)
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• h is a conjunction of two propositions w ∧ z.

(w ∧ z)u(λe.v) = (w f z)u(λe.v) (by (4.25c))

= (λeφ.we(λe′.ze′φ))u(λe.v) (by (4.24b))

→β (λφ.wu(λe′.ze′φ))(λe.v)

→β wu(λe′.ze′(λe.v))

= wu(λe′.z ∧ v) (by I.H., e /∈ FV (v))

= w ∧ (z ∧ v) (by I.H., e′ /∈ FV (z ∧ v))

≡ (w ∧ z) ∧ v

• h is an existentially quantified formula of the form ∃(λx.P[x]).

∃(λx.P[x])u(λe.v) = (Σ(λx.P[x]))u(λe.v) (by (4.25d))

= (λeφ.∃(λx.P[x](x :: e)φ))u(λe.v) (by (4.24c))

→β (λφ.∃(λx.P[x](x :: u)φ))(λe.v)

→β ∃(λx.P[x](x :: u)(λe.v))

= ∃(λx.P[x] ∧ v) (by I.H.)

= ∃(λx.P[x]) ∧ v (x /∈ FV (v))

�

Corollary 4.18. For all propositions t of type o, and for all terms u of type γ,
the following folds:

tu(λe.>) ≡ t

where e is a variable of type γ.

Proof. Take v equal to > in Proposition 4.17. Then

tu(λe.>) = t ∧ > ≡ t

�

Definition 4.19. A dynamic proposition t is true in a modelM, denotedM |=dyn t,
if and only if M |= tu(λe.>) for every u of type γ.

Theorem 4.20. [Conservation] A proposition t is true in a model M if and only
if its dynamic variant t is true in the same model:

M |= t iff M |=dyn t
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Proof.
If M |= t, then, by Corollary 4.18, M |= tu(λe.>). Therefore, by Defini-

tion 4.19, M |=dyn t.
If M |=dyn t, then, by Definition 4.19, M |= tu(λe.>). Therefore, by Corol-

lary 4.18, M |= t. �

The conservation theorem proves that a static proposition and its dynamic
version defined in this section hold in the same models.

4.2.2 Donkey Sentences

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show respectively static and dynamic (according to G) inter-
pretations for the lexical items in the donkey sentence (41):

(41) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Note that the type of every dynamic term is analogous to its static type. The only
difference is that each atomic type of a dynamic term is dynamized according to
Definition 4.12. All terms in Table 4.3, except the interpretation of the pronoun
it, are dynamized following the rules in Definition 4.14. These rules allow the
presentation of dynamic terms in a compact way. They ensure that dynamic
terms are structurally analogous to their static counterparts and, therefore, are
more intuitive. The dynamic interpretation of it is constructed not by directly
following the dynamization rules, because it is a unconventional lexical item:

there is an anaphor to be solved. Therefore, [̃[it]]11 contains the selection function
sel that takes a context (from which a referent has to be chosen) as an argument.

Taking these dynamic interpretations to compute the meaning of Sentence (41),
term (4.31) β-reduces to term (4.32), which normalizes to (4.33):

[[beats]] [̃[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])) (4.31)

→∗β Π(λx.(fxf Σ(λz.dz f oxz))⇒ (λeφ.bx(selite)eφ)) (4.32)

→∗β λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λz.(dz ∧ oxz)→ bx(selit(x :: z :: e)))) ∧ φe (4.33)

Resulting term (4.33) is equivalent to (4.21) obtained in framework G0 inter-
pretations. Indeed, framework G is equivalent to de Groote’s [2006] framework
G0. However, it is advantageous over G0 due to the compact notations for dy-
namic terms. These notations significantly systematize the framework and make
the interpretations more concise and intuitive. Moreover, the systematic transla-
tions of static terms into dynamic terms makes it possible to prove a conservation
result 4.20 for G, that guarantees that static and dynamic interpretations are
satisfied in the same models.

11Here and further on, dynamic interpretations of unconventional lexical items are marked
with tilde.



Lexical item Syntactic category Static type Static interpretation

farmer n ι→ o f
donkey n ι→ o d
owns np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy))
beats np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy))
every n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx)
a n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)
who (np → s) → n → n (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o) λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)
it np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P?

Table 4.2: Static lexical interpretations.

Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic type Dynamic interpretation in G

farmer n ι→ o f

donkey n ι→ o d
owns np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy))

beats np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy))
every n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.Π(λx.Px⇒ Qx)
a n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.Σ(λx.PxfQx)
who (np → s) → n → n (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o) λRQx.QxfR(λP.Px)
it np (ι→ o)→ o λP.λeφ.P(selite)eφ

Table 4.3: Dynamic lexical interpretations in framework G.
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4.3 Framework GL

Framework G introduced in Section 4.3 can still be elaborated. First of all, the
prerequisites for anaphora resolution can be made more realistic by making the
descriptive content of the pronoun to be an additional argument of the function
sel. Moreover, in the long term it is desirable to handle more complex phenom-
ena, as, for example, presuppositions and conversational implicatures. Not only
this requires more elaborated structure of context, but also the context has to be
treated in a more sophisticated way. This section develops a more powerful dy-
namic framework GL of compositional semantics in the spirit of the frameworks
G0 and G presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

4.3.1 Formal Details

Definition 4.21. [λ-terms] The set of λ-terms Λ is constructed from an enu-
merable set of variables V = {v, v1, v2, . . . }, logical constants ∧,∃,¬, two special
constants upd and sel, and an enumerable set of constants K = {c, c1, c2, . . . }
using application and (function) abstraction:

x ∈ V =⇒ x ∈ Λ
c ∈ K =⇒ c ∈ Λ

M,N ∈ Λ =⇒ (MN) ∈ Λ (application)
x ∈ V,M ∈ Λ =⇒ (λx.M) ∈ Λ (abstraction)

Remark 4.22. Symbols ∨, ∀ and → abbreviate the following terms:

∨ .
= λAB.¬(¬A ∧ ¬B)

∀ .
= λP.¬∃(λx.(¬Px))

→ .
= λAB.¬(A ∧ ¬B)

Definition 4.23. [Free variables] The set of free variables of t, FV (t), is de-
fined inductively as follows:

FV (x) = {x}
FV (c) = {}

FV (MN) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N)

FV (λx.M) = FV (M)− {x}

Definition 4.24. [Types] The set T of types of the continuation-based dynamic
logic is defined inductively as follows:
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Atomic types: ι ∈ T (static individual)
o ∈ T (static proposition)
γ ∈ T (context)

Complex types: α, β ∈ T =⇒ (α→ β) ∈ T

Definition 4.25. [Typing rules] A statement t : δ is derivable from the basis
∆, i.e. ∆ ` t : δ, if ∆ ` t : δ can be produced using the following rules:

axiom
Γ, x : α ` x : α

axiom
Γ ` > : o

axiom
Γ ` ∧ : o→ o→ o

axiom
Γ ` ∃ : (ι→ o)→ o

axiom
Γ ` ¬ : o→ o

axiom
Γ ` sel : (ι→ o)→ γ → ι

axiom
Γ ` upd : o→ γ → γ

axiom
Γ ` civ : ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` ctv : ι→ ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` cn : ι→ o

axiom
Γ ` cnp : (ι→ o)→ o

axiom
Γ ` crp : (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o)

Γ ` v : α→ β Γ ` u : α app
Γ ` vu : β

Γ, x : α ` v : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v : α→ β
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where ctv, civ, cn, cnp and crp are constants standing for transitive and intransitive
verbs, nouns, noun phrases and relative pronouns respectively. Typing rules for
other syntactic categories can be added analogously.

Definition 4.26. [Dynamization of types] Let ι and o be atomic types, γ be a
type parameter, α and β be any types. Then the types are dynamized in the
following way:

ι
.
= γ → ι (4.35a)

o
.
= γ → (γ → o)→ o (4.35b)

α→ β
.
= α→ β (4.35c)

Thus, additionally to parametrizing a proposition of type o with a context of
type γ and a continuation of type (γ → o), as in [de Groote, 2006], Definition 4.26
parametrizes terms of type ι with a context.

Definition 4.28 below formalizes a systematic translation of every term t to

its dynamic equivalent t. The translation is relatively straightforward for all
kinds of terms except non-logical constants. Non-logical constants have various
types, therefore their dynamization should also be defined. This is accomplished
with dynamization Dδ and reading Sδ functions defined immediately below. The
dynamization function transforms static terms into equivalent dynamic terms.
Reading function is a function that transforms dynamic terms (obtained via Dδ)
into original static terms. Note that the dynamization function and the reading
functions are mutually dependent.

Definition 4.27. [Dynamization and reading functions] Dynamization func-
tion is a function Dδ that has type ((γ → δ)→ δ) and is inductively defined on
the type δ as follows:

Dι[a]
.
= a (4.36a)

Do[P]
.
= λeφ.Pe ∧ φ(upd(Pe, e)) (4.36b)

Dα→β[f ]
.
= λa.Dβ[λe.f e Sα[a, e]] (4.36c)

Reading function is a function Sδ that has type (δ → γ → δ) and is inductively
defined on the type δ as follows:

Sι[a, e]
.
= ae (4.37a)

So[P, e]
.
= Pe(λe.>) (4.37b)

Sα→β[f , e]
.
= λa.Sβ[f Dα[λe.a], e] (4.37c)

Equation (4.36a) says that if a is a term of type (γ → ι), then the result
of its dynamization is a itself (recall that ι is (γ → ι) and a is exactly of this
type). According to Equation (4.36b), dynamization of a term P of type (γ → o)
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leads to a dynamic proposition (i.e. a term of type (γ → (γ → o) → o)) and to
the update of the context with the original static proposition. Compare (4.36b)
with (4.25a). Equation (4.36c) specifies dynamization of a term f of the complex
type (γ → (α→ β)). The resulting term has to be of type (α→ β). It is defined
by abstracting over a variable of type α and specifying the body of type β. The
body has to be obtained by dynamization of a term of which f is a subterm.
Since the body of the argument of the function Dβ has to be the term of type β,
f is given e and the static version Sα[a, e] of a as arguments. This can be more
easily seen when types are explicitly presented, as shown below:

Dα→β[f ]
.
=

α→β︷ ︸︸ ︷

λaα.

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
Dβ[λeγ.

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
α→β︷ ︸︸ ︷

fγ→(α→β)e

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
Sα[a, e]]

The reading function is the inverse of the dynamization function. It is a
function of two arguments: a term to be transformed into its static equivalent
and a context. Equation (4.37a) says that dynamic term of type (γ → ι) is
made static by giving the context as an argument to it. Equation (4.37b) shows
that a dynamic proposition (of type (γ → (γ → o) → o)) can be provided
the context and an empty continuation to become a static proposition. Finally,
Equation (4.37c) defines the translation of a dynamic term f of a complex type
(α → β) to its static equivalent of type (α → β). First, there is an abstraction
over a variable of type α, then the body of type β is obtained by applying Sβ to
a term of which f is a subterm. Therefore, to return a term of type β, f has to
be provided a term of type α as an argument. This term is obtained by applying
dynamization function Dα to (λe.a). This can be seen better when the types are
explicitly shown, as below:

Sα→β [f , e]
.
=

α→β︷ ︸︸ ︷

λaα.

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
Sβ[

β︷ ︸︸ ︷
fα→β

α︷ ︸︸ ︷
Dα[λe.a], e]

Now, having specified dynamization of non-logical constants, the modular
dynamization of any term can be defined:

Definition 4.28. [Dynamization of λ-terms] A term t of type δ is dynamized
into a term t of type δ in the following way:

• If t is a non-logical constant k, then

k
.
= Dδ[λe.k] (4.38a)
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• If t is a variable x, then

x
.
= x (4.38b)

• If t is an application vu, then

vu
.
= v u (4.38c)

• If t is an abstraction λx.v, then

λx.v
.
= λx.v (4.38d)

• If t is a conjunction, then

∧ .
= λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ) (4.38e)

• If t is an existential quantifier, then

∃ .
= λP.λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe′.x)eφ) (4.38f)

• If t is a negation, then

¬ .
= λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φe (4.38g)

A non-logical constant k is dynamized by applying function D to (λe.k), as
defined in (4.38a). Dynamization of a variable is the same variable. Dynamization
of an application is the application of each of the terms dynamized separately.
Dynamization of an abstraction is the dynamization of the body of it, abstracted
over the same variable.

As in (4.24b), dynamic conjunction (4.38e) is a composition of two terms
in such a way that the second conjunct is part of the continuation of the first
conjunct.

Dynamic existential quantifier (4.38f) simply introduces a new existentially
quantified variable in the logical formula. Note that it does not update the envi-
ronment with the introduced individual x, unlike the dynamic existential quan-
tifier in (4.24c). This simplification is possible under the assumption that the
environment has a richer structure, because (static) propositions in which x is
a subterm are guaranteed to be appended into the environment due to Equa-
tion (4.36b) (i.e. when the proposition is dynamized) and, hence, x could be
selected from the environment by applying a selection function that tries unifica-
tion.

Dynamic negation (4.38f) is defined in a way that the continuation of the
discourse does not fall in its scope. Therefore, the variables introduced under its
scope are not available for binding in the future processing.

Analogously to Remark 4.22 abbreviations can be introduced in the dynamic
case:
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Remark 4.29. Symbols ∨, ∀ and → are the dynamizations of the abbreviations
given in 4.22:

∨ .
= λAB.¬(¬A∧¬B)

∀ .
= λP.¬(∃(¬P))

→ .
= λAB.¬(A∧¬B)

Note that symbols ∨, ∀ and → are simply abbreviations of complex terms
where ¬, ∃ and ∧ are the subterms. Particularly, each of these terms has a
outermost negation ¬ and, therefore, the resulting environments are not updated
with the contents of A, B or P.

4.3.2 Linguistic Motivations

Framework GL formally introduced in Subsection 4.3.1 offers several linguisti-
cally motivated innovations that make it more realistic than de Groote’s original
approach G0 [de Groote, 2006], demonstrated in Section 4.1, and its refinement
G, introduced in Section 4.2.

First of all, contexts have a more realistic structure and may contain some
knowledge (including common ground). Taking, for example, referring expres-
sions, this is necessary for retrieving an individual from a context based on the
informational content of the expression. Consider, for instance, the expression the
man who smiles. To select a referent for this expression, it is desirable to provide
the property (λx.manx ∧ smilex) and a context to the selection function sel as
arguments. Thus, the selection function is defined as a function of type (4.40)
that takes a property P and a context c and returns an individual a from c such
that a satisfies P:

sel : ((ι→ o)→ γ → ι) (4.40)

The context has to have an appropriate structure to allow the search and
retrieval of a referent satisfying a descriptive content P. For illustrative purposes
framework G0 uses a simplified representation of the context as a list of individuals
(i.e. γ

.
= list of [ι]). To demonstrate the elaborated framework GL based on

continuation-based dynamic logic defined in Section 4.3.1, context can be viewed
as a conjunction of formulas and γ can be assumed to be of the following type:

γ
.
= o (4.41)

This gives an essential advance, namely the possibility of updating the context
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with a proposition:12

Pt1 . . . tn = λeφ.Pt1 . . . tn ∧ φ (upd(Pt1 . . . tn, e))︸ ︷︷ ︸
update

context e
with proposition

Pt1...tn

(4.42)

Then, the notion of context containing a term (including an individual) can
be defined in the following way:

Definition 4.30. Context c contains term x (x is stored in c) if and only if x
is a subterm of c.

Definition 4.31 below gives a possible formalization of sel when context is a
conjunction of formulas. It specifies that, given context c and property P, sel
returns an individual a stored in c satisfying the condition that c contains Pa
(i.e. a has property P) and a is the only individual in c having property P:

Definition 4.31. Let P be a term of type (ι → o) and c be a term of type o.
Then, sel P c

.
= a if and only if c ` Pa and, for all x, if c ` Px then x = a.

Example 4.32. Assume non human,human,male,donkey and farmer are
constants of type (ι→ o). Then, the following equations hold:

sel(non human)(donkeyx ∧ non humanx) = x

sel(λz.humanz ∧malez)(donkeyx ∧ farmery ∧maley ∧ humany) = y

�

Context c contains knowledge c′ that was recently learned from a preceding
dialogue or discourse (e.g. John loves Mary) and common knowledge Σ (e.g.
There are twenty four hours in a day).13 Thus Definition 4.31 can be stated as
follows:

Definition 4.33. Let Σ be some theory formalizing (common) knowledge. Then,
sel P c′

.
= a if and only if Σ, c′ ` Pa and for all x if Σ, c′ ` Px, then x = a.

Formalization of Σ is a difficult task.14 In the scope of this dissertation Σ is
represented by a finite set of formulas and, therefore, it can be expressed by a

12Compare (4.42) with (4.25a).
13The term “common knowledge” is due to [Lewis, 1969].
14The Stanford Encyclopedia’s of Philosophy entry [Vanderschraaf and Sillari, 2009] on com-

mon knowledge contains a wide list of references to different approaches of analysing the concept
of common knowledge and gives overviews of some of them. There are projects that aim at
formalizing and implementing common knowledge. Cyc [Lenat, 1995], for example, is a logi-
cal reasoning system containing world’s largest general-purpose knowledge base [Curtis et al.,
2005].
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formula
∧
σ∈Σ

σ of type o. Thus, by equating c with (
∧
σ∈Σ

σ ∧ c′) here, the context c

is considered to contain the common knowledge and, therefore, it is sufficient to
use Definition 4.31.

Function sel is only partially defined in 4.31. First, there may be no individual
variable a in the context c such that c ` Pa. This means that the context c fails
with respect to familiarity presupposition and accommodation should take place.
A possible way to handle presupposition accommodation is presented in Chap-
ter 5. Second, the uniqueness requirement may not hold. This corresponds to the
apparent ambiguity that can be resolved by a salience property of individuals in
the context as it is proposed, for example, by Martin and Pollard [2010; 2011]; or
by rhetorical relations that hold between segments of discourse. It can even be a
real ambiguity which is often the case in natural language. The framework then
has to cope with this ambiguity by “asking” for a clarification (as humans do).
Resolving these apparent and real ambiguities is clearly an interesting and chal-
lenging problem that has to be solved for having a richer natural language inter-
pretation framework. However, before that, a preliminary and fundamental work
has to be done: mathematically clean and precise formalization of a compositional
framework of semantics of natural language capable of incorporating results not
only in the area of anaphora resolution, but also presupposition triggering and
projection, modal subordination and other dynamic phenomena. De Groote’s
ideas show a promising direction towards such a framework as they were suc-
cessfully applied in [de Groote and Lebedeva, 2010; Asher and Pogodalla, 2010a;
Asher and Pogodalla, 2010b] and in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this dissertation.
Thus, the simplified notion of context defined in 4.31 is a way to focus on the
development of the compositional framework capable of dealing with certain (still
complex) natural language phenomena. Subsequently, context can be enhanced
to deal with even more complex natural languages phenomena.

Moreover, the static type of individuals ι is transformed by Definition 4.26
into type (γ → ι) of dynamic individuals in the new framework. The necessity
of this change can be illustrated by recalling the dynamic interpretation (4.10) of
pronoun he from [de Groote, 2006], repeated below:

λP.λeφ.P(selhee)eφ (4.43)

Assuming that function sel is redefined as having type ((ι → o) → γ → ι) (as
motivated above), the interpretation of he in the new framework could be (4.44):

λP.λeφ.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)eφ (4.44)

Term (4.44) of type ((ι→ o)→ o) is the dynamic counterpart of the type-raised15

static interpretation. However, if there is a need to interpret a non-quantified
noun phrase without type-raising, i.e. as simply having the type ι, the dynamic

15See Section 1.4.
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term has to be of type ι. Then, considering that part of the meaning of a pronoun
is the search for the referent based on the descriptive content of the pronoun, the
desired interpretation would be (4.45), which is η-equivalent to (4.46):

sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx) (4.45)

λe.sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e (4.46)

Since sel is of type ((ι → o) → γ → ι) and (λx.malex ∧ humanx) is of type
(ι→ o), terms (4.45) and (4.46) are of type (γ → ι), which is, then, taken to be
the dynamic version ι of type ι.

A systematic modular translation of static terms into dynamic terms is pro-
vided by Definitions 4.27 and 4.28. A special non-trivial case is the translation of
non-logical constants. Consider, for example, the non-logical constant try of type
(ι→ (ι→ o)→ o). Desirably, its dynamic version try of type (ι→ (ι→ o)→ o)
should be as follows, where ψ abbreviates try(xe)(λy.P(λe′.y)e(λe′′.>)):

(γ→ι)→((γ→ι)→(γ→(γ→o)→o))→γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λxιPι→oeγφγ→o.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
o︷ ︸︸ ︷

tryι→(ι→o)→o(

ι︷︸︸︷
xe )(

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λyι.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(

γ→ι︷ ︸︸ ︷
λe′γ .y) e (

γ→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
λe′′γ .>))︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ

∧

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
φ(

γ︷ ︸︸ ︷
upd(ψ, e)) (4.47)

However, it would be problematic, if possible at all, to manually assign dy-
namic interpretations, as try above, for all non-logical constants. Therefore,
special systematic treatment is proposed in Definition 4.27. For example, by ap-
plying this definition, the desired dynamic interpretation (4.47) of try can be
obtained:

Example 4.34. Consider the non-logical constant try of type (ι→ (ι→ o)→ o).
Its dynamic equivalent try is computed as follows:

try

= Dι→(ι→o)→o[λe.try]

= λx.D(ι→o)→o[λe.trySι[x, e]] (by (4.36c))

= λxP.Do[λe.trySι[x, e]Sι→o[P, e]] (by (4.36c))

= λxP.Do[λe.try(xe)Sι→o[P, e]] (by (4.37a))

= λxP.Do[λe.try(xe)(λy.So[PDι[λe.y], e]] (by (4.37c))

= λxP.Do[λe.try(xe)(λy.So[P(λe.y), e]] (by (4.36a))
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= λxP.Do[λe.try(xe)(λy.P(λe.y)e(λe.>)] (by (4.37b))

= λxP.λeφ.(λe.try(xe)(λy.P(λe.y)e(λe.>)))e∧ (by (4.36b))

φ (upd(λe.try(xe)(λy.P(λe.y)e(λe.>)))e, e))

→β λxP.λeφ.try(xe)(λy.P(λe.y)e(λe.>))∧
φ (upd(try(xe)(λy.P(λe.y)e(λe.>)), e))

�

A proposition analogous to 4.16 holds in GL:

Proposition 4.35. For all terms P of type (ι→ o), B of type o and any variable
x of type (γ → ι) such that x /∈ FV (B), the following equivalence holds:

∃(λx.Px) ∧ B =β ∃(λx.Px ∧ B)

Proof.

∃(λx.Px) ∧ B

→∗β (λeφ.∃(λx.Px ∧ φ(upd(Px, e)))) ∧ B (by (4.38a), Def. 4.27 and (4.38f))

= λeφ.(λeφ.∃(λx.Px ∧ φ(upd(Px, e))))e(λe.Beφ) (by (4.38e))

→∗β λeφ.(λeφ.∃(λx.Px ∧ φ(upd(Px, e))))e(λe.B ∧ φ(upd(B, e)))

(by (4.38a) and Def. 4.27)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.Px ∧ (B ∧ φ(upd(B, upd(Px, e))))) (4.48)

∃(λx.Px ∧ B)

= ∃(λx.λeφ.(Px)e(λe.Beφ)) (by (4.38e))

→∗β ∃(λx.λeφ.(λeφ.P(xe) ∧ φ(upd(P(xe), e)))e(λe.B ∧ φ(upd(B, e))))

(by (4.38a), and Def. 4.27)

→∗β ∃(λx.λeφ.P(xe) ∧ (B ∧ φ(upd(B, upd(P(xe), e))))) (4.49)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.Px ∧ (B ∧ φ(upd(B, upd(Px, e))))) (by (4.38f))

�

4.3.3 Conservation

This section proves a conservation result for framework GL, analogous to Theo-
rem 4.20 for framework G. Since framework GL is more elaborated, the proof is
more complex and consists of several lemmas.
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Lemma 4.36. For all terms t of type δ, terms t of type δ, terms e of type γ and
any Γ, the following hold:

1. If Γ ` t : δ, then Γ ` Dδ[λe.t] : δ

2. If Γ ` t : δ, then e : γ,Γ ` Sδ[t, e] : δ.

Proof. The proof is by simultaneous induction on the type δ.

• If δ = ι, then δ = γ → ι.

1. Dδ[λe.t] = λe.t. We have the following proof:

ϕ′

Γ, e : γ ` t : ι
abs

Γ ` λe.t : γ → ι

By assumption, we have a proof ϕ of Γ ` t : ι. We can construct ϕ′ by
adding e : γ to the left side of every sequent in ϕ.

2. Sδ[t, e] = te. We have the following proof:

ϕ′

e : γ,Γ ` t : γ → ι e : γ,Γ ` e : γ app
e : γ,Γ ` te : ι

By assumption, we have a proof ϕ of Γ ` t : γ → ι. We can construct
ϕ′ by adding e : γ to the left side of every sequent in ϕ.

• If δ = o, then δ = γ → (γ → o)→ o.

1. Dδ[λe.t] = λeφ.t ∧ φ(upd(t, e)). We have the following proof

ϕ′

Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` t : o Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ∧ : o→ o→ o ϕ1 app
Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` t ∧ φ(upd(t, e)) : o

abs
Γ ` λeφ.t ∧ φ(upd(t, e)) : γ → (γ → o)→ o

where ϕ1 is

Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` φ : γ → o Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` upd(t, e) : γ
app

Γ, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` φ(upd(t, e)) : o

By assumption, we have a proof ϕ of Γ ` t : o. We can construct ϕ′

by adding e : γ, φ : γ → o to the left side of every sequent in ϕ.

2. Sδ[t, e] = te(λe.>). We have the following proof:
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ϕ′

e : γ,Γ ` t : γ → (γ → o)→ o e : γ,Γ ` e : γ
app

e : γ,Γ ` te : (γ → o)→ o

e : γ,Γ, e′ : γ ` > : o
abs

e : γ,Γ ` λe′.> : γ → o
app

e : γ,Γ ` te(λe′.>) : o

By assumption, we have a proof ϕ of Γ ` t : γ → (γ → o) → o. We
can construct ϕ′ by adding e : γ to the left side of every sequent in ϕ.

• If δ = α→ β, then δ = α→ β.

1. Dδ[λe.t] = λa.Dβ[λe.t Sα[a, e]]. Then,

Γ, a : α ` Dβ[λe.t Sα[a, e]] : β
abs

Γ ` λa.Dβ[λe.t Sα[a, e]] : α→ β

Since, by I.H., for all t′ of type β and all terms e of type γ, it holds
that if Γ ` t′ : β, then Γ ` Dβ[λe.t′] : β, we shall prove that Γ `
λe.t Sα[a, e] : γ → β. The proof is as follows:

ϕ′

Γ, e : γ ` t : α→ β

ϕ′′

Γ, e : γ ` Sα[a, e] : α
app

Γ, e : γ ` t Sα[a, e] : β
abs

Γ ` λe.t Sα[a, e] : γ → β

By assumption, we have a proof ϕ of Γ ` t : α→ β. We can construct
ϕ′ by adding e : γ to the left side of every sequent in ϕ.

The proof ϕ′′ is given by Item 2 of the I.H. of this lemma.

2. Sδ[t, e] = λa.Sβ[t Dα[λe′.a], e]. Then,

e : γ,Γ, a : α ` Sβ[t Dα[λe′.a], e] : β
abs

e : γ,Γ ` λa.Sβ[t Dα[λe′.a], e] : α→ β

Since, by I.H., for all t′ of type β and all terms e of type γ it holds
that if Γ ` t′ : β , then e : γ,Γ ` Sβ[t′, e] : β, we shall prove that
Γ ` t Dα[λe′.a] : β. The proof is as follows:

ϕ

Γ ` t : α→ β

ϕ′′

Γ ` Dα[λe′.a] : α
app

Γ ` t Dα[λe′.a] : β

The proof ϕ of Γ ` t : α→ β is given by assumption.

The proof ϕ′′ is given by Item 1 of the I.H. of this lemma.

�
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Lemma 4.37. Let t be a logical constant of type δ. Then for any Γ, Γ ` t : δ.

Proof.

• If t is the logical conjunction ∧, then δ = o → o → o. We have to prove
that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` ∧ : o→ o→ o. By Definition 4.25,
there is an axiom ϕ of Γ ` ∧ : o → o → o. Using Equation (4.38e) of
Definition 4.28 and Equation (4.35c) of Definition 4.26, the proof ϕ′ is as
shown in Figure 4.3.

• If t is the logical existential quantifier ∃, then δ = (ι → o) → o. We
have to prove that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` ∃ : (ι→ o)→ o. By
Definition 4.25, there is an axiom ϕ of Γ ` ∃ : (ι → o) → o. Using
Equation (4.38f) of Definition 4.28 and Equation (4.35c) of Definition 4.26,
the proof ϕ′ is as shown in Figure 4.4.

• If t is the logical negation ¬, then δ = o → o. We have to prove that
there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` ¬ : o→ o. By Definition 4.25, there is an
axiom ϕ of Γ ` ¬ : o → o. Using Equation (4.38g) of Definition 4.28 and
Equation (4.35c) of Definition 4.26, the proof ϕ′ is as shown in Figure 4.5.



ϕ1 ϕ2 app
Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` Ae(λe′.Be′φ) : o

abs
Γ,A : o,B : o ` λeφ.Ae(λe′.Be′φ) : γ → (γ → o)→ o

abs
Γ ` λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe′.Be′φ) : o→ o→ o

where ϕ1 is

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` A : γ → (γ → o)→ o Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` e : γ
app

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` Ae : (γ → o)→ o

and ϕ2 is

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` B : γ → (γ → o)→ o Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` e′ : γ
app

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` Be′ : (γ → o)→ o Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` φ : γ → o
app

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` Be′φ : o
abs

Γ,A : o,B : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` λe′.Be′φ : γ → o

Figure 4.3: Proof of Γ ` ∧ : o→ o→ o



Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ∃ : (ι→ o)→ o

ϕ1 Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` φ : γ → o app
Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` P(λe.x)eφ : o

abs
Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` λx.P(λe.x)eφ : ι→ o

app
Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ∃(λx.P(λe.x)eφ) : o

abs
Γ,P : ι→ o ` λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe.x)eφ) : γ → (γ → o)→ o

abs
Γ ` λP.λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe.x)eφ) : (ι→ o)→ o

where ϕ1 is

Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` P : ι→ o Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` λe.x : ι
app

Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` P(λe.x) : γ → (γ → o)→ o Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` e : γ
app

Γ,P : ι→ o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, x : ι ` P(λe.x)e : (γ → o)→ o

Figure 4.4: Proof of Γ ` ∃ : (ι→ o)→ o



ϕ1 Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ∧ : o→ o→ o

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` φ : γ → o Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` e : γ app
Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` φe : o

app
Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ¬(Ae(λe′.>)) ∧ φe : o

abs
Γ,A : o ` λeφ.¬(Ae(λe′.>)) ∧ φe : γ → (γ → o)→ o

abs
Γ ` λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe′.>)) ∧ φe : o→ o

where ϕ1 is

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ¬ : o→ o

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` A : γ → (γ → o)→ o Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` e : γ
app

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` Ae : (γ → o)→ o

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o, e′ : γ ` > : o
abs

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` λe′.> : γ → o
app

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` Ae(λe′.>) : o
app

Γ,A : o, e : γ, φ : γ → o ` ¬(Ae(λe′.>)) : o

Figure 4.5: Proof of Γ ` ¬ : o→ o
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�

Proposition 4.38. For any term t of type δ and any Γ, if Γ ` t : δ, then
Γ ` t : δ.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the term t.

• t is a variable x.

By assumption, there is a derivation ϕ of Γ ` x : δ, and we have to prove
that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` x : δ.

Γ is necessarily of the form Γ′, x : δ. Therefore, Γ is Γ′, x : δ. The proof is
just a single axiom:

Γ′, x : δ ` x : δ

• t is a non-logical constant k.

By assumption, there is a derivation of Γ ` k : δ, and we have to prove that
there is a derivation of Γ ` k : δ.

By Equation (4.38a) of Definition 4.28, k = Dδ [λe.k]. Therefore, there
exists a derivation of Γ ` Dδ[λe.t] : δ by Lemma 4.36.

• t is a logical constant c, Γ ` c : δ holds by Lemma 4.37.

• t is an application vu.

By assumption, there is a derivation ϕ of Γ ` vu : β, and we have to
prove that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` vu : β. By the typing rules, ϕ is
necessarily of the form

ϕ1

Γ ` v : α→ β

ϕ2

Γ ` u : α app
Γ ` vu : β

By I.H. there are derivations ϕ′1 and ϕ′2 of Γ ` v : α→ β and Γ ` u : α
respectively.

By Equation (4.35c) of Definition 4.26, ϕ′1 is a derivation of Γ ` v : α→ β.
Then, we can construct the following proof:

ϕ′1

Γ ` v : α→ β

ϕ′2
Γ ` u : α app

Γ ` v u : β
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By Equation (4.38c) of Definition 4.28, the proof above is a derivation ϕ′

of Γ ` vu : β, as desired.

• t is an abstraction λx.v.

By assumption, there is a derivation ϕ of Γ ` λx.v : α → β, and we have
to prove that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` λx.v : α→ β.

By the typing rules, ϕ is necessarily of the form

ϕ1

Γ, x : α ` v : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v : α→ β

By I.H. there is a derivation ϕ′1 of Γ, x : α ` v : β. Then, we can construct
the following proof:

ϕ′1

Γ, x : α ` v : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v : α→ β

By Equations (4.38d) and (4.35c) of Definitions 4.28 and 4.26 respectively,
the proof above is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` λx.v : α→ β, as desired.

�

Lemma 4.39. [Substitution] For all terms t and w, t[x := w] = t[x := w].

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of t.

• if t is a variable x, then

x[x := w] = x[x := w] (by (4.38b))

= w

= x[x := w]

• if t is a non-logical constant k, then

k[x := w] = k

= k[x := w]
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• if t is an application vu, then

vu[x := w] = (vu)[x := w] (by (4.38c))

= v[x := w] u[x := w]

= v[x := w] u[x := w] (by I.H.)

= v[x := w] u[x := w] (by (4.38c))

= vu[x := w]

• if t is an abstraction λx.v, then

(λy.v)[x := w] = (λy.v)[x := w] (by (4.38d))

= λy.(v[x := w])

= λy.(v[x := w]) (by I.H.)

= λy.(v[x := w]) (by (4.38d))

= (λy.v)[x := w]

�

Lemma 4.40. For all terms v and u, such that v = u, v = u.

Proof. Since v = u (by assumption), there is a normal form w, such that v →∗β w
and u →∗β w. The proof is by induction on the length of the β-normalization of
v.

• v is in normal form. The proof continues by induction on the length of the
β-normalization of u.

– If u is in normal form, then v and u are syntactically equal. Hence,
v = u holds.

– Assume by I.H. that the lemma holds for v =s w and for all u′ such
that u′ →n

β w. We need to show that it also holds for u→n+1
β w. Since

u′ →n
β w and v =s w, u′ →n

β v. Then, by definition of equality, u′ = v

and, by I.H., u′ = v. Therefore, to show that u is equal to v, it sufficies
to show that u is equal to u′. Since u is not in normal form, and u′

is obtained from u in one β-reduction step, u and u′ must be of the
following forms: u = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and u′ = t[y := h[x := t′]]. By
Lemma 4.39 and Definition 4.28, u = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and u′ = t[y :=
h[x := t

′
]]. Then, u→β u′. Therefore, u = u′.

• Assume by I.H. that the lemma holds for all v′, such that v′ →m
β w. We need

to show that it also holds for v →m+1
β w. The proof proceeds by induction

on the length of the β-normalization of u.
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– If u is in normal form, then we have v′ →n
β u. Then, by definition

of equality, v′ = u and, by I.H., v′ = u. Therefore, to show that
v is equal to u, it sufficies to show that v is equal to v′. Since v
is not in normal form, and v′ is obtained from v in one β-reduction
step, v and v′ must be of the following forms: v = t[y := (λx.h)t′]
and v′ = t[y := h[x := t′]]. By Lemma 4.39 and Definition 4.28,
v = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and v′ = t[y := h[x := t

′
]]. Then, v →β v′.

Therefore, v = v′.

– Assume by I.H. that the lemma holds for all u′ such that u′ →n
β w.

We need to show that it also holds for u →n+1
β w. Since v = u (by

assumption), v →β v
′ and u →β u

′, v′ = u′. Then, by I.H. v′ = u′.
Therefore, to prove that v = u, it sufficies to show that v = v′ and
u = u′. Since v is not in normal form, and v′ is obtained from v in
one β-reduction step, v and v′ must be of the following forms:v =
t[y := (λx.h)t′] and v′ = t[y := h[x := t′]]. By Lemma 4.39 and
Definition 4.28, v = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and v′ = t[y := h[x := t

′
]]. Then,

v →β v′, and, therefore, v = v′. Since u is not in normal form, and u′

is obtained from u in one β-reduction step, u and u′ must be of the
following forms: u = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and u′ = t[y := h[x := t′]]. By
Lemma 4.39 and Definition 4.28, u = t[y := (λx.h)t′] and u′ = t[y :=
h[x := t

′
]]. Then, u→β u′. Therefore, u = u′.

�

Notation 4.41. Let t be a term of type δ and let FV (t) be the set {x1, . . . , xn}
of types {α1, . . . , αn}. t

∗
denotes t[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]].

Lemma 4.42. For all terms v and u of types α→ β and α respectively,
vu∗ = v∗ u∗.

Proof.

vu∗ = vu[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] (by Notation 4.41)

= (v u)[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] (by (4.38c))

= v[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]]

u[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]]

= v[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xm := Dαm [λe.xm]]

u[xm+1 := Dαm+1 [λe.xm+1], . . . , xk := Dαk [λe.xk]]

= v∗ u∗

�
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Lemma 4.43. For all terms v and u, such that v = u, v∗ = u∗.

Proof. By assumption v = u. Therefore, by Lemma 4.40, v = u. Then, by the
substitution lemma A.28 the following holds:

v[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]]

= u[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]]

Hence, v∗ = u∗. �

Proposition 4.44. For any term t of type δ and any Γ, if Γ ` t : δ, then
Γ ` t∗ : δ.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the term t.

• t is a variable x.

By assumption, there is a derivation of Γ ` x : δ, and we have to prove that
there is a derivation of Γ ` x∗ : δ.

By Lemma 4.36, there exists a derivation of Γ ` Dδ[λe.x] : δ. By Nota-
tion 4.41 and Equation (4.38b) of Definition 4.28, x∗ is equal to Dδ[λe.x].
Hence, Γ ` x∗ : δ.

• t is a non-logical constant k.

By assumption, there is a derivation of Γ ` k : δ, and we have to prove that
there is a derivation of Γ ` k∗ : δ.

By Lemma 4.36, there exists a derivation of Γ ` Dδ[λe.k] : δ. By Nota-
tion 4.41 and Equation (4.38a) of Definition 4.28, k

∗
is equal to Dδ[λe.k].

Hence, Γ ` k∗ : δ.

• t is a logical constant k (i.e. ∧, ∃ or ¬).

We have to prove that there is a derivation of Γ ` k∗ : δ. Definition 4.25
provides axioms of the form Γ ` k : δ. Then, by Lemma 4.37, Γ ` k : δ.
Consequently, since k = k

∗
, Γ ` k∗ : δ.

• t is an application vu.

By assumption, there is a derivation ϕ of Γ ` vu : β, and we have to
prove that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` vu∗ : β. Applying Notation 4.41,
Lemma 4.42 and Equation (4.35c) of Definition 4.26, the proof ϕ′ is as
follows:

ϕ′
1

Γ ` v[x1 := Dα1
[λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] : α → β

ϕ′
2

Γ ` u[y1 := Dα′
1

[λe.y1], . . . , ym := Dα′
m

[λe.ym]] : β

app
Γ ` v[x1 := Dα1

[λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] u[y1 := Dα′
1

[λe.y1], . . . , ym := Dα′
m

[λe.ym]] : β
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By the typing rules, ϕ is necessarily of the form

ϕ1

Γ ` v : α→ β

ϕ2

Γ ` u : α app
Γ ` vu : β

Then, by I.H., there are derivations ϕ′1 and ϕ′2 of Γ ` v∗ : α→ β and
Γ ` u∗ : α respectively.

• t is an abstraction λx.v.

By assumption, there is a derivation ϕ of Γ ` λx.v : α → β, and we have
to prove that there is a derivation ϕ′ of Γ ` λx.v

∗
: α→ β. Applying

Notation 4.41 and Definitions 4.38d and 4.35c, the proof ϕ′ is as follows:

ϕ′′

Γ, x : α ` v[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v[x1 := Dα1 [λe.x1], . . . , xn := Dαn [λe.xn]] : α→ β

By the typing rules, ϕ is necessarily of the form

ϕ′′′

Γ, x : α ` v : β
abs

Γ ` λx.v : α→ β

Then, by I.H., there is a derivation ϕ′′′′ of Γ, x : α ` v∗ : β.

The proof ϕ′′ can be constructed from the proof ϕ′′′′ by substituting all
occurences of subproof of Γ, x : α,Γ′ ` Dα[λe.x] : α in ϕ′′′′ with the axiom
Γ, x : α,Γ′ ` x : α and propagating the changes down, i.e. substituting all
Dα[λe.x] : α by x : α on the right side and x : α by x : α on the left side of
the sequents occuring in the same branch of the replaced axiom.

�

Definition 4.45. [Stable term] A term t of type δ is said to be stable if and
only if, for all terms u of type γ, Sδ[t

∗
, u] = t.

Definition 4.46. [Reducible terms] The family of sets Redδ of reducible terms
is inductively defined as follows:

• t ∈ Redι if and only if, for all terms u of type γ, t
∗
u = t.
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• t ∈ Redo if and only if, for all terms u and u′ of type γ, and for all terms v
of type o such that u′ /∈ FV (v), t

∗
u(λu′.v) = t ∧ v.

• t ∈ Redα→β if and only if, for all terms u ∈ Redα, tu ∈ Redβ.

Proposition 4.47. Every term is stable.

Proof. It is necessary to prove that

1. every term is reducible

2. every reducible term is stable

The proof consists of Lemmas 4.50, 4.52, 4.53, 4.55, as well as Corollaries 4.51
and 4.54, and Remark 4.48.

Remark 4.48. By Definition 4.46, for all t and u, if t ∈ Redα→β and u ∈ Redα,
then tu ∈ Redβ.

Lemma 4.49. Let h be a variable or a non-logical constant of type α1 → · · · →
αn → δ, and let t1, . . . , tn be stable terms of types α1, . . . , αn respectively. Then,
the following equation hold: ht1 . . . tn

∗
= Dδ[λe.h t1 . . . tn]

Proof. Let e be a term of type γ. If h is a variable, then

ht1 . . . tn
∗

= h
∗
t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by 4.42)

= h[h := Dα1→···→αn→δ[λe.h]]t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by 4.41)

= h[h := Dα1→···→αn→δ[λe.h]]t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by (4.38b))

= Dα1→···→αn→δ[λe.h]t1
∗
. . . tn

∗

= (λa1 . . . an.Dδ[λe.h Sα1 [a1, e] . . . Sαn [an, e]])t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by (4.36c))

→∗β Dδ[λe.h Sα1 [t1
∗
, e] . . . Sαn [tn

∗
, e]]

= Dδ[λe.h t1 . . . tn] (since t1 . . . tn are stable)

If h is a non-logical constant, then

ht1 . . . tn
∗

= h
∗
t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by 4.42)

= ht1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by 4.41)

= Dα1→···→αn→δ[λe.h]t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by (4.38a))

= (λa1 . . . an.Dδ[λe.h Sα1 [a1, e] . . . Sαn [an, e]])t1
∗
. . . tn

∗
(by (4.36c))

→∗β Dδ[λe.h Sα1 [t1
∗
, e] . . . Sαn [tn

∗
, e]]

= Dδ[λe.h t1 . . . tn] (since t1 . . . tn are stable)

�
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Lemma 4.50.

1. Let h be a variable or a non-logical constant, and let t1, . . . , tn be stable
terms. Then, the term ht1, . . . , tn of type δ is reducible.

2. Every reducible term of type δ is stable modulo logical equivalence.

Proof.
1. and 2. are proven simultaneously by induction on the type δ.

• δ = ι

1. Let u be a term of type γ. By Definition 4.46, ht1 . . . tn
∗
u = h t1 . . . tn

should hold. Indeed,

ht1 . . . tn
∗
u = Dι[λe.h t1 . . . tn]u (by 4.49)

= (λe.h t1 . . . tn)u (by (4.36a))

→β h t1 . . . tn

2. Let t be a reducible term of type ι, v be a term of type γ. Then, by
Definition 4.45, Sι[t

∗
, v] = t should hold. Indeed,

Sι[t
∗
, v] = t

∗
v (by (4.37a))

= t (since t ∈ Redι)

• δ = o

1. Let u, u′ be terms of type γ and v be a term of type o, such that
u′ /∈ FV (v). By Definition 4.46, ht1 . . . tn

∗
u(λu′.v) = h t1 . . . tn ∧ v

should hold. Indeed,

ht1 . . . tn
∗
u(λu′.v)

= Do[λe.h t1 . . . tn]u(λu′.v) (by 4.49)

= (λeφ.h t1 . . . tn ∧ φ(upd(h t1 . . . tn, e)))u(λu′.v) (by (4.36b))

→β (λφ.h t1 . . . tn ∧ φ(upd(h t1 . . . tn, u)))(λu′.v)

→β h t1 . . . tn ∧ (λu′.v)(upd(h t1 . . . tn, u))

→β h t1 . . . tn ∧ v (since u′ /∈ FV (v))

2. Let t be a reducible term of type o, v and v′ be terms of type γ. Then,
by Definition 4.45, So[t

∗
, v] = t should hold. Indeed,

So[t
∗
, v] = t

∗
v(λv′.>) (by (4.37b))

= t ∧ > (since t ∈ Redo)

≡ t
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• δ = α→ β

1. Let u be a reducible term of type α. By I.H.2. u is stable. Then, by
I.H.1. ht1 . . . tnu is reducible. Then, by Definition 4.46 ht1 . . . tn is also
reducible.

2. Let u be a term of type γ. By Definition 4.45, Sα→β[ht1 . . . tn
∗
, u] =

ht1 . . . tn should hold. Indeed,

Sα→β[ht1 . . . tn
∗
, u] = λa.Sβ[ht1 . . . tn

∗Dα[λe.a], u] (by (4.37c))

= λa.Sβ[ht1 . . . tn
∗
(a[a := Dα[λe.a]]), u]

= λa.Sβ[ht1 . . . tn
∗
(a[a := Dα[λe.a]]), u]

(since a is a variable)

= λa.Sβ[ht1 . . . tn
∗
a∗, u] (by 4.41)

= λa.Sβ[ht1 . . . tna
∗
, u] (4.50)

By I.H.1 a ∈ Redα and ht1 . . . tna ∈ Redβ. Hence, by Remark 4.48,
ht1 . . . tn ∈ Redα→β. Moreover, according to I.H.2, the term ht1 . . . tna
is stable. Therefore, by Definition 4.45, (4.50) is equal to (4.51), which
is η-equivalent to (4.52):

λa.ht1 . . . tna (4.51)

=η ht1 . . . tn (4.52)

�

Corollary 4.51. Every non-logical constant is reducible.

Proof. The corollary is a special case of Item 1 of Lemma 4.50. �

Lemma 4.52. Every logical constant is reducible modulo logical equivalence.

Proof.

• ∧ : o→ o→ o

Let p, q, u, v be arbitrary terms, such that p ∈ Redo, q ∈ Redo, u is of type
γ, v is of type o. Let u′ be a variable of type γ, such that u′ /∈ FV (v).
Then,

∧pq∗u(λu′.v) = ∧∗p∗q∗u(λu′.v)

= ∧p∗q∗u(λu′.v)

= (λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe′.Be′φ))p∗q∗u(λu′.v) (by (4.38e))

→∗β (λeφ.p∗e(λe′.q∗e′φ))u(λu′.v)

→∗β p∗u(λe′.q∗e′(λu′.v))

= p∗u(λe′.q∗ ∧ v) (since q ∈ Redo)

= p ∧ q ∧ v (since p ∈ Redo)
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• ∃ : (ι→ o)→ o

Let P, u, v be arbitrary terms such that P ∈ Redι→o, u is of type γ, v is of
type o. Let u′ be a variable of type γ, such that u′ /∈ FV (v). Then,

∃P∗u(λu′.v) = ∃∗P∗u(λu′.v)

= ∃P∗u(λu′.v)

= (λP.λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe.x)eφ))P
∗
u(λu′.v) (by (4.38f))

→β (λeφ.∃(λx.P∗(λe.x)eφ))u(λu′.v)

→β (λφ.∃(λx.P∗(λe.x)uφ))(λu′.v)

→β ∃(λx.P
∗
(λe.x)u(λu′.v))

= ∃(λx.P∗Dι[λe.x]u(λu′.v))

= ∃(λx.Px∗u(λu′.v)) (4.53)

By a the hypothesis P ∈ Redι→o. By Lemma 4.50, x ∈ Redι. Therefore, by
Remark 4.48, Px ∈ Redo. Hence, (4.53) is equal to (4.54):

∃(λx.Px ∧ v) (4.54)

= ∃(λx.Px) ∧ v (x /∈ FV (v))

• ¬ : o→ o

Let p, u, v be arbitrary terms such that p ∈ Redo, u is of type γ, v is of type
o. Let u′ be a variable of type γ, such that u′ /∈ FV (v). Then,

¬p∗u(λu′.v) = ¬∗p∗u(λu′.v)

= ¬p∗u(λu′.v)

= (λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φe)p∗u(λu′.v) (by (4.38g))

→β (λeφ.¬(p∗e(λe.>)) ∧ φe)u(λu′.v)

→β (λφ.¬(p∗u(λe.>)) ∧ φu)(λu′.v)

→β ¬(p∗u(λe.>)) ∧ (λu′.v)u

→β ¬(p∗u(λe.>)) ∧ v
= ¬(p ∧ >) ∧ v (since p ∈ Redo)

≡ ¬p ∧ v

�

Lemma 4.53. Let v and u be two terms of type δ such that v = u. If v is reducible,
so is u.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the type δ.
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• δ = ι

By assumption, v ∈ Redι, hence for all w, v∗w = v. Then, since u = v,
u = v∗w. Moreover, by Lemma 4.43, v∗ = u∗. Therefore, u∗w = u, i.e.
u ∈ Redι.

• δ = o

By assumption, v ∈ Redo, hence for all w and w′ of type γ, p of type o,
such that w′ /∈ FV (p), v∗w(λw′.p) = v ∧ p. Then, since u = v, and, by
Lemma 4.43, v∗ = u∗, we get u∗w(λw′.p) = u ∧ p, i.e. u ∈ Redo.

• δ = α→ β

We need to prove that for all w ∈ Redα, uw ∈ Redβ. Let w′ be an arbitrary
term in Redα. Since v = u, vw′ = uw′. Moreover, since v ∈ Redα→β,
vw′ ∈ Redβ. Therefore, by I.H., uw′ ∈ Redβ, hence u ∈ Redα→β.

�

Corollary 4.54. Let t be a term such that for every reducible term u, t[x := u]
is reducible. Then, λx.t is reducible.

Proof. Let t be a term of type β. Let u ∈ Redα. Then, t[x := u] ∈ Redβ. From
t[x := u] = (λx.t)u, it follows that (λx.t)u ∈ Redβ. Therefore, by Definition 4.46,
(λx.t) ∈ Redα→β. �

Lemma 4.55. Every term t of type δ is reducible.

Proof. Let free variables of t be among x1, . . . , xn of types α1, . . . , αn correspond-
ingly and let t1, . . . , tn be reducible terms of types α1, . . . , αn correspondingly. We
need to prove that t[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] is reducible. The proof is by induction
on the structure of t.

• If t is a variable x, then x[x := t1] =s t1. By assumption, t1 is reducible,
therefore so is x[x := t1].

• t is a constant k. Follows by Corollary 4.51 and Lemma 4.52.

• If t is an application vu, then

vu[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] = v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn]u[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn]

By I.H. v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] and u[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] are re-
ducible. Then, so is v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn]u[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn],
by Remark 4.48. Hence, vu[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] is also reducible by
Lemma 4.53.
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• If t is an abstraction λx.v of type (α→ β), such that x /∈ {x1, . . . , xn} and
x /∈ FV {t1, . . . , tn}. Let u be a term, such that u ∈ Redα.

(λx.v)[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn]u = (λx.v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn])u

= v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn][x := u]

= v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn, x := u]
(since x /∈ FV {x1, . . . , xn})

By I.H., v[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn, x := u] ∈ Redβ, then so is (λx.v)[x1 :=
t1, . . . , xn := tn]u. Then, by Corollary 4.54, (λx.v)[x1 := t1, . . . , xn := tn] ∈
Redα→β.

�

Theorem 4.56. For all propositions t, for all terms u of type γ, the following
equation holds:

t ≡ tu(λe.>)

where e is a variable of type γ.

Proof. By Lemma 4.55, t is reducible, i.e. t ∈ Redo. Then, take v equal to > in
Definition 4.46:

tu(λe.>) = t ∧ > ≡ t

�

Definition 4.57. A dynamic proposition t is true in a modelM, denotedM |=dyn t,
if and only if M |= tu(λe.>) for all u of type γ.

Finally, the conservation theorem can be proved:

Theorem 4.58. [Conservation] A proposition t is true in a model M if and only
if its dynamic variant t is true in the same model:

M |= t iff M |=dyn t

Proof. If M |= t, then, by Theorem 4.56, M |= tu(λe.>). Therefore, by
Definition 4.57, M |=dyn t.

If M |=dyn t, then, by Definition 4.57, M |= tu(λe.>). Therefore, by Theo-
rem 4.56, M |= t. �

Theorem 4.58 guarantees that everything that is valid with respect to static
semantics is valid with respect to dynamic semantics, and that the opposite di-
rection also holds.
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This chapter, specifically Section 4.3, proposed a compositional dynamic frame-
work GL of natural language semantics in the spirit of Montague Semantics16.
The proposed framework is promising for handling unconventional phenomena
discussed in Chapter 2. It is based on de Groote’s [2006] continuation-based ap-
proach17, but significantly elaborates it by considering a more realistic context18

and by defining a systematic translation from static to dynamic interpretations19.
Modularity of the approach makes it possible to define interpretations in a com-
pact and intuitive way. Moreover, the conservation theorem guaranteeing that
static and dynamic terms hold in the same models is proven.

Unconventional phenomena, such as those discussed in Chapter 2, can be han-
dled by modifying the dynamic interpretations. The next chapter, among other
things, demonstrates how this can be accomplished in framework GL for presup-
positions triggered by referring expressions. Moreover, the rest of the dissertation
is devoted to analysing framework GL and developing it further.

16See Section 1.4.
17See Chapter 3 and Section 4.1.
18See Subsection 2.1.1 and Subsection 4.3.2.
19See Subsection 4.3.1.



Chapter 5

From Static
to Dynamic Meaning: Interpretation of
Lexical Items and Sentences

Montague’s theory showing that natural language meaning can be mathemati-
cally expressed in a compositional way1 [1970a; 1970b; 1973], had an important
impact on the further development of formal semantics. However, as discussed in
Chapter 2, it remained unclear how Montague’s ideas could be extended to handle
the dynamic behaviour of natural language, such as, for example, cross-sentential
pronominal anaphora, donkey anaphora and referring expressions.

A possible extension of Montague’s semantics by de Groote [2006], presented in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, uses continuation technique2 for handling donkey-anaphora.
This chapter elaborates de Groote’s lexical semantics by using the higher-order
continuation-based dynamic logic developed in Section 4.3 to systematically and
precisely define lexical meanings. Moreover, as can be seen in the numerous
examples of this chapter, it provides a way of representing interpretations in a
compact way analogous to familiar static meanings. Furthermore, the fact that
the context is treated in a special way significantly raises the expressive power of
the framework.

Among unconventional natural language phenomena discussed in Chapter 2,
this chapter focuses on presuppositions triggered by referring expressions3 and
takes into account their descriptive content.

Section 5.1 shows how static interpretation of lexical items that do not have
extra semantic or pragmatic content and are independent of any context can
be dynamized simply by following definitions from Section 4.3.1. Section 5.2
handles interpretations of more complex lexical constituents, specifically referring
expressions, which trigger presuppositions of existence of a referent. Section 5.3

1See Chapter 1.
2See Chapter 3.
3Other natural language phenomena are considered in Chapters 6 and 7.
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compares standard static interpretations and dynamic interpretations of lexical
items discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 and shows that dynamic interpretations
are structurally analogous to static interpretations but advantageous with respect
to expressing dynamic features of the lexical constituents.

The final Section 5.5 computes and analyses the dynamic meaning of a donkey
sentence using the compact dynamic lexical interpretations. This computation
not only successfully handles donkey anaphora, but is also as intuitive as the
computation using the static interpretations. This can be clearly seen in the final
subsection, where the computations of the meaning using static terms and using
compact dynamic terms are juxtaposed.

5.1 Dynamic Interpretations Analogous to Static

Interpretations

Lexical items analysed in this section do not have any additional linguistic mean-
ing apart from their direct content. Therefore, dynamization of these items is
relatively straightforward and can be done according to the definitions in Sec-
tion 4.3.1.

5.1.1 Nouns

Consider the static interpretation (5.1) of the noun story, where story is a non-
logical constant of type (ι→ o):

[[story]] = λx.storyx (5.1)

Example 5.1 computes the normalized dynamic interpretation for the noun ac-
cording to transformation rules given in Definitions 4.27 and 4.28:

Example 5.1.

[[story]] = λx.storyx

= λx.storyx (by (4.38d))

= λx.storyx (by (4.38c))

= λx.storyx (by (4.38b))

= λx.Dι→o[λe.story]x (by (4.38a))

= λx.(λa.Do[λe.story Sι[λe.a, e]])x (by (4.36c))

= λx.(λa.Do[λe.story(ae)])x (by (4.37a))

→β λx.Do[λe.story(xe)]

= λxeφ.story(xe) ∧ φ (upd(story(xe), e)) (by (4.36b))

�
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Hence, the normalized dynamic interpretation of the noun story is (5.2). Note
that the context in this dynamic interpretation is updated with the proposition
story(xe):

[[story]] = λxeφ.story(xe) ∧ φ (upd(story(xe), e)) (5.2)

Since [[story]] is of static type (ι → o), [[story]] is of dynamic type (ι → o).
The variable x in Equation (5.2) is emphasized with bold font as a reminder that
it is of dynamic type ι.4

The term (λx.storyx) is η-equivalent to the term story. Therefore, it is
possible to express [[story]] even more compactly, as shown in (5.3), which also
β-reduces to term (5.2) modulo renaming of bound variables.

[[story]] = story (5.3)

5.1.2 Conventional Verbs

Consider the static type-raised interpretation (5.4) for the transitive verb love,
where love is a non-logical constant of type (ι→ ι→ o):

[[love]] = λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy)) (5.4)

It can be systematically dynamized by following the transformation rules defined
in 4.27 and 4.28, as shown in Example 5.2:

Example 5.2.

[[love]] = λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy)) (by (4.38d))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.love x y)) (by (4.38c))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy)) (by (4.38b))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.Dι→ι→o[λe.love]xy)) (by (4.38a))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λa.Dι→o[λe.love Sι[a, e]])xy)) (by (4.36c))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λa.Dι→o[λe.love(ae)])xy)) (by (4.37a))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λaa′.Do[λe.love(ae)Sι[a′, e]])xy)) (by (4.36c))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λaa′.Do[λe.love(ae)(a′e)])xy)) (by (4.37a))

→∗β λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.Do[λe.love(xe)(ye)]))

= λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λeφ.love(xe)(ye)∧ (by (4.36b))

φ (upd(love(xe)(ye), e)))))

�
4The convention that static variables have regular font and dynamic variables have bold font

is, for convenience, pursued throughout the dissertation.
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Equation (5.5) repeats the dynamic interpretation above for the verb love with
the variables in bold, to emphasize that they are of dynamic types:

[[love]] = λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.(λeφ.love(xe)(ye)∧ (5.5)

φ (upd(love(xe)(ye), e)))))

Note that the static version of the verb is of type (((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→
o)→ o) and the dynamic version is of type (((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o).
The context is updated with the proposition love(xe)(ye).

The fourth line in the computation of [[love]] in Example (5.2), repeated in
Equation (5.6), deserves particular attention: it is analogous to the static inter-
pretation [[love]], shown in (5.4), but the constant love is dynamic and variables
are of dynamic types:

[[love]] = λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy)) (5.6)

This shows an important feature of continuation-based dynamic semantics:
the types of dynamic terms mirror the types of the corresponding static terms and,
structurally, the dynamic terms are analogous to the static ones. Therefore, it
changes Montague’s lexical interpretations in a minimal and straightforward way.
Nevertheless, it can potentially handle dynamic phenomena of natural language
because dynamic (sub)terms incorporate the notions of context and continuation.

5.1.3 Indefinite Article

The indefinite article belongs to the syntactic category (n → np). Therefore, the
static interpretation of the indefinite article is of type ((ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o))
and is commonly considered to be the following term:

[[a]] = λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx) (5.7)

The dynamic interpretation is a term of type ((ι → o) → ((ι → o) → o))
systematically obtained as shown below:

[[a]] = λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px∧Qx)

= λPQ.∃(λx.Px∧Qx)
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The resulting dynamic term is analogous to the static interpretation of a. The
only difference is that all the subterms are now dynamic. To emphasize it, the
interpretation is repeated in (5.8) using bold characters:

[[a]] = λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx) (5.8)

Interpretation of the indefinite article does not update the context with the
contents of its arguments. Nevertheless, these contents are guaranteed to be in
the context due to the fact that interpretations of nouns do the context update.
However, the indefinite article quantifiers over this context as a result of using
continuation technique. Example below illustrates this by computing the meaning
of the noun phrase a Frenchman:

Example 5.3. [a Frenchman] The noun Frenchman is interpreted as explained
in Subsection 5.1.1:

[[Frenchman]] = λxeφ.Frenchman(xe) ∧ φ(upd(Frenchman(xe), e))

[[a]] [[Frenchman]]

= (λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx))[[Frenchman]]

→β λQ.∃(λx.[[Frenchman]]x ∧ Qx)

→β λQ.∃(λx.(AB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ))([[Frenchman]]x)(Qx))

→∗β λQ.∃(λx.(λeφ.([[Frenchman]]x)e(λe.(Qx)eφ)))

= λQ.∃(λx.(λeφ.((λzeφ.Frenchman(ze)∧
φ (upd(Frenchman(ze), e)))x) e (λe.(Qx)eφ)))

→β λQ.∃(λx.(λeφ.(λeφ.Frenchman(xe)∧
φ (upd(Frenchman(xe), e))) e (λe.(Qx)eφ)))

→∗β λQ.∃(λx.(λeφ.Frenchman(xe) ∧ (λe.(Qx)eφ) (upd(Frenchman(xe), e))))

→∗β λQ.∃(λx.(λeφ.Frenchman(xe) ∧ (Qx) (upd(Frenchman(xe), e))φ))

Note that the context is updated with the proposition Frenchman(xe) and the
existential quantifier takes the scope over the whole formula. �

5.1.4 Determiner “every”

Being a determiner, every belongs to the syntactic category (n→ np). Therefore,
the static semantic interpretation of every is of type ((ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)).
The commonly accepted static interpretation is as follows:

[[every]] = λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx) (5.9)
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The dynamic interpretation of every is an analogous term of type ((ι→ o)→
((ι→ o)→ o)):

[[every]] = λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx)

= λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx) (5.10)

Applying abbreviations given in Remark 4.29, term (5.10) can be written as
follows:

[[every]] = λPQ.¬∃(λx.Px ∧ ¬Qx) (5.11)

5.1.5 Relative Pronouns

A relative pronoun belongs to the syntactic category ((np → s) → n → n).
Therefore, the static semantic type of the interpretation of a relative pronoun is
((((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o)). Thus, the term accepts three argu-
ments: R of category (np → s) and type (((ι → o) → o) → o) that corresponds
to the relative clause, Q of category n and type (ι→ o) that corresponds to the
antecedent of the relative clause and x of type ι; and returns a proposition of
type o. The commonly accepted interpretation of the relative pronoun who, for
example, is as follows:

[[who]] = λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px) (5.12)

The interpretation in dynamic logic is, once again, analogous to the static
interpretation: it is a term of type ((((ι → o) → o) → o) → (ι → o) → (ι → o))
shown in (5.13). The only difference with the static version is that all the subterms
are now dynamic:

[[who]] = λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)

= λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px) (5.13)

5.2 Referring Expressions as Exception Triggers

Not all natural language lexical items should be dynamized simply by applying
the definitions of Section 4.3.1. Some expressions have non-trivial meaning, as
discussed in Chapter 2, and can cause so-called linguistic side-effects. Side-
effects in natural language can be handled as they are handled in programming
languages [Shan, 2005]. This dissertation proposes to use an exception raising
and handling mechanism in the style of ML to account for dynamic linguistic
side-effects. As defined in [Milner et al., 1997], exceptions are a datatype of
error values that are specially treated. An exception is raised (created) where
the failure occurs and handled (analysed) elsewhere - possibly far away. An
exception is transmitted by all functions until it reaches the exception handler.
Exceptions can have arguments and, therefore, can “carry” information that can
be used for their handling.
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5.2.1 Selection Function and Exceptions

The ability of exceptions to carry information is very useful for formalization of
the failure of familiarity presupposition. Consider referring expressions, such as
pronouns, proper names, definite descriptions, possessives and genitives. Each
of them has a descriptive content, which can be formalized as a property. For
example, the descriptive content of the pronoun he can be formalized as the
property (λx.humanx ∧malex). This descriptive content is used by the hearer
to retrieve an individual from the context. Analogously, framework GL uses the
property to select (using function sel) an individual from the context.

Recall Definition 4.31 of the function sel. It is only partially defined there
because the context c may not contain an individual satisfying the property P,
i.e. there may be no a that c ` Pa. This corresponds to the failure of familiarity
presupposition and exception raising can be used to express this failure. Thus,
the definition of sel can be made total in the following way:

Definition 5.4. Let P be a term of type (ι → o) and c be a term of type o.
Then sel P c is defined as follows:

sel P c =

{
choose{a | c ` Pa} if {c ` Pa} 6= ∅
raise AbsentIndividualExc P otherwise

According to this definition, when an individual with the required property P is
absent in c, the function sel raises exception AbsentIndividualExc that carries
the property P. Operator choose is used in Definition 5.4 to articulate the fact
that an appropriate (e.g. more salient) individual having property P has to be
chosen in the case there are many candidates.5

Example 5.5. Assume non human, human, male, donkey , farmer and uni-
corn are constants of type (ι→ o). Then the following equations hold:

sel(non human)(donkeyx ∧ non humanx) = x

sel(λz.humanz ∧malez)(donkeyx ∧ farmery ∧maley ∧ humany) = y

sel(human)(donkeyx ∧ non humanx) =

AbsentIndividualExc human

sel(λx.unicornx)(donkeyx ∧ farmery ∧maley ∧ humany) =

AbsentIndividualExc (λx.unicornx)

�
5As was already emphasized earlier, formalization of a realistic context is not the major

objective of this work. The goal is to develop a flexible framework capable of acting on any
formalization of context. This is specially relevant considering that, as time passes, proposals
of even more sophisticated and even more realistic structures of context appear.
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The exception (AbsentIndividualExc P) is subsequently handled by creating
and accommodating a new individual having the property P. Exception raising
and handling happens when a sentence is provided some context, which takes
place on the level of interpretation of discourse. Therefore, formal details of ac-
commodation as exception handling are given in Chapter 6, where a function
that updates the meaning of a discourse with the meaning of a new sentence is de-
fined. But before that Subsections from 5.2.2 to 5.2.5 show lexical items causing
linguistic side-effects are dynamically interpreted.

While selection function sel is a function of type ((ι → o) → γ → ι), i.e. a
function that takes a static property, it is convenient to define a term of type
((ι→ o)→ γ → ι) working on a dynamic property. This term is abbreviated as

s̃el and is defined in Equation (5.14a) (Equation (5.14b) shows type assignments):

s̃el = λPe. sel (λx.P(λe.x)e(λe.>)) e (5.14a)

s̃el = λPι→oeγ.

ι︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ→ι︷ ︸︸ ︷

sel (

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λxι.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

γ→(γ→o)→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
P(

ι︷︸︸︷
λe.x) e (λe.>) ) e (5.14b)

Note that s̃el is defined via sel. In the body of s̃el the dynamic property P is
transformed into the static property (λx.P(λe.x)e(λe.>)) that is given to static
sel as an argument.

5.2.2 Proper Names

Consider a static type-raised interpretation (5.15) for a proper name John, where
j is a non-logical constant:

[[John]] = λP.Pj (5.15)
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Dynamizing it in accordance with the dynamic logic rules of Subsection 4.3.1
leads to (5.16):

[[John]] = λP.Pj

= λP.Pj

= λP.P j

= λP.P j

= λP.P Dι[λe.j]

= λP.P(λe.j) (5.16)

However, term (5.16) is not the desirable interpretation. One of the reasons comes
from the assumption already in (5.15) that the interpretation of John uses a non-
logical constant j. This means that the logical language used for interpreting a
natural language should a priory have as many constant as there are individuals
and, consequently, the semantic lexicon should have as many entries as there are
proper names. This seems infeasible.

Another reason is that (5.16) does not reflect the assumption that proper
names (being definite descriptions) have descriptive content that is used to re-
trieve the individual/referent from a context, i.e. that proper names are presuppo-
sition triggers. To express this presuppositional meaning, the dynamic term (5.16)
has to be modified.

Recall the λ-term of type ((ι → o) → o) standing for John in Montague’s
original semantics, shown in Equation (5.15). As was sketched earlier, instead
of having the constant j, the dynamic interpretation should attempt to select an
individual from the environment based on the descriptive content of the proper
name. Assume that for John the descriptive content is a property of being named
“John”.6 Then, the desirable dynamic interpretation can be formalized as shown
in Equation (5.17):

˜[[John]] = λP.P(sel(named “John”)) (5.17)

Note that the type of the dynamic term in Equation (5.17) is the dynamic type of
a noun phrase, specifically it is ((ι→ o)→ o). Thus, the term, just like its static
version, accepts a property and returns a proposition. The only difference is that
the property and the proposition are dynamic. Therefore, this new interpretation
is capable of causing a linguistic side-effect (if there exists no referent for John in
the context) when it is a constituent of an interpretation of a complex expression.
For example, assume that somebody is telling a new story and the first sentence
of this story is (42), containing John:

6This property of a proper name is used here is as a simple and intuitive approximation that
allows to proceed with the development of the framework. The actual descriptive content can
be more complex. If it is so, it can be easily integrated into the lexicon.
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(42) The story is about John.

Assume, without loss of generality, that the context of the interpretation of initial
discourse (in which (42) is uttered) is empty. When the interpretation of Sen-
tence (42) is appended to the initial discourse, an exception AbsentIndividualExc

(named “John”) is raised, according to Definition 5.4. This side-effect is identified
and the necessary measures (accommodation of the individual) are accomplished.
Formal details on how it is implemented are given in Chapter 6.

5.2.3 From Proper Names to Pronouns

As discussed in Subsection 2.1.4, pronominal anaphora is a special case of pre-
supposition having poor descriptive content. If an anaphoric pronoun is uttered
in a discourse without an appropriate antecedent, the resulting discourse is not
felicitous from a pragmatical point of view. However, this can be fixed with the
sentences that come next.

Consider the following dialogue happening in a situation when a lady in love
(B) phones her friend (A).

(1) A: Hi! I didn’t hear long time from you! How are you?
(2) B: Ah! I am so happy! He seem to be totally into me: he sends flowers,
invites me to opera, phones to wish me good night . . .
(3) A: Wait . . . slow down a bit . . . Who is “he”?
(4) B: I have not told you yet? He is a guy I met on Tom’s birthday party.
His name is Pierre Blaise. He was born in Paris.

In (2) B assumes that A already knows about Pierre. However, A does not.
Nevertheless, even though A has never heard about him, sentences as (2) are
meaningful for her. It is clear for A that B is talking about a man whom she
is probably in love with. Moreover, it is obvious for A, that B presupposes
that A already heard about Pierre. A knows that this can lead to problems in
understanding what B will continue saying, because B may skip necessary details
thinking that A has already heard them. To prevent this and to fill the gap in
her knowledge about the man, A explicitly informs B that she is not aware who
he is.

This example shows that, from a semantical point of view, the discourse is
meaningful at every moment. Therefore, the semantic theory should provide
means to express this meaning (even if it is pragmatically incomplete) and to
extend the meaning when the lacking descriptive content is eventually provided.

Now imagine a very similar dialogue except that everywhere instead of “he”
B and A say “Pierre”.

(1) A: Hi! I didn’t hear long time from you! How are you?
(2) B: Ah! I am so happy! Pierre seem to be totally into me: he sends flowers,
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invites me to opera, phones to wish me good night . . .
(3) A: Wait . . . slow down a bit . . . Who is “Pierre”?
(4) B: I have not told you yet? Pierre is a guy I met on Tom’s birthday party.
His name is Pierre Blaise. He was born in Paris.

Since A has never heard about Pierre before, the dialogue evolves similarly
regardless whether B refers to her admirer as he or Pierre. In the second case
A also interrupts B in order to claim that she lacks some knowledge. There is,
however, a small difference. In the first case A knows after (2) only that B talks
about a man, while in the second case A learns that B speaks about a person with
the name “Pierre”. This difference is caused by different descriptive contents of
pronouns and proper names.

The dialogues illustrate that pronouns are reminiscent of proper names in that
they either refer to a previously introduced individual, or are accommodated
in the absence of such an individual. Pronouns, as proper names, belong to
the category of noun phrases, and therefore have dynamic type ((ι → o) →
o). This means that the interpretation of pronouns should be analogous to the
interpretation of proper names.

The dynamic interpretation of the pronoun he, for example, is shown in Equa-
tion (5.18), which expresses an attempt to select an individual being a human
male. Interpretations of other pronouns are analogous.7

[̃[he]] = λP.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)) (5.18)

Interpretation (5.18) suits Stalnaker’s pragmatic ideas on the meaning of per-
sonal pronouns:

Some sentences may require that a proposition of a certain kind
be presupposed without requiring that any particular one of them be
presupposed. This is true in general of sentences using demonstra-
tives and personal pronouns. If I say ‘he is a linguist’, there must
be a particular male (the referent of ‘he’) who is presupposed to ex-
ist, but there is no single male whose existence is required by every
use of that sentence. In different uses of the sentence, the existence
presupposition will be different. [Stalnaker, 1973, p.454]

Consider the following sentence:

(43) John does not have a car and it is red.

7One might complain that the descriptive content of the pronoun is oversimplified here.
Note that this is not an issue investigated in this work. Moreover, and most importantly, the
presented framework is flexible to incorporate any descriptive content a pronoun might have:
just include the desirable descriptive content in the lexical interpretation of the pronoun.
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To make a decision whether this sentence is felicitous or not, one has to first
interpret it and framework GL provides means for interpreting the sentence. In
GL the pronoun it can be interpreted as (5.19) and the meaning of the whole
sentence can be computed. Then, the question whether the sentence is felicitous
can be resolved depending on context where the sentence is uttered or other
constraints.

[̃[it]] = λP.P(sel(λx.non humanx)) (5.19)

5.2.4 Definite Article

The definite article belongs to the syntactic category (n → np), i.e. when given
an argument which is a noun, it returns a noun phrase. The resulting definite
noun phrase is an anaphoric presupposition triggering phrase. If there is an
antecedent in the preceding discourse, it is “bound” to this antecedent. However,
if the antecedent is absent, it should be accommodated. However, as in the
case of pronouns, the descriptive content is not sufficient for the discourse to
be pragmatically felicitous. Consider the dialogue analogous to the dialogues in
Section 5.2.3 except that B says “the Frenchman” instead of “Pierre” or “he”:

(1) A: Hi! I didn’t hear long time from you! How are you?
(2) B: Ah! I am so happy! The Frenchman seem to be totally into me: he
sends flowers, invites me to opera, phones to wish me good night . . .
(3) A: Wait . . . slow down a bit . . . Who is “the Frenchman”?
(4) B: I have not told you yet? The Frenchman is a guy I met on Tom’s
birthday party. His name is Pierre Blaise. He was born in Paris.

Here, as well as in previous versions of the dialogues, B assumes that A already
knows about Pierre and that is why she uses the definite phrase “the Frenchman”
as a nickname for Pierre. Even though, in fact, it is the first time when A hears
about Pierre, the dialogue continues to be meaningful. A just needs to emphasize,
as before, that she is lacking some knowledge.

Therefore, a definite noun phrase is behaving like a pronoun (and a proper
name) from a semantic point of view: it attempts to select an individual in the
current context.8

For example, the Frenchman can be dynamically interpreted as shown in Equa-
tion (5.20). A subterm of this interpretation attempts to select an individual
having a property of being a Frenchman from the context e, which is passed as
an argument to sel by the abstraction.

[̃[the]][[Frenchman]] = λP.P(sel(λx.Frenchmanx)) (5.20)

8The treatment of proper names as definite descriptions can be found in [Geurts, 1997;
Zeevat, 1999; Beaver, 2001]. A more recent approach that unifies semantics for pronouns,
proper names and definite descriptions is [Elbourne, 2005].
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However, the dynamic interpretation (5.20) should be computed composi-
tionally, given dynamic interpretations of the and Frenchman. Frenchman is
interpreted as a regular dynamic noun:

[[Frenchman]] = λxeφ.Frenchman(xe) ∧ φ(upd(Frenchman(xe), e)) (5.21)

The dynamic interpretation of the should be a term of type ((ι→ o)→ ((ι→
o)→ o)) (a term that, when given a noun, returns a noun phrase) such that, when
the interpretation [[Frenchman]] (5.21) is passed to it as an argument, it returns

the interpretation [̃[the]][[Frenchman]] (5.20). Such a term takes two arguments:
a noun N and a dynamic predicate P. The term should contain as its subterm
a selection of an individual having a property given by the noun N. Since N
is a dynamic term, the selection function is also dynamic, particularly, it is the
function s̃el defined earlier in Equation (5.14a). Since the function s̃el transforms
the dynamic property P into the static property (λx.P(λe.x)e(λe.>)) that is given
to the static sel as an argument, the discourse update in the interpretation of the
noun is guaranteed to be cancelled, as can be seen in Example 5.6.

The resulting dynamic interpretation of the definite article is given by Equa-
tion (5.22):

[̃[the]] = λNP.P(s̃elN) (5.22)

Now, after applying interpretation [̃[the]] to interpretation [[Frenchman]] and
β-reducing, the interpretation (5.24) of the definite description the Frenchman is
compositionally obtained:

Example 5.6. [the Frenchman]

[̃[the]] [[Frenchman]]

= (λNP.P(s̃elN))[[Frenchman]] (by (5.22))

→∗β λP.P(s̃el[[Frenchman]]) (5.23)

= λP.P((λPe.sel(λx.P(λe.x)e(λe.>))e)[[Frenchman]]) (by (5.14a))

→β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.[[Frenchman]](λe.x)e(λe.>))e)

= λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λxeφ.Frenchman(xe)∧ (by (5.21))

φ(upd(Frenchman(xe), e)))(λe.x)e(λe.>))e)

→β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λeφ.Frenchman((λe.x)e)∧
φ(upd(Frenchman((λe.x)e), e)))e(λe.>))e)

→∗β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λeφ.Frenchmanx ∧ φ(upd(Frenchmanx, e)))e(λe.>))e)

→∗β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.Frenchmanx ∧ (λe.>)(upd(Frenchmanx, e)))e)

→β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.Frenchmanx ∧ >)e)

≡ λP.P(λe.sel(λx.Frenchmanx)e) (5.24)

The resulting term (5.24) is η-equivalent to the desired interpretation (5.20). �
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5.2.5 Genitives

Consider Sentence (44), where a possessive noun phrase John’s car triggers a
presupposition that there is a car owned by John:

(44) John’s car is red.

The desired interpretation of John’s car is shown in (5.25). This interpretation
requires a search in the context for an individual having the property of being
a car possessed by an individual named “John”. Note that the interpretation of
the presupposition triggered by John (encoded via the inner selection function
taking (named “John”) as the first argument) is a subterm of the interpretation of
another presupposition related to car (encoded via the outer selection function).

[̃[′s]] ˜[[John]] [[car]]

= λP.P(λe.sel(λx.carx ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e′)x)e) (5.25)

where e′ is the context e possibly updated with some additional information.
Interpretation (5.25) has to be computed compositionally in terms of its con-
stituents. This requires the formalization of the ’s clitic. Term (5.26a) shows a
possible interpretation (type assignments are shown in (5.26b)): it takes a noun
phrase standing for a possessor and a noun standing for an object being possessed,
and returns a noun phrase in form of (5.25):

[̃[′s]] = λYX.λP.P(s̃el(λx.((Xx)∧Y(possx)))) (5.26a)

[̃[′s]] = λY(ι→o)→oXι→o.λPι→o.

o︷ ︸︸ ︷

P(

γ→ι︷ ︸︸ ︷

s̃el(

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷

λxι.(

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
(

o︷︸︸︷
Xx )∧

o︷ ︸︸ ︷
Y(

ι→o︷ ︸︸ ︷
possx)))) (5.26b)

The term [[poss]] in (5.26a) is a usual dynamic two-arguments dynamic constant,
its λ-term is shown in (5.27):

poss = λxy.λeφ.poss(xe)(ye) ∧ φ(upd(poss(xe)(ye), e)) (5.27)

After applying the term [̃[′s]] (5.26a) to the term ˜[[John]] (5.17) and the term
[[car]] (5.28), which is just a dynamic unary predicate, and β-reducing, the desired
term (5.25) ( (5.30) below) is obtained.

[[car]] = λx.λeφ.car(xe) ∧ φ(upd(car(xe), e)) (5.28)

The next example illustrates this in detail.
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Example 5.7. [John’s car ]

[̃[′s]] ˜[[John]] [[car]]

= (λYX.λP.P(s̃el(λx.((Xx)∧Y(possx))))) ˜[[John]] [[car]]

→∗β λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧˜[[John]](possx)))) (5.29)

Note that it is already possible to see in (5.29) that the interpretation of John’s
car attempts to select an individual having property of being a car and being pos-
sessed by an individual named “John”. Nevertheless, the term can be normalized
by unfolding the definitions of s̃el and the dynamic conjunction ∧:

= λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧(λP.P(sel(named “John”)))(possx)))) (by (5.17))

→β λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧((possx)(sel(named “John”))))))

= λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧(((λzy.λeφ.poss(ze)(ye)∧ (by (5.27))

φ(upd(poss(ze)(ye), e))φe)x)(sel(named “John”))))))

= λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧((λy.λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(ye)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(ye), e))φe)x))))

→β λP.P(s̃el(λx.(([[car]]x)∧(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))φe))))

= λP.P(s̃el(λx.(((λx.λeφ.car(xe) ∧ φ(upd(car(xe), e)))x)∧ (by (5.28))

(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))))))

→β λP.P(s̃el(λx.((λeφ.car(xe) ∧ φ(upd(car(xe), e)))∧
(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧

φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))))))

= λP.P(s̃el(λx.((λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ)) (by (4.38e))

(λeφ.car(xe) ∧ φ(upd(car(xe)(ye), e)))

(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))))))

→β λP.P(s̃el(λx.((λB.λeφ.(λeφ.car(xe) ∧ φ(upd(car(xe)(ye), e)))e(λe.Beφ))

(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))))))

→∗β λP.P(s̃el(λx.((λB.λeφ.car(xe) ∧B(upd(car(xe)(ye), e))φ)

(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧
φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))))))
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→β λP.P(s̃el(λx.(λeφ.car(xe)∧
(λeφ.poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe)∧

φ(upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e)(xe), e))

(upd(car(xe)(ye), e)))φ)))

→∗β λP.P(s̃el(λx.(λeφ.car(xe) ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)(xe∗) ∧ φe∗∗)))

where e∗ = upd(car(xe)(ye), e)
and e∗∗ = upd(poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)(xe∗), e∗)

= λP.P((λPe.sel(λx.P(λe.x)e(λe.>))e) (by (5.14a))

(λx.(λeφ.car(xe) ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)(xe∗) ∧ φe∗∗)))
→β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λx.(λeφ.car(xe)∧

poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)(xe∗) ∧ φe∗∗))(λe.x)e(λe.>))e)

→β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λeφ.car((λe.x)e)∧
poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)((λe.x)e∗) ∧ φe∗∗)e(λe.>))e)

→∗β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.(λeφ.carx ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)x ∧ φe∗∗)e(λe.>))e)

→∗β λP.P(λe.sel(λx.carx ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)x ∧ (λe.>)e∗∗)e)

→β λP.P((λe.sel(λx.carx ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)x ∧ >)e))

≡ λP.P(λe.sel(λx.carx ∧ poss(sel(named “John”)e∗)x)e) (5.30)

�

Possessive pronouns can also be interpreted using [̃[′s]]. For example, dynamic

interpretation of its can be obtained by applying [̃[′s]] to the dynamic interpreta-

tion [̃[it]].

5.3 Comparison of Dynamic and Static Lexical

Interpretations

Table 5.1 summarizes dynamic lexical interpretations discussed in this section.
For the sake of comparison, Table 5.2 shows static interpretations for the same
lexical items. For every lexical item, its dynamic type is analogous to its static
type with the only difference that each atomic type is dynamized. The dynamiza-
tion of static interpretations of the lexical items that do not cause side-effects,
such as story, loves, a, every and who, follow the rules defined in Chapter 4 that
ensure that the dynamic terms are structurally analogous to the static ones. Dy-
namic interpretations of the lexical items that can cause linguistic side-effects,
such as John, he, the and genitive are modified to account for these side-effects.
The modifications comply with the types of the lexical items.



Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic type Dynamic interpretation in GL

story n ι→ o story

loves np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy))

a n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)

every n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx)
who (np → s) → n → n (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o) λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)

John np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P(sel(named “John”))
he np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))

the n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λNP.P(s̃elN)

’s np → n → np ((ι→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λYX.λP.P(s̃el(λx.((Xx)∧Y([[poss]]x))))

Table 5.1: Dynamic lexical interpretations in framework GL.

Lexical item Syntactic category Static type Static interpretation

story n ι→ o story
loves np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy))
a n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx)
every n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx)
who (np → s) → n → n (((ι→ o)→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ (ι→ o) λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)

John np (ι→ o)→ o λP.Pj, where j is a constant
he np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P?
the n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λNP.P?
’s np → n → np ((ι→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λYX.λP.P?

Table 5.2: Static lexical interpretations.
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Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic interpretation in GL

story n story
John np λP.P(sel(named “John”))
Mary np λP.P(sel(named “Mary”))
he np λP.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))
her np λP.P(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx))

the n → np λNP.P(s̃elN)

loves np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy))

smiles at np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.smilexy))

is about np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.aboutxy))

Table 5.3: Dynamic lexical interpretation of a tiny fragment of English in frame-
work GL.

5.4 Sentence Meaning

This subsection demonstrates the compositional computation of dynamic mean-
ings of individual sentences composing Discourse (45):

(45) The story is about John. John loves Mary. He smiles at her.

Table 5.3 presents the dynamic meanings of lexical items that are the basic con-
stituents of the sentences. The interpretations of these items are given in accor-
dance with discussion in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The function-argument relation
in functional application of meanings of basic constituents is based upon the
syntactic trees of the sentences.

Example 5.8. [The story is about John] This example compositionally computes
the dynamic meaning for Sentence (46):

(46) The story is about John.

The               story               is about               John

n         np n np         np         s np

np

s

np         s

Figure 5.1: Syntactic parse tree of sentence The story is about John.
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According to the syntactic parse tree of the sentence, presented in Figure 5.1,
the semantic interpretation of the sentence can be computed by β-reducing the
λ-term (5.31):

([[is about]] ˜[[John]]) ([̃[the]] [[story]]) (5.31)

Application [̃[the]] [[story]] β-reduces as follows:

[̃[the]] [[story]] = (λNP.P(s̃elN))[[story]]

→β λP.P(s̃el[[story]])

= λP.P(s̃el(story)) (5.32)

Note that the term in (5.32) interpreting the noun phrase the story is very com-
pact and rather intuitive: it selects the story from the context to be provided
(recall that the context is one of the arguments of the function s̃el, see Equa-
tion (5.14a)).

The meaning S1 of the sentence itself can now be computed:

S1 = ([[is about]] ˜[[John]]) ([̃[the]] [[story]])

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.aboutxy))) ˜[[John]] ([̃[the]] [[story]])

→β (λX.X(λx. ˜[[John]](λy.aboutxy)))([̃[the]] [[story]])

→β ([̃[the]] [[story]])(λx. ˜[[John]](λy.aboutxy))

= ([̃[the]] [[story]])(λx.(λP.P(sel(named “John”)))(λy.aboutxy))

→β ([̃[the]] [[story]])(λx.(λy.aboutxy)(sel(named “John”)))

→β ([̃[the]] [[story]])(λx.about x(sel(named “John”)))

= (λP.P(s̃el(story)))(λx.about x(sel(named “John”)))

→β (λx.about x(sel(named “John”)))(s̃el(story))

→β about (s̃el(story))(sel(named “John”))) (5.33)

The term in (5.33) interprets compactly the meaning of the sentence. It includes
the presuppositional meanings of the definite noun phrase and pronoun. The
interpretation contains dynamic subterms about, s̃el and story. These subterms
ensure that the interpretation of the sentence itself is dynamic. This can be more
easily seen after normalizing (5.33) resulting in (5.34):

about (s̃el(story))(sel(named “John”))

= about (s̃el(λxeφ.story(xe) ∧ φ(upd(story(xe), e))))(sel(named “John”))
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= about (λPe′.sel(λx.P(λe′′.x)e′(λe′′′.>))e′)

(λxeφ.story(xe) ∧ φ(upd(story(xe), e)))(sel(named “John”))

→β about (λe′.sel(λx.(λxeφ.story(xe)∧
φ(upd(story(xe), e)))(λe′′.x)e′(λe′′′.>))e′)(sel(named “John”))

→β about (λe′.sel(λx.(λeφ.story((λe′′.x)e)∧
φ(upd(story((λe′′.x)e), e)))e′(λe′′′.>))e′)(sel(named “John”))

→∗β about (λe′.sel(λx.(λeφ.storyx ∧ φ(upd(story(x, e)))e′(λe′′′.>))e′)

(sel(named “John”))

→β about (λe′.sel(λx.(λφ.storyx ∧ φ(upd(story(x, e′)))(λe′′′.>))e′)

(sel(named “John”))

→β about (λe′.sel(λx.(storyx ∧ (λe′′′.>)(upd(story(x, e′))))e′)

(sel(named “John”))

→β about (λe′.sel(λx.(storyx ∧ >))e′)(sel(named “John”))

≡ about (λe′.sel(λx.storyx)e′)(sel(named “John”))

= (λxy.λeφ.about(xe)(ye) ∧ φ(upd(about(xe)(ye), e)))

(λe′.sel(λx.(storyx)e′)(sel(named “John”))

→β (λy.λeφ.about((λe′.sel(λx.storyx)e′)e)(ye)∧
φ(upd(about((λe′.sel(λx.storyx)e′)e)(ye), e)))

(sel(named “John”))

→∗β (λy.λeφ.about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(ye)∧
φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(ye), e)))(sel(named “John”))

→β λeφ.about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e)∧ (5.34)

φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e), e))

Consider the subterm

(φ (upd(about (sel(λx.storyx) e) (sel(named “John”) e), e)))

in (5.34). It updates the context e with the proposition that the story is about
john and this updated context is given as an argument to the continuation φ.
Thus, since continuation is “the future of the computation”, this updated con-
text is available for the computation of the meaning of a discourse in which this
sentence appear. Note, moreover, that the interpretation (5.34) is an abstraction
over the context e and the continuation φ. This means that the context variable
e is to be substituted (due to β-reduction) by the context of the discourse in
which the sentence is uttered (when the meaning of the discourse containing this
sentence is computed). �
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Example 5.9. [John loves Mary ] This example shows the compositional compu-
tation of the dynamic meaning S2 of Sentence (47). The dynamic interpretations
for the lexical items of the sentence can be found in Table 5.3.

(47) John loves Mary

John                  loves                   Mary

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

Figure 5.2: Syntactic parse tree of sentence John loves Mary.

Recall the parse tree from Figure 1.6, for convenience repeated in Figure 5.2. Ac-
cording to this tree, the meaning of the sentence can be computed by β-reducing
the term (5.35):

S2 = ([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]]) ˜[[John]] (5.35)

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.lovexy))) ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]

→β (λX.X(λx. ˜[[Mary]](λy.lovexy))) ˜[[John]]

→β
˜[[John]](λx. ˜[[Mary]](λy.lovexy))

= ˜[[John]](λx.(λP.P(sel(named “Mary”)))(λy.lovexy))

→β
˜[[John]](λx.((λy.lovexy)(sel(named “Mary”))))

→β
˜[[John]](λx.love x (sel(named “Mary”)))

= (λP.P(sel(named “John”)))(λx.love x (sel(named “Mary”)))

→β (λx.love x (sel(named “Mary”)))(sel(named “John”))

→β love(sel(named “John”))(sel(named “Mary”)) (5.36)

The term (5.36) is the compact and intuitive dynamic interpretation of the sen-
tence. It can be easily reduced to the normal form (5.37):

love(sel(named “John”))(sel(named “Mary”))

= (λxy.λeφ.love(xe)(ye) ∧ φ(upd(love(xe)(ye), e)))

(sel(named “John”))(sel(named “Mary”))

→∗β λeφ.love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e)∧
φ(upd(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e), e)) (5.37)

�
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Compare interpretation (5.37) with de Groote’s [2006] interpretation (4.9) for
the same sentence, repeated below in (5.38):

λeφ.lovejm ∧ φ(j :: m :: e) (5.38)

Interpretation (5.37) is advantageous, because it does not use constants for ex-
pressing John and Mary (unlike (5.38)). It expects to select the required referents
from the context e, which is to be provided as an argument to the term. It is
more realistic and expresses the presuppositional content of the sentence. Note
also that the context in (5.37) (which is an argument of the interpretation) is
updated with the proposition that John loves Mary, while the context in (5.38),
being simpler, is updated only with the constants standing for John and Mary.9

Example 5.10. [He smiles at her ] This example computes the dynamic meaning
S3 of Sentence (48). The dynamic interpretations for the lexical items of the
sentence can be found in Table 5.3.

(48) He smiles at her.

He                smiles at                 her

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

Figure 5.3: Syntactic parse tree of sentence He smiles at her.

Recall the parse tree for the sentence shown in Figure 4.2 and repeated in
Figure 5.3. According to this parse tree, the meaning of the sentence can be

9Term (5.37) appears to be more complex than de Groote’s [2006] (5.38). However, as can
be easily seen (5.37) and (5.38) are structurally analogous. The apparent complexity of (5.37) is
caused by the fact that it accounts for presuppositional content (while (5.38) is not). Moreover,
one can simply dwell on term (5.34) (without proceeding with normalization). It is β-equivalent
to (5.37), but more compact and intuitive.
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computed by β-reducing the term (5.39):

S3 = [[smiles at]] [̃[her]] [̃[he]] (5.39)

= (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.smilexy)))[̃[her]] [̃[he]]

→β (λX.X(λx.[̃[her]](λy.smilexy)))[̃[he]]

→β [̃[he]](λx.[̃[her]](λy.smilexy))

= [̃[he]](λx.(λP.P(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)))(λy.smilexy))

→β [̃[he]](λx.((λy.smilexy)(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)))

→β [̃[he]](λx.smile x (sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)))

= (λP.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)))

(λx.smile x (sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)))

→β (λx.smile x (sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)))(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))

→β smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)) (5.40)

The term (5.40) is the dynamic compact interpretation of the sentence. It can
be reduced to the normal form (5.41):

smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx))

= (λxy.λeφ.smile(xe)(ye) ∧ φ(upd(smile(xe)(ye), e)))

(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx))

→∗β λeφ.smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)e)∧
φ(upd(smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)e), e))

(5.41)

Compare interpretation (5.41) with de Groote’s [2006] interpretation (4.11),
repeated in (5.42):

λeφ.smile(selhee)(selhere) ∧ φe (5.42)

The terms are structurally similar. Interpretation (5.41) is, however, more re-
alistic, because it provides the descriptive contents of pronouns as one of the
arguments of function sel (e.g. (sel (λx.malex ∧ humanx) e)). Therefore, these
descriptive contents can be used to retrieve the right individuals from the con-
text. In (5.42), however, functions sel is simply marked (as a subscript) with the
descriptive contents of pronouns and the descriptive contents are not provided to
functions sel as arguments. Additionally, interpretation (5.41) updates the con-
text (which is an argument of the term) with the proposition that he smiles at
her. �
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5.5 Donkey Sentences

Dynamic semantics examined in the previous sections successfully computes the
meanings of donkey sentences compositionally. Consider, for example, Sentence (49):

(49) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Every      farmer                  who                           owns                    a         donkey            beats              it

n         np np         np         s np

np         s

np         s

np         np         sn

s

n         n

np

n         np

n

n

np

(np         s)         n          n

Figure 5.4: Syntactic parse tree of sentence Every farmer who owns a donkey
beats it.

According to the parse tree, shown in Figure 2.1 and for convenience re-
peated in Figure 5.4, the dynamic meaning can be computed by β-reducing the
term (5.43):

[[beats]] [̃[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])) (5.43)

The dynamic lexical interpretations (in compact form) for words in Sentence (49)
are shown in Table 5.4. These interpretations comply with dynamization prin-
ciples discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Since the meanings of the lexical items
are taken in compact form, the computation of the meaning of the sentence is
free of “bureaucracy” and more intuitive compared to the computation using the
normalized lexical interpretations.

The meaning of the noun phrase a donkey is computed by reducing the term
[[a]] [[donkey]]:

[[a]] [[donkey]] = (λPQ.∃(λx.Px∧Qx))[[donkey]]

→β λQ.∃(λx.[[donkey]]x ∧ Qx)

= λQ.∃(λx.dx ∧ Qx)
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Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic interpretation in GL

farmer n f

donkey n d
owns np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy))

beats np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy))

a n → np λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)

every n → np λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx)
who (np → s) → n → n λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)
it np λP.P(sel(λx.non humanx))

Table 5.4: Dynamic interpretations of lexical items of the sentence Every farmer
who owns a donkey beats it in framework GL.

The term [[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]) is β-reduced as follows:

[[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]) = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy)))([[a]] [[donkey]])

→β λX.X(λx.[[a]] [[donkey]](λy.oxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λQ.∃(λz.dz ∧ Qz))(λy.oxy))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ (λy.oxy)z))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

The meaning of the relative clause who owns a donkey is computed by β-
reducing the term [[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])):

[[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])) = (λRQy.Qy ∧ R(λP.Py))([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ [[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])(λP.Py)

= λQy.Qy ∧ (λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)))(λP.Py)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λP.Py)(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)y)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

The meaning of farmer who owns a donkey is computed by applying the
resulting λ-term in the computation above to the interpretation of farmer :

([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]] = (λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))[[farmer]]

→β λy.[[farmer]]y ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

= λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

The meaning of the noun phrase every farmer who owns a donkey is computed
by applying the interpretation of every to the interpretation of farmer who owns
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a donkey :

[[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

= (λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx))(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

→β λQ.∀(λx.(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])x → Qx)

= λQ.∀(λx.(λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))x → Qx)

→β λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → Qx) (5.44)

The meaning of the verb phrase beats it is computed as follows:

[[beats]] [̃[it]] = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy)))[̃[it]]

→β λX.X(λx.[̃[it]](λy.bxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λP.P(sel(λz.non humanz)))(λy.bxy))

→β λX.X(λx.(λy.bxy)(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→β λX.X(λx.bx(sel(λz.non humanz))) (5.45)

Finally, the meaning of the sentence is computed by applying the interpreta-
tion (5.45) to the interpretation (5.44):

[[beats]] [̃[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

= (λX.X(λx.bx(sel(λz.non humanz))))

([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

→β ([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

(λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))

= (λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → Qx))(λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → (λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))x)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → bx(sel(λz.non humanz))) (5.46)

Formula (5.46) is the resulting dynamic meaning of Sentence (49) in the com-
pact form. Its computation is analogous to the computation of the static for-
mula (2.15), and therefore more intuitive than if normalized (not compact, un-
folded) interpretations of lexical items were used. Due to the similarity with the
“static” computation, it may seem, at the first glance, that the formula (5.46)
has the same problems as the static formula (2.15). However, this is not the case!

The “secret” of having the computation similar to and as intuitive as the static
one but without the “static problems” lies in the fact that all the subterms used,
particularly those standing for the logical connectives, are dynamic. Term (5.46)
is analysed below in three ways. Firstly, simply by applying Proposition 4.35 to
it; secondly, by examining its structure and its dynamic subterms; and finally, by
normalizing it by performing step-by-step β-reductions.
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Remember that by Remark 4.29 the following equations hold:

∀ .
= λP.¬∃(¬P) (5.47a)

→ .
= λAB.¬(A∧¬B) (5.47b)

Therefore, term (5.46) is equivalent to (5.48):

¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))) (5.48)

Analysis 1

Recall Proposition 4.35, stating that the following equation holds, provided x /∈
FV (B):

∃(λx.Px) ∧ B =β ∃(λx.Px ∧ B)

According to this proposition, since z /∈ FV (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))),
formula (5.48) is β-equivalent to the following formula:

¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))) (5.49)

Finally, by Equations (5.47), formula (5.49) can be represented in a more
familiar way (5.50):

∀(λx.(fx → ∀(λz.(dz ∧ oxz) → bx(sel(λz.non humanz))))) (5.50)

Analysis 2

Although it is sufficient to apply Proposition 4.35 to see that (5.46) is the de-
sirable interpretation of the donkey sentence, it is worth to inspect the term
itself (or its equivalent (5.48)) for gaining more intuition why this is so. Re-
call Equations (4.38e)–(4.38g) defining dynamic conjunction, existential quanti-
fier and negation, repeated in (5.51):

∧ .
= λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ) (5.51a)

∃ .
= λP.λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe.x)eφ) (5.51b)

¬ .
= λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φe (5.51c)

First, it is important to see that the continuation of the subterm
fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz) of (5.48) is within the scope of the existential quantifier.
For that, consider Formula (5.51a). The dynamic conjunction is defined in a way
that its second argument B is passed as a subterm of the continuation (λe.Beφ)
of the first argument A. Therefore, in the subterm dz ∧ oxz, the term oxz is
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passed as the subterm of the continuation of dz. Hence, the continuation φ of
the term dz ∧ oxz is deep inside the formula, as shown in (5.52)10:

dz ∧ oxz→∗β λeφ.dz ∧ (o(x )(z ) ∧ φ ) (5.52)

Now, consider Equation (5.51b). ∃ applied to dz ∧ oxz results in a formula that
has the form shown in (5.53). Note that the continuation remains deep inside the
formula and, what is the most important, it is within the scope of the existential
quantifier:

∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)→∗β λeφ.∃(λz.dz ∧ (o(x )z ∧ φ )) (5.53)

Now the dynamic conjunction of fx and ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz) can be analysed. By
Definition (5.51a), the whole term ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz) goes as a subterm of the
continuation of fx, resulting in the term having the form shown in (5.54). Im-
portantly, the continuation φ of the term is deep inside the formula and under
the scope of the existential quantifier:

fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)→∗β λeφ.f(x ) ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ (o(x )z ∧ φ )) (5.54)

Returning to term (5.48), the subterm (fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) is dynamically
conjoint with ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)). Hence, by Definition (5.51a), the term
¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)) is passed as the subterm of the continuation of the
term (fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)). As shown in (5.54), the continuation φ is under the
scope of the existential quantifier, and, therefore, this is the very moment when
the formula interpreting beats it goes under the scope of the existential quantifier
that binds the variable interpreting a donkey, resulting in the term having the
form (5.55):

(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))

→∗β λeφ.f(x ) ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ (o(x )z ∧ (¬b(x )(sel(λz.non humanz) ) ∧ φ )))

(5.55)

The fact that, due to the definition of ∧, ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)) entered
deep inside the formula (fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) is not only relevant for binding it
with the quantifier of a donkey, but is also the reason for the existential quantifier
to change to an essentially universal quantifier, since it is moved to a position
with negative polarity. In other words, abbreviating f(x ) by A(x) and ∃(λz.dz∧
(o(x )z∧ (¬b(x )(sel(λz.non humanz) )∧φ ))) by ∃z.G(z), formula (5.49) is of
the form (5.56), which is logically equivalent to (5.57):

¬∃x.(A(x) ∧ ∃z.G(z)) (5.56)

≡ ∀x.(A(x)→ ∀z.¬G(z)) (5.57)

Therefore, during the normalization of the term (5.46), its dynamic subterms do
the right job, and the formula interpreting beats it appears under the scope of
the universal quantifier binding the variable interpreting a donkey.

10Here and below the underline indicates some omitted terms.
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Analysis 3

Below the normalization of the formula (5.48) is conducted in detail. In order to
reduce the size of the λ-terms in the computations below, the following notation
is used:

Notation 5.11. An environment e updated with a term F of type o, i.e. upd(F, e),
is denoted as (F • e). Operation • is right associative. For example, (F1 • F2 • e)
is equivalent to (F1 • (F2 • e)).

As in previous examples upd (or •) can be seen as a conjunction of its arguments.
However, the symbol • is used for a better visualisation of terms by avoiding the
abundance of symbol ∧ (note that • appears in environment only).
The dynamic interpretations of constants are as follows:

f = λaeφ.f(ae) ∧ φ(f(ae) • e) (5.58a)

d = λaeφ.d(ae) ∧ φ(d(ae) • e) (5.58b)

o = λa1a2.λeφ.o(a1e)(a2e) ∧ φ(o(a1e)(a2e) • e) (5.58c)

b = λa1a2.λeφ.b(a1e)(a2e) ∧ φ(b(a1e)(a2e) • e) (5.58d)

In what follows the normalization of (5.48) is performed by consecutive applica-
tions of its respective subterms:

dz ∧ oxz

= (λaeφ.d(ae) ∧ φ(d(ae) • e))z ∧ (λa1a2.λeφ.o(a1e)(a2e) ∧ φ(o(a1e)(a2e) • e))xz
→∗β (λeφ.d(ze) ∧ φ(d(ze) • e)) ∧ (λeφ.o(xe)(ze) ∧ φ(o(xe)(ze) • e))
→∗β λe′φ′.(λeφ.d(ze) ∧ φ(d(ze) • e))e′(λe′′.(λeφ.o(xe)(ze) ∧ φ(o(xe)(ze) • e))e′′φ′)
→∗β λe′φ′.(λeφ.d(ze) ∧ φ(d(ze) • e))e′(λe′′.o(xe′′)(ze′′) ∧ φ′(o(xe′′)(ze′′) • e′′))
→β λe

′φ′.(λφ.d(ze′) ∧ φ(d(ze′) • e′))(λe′′.o(xe′′)(ze′′) ∧ φ′(o(xe′′)(ze′′) • e′′))
→β λe

′φ′.d(ze′) ∧ (λe′′.o(xe′′)(ze′′) ∧ φ′(o(xe′′)(ze′′) • e′′))(d(ze′) • e′)
→β λe

′φ′.d(ze′) ∧ (o(x(d(ze′) • e′))(z(d(ze′) • e′))∧
φ′(o(x(d(ze′) • e′))(z(d(ze′) • e′)) • d(ze′) • e′)) (5.59)

Compare (5.59) to (5.52).

∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)

= (λP.λeφ.∃(λy.P(λe.y)(e)φ))(λz.dz ∧ oxz)

→β λeφ.∃(λy.(λz.(dz ∧ oxz))(λe.y)(e)φ)

= λeφ.∃(λy.(λz.(λe′φ′.d(ze′) ∧ (o(x(d(ze′) • e′))(z(d(ze′) • e′))∧
φ′(o(x(d(ze′) • e′))(z(d(ze′) • e′)) • d(ze′) • e′))))(λe.y)(e)φ)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λy.(λe′φ′.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e′))y ∧ φ′(o(x(dy • e′))y • dy • e′)))(e)φ)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e))y ∧ φ(o(x(dy • e))y • dy • e))) (5.60)
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Compare (5.60) to (5.53).

fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)

= (λaeφ.f(ae) ∧ φ(f(ae) • e))x ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)

→β (λeφ.f(xe) ∧ φ(f(xe) • e)) ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)

= (λeφ.f(xe) ∧ φ(f(xe) • e)) ∧ (λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e))y∧
φ(o(x(dy • e))y • dy • e))))

= λeφ.(λeφ.f(xe) ∧ φ(f(xe) • e))e(λe′.(λeφ.∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e))y∧
φ(o(x(dy • e))y • dy • e))))e′φ)

→∗β λeφ.(λeφ.f(xe) ∧ φ(f(xe) • e))e(λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e′))y∧
φ(o(x(dy • e′))y • dy • e′))))

→∗β λeφ.f(xe) ∧ (λe′.∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • e′))y∧
φ(o(x(dy • e′))y • dy • e′))))(f(xe) • e)

→β λeφ.f(xe) ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(x(dy • f(xe) • e))y∧
φ(o(x(dy • f(xe) • e))y • dy • f(xe) • e))) (5.61)

Compare (5.61) to (5.54).

¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))

= ¬(λa1a2.λeφ.b(a1e)(a2e) ∧ φ(b(a1e)(a2e) • e))x(sel(λz.non humanz))

→β ¬(λeφ.b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φ(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) • e))
= (λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φe)(λeφ.b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e)∧

φ(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) • e))
→β λeφ.¬((λeφ.(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e)∧

φ(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) • e))e(λe.>)) ∧ φe
→∗β λeφ.¬(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e)∧

(λe.>)(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) • e)) ∧ φe
→β λeφ.¬(b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ >) ∧ φe
≡ λeφ.¬b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φe (5.62)

In the computations below e1 is used as an abbreviation for (dy • f(xe) • e):

(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))

= (λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ))(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))(¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→∗β λeφ.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))e(λe.(¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))eφ)

= λeφ.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))e(λe.(λeφ.¬b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φe)eφ)
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→∗β λeφ.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))e(λe.¬b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φe)
= λeφ.(λeφ.f(xe) ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(xe1)y ∧ φ(o(xe1)y • e1))))

e(λe.¬b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φe)
→∗β λeφ.f(xe) ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(xe1)y ∧ (λe.¬b(xe)(sel(λz.non humanz)e) ∧ φe)

(o(xe1)y • e1)))

→β λeφ.f(xe) ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(xe1)y∧
(¬b(x(o(xe1)y • e1))(sel(λz.non humanz)(o(xe1)y • e1))∧

φ(o(xe1)y • e1)))) (5.63)

Compare (5.63) to (5.55). Below e2 abbreviates (oxy • dy • fx • e):

∃(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))

= (λP.λeφ.∃(λx.P(λe.x)(e)φ))

(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→β λeφ.∃(λx.(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))(λe.x)(e)φ)

= λeφ.∃(λx.(λx.(λeφ.f(xe) ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (o(xe1)y∧
(¬b(x(o(xe1)y • e1))(sel(λz.non humanz)(o(xe1)y • e1))∧
φ(o(xe1)y • e1))))))(λe.x)(e)φ)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.(λeφ.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)(oxy • e1))∧
φ(oxy • e1)))))(e)φ)

→β λeφ.∃(λx.(λeφ.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy∧
(oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2) ∧ φe2))))(e)φ)

→∗β λeφ.∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2) ∧ φe2)))) (5.64)

¬∃(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))

= (λA.λeφ.¬(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φe)
(∃(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))))

→β λeφ.¬((∃(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) ∧ ¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz))))e(λe.>)) ∧ φe
= λeφ.¬((λeφ.∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy∧

(oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2) ∧ φe2)))))e(λe.>)) ∧ φe
→∗β λeφ.¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2) ∧ (λe.>)e2)))) ∧ φe
→β λeφ.¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2) ∧ >)))) ∧ φe
≡ λeφ.¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy ∧ (¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)e2))))) ∧ φe
= λeφ.¬∃(λx.fx ∧ ∃(λy.dy ∧ (oxy∧

(¬bx(sel(λz.non humanz)(oxy • dy • fx • e)))))) ∧ φe (5.65)
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Equation (5.65) is the normal form of the dynamic interpretation of the sen-
tence. It is logically equivalent to (5.66):

λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bx(sel(λz.non humanz)(oxy • dy • fx • e)))) ∧ φe (5.66)

Comparison of the Static and the Compact Dynamic Computations of
Meaning

The last two pages in this chapter show a side-by-side comparison of the com-
positional static computation of the meaning of the donkey sentence, discussed
in Subsection 2.1.3, and the compact dynamic computation in framework GL
discussed above. The comparison clearly shows that the dynamic computation
is analogous to and as intuitive as the static one. However, as has been shown
above, the dynamic computation overcomes the challenges faced by the static
computation.



Static interpretation

[[a]][[donkey]] = (λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧Qx))[[donkey]]

→β λQ.∃(λx.[[donkey]]x ∧Qx)

= λQ.∃(λx.dx ∧Qx)

[[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]) = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy)))([[a]][[donkey]])

→β λX.X(λx.[[a]][[donkey]](λy.oxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λQ.∃(λz.dz ∧Qz))(λy.oxy))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ (λy.oxy)z))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

[[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]))

= (λRQy.Qy ∧ R(λP.Py))([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]]))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ [[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])(λP.Py)

= λQy.Qy ∧ (λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)))(λP.Py)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λP.Py)(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)y)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]

= (λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))[[farmer]]

→β λy.[[farmer]]y ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

= λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

Dynamic interpretation

[[a]] [[donkey]] = (λPQ.∃(λx.Px∧Qx))[[donkey]]

→β λQ.∃(λx.[[donkey]]x ∧ Qx)

= λQ.∃(λx.dx ∧ Qx)

[[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]) = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy)))([[a]] [[donkey]])

→β λX.X(λx.[[a]] [[donkey]](λy.oxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λQ.∃(λz.dz ∧ Qz))(λy.oxy))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ (λy.oxy)z))

→β λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

[[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]))

= (λRQy.Qy ∧ R(λP.Py))([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]]))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ [[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])(λP.Py)

= λQy.Qy ∧ (λX.X(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)))(λP.Py)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λP.Py)(λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))

→β λQy.Qy ∧ (λx.∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)y)

→β λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]

= (λQy.Qy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))[[farmer]]

→β λy.[[farmer]]y ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)

= λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz)



[[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

= (λPQ.∀(λx.Px→ Qx))(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

→β λQ.∀(λx.([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]x→ Qx)

= λQ.∀(λx.(λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))x→ Qx)

→β λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ Qx)

[[beats]][[it]] = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy)))[[it]]

→β λX.X(λx.[[it]](λy.bxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λP.P℘?)(λy.bxy))

→β λX.X(λx.(λy.bxy)℘?)

→β λX.X(λx.bx℘?)

[[beats]][[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

= (λX.X(λx.bx℘?))([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

→β ([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]][[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))(λx.bx℘?)

= (λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ Qx))(λx.bx℘?)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ (λx.bx℘?)x)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz))→ bx℘?)

[[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

= (λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx))(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])

→β λQ.∀(λx.(([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]])x → Qx)

= λQ.∀(λx.(λy.fy ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oyz))x → Qx)

→β λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → Qx)

[[beats]] [̃[it]] = (λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy)))[̃[it]]

→β λX.X(λx.[̃[it]](λy.bxy))

= λX.X(λx.(λP.P(sel(λz.non humanz)))(λy.bxy))

→β λX.X(λx.(λy.bxy)(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→β λX.X(λx.bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))

[[beats]] [̃[it]]([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

= (λX.X(λx.bx(sel(λz.non humanz))))([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))

→β ([[every]](([[who]]([[owns]]([[a]] [[donkey]])))[[farmer]]))(λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))

= (λQ.∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → Qx))(λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → (λy.by(sel(λz.non humanz)))x)

→β ∀(λx.(fx ∧ ∃(λz.dz ∧ oxz)) → bx(sel(λz.non humanz)))
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This chapter demonstrated how higher order continuation-based dynamic
framework GL developed in Section 4.3.1 can be applied for giving interpreta-
tions to natural language lexical constituents and for compositionally computing
meanings of sentences from the lexical meanings. To express unconventional
context-dependent meaning a mechanism of exception raising is used. Thus, re-
ferring expressions are interpreted with terms that can raise exceptions when
evaluated with respect to a context that does not contain a referent satisfying
the descriptive content of the expressions (this corresponds to presuppositions
triggering). Exceptions are raised and handled when a sentence updates some
preceding discourse. The next chapter develops such a discourse update with
exception handling mechanism.





Chapter 6

Continuation-based Dynamic Logic with
Exceptions: Interpretation of Discourse

The principle of compositionality, discussed in Section 1.2, is a fundamental re-
quirement necessary to finitely express an infinite number of possible meanings.
Chapter 2 shows that it is not enough to compositionally compute the meanings
of sentences: due to the possible correlation between sentences, the meaning of
discourse, composed of those sentences, should be also computed composition-
ally. This chapter defines a function that takes an interpretation of a discourse
and an interpretation of a sentence and returns an interpretation of an updated
discourse. This function uses exception handling mechanism for accommodating
presuppositions triggered by referring expressions when the context of the dis-
course does not contain appropriate referents. The use of exception raising and
handling mechanism motivates the extension of the calculus of framework GL,
resulting in framework GLχ.

6.1 Discourse Update: Accommodation as Ex-

ception Handling

A discourse is a sequence of sentences. Therefore, given separate interpreta-
tions of sentences, as, for example, interpretations (5.34), (5.37) and (5.41) for
sentences (50a), (50b) and (50c) respectively, it is desirable to compositionally
compute the interpretation of the discourse consisting of these sentences, as dis-
course (50d):

(50) a. The story is about John.

b. John loves Mary.

c. He smiles at her.

179
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d. The story is about John. John loves Mary. He smiles at her.

Since the discourse is a sequence of sentences, the computation of the meaning
of discourse has to be done incrementally, starting from the first sentence in the
order as the sentences appear. Consider that the initial part of some discourse has
already been interpreted (i.e. an interpretation Di from the first sentence of the
discourse up to the i’th sentence (including it) is already computed). For a new
(i+ 1)’th sentence this interpretation should be updated with the interpretation
Si+1 of this sentence, resulting in the interpretation Di+1 of a new discourse
that contains the semantic contents of the discourse processed so far and of the
(i+ 1)’th sentence (i.e. from the first to the (i+ 1)’th sentences) and, moreover,
the context, in which the pragmatical issues caused by the (i+ 1)’th sentence are
resolved.

Recall that interpretations of sentences are terms of type (6.1), the type of a
dynamic proposition:

[[s]] = γ → (γ → o)→ o (6.1)

This means that the interpretation of a sentence takes a context (of type γ) as
one of its arguments and a continuation (of type (γ → o)) as another argument.
Informally, one can think of the meaning of an individual sentence as something
that has to be evaluated with respect to a context to be fully understood. A
discourse, on the other hand, can be seen as something that already has a concrete
context. Therefore, interpretations of discourses can be defined as the terms of
type (6.2):

[[d]] = (γ → o)→ o (6.2)

Thus, the current discourse is represented by a term that takes a continuation
as its only argument, which is necessary for the computation of the meaning
of the remainder of the discourse. Every new sentence updates the discourse
and its context. Then a tentative discourse update function dupd, which takes
the meaning of the current discourse and the meaning of the new sentence as
arguments, can be defined as follows:

Definition 6.1. [Discourse update (preliminary)] Let D be a term of type ((γ →
o)→ o) and S be a term of type (γ → (γ → o)→ o). Then the function dupd is
defined by the following equation:

dupd D S
.
= λφ.D(λe.Seφ) (6.3)

The update of the interpretation D of the current discourse with the interpreta-
tion S of a new sentence results in the interpretation of the discourse containing
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the new sentence (as its last sentence). Therefore, the resulting term has to be
of type ((γ → o) → o). Hence, the term should have only one argument of type
(γ → o). This explains the abstraction over the variable φ in (6.3). The body of
the term must be a term of type o contributed by D and S. D should go first
in the logical formula. It requires one argument of type (γ → o), which should
be constructed with S of type (γ → (γ → o) → o). This explains the subterm
(λe.Seφ). Importantly, (λe.Seφ) functions as a continuation of D. Therefore,
the context of D is available for S (and S can update the context!). Indeed, the
context of D is passed as the first argument of S due to the fact that the subterm
(λe.Seφ) is an abstraction.

Definition 6.2. [Interpretation of initial discourse] Let c be a context. Then
the initial (content-empty) discourse D0 containing context c is interpreted as
the following term:

D0
.
= λφ.φc (6.4)

A realistic context c should contain common knowledge and information learned
since an agent interpreting the discourse was put into functioning. For simplifi-
cation, however, context c in the initial discourse can be considered either empty
or containing only a necessary part of some knowledge. By letting context be a
proposition (i.e. by letting γ be o), the empty context can be represented by >.1

Example 6.3. Consider the following formulas representing a tiny part of com-
mon knowledge. Formula (6.5a) expresses the fact that whoever is named “John”
or “Mary” is a human. Formula (6.5b) expresses the fact that whoever is named
“John” is male. Formula (6.5c) expresses the fact that whoever is called “Mary”
is female.

∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx (6.5a)

∀x.(named “John”x)→malex (6.5b)

∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex (6.5c)

Assume that the conjunction of formulas (6.5) is abbreviated as c. c is useful
for solving pronominal anaphora in Example 6.19. �

Example 6.4. [Uttering a donkey sentence in a discourse] Recall interpreta-
tion (5.66) of the donkey sentence (51), for convenience repeated below with
eodf abbreviating upd(oxy, upd(dy, upd(fx, e))):

(51) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

1In de Groote [2006] the empty context is represented by the empty list nil because γ is
defined as list of [ι].
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Sd = λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bx(sel(λz.non humanz)eodf ))) ∧ φe

Assume that the sentence is uttered in some discourse. Consider that this dis-
course has an empty content and its context contains only one formula expressing
that whoever/whatever is a donkey is non-human. This discourse can be ex-
pressed with the term (λφ.φc), abbreviated below as D0, where c = (∀x.(dx →
non humanx)). D0 is updated with Sd according to (6.3) in the following way:

dupd D0 Sd

= λφ. D0(λe.Sd e φ)

= λφ. (λφ′.φ′c)(λe.Sd e φ)

→β λφ. (λe.Sd e φ)c

→β λφ.Sd c φ

= λφ.((λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bx(sel(λz.non humanz)eodf ))) ∧ φe) c φ)

→∗β λφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bx(sel(λz.non humanz)eodf ))) ∧ φ c

Since c = (∀x.(dx→ non humanx)), the following holds (taking upd to be the
conjunction of arguments):

eodf ` (λz.non humanz)y (6.6)

Therefore, by Definition 5.4, function sel selects the individual y from the context
eodf , resulting in the final interpretation (6.7) of the updated discourse:

λφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bxy)) ∧ φc (6.7)

�

In the previous example sel could find the required referent in the provided
context. This is, however, not always the case. Recall Definition 5.4 of the
selection function sel, for convenience repeated below:

Definition 6.5. Let P be a term of type (ι → o) and e be a term of type o.2

Then sel P e is defined as follows:

sel P e =

{
choose{a | e ` Pa} if {e ` Pa} 6= ∅
raise (AbsentIndividualExc P) otherwise

According to this definition, the selection function can raise an exception
(AbsentIndividualExc P) when there is no individual satisfying property P in
the context e. The context of discourse is provided to a sentence when the
discourse is updated with this sentence. Therefore, this exception can be triggered
in the term (λφ.D(λe.Seφ)) of Definition 6.1. The exception has to be handled.
Consequently, Definition 6.1 can be improved:

2Recall that γ is defined as o here.
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Definition 6.6. [Discourse Update] Let D be an interpretation of a discourse
and S be an interpretation of a sentence. Then the function dupdg is defined by
Equation (6.8a), where gacc is a function of type of type ((γ → (γ → o)→ o)→
γ → (γ → o) → o) that is responsible for global accommodation and is defined
in (6.8b)–(6.8c):

dupdg D S
.
= λφ. D(λe.gacc S e φ) (6.8a)

gacc S e φ
.
= S e φ (6.8b)

handle (AbsentIndividualExc P) with

∃(λx.(Px) ∧ gacc S (upd(Px, e)) φ) (6.8c)

If an exception is raised, it has to be handled and the dupdg function above has
such a handler for presuppositions triggered by referring expressions with de-
scriptive content P, i.e. a handler of (AbsentIndividualExc P). The exception
handler performs accommodation of the presuppositional content of presuppo-
sitions. Thus, the handler of (AbsentIndividualExc P) introduces an individual
(variable) x into the logical form of the discourse, updates the context with (Px),
and makes a new recursive call of gacc with S applied to the amended context
(upd(Px, e)) and to the continuation φ (note that continuation φ is the variable
over which the resulting discourse is abstracted). The function gacc is a recursive
function because the interpretation S evaluated on the context e can raise more
than one exception.

It is important to see why the exception handling happens on the level of dis-
course. Each sentence has a dynamic interpretation independent of the discourse
it appears in. However, due to the fact that the interpretation of the sentence has
an argument standing for the context, it “receives” the context of the discourse
in which it is appended. Whether an exception is raised or not depends on the
discourse’s context and the interpretation of the sentence. That is why the ex-
ception handling is performed when the interpretation of an updated discourse is
computed.

As a concrete example, consider two miniature discourses in (52). Note
that (52a) and (52b) differ only in the first sentence.

(52) a. The story is about John. John loves Mary.

b. The story is about John and Mary. John loves Mary.

Let D0 be the initial discourse with an empty context. After D0 is updated with
the first sentence in (52a), Da

1 is obtained. After D0 is updated with the first
sentence in (52b), Db

1 is obtained. Even though the initial discourse D0 is the same
in both cases, the interpretations Da

1 and Db
1 differ, because the interpretations

of the first sentences differ. Particularly, the logical formula and the context of
Da

1 contain content related to John and the logical formula and the context of
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Db
1 contain content related to John and Mary. Then Da

1 and Db
1 are updated

with the interpretations of the second sentences. Even though the interpretations
of the second sentences are identical, the update of Da

1 with the interpretation
of the second sentence causes an exception related to Mary but the update of
Db

1 with the interpretation of the second sentence does not cause any exception.
However, after the exception during the update of Da

1 is handled, the resulting
interpretations Da

2 and Db
2 are logically equivalent and their contexts contain the

same propositions.
Summing up, each sentence has its own compositionally computed meaning.

The discourse update function serves as an interface between the meanings of the
old discourse and of the new sentence; it combines both meanings and results in
the meaning of a new, updated, discourse.

Examples 6.7, 6.18 and 6.19 taken together compositionally compute the
meaning of (50d).

Example 6.7. [dupdg D0 S1] Assume that Sentence (50a) is uttered in the dis-
course (λφ.φc). Taking the interpretation S1 of Sentence (50a) given in (5.34),
the update of D0 with S1 is computed in the following way:

dupdg D0 S1 = λφ. D0(λe.gacc S1 e φ) (by (6.8a))

= λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S1 e φ)

→β λφ.(λe.gacc S1 e φ)c

→β λφ.gacc S1 c φ (6.9)

The computation proceeds in the subterm (gacc S1 c φ). According to the defi-
nition of gacc, (S1 c φ) is computed firstly:

S1 c φ

= (λeφ.about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e)∧
φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e), e)))cφ

→∗β about(sel(λx.storyx)c)(sel(named “John”)c)∧ (6.10)

φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)c)(sel(named “John”)c), c))

Term (6.10) raises two exceptions: in the subterm (sel(λx.storyx)c) and in the
subterm (sel(named “John”)c). These exceptions are raised and handled one after
the other. Assume that the first exception to be raised is the exception in the
subterm (sel(λx.storyx)c), which expresses the attempt to select an individual
having property (λx.storyx) in the context c. The exception is handled by gacc
according to Equation (6.8c), leading to (6.11):

∃(λs.(λx.storyx)s ∧ gacc S1 (upd((λx.storyx)s, c)) φ)

→∗β ∃(λs.storys ∧ gacc S1 (upd(storys, c)) φ) (6.11)
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Consequently, there is a recursive call to gacc, computing the subterm
(gacc S1 (upd(storys, c)) φ). To show the computation more compactly, the
term (upd(storys, c)) is abbreviated by cs. By the definition of gacc, (S1 cs φ)
is computed firstly:

S1 cs φ (by (6.8b))

= (λeφ.about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e)∧
φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e), e)))csφ

→∗β about(sel(λx.storyx)cs)(sel(named “John”)cs)∧
φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)cs)(sel(named “John”)cs), cs))

(6.12)

Since, due to the previous exception handling, the empty context c is updated
with storys, there is no problem now in computing (sel(λx.storyx)cs) in Equa-
tion (6.12) (neither in the logical formula nor in the context). However, there
is an exception on property (named “John”) during the attempt to select an
individual having this property in context cs, which does not contain such an
individual. The exception is handled analogously, according to Equation (6.8c),
resulting in (6.13):

∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ gacc S1 (upd(named “John”j, cs)) φ) (6.13)

The computation continues for the subterm (gacc S1 (upd(named “John”j, cs)) φ)
of the term (6.13). To show the computation in a more compact way,
(upd(named “John”j, cs)) is abbreviated below as csj. This time an individual
with the property (λx.storyx) and an individual with the property (named “John”)
are successfully selected from the context csj in Equation (6.14), resulting in
Equation (6.15):

S1 csj φ (by (6.8b))

= (λeφ.about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e)∧
φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)e)(sel(named “John”)e), e)))csjφ

→∗β about(sel(λx.storyx)csj)(sel(named “John”)csj)∧ (6.14)

φ(upd(about(sel(λx.storyx)csj)(sel(named “John”)csj), csj))

= aboutsj ∧ φ(upd(aboutsj, csj)) (6.15)

Combining the β-reductions shown in Equations (6.15),(6.13),(6.11) and (6.9) the
result of computing dupdg D0 S1 is the following:

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ (aboutsj ∧ φ(upd(aboutsj, csj)))))
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After unfolding csj, the following term is obtained:

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ (aboutsj∧
φ(upd(aboutsj, (6.16)

upd(named “John”j,

upd(storys, c)))))))

�

In Example 6.7 the first exception raised and handled is the exception related
to the story, and the second exception is the exception related to John. However,
the order of exception raising and handling within the same discourse update
does not play a role, since the resulting formulas representing the meaning of the
updated discourse are logically equivalent.

6.2 Framework GLχ

The addition of exception raising and handling requires the extension of the
lambda calculus defined in Section 4.3.

Definition 6.8. [λ-terms] The set of λ-terms T is defined as follows:

T ::= x | k | (ET ) | λx.T | (TT ) | (raise T ) | T handle (Ex) with T

where x is a variable, k is a constant, E is an exception constructor.

In the following definition an additional type χ for exceptions is added:

Definition 6.9. [Types] The set T of types of framework GLχ is defined induc-
tively as follows:

Atomic types: ι ∈ T (individual)
o ∈ T (proposition)
γ ∈ T (context)
χ ∈ T (exception)

Complex types: α, β ∈ T =⇒ (α→ β) ∈ T

The typing rules are typing rules given in Definition 4.25 plus typing rules defined
in 6.10:

Definition 6.10. [Typing rules] Let α, β be arbitrary types and E be an excep-
tion constructor of type (β → χ). A statement t : δ is derivable from the basis
∆, i.e. ∆ ` t : δ, if t : δ can be produced using rules defined in 4.25 and rules
given below:
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Γ ` E : β → χ

Γ ` e : χ

Γ ` raise e : α

Γ ` t1 : α Γ ` E : β → χ Γ, t2 : β ` t3 : α

Γ ` t1 handle (Et2) with t3 : α

Definition 6.11. [Strong and weak normal forms] Let x and y be variables, k be
a constant, E be an exception constructor. Terms in strong (S) normal form
and in weak (W ) normal form are defined as follows:

Q ::= x | k | (ES) | (QS)

S ::= Q | λy.raise S[y] | λy.S[y]

W ::= Q | λx.T

Definition 6.12. [Uncaught exception] Uncaught exceptions are defined as
follows:

U ::= raise S

Definition 6.13. [Weak and strong evaluation rules] Let x be a variable, k be
a constant, E, E1 and E2 be exception constructors, t, t1, t2 and t3 be terms, w,
w1 and w2 range over weak normal forms, v range over strong normal forms, u
range over strong normal forms and uncaught exceptions. Terms in framework
GLχ are evaluated according to the following rules:

Weak evaluation rules:

x→w x

k →w k

λx.t→w λx.t

t→s v
Et→w Ev

t→s raise v
Et→w raise v

t1 →w λx.t3 t2 →w w1 t3[x := w1]→w w2

t1t2 →w w2
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t1 →w λx.t3 t2 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v

t1 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v

t1 →w w t2 →s raise v
w is not a λ-abstraction

t1t2 →w raise v

t1 →w w t2 →s v
w is not a λ-abstractiont1t2 →w wv

t→s v
raise t→w raise v

t→s raise v
raise t→w raise v

t1 →s raise (Ev) t2 →w w1 w1[x := v]→w w2

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w w2

t1 →s raise (E2v)
E1 6= E2

t1 handle (E1x) with t2 →w raise (E2v)

t1 →s v

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w v

Strong evaluation rules:

t→w λx.t1 t1 →s v
t→s λx.v

t→w λx.t1 t1 →s raise v provided x /∈ FV (v)
t→s raise v

t→w λx.t1 t1 →s raise v provided x ∈ FV (v)
t→s λx.raise v

t→w u
t→s u
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The idea of the evaluation system defined above is as follows. The normal
form of a term should be in S ∪ U . The evaluation of a term starts by weakly
evaluating it. Weak evaluation directly results in a term in S ∪U (due to the last
strong evaluation rule) except when the evaluated term is an abstraction (in this
case the evaluation proceeds according to one of the first three strong evaluation
rules).
Subsequently, the following notation is used for convenience:

Notation 6.14. Evaluation →eval abbreviates →w ∪ →s.

The next proposition proves that the rules in Definition 6.13 always yield
either a normal form or an uncaught exception. Moreover, for each term to
be evaluated, Definition 6.13 provides a single rule that can be applied. This
guarantees the uniqueness of term evaluation in the framework.

Proposition 6.15.

1. If t→s t
′, then t′ ∈ S ∪ U .

2. If t→w t
′, then t′ ∈ W ∪ U .

Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation ϕ of t→eval t
′.

• If ϕ is of the form

x→w x

then x ∈ W by Definition 6.11.

• If ϕ is of the form

k →w k

then k ∈ W by Definition 6.11.

• If ϕ is of the form

λx.t→w λx.t

then λx.t ∈ W by Definition 6.11.

• If ϕ is of the form
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ϕ′

t→s v
Et→w Ev

then, by I.H., v ∈ S ∪ U . By Definition 6.13, v ranges over strong normal
forms, hence v ∈ S. Therefore, Ev ∈ W by Definition 6.11.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s raise v
Et→w raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ S∪U . However, by Definition 6.12, However, raise v
cannot be in S because it starts with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w λx.t3

ϕ′′

t2 →w w1

ϕ′′′

t3[x := w1]→w w2

t1t2 →w w2

then, by I.H., w2 ∈ W ∪ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w λx.t3

ϕ′′

t2 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ W ∪U . However, raise v cannot be in W as it starts
with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ W ∪U . However, raise v cannot be in W as it starts
with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form
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ϕ′

t1 →w w
ϕ′′

t2 →s raise v
w is not a λ-abstraction

t1t2 →w raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ S ∪ U . However, raise v cannot be in S as it starts
with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w w
ϕ′′

t2 →s v
w is not a λ-abstractiont1t2 →w wv

then, by I.H., w ∈ W ∪U and v ∈ S ∪U . By Definition 6.13, w ranges over
weak normal forms and v ranges over strong normal forms, i.e. w ∈ W and
v ∈ S. Since w is not a λ-abstraction, w ∈ Q. Then, by Definition 6.11,
wv ∈ Q, and, therefore, wv ∈ W .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s v
raise t→w raise v

then, by I.H., v ∈ S ∪ U . By Definition 6.13 v, ranges over strong normal
forms, i.e. v ∈ S. Then raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s raise v
raise t→w raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ S ∪ U . raise v cannot be in S as it starts with raise.
Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →s raise (Ev)
ϕ′′

t2 →w w1

ϕ′′′

w1[x := v]→w w2

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w w2

then, by I.H., w2 ∈ W ∪ U .

• If ϕ is of the form
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ϕ′

t1 →s raise (E2v)
E1 6= E2

t1 handle (E1x) with t2 →w raise (E2v)

then, by I.H., raise (E2v) ∈ S ∪ U . However, raise (E2v) cannot be in S as
it starts with raise. Therefore, raise (E2v) ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →s v

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w v

then, by I.H., v ∈ S ∪ U . Hence, v ∈ W ∪ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s v
t→s λx.v

then, by I.H. v ∈ S ∪ U . By Definition 6.13 v ranges over strong normal
forms, hence v ∈ S. Then, by Definition 6.11, λx.v ∈ S.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s raise v provided x /∈ FV (v)
t→s raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ S ∪ U . However, raise v cannot be in S as it starts
with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U .

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s raise v provided x ∈ FV (v)
t→s λx.raise v

then, by I.H., raise v ∈ S ∪ U . However, raise v cannot be in S as it starts
with raise. Therefore, raise v ∈ U . Then, by Definition 6.12, v must be in
S. Hence, from x ∈ FV (v) it follows by Definition 6.11 that λx.raise v ∈ S.

• When ϕ is of the form
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ϕ′

t→w u
t→s u

Then, u ∈ S ∪ U by Definition 6.13.

�

Proposition 6.16. [Subject Reduction]

1. if t→w t
′ and Γ ` t : δ then Γ ` t′ : δ

2. if t→s t
′ and Γ ` t : δ then Γ ` t′ : δ

Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation ϕ.

• If ϕ is of the form

x→w x

and Γ ` x : δ, then trivially Γ ` x : δ.

• If ϕ is of the form

k →w k

and Γ ` k : δ, then trivially Γ ` k : δ.

• If ϕ is of the form

λx.t→w λx.t

and Γ ` λx.t : α→ β, then trivially Γ ` λx.t : α→ β.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s v
Et→w Ev

and Γ ` Et : χ, we need to prove Γ ` Ev : χ. Any derivation of the sequent
Γ ` Et : χ is of the following form:
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ψ′

Γ ` E : α→ χ

ψ′′

Γ ` t : α

Γ ` Et : χ

By I.H., it follows from t →s v and Γ ` t : α that there exists a derivation
ψ′′′ of Γ ` v : α. Then, the derivation of Γ ` Ev : χ can be constructed as
follows:

ψ′

Γ ` E : α→ χ

ψ′′′

Γ ` v : α

Γ ` Ev : χ

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s raise v
Et→w raise v

and Γ ` Et : χ, we need to prove Γ ` raise v : χ. Any derivation of the
sequent Γ ` Et : χ is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` E : α→ χ

ψ′′

Γ ` t : α

Γ ` Et : χ

From Γ ` t : α and t →s raise v it follows, by I.H., that there exists a
derivation ψ of Γ ` raise v : α necessarily of the following form:

ψ′′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

Then, the derivation of Γ ` raise v : χ can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : χ

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w λx.t3

ϕ′′

t2 →w w1

ϕ′′′

t3[x := w1]→w w2

t1t2 →w w2
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and Γ ` t1t2 : β, we need to prove that Γ ` w2 : β. Any derivation of the
sequent Γ ` t1t2 : β is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α→ β

ψ′′

Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β

From Γ ` t1 : α → β and t1 →w λx.t3 it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` λx.t3 :
α → β. From Γ ` t2 : α and t2 →w w1 it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` w1 : α.
By the substitution lemma A.28, Γ ` t3[x := w3] : β. Then, by I.H.
Γ ` w2 : β.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w λx.t3

ϕ′′

t2 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v

and Γ ` t1t2 : β, we need to prove that Γ ` raise v : β. Any derivation of
the sequent Γ ` t1t2 : β is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α→ β

ψ′′

Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β

From Γ ` t2 : α and t2 →w raise v it follows, by I.H., that there exists a
derivation ψ of Γ ` raise v : α necessarily of the following form:

ψ′′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

Then, the derivation of Γ ` raise v : β can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : β

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w raise v
t1t2 →w raise v
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and Γ ` t1t2 : β, we need to prove that Γ ` raise v : β. Any derivation of
the sequent Γ ` t1t2 : β is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α→ β

ψ′′

Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β

From Γ ` t1 : α→ β and t1 →w raise v it follows, by I.H., that there exists
a derivation ψ of Γ ` raise v : α→ β. ψ must be of the following form:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α→ β

Then, the derivation of Γ ` raise v : β can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : β

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w w
ϕ′′

t2 →s raise v
w is not a λ-abstraction

t1t2 →w raise v

and Γ ` t1t2 : β, we need to prove that Γ ` raise v : β. Any derivation of
the sequent Γ ` t1t2 : β is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α→ β

ψ′′

Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β

From Γ ` t2 : α and t2 →s raise v it follows, by I.H., that there exists a
derivation ψ of Γ ` raise v : α. ψ is of the following form:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

Then, the derivation of Γ ` raise v : β can be constructed as follows:
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ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : β

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →w w
ϕ′′

t2 →s v
w is not a λ-abstractiont1t2 →w wv

and Γ ` t1t2 : β, we need to prove Γ ` wv : β. Any derivation of the sequent
Γ ` t1t2 : β is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α→ β

ψ′′

Γ ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1t2 : β

From t1 →w w and Γ ` t1 : α → β it follows, by I.H., that there exists a
derivation ψ′′′ of Γ ` w : α → β. From t2 →s v and Γ ` t2 : α it follows,
by I.H., that that there exists a derivation ψ′′′′ of Γ ` v : α. Then, the
derivation of Γ ` wv : β can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′′

Γ ` w : α→ β

ψ′′′′

Γ ` v : α

Γ ` wv : β

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s v
raise t→w raise v

and Γ ` raise t : α, then we need to prove Γ ` raise v : α. Any derivation of
the sequent Γ ` raise t : α is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t : χ

Γ ` raise t : α

Then, from Γ ` t : χ and t→s v it follows, by I.H., that there is a derivation
ψ′′ of Γ ` v : χ. Then, the derivation of Γ ` raise v : α can be constructed
as follows:
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ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→s raise v
raise t→w raise v

and Γ ` raise t : α, then we need to prove Γ ` raise v : α. Any derivation of
the sequent Γ ` raise t : α is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t : χ

Γ ` raise t : α

Then, from Γ ` t : χ and t →s raise v it follows, by I.H., that there is a
derivation ψ of Γ ` raise v : χ necessarily of the following form:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : χ

Then the derivation of Γ ` raise v : α can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →s raise (Ev)
ϕ′′

t2 →w w1

ϕ′′′

w1[x := v]→w w2

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w w2

and Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α, we need to prove Γ ` w2 : α. Any
derivation of the sequent Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α is of the following
form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α

ψ′′

Γ ` E : β → χ

ψ′′′

Γ, x : β ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α
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From t2 →w w1 and Γ, x : β ` t2 : α it follows, by I.H., that Γ, x : β ` w1 : α.
From t1 →s raise (Ev) and Γ ` t1 : α it follows, by I.H., that there exists
the derivation ψ of Γ ` raise (Ev) : α of the following form:

Γ ` E : β → χ

ψ′′′′

Γ ` v : β

Γ ` Ev : χ

Γ ` raise (Ev) : α

From Γ ` v : β and Γ, x : β ` t2 : α it follows by the substitution
lemma A.28 that Γ ` w1[x := v] : α. Then from Γ ` w1[x := v] : α
and w1[x := v]→w w2 it follows, by I.H, that Γ ` w2 : α.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →s raise (E2v)
E1 6= E2

t1 handle (E1x) with t2 →w raise (E2v)

and Γ ` t1 handle (E1x) with t2 : α, then we need to prove that Γ `
raise (E2v) : α. Any derivation of the sequent Γ ` t1 handle (E1x) with t2 :
α is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α

ψ′′

Γ ` E1 : β → χ

ψ′′′

Γ, x : β ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1 handle (E1x) with t2 : α

Then, from Γ ` t1 : α and t1 →s raise (E2v) it follows, by I.H., that
Γ ` raise (E2v) : α.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t1 →s v

t1 handle (Ex) with t2 →w v

and Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α, then we need to prove that Γ ` v : α.
Any derivation of the sequent Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α is of the
following form:

ψ′

Γ ` t1 : α

ψ′′

Γ ` E : β → χ

ψ′′′

Γ, x : β ` t2 : α

Γ ` t1 handle (Ex) with t2 : α
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Then, from Γ ` t1 : α and t1 →s v it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` v : α.

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s v
t→s λx.v

and Γ ` t : α, then we need to prove that Γ ` λx.v : α. From Γ ` t : α
and t→w λx.t1 it follows, by I.H., that α is of the form (α1 → α2) and that
there is a derivation Γ ` λx.t1 : α1 → α2 of the following form:

ψ′

Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2

Γ ` λx.t1 : α1 → α2

From Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2 and t1 →s v it follows, by I.H., that there exists a
derivation ψ′′ of Γ, x : α1 ` v : α2. Then, Γ ` λx.v : α1 → α2 can be derived
by using the abstraction rule:

ψ′′

Γ, x : α1 ` v : α2

Γ ` λx.v : α1 → α2

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s raise v provided x /∈ FV (v)
t→s raise v

and Γ ` t : α, then we need to prove that Γ ` raise v : α. From Γ ` t : α and
t →w λx.t1 it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` λx.t1 : α. Hence, α is of the form
(α1 → α2). Any derivation of the sequent Γ ` λx.t1 : α is of the following
form:

ψ′

Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2

Γ ` λx.t1 : α1 → α2

Then from Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2 and t1 →s raise v it follows, by I.H., that
Γ, x : α1 ` raise v : α2. Therefore, since x /∈ FV (v), the derivation of
Γ ` raise v : α2 can be constructed as follows:
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ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α2

Then the derivation of Γ ` raise v : α can be constructed as follows:

ψ′′

Γ ` v : χ

Γ ` raise v : α

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w λx.t1

ϕ′′

t1 →s raise v provided x ∈ FV (v)
t→s λx.raise v

and Γ ` t : α, then we need to prove that Γ ` λx.raise v : α. From Γ ` t : α
and t→w λx.t1 it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` λx.t1 : α. Any derivation of the
sequent Γ ` λx.t1 : α is of the following form:

ψ′

Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2

Γ ` λx.t1 : α

Hence, α is of the form (α1 → α2). Then, from Γ, x : α1 ` t1 : α2 and
t1 →s raise v it follows, by I.H., that there exists a derivation ψ′′ of Γ, x :
α1 ` raise v : α2. Then, the derivation of Γ ` λx.raise v : α can be
constructed as follows:

ψ′′

Γ, x : α1 ` raise v : α2

Γ ` λx.raise v : α1 → α2

• If ϕ is of the form

ϕ′

t→w u
t→s u

and Γ ` t : α, then we need to prove that Γ ` u : α. From Γ ` t : α and
t→w u it follows, by I.H., that Γ ` u : α.

�

Assume discourse (λφ.φc) with context c is updated with sentence S. Then
(dupd (λφ′.φ′c) S) is, by Definition 6.6, equal to (λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)).
The next example shows that the term (λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)) has strong
normal form (λφ.gacc S′ c φ) assuming that S has weak normal form S′.



Example 6.17.

λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)→w λφ.(λφ
′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)

ϕ

(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)→s gacc S′ c φ

λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)→s λφ.gacc S′ c φ

where ϕ is

λφ′.φ′c→w λφ.φc λe.gacc S e φ→w λe.gacc S e φ

ψ

(λe.gacc S e φ)c→w gacc S′ c φ

(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)→w gacc S′ c φ

(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)→s gacc S′ c φ

and ψ is as follows

λe.gacc S e φ→w λe.gacc S e φ c→w c

gacc→w gacc
gacc→s gacc

ψ′′

S→w S′

S→s S′

gacc S→w gacc S′
c→w c
c→s c

gacc S c→w gacc S′ c

φ→w φ

φ→s φ

gacc S c φ→w gacc S′ c φ

(λe.gacc S e φ)c→w gacc S′ c φ

�
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Due to the use of exception raising and handling mechanisms, the system
lacks the property of strong normalization [Lillibridge, 1999]. However, for all
terms obtainable from natural language sentences using the lexical interpretations
provided by framework GLχ, a non-terminating evaluation is impossible.

6.3 Cross-Sentential Anaphora

The discourse update function (6.8) is defined in a way that the interpretation
of each new sentence is a subterm of the continuation of the current discourse
and, moreover, the context in the interpretation of the current discourse is passed
(after β-reducing) as an argument to the sentence. This means that all the
individuals stored in the context of the interpretation of discourse are available
for the interpretation of the sentence. This is a crucial aspect allowing to express
cross-sentential anaphora.

The following two examples illustrate in detail how the computation of Dis-
course (50d) proceeds. They continue Example 6.7 by updating the discourse
(dupdg D0 S1), abbreviated below as D1, computed there. Example 6.18 deals
with anaphora related to proper names. Example 6.19 focuses on anaphoric pro-
nouns.

Example 6.18. [dupdg D1 S2] Assume Sentence (50b) is uttered after Sen-
tence (50a). The discourse interpretation D1 (given in (6.16)) is updated with
the interpretation S2 (given in (5.36)) of the new sentence in the following way,
where casj abbreviates (upd(aboutsj, upd((named “John”j), upd(storys, c)))):

dupdg D1 S2

= λφ. D1(λe.gacc S2 e φ)

= λφ.(λφ′.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ φ′casj))))(λe.gacc S2 e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ (λe.gacc S2 e φ)casj)))

→eval λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ gacc S2 casj φ))) (6.17)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S2 casj φ) of the term (6.17).
According to the definition of gacc, (S2 csj φ) is computed firstly:

S2 csj φ (by (6.8b))

= (λeφ′.love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e)∧
φ′(upd(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e), e))casjφ

→∗eval love(sel(named “John”)casj)(sel(named “Mary”)casj)∧ (6.18)

φ(upd(love(sel(named “John”)casj)(sel(named “Mary”)casj), casj)
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It is important to note that the environment casj of D1 is passed as the first
argument (i.e. the context) to S2. This means that casj (coming from the in-
terpretation of the discourse being updated) is the current context from which
the selection functions of S2 select individuals. Since casj already contains the
content related to John, there is no exception in selecting an individual with the
property (named “John”) from casj.

However, there is an exception raised during the attempt to select an indi-
vidual having the property (named “Mary”) in context casj, because the context
does not contain a corresponding variable. The exception is handled by gacc
according to Equation (6.8c):

∃m.((named “Mary”m) ∧ gacc S2 (upd(named “Mary”m, casj))φ) (6.19)

Abbreviating (upd(named “Mary”m, casj)) by casjm, the computation continues
in the subterm (gacc S2 casjm φ) of the term shown in Equation (6.19). According
to the definition of gacc, (S2 casjm φ) is computed firstly:

S2 casjm φ (by (6.8b))

= (λeφ′.love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e)∧
φ′(upd(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e), e))casjmφ

→∗eval love(sel(named “John”)casjm)(sel(named “Mary”)casjm)∧ (6.20)

φ(upd(love(sel(named “John”)casjm)(sel(named “Mary”)casjm), casjm)

= lovejm ∧ φ(upd(lovejm, casjm)) (6.21)

There is no exception during the computation of (S2 casjm φ). Therefore,
(gacc S2 casjm φ) is evaluated as (6.21).

Finally, combining the β-reductions shown in Equations (6.21), (6.19), (6.17),
the result of computation of (dupdg D1 S2) is as follows:

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm ∧ φcasjm)))) (6.22)

After unfolding the context casjm, (6.22) is as follows:

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm∧

φ(upd(lovejm,

upd(named “Mary”m,

upd(aboutsj,

upd(named “John”j,

upd(storys, c))))))))))

�
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Example 6.19. [dupdg D2 S3] The final sentence in Discourse (50d) is (50c), the
interpretation S3 of which is given in Equation (5.40). Interpretation D2 of the
discourse preceding this sentence is computed in Examples 6.7 and 6.18 and is
shown in (6.22). To complete the computation of the meaning of (50d), D2 has
to be updated with S3:

dupdg D2 S3

= λφ. D2(λe.gacc S3 e φ)

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm ∧ φcasjm)))))

(λe.gacc S3 e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm∧

(λe.gacc S3 e φ)casjm))))

→eval λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧ (6.23)

(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm ∧ gacc S3 casjm φ))))

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S3 casjm φ) of the term (6.23).
Recall that casjm contains formulas (6.5), therefore it can be fully unfolded as
follows:

casjm = upd(lovejm,

upd(named “Mary”m,

upd(aboutsj,

upd(named “John”j,

upd(storys, (6.24)

upd(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx,

upd(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex,

upd(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex))))))))

Consequently, the following hold (assuming upd to be a conjunction of its argu-
ments):

casjm ` (λx.malex ∧ humanx)j

casjm ` (λx.femalex ∧ humanx)m

Hence, the selection functions in (6.25) is able to retrieve the individuals j and
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m to which the pronouns are anaphorically linked, leading to (6.26):

S3 casjm φ (by (6.8b))

= (λeφ′.smile(sel(λx.malex)e)(sel(λx.femalex)e)∧
φ′(upd(smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)

(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)e), e))casjmφ

→∗eval smile(sel(λx.malex)esjm)(sel(λx.femalex)esjm)∧ (6.25)

φ(upd(smile(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)casjm)

(sel(λx.femalex ∧ humanx)casjm), casjm)

= smilejm ∧ φ(upd(smilejm, casjm) (6.26)

Finally, the combination of the β-reductions shown in Equations (6.26) and (6.23)
results in the interpretation of Discourse (50d):

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm ∧ smilejm ∧

φ(upd(smilejm, casjm))))) (6.27)

Unfolding casjm (see (6.24)) in (6.27) leads to the following term:

λφ.∃(λs.storys ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j)∧
(aboutsj ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ lovejm ∧ smilejm ∧
φ(upd(lovejm,

upd(named “Mary”m,

upd(aboutsj, (6.28)

upd(named “John”j,

upd(storys,

upd(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx,

upd(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex,

upd(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex))))))))

�

Note that the interpretation (6.28) of Discourse (45) is computed in a strictly
compositional manner.

6.4 Presupposition Projection in Conditionals

This section applies the framework based on the higher order continuation-based
dynamic logic with exceptions to the phenomenon of presupposition projection in
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conditionals. Consider Sentences (53a), (54a) and (55). Each of them triggers two
kinds of presuppositions: presuppositions of existence of John and a presupposi-
tion of existence of John’s child. They are similar with respect to the presuppo-
sition of existence of John: unless its antecedent is provided by the context, it is
accommodated in all three cases. However, they exhibit different presupposition
projection behaviour with respect to the presupposition that John has a child: if
the context does not provide a referent, the presupposition is accommodated in
Sentences (53a) and (54a), but is not in Sentence (55).

(53) a. If John is back, then his child is happy.

b. John has a child.

(54) a. If John praises his child, then his child is happy.

b. John has a child.

(55) If John has a child, then his child is happy.

if . . . then . . . can be interpreted as a dynamic implication (6.29), which, accord-
ing to Remark 4.29, is an abbreviation for (6.30):

˜[[if . . . then . . . ]] = → (6.29)
.
= λPQ.¬(P∧¬Q) (6.30)

Dynamic conjunction ∧ is essential in implementing the desired presupposition
projection behaviour, as explained below.

A general observation about presuppositions is that presuppositions are always
triggered. When the context in which the presuppositional content is evaluated
provides an appropriate antecedent for a presupposition, this presupposition does
not emerge and is not accommodated (simply because there is no need for accom-
modation, as the context already contains equivalent knowledge). This explains
the common impression of presupposition “cancelling”. In contrast, when the
context in which the presuppositional content is evaluated does not provide an
appropriate antecedent, the presupposition has to be accommodated.

Assuming that the context does not provide antecedents for presuppositional
anaphora, the only possible situation when a presupposition of a conditional does
not need to be accommodated is when the antecedent of the conditional asserts
a proposition from which the presupposition of the consequent of the conditional
can be proved, as in Sentence (55). In all other cases, regardless in which part
of the conditional presuppositions are triggered, they have to be accommodated
unless contexts in which the sentences are evaluated provide the antecedents.

Therefore, to implement this presupposition projection behaviour in condi-
tionals, the consequent should be evaluated in the context consisting of the con-
text of evaluation of the whole conditional plus the assertion of the antecedent
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of the conditional. Dynamic conjunction ∧, by its definition, takes care exactly
of that. Note that although ∧ provides to its continuation the context updated
with the conjunction of the logical forms of its two arguments, this contribution
is, as desired for conditionals, cancelled by the outermost dynamic negation in
¬(P∧¬Q).

Consequently, interpretation (6.30) of if . . . then . . . implements the following:

• “if”-clause of the conditional is evaluated in the context of evaluation of the
whole conditional

• “then”-clause of the conditional is evaluated in the context consisting of
the context of evaluation of the whole conditional plus the assertion of the
antecedent of the conditional

Table 6.1 gives interpretations for lexical items in sentences (53a), (54a) and
(55). Example 6.20 shows meanings of clauses that make up the conditionals.
These meanings are computed compositionally from lexical interpretations in Ta-
ble 6.1.

Consider a discourse interpreted as follows:

D = λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c))))

where context c is the context defined in Example 6.3.
Example 6.21 computes the meaning S1 of the conditional (53a). Exam-

ple 6.22 updates D with S1. Example 6.23 computes the meaning S2 of the
conditional (54a). Example 6.24 updates D with S2. Example 6.25 computes the
meaning S3 of the conditional (55). Example 6.26 updates D with S3.



Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic type Dynamic interpretation in GL

child n ι→ o child

praises np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.praisexy))

has np → np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.hasxy))

is happy np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λX.X(λx.happyx)

is back np → s ((ι→ o)→ o)→ o λX.X(λx.backx)

a n → np (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)
John np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P(sel(named “John”))
he np (ι→ o)→ o λP.P(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx))

’s np → n → np ((ι→ o)→ o)→ (ι→ o)→ ((ι→ o)→ o) λYX.λP.P(s̃el(λx.((Xx)∧Y([[has]]x))))

Table 6.1: Dynamic lexical interpretations in framework GL.

Example 6.20. Normalized meanings of his child is happy, John is back, John praises his child and John has a child are
respectively as follows:

[[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])→∗eval λeφ.happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e)∧
φ(upd(happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e), e))

[[is back]] ˜[[John]]→∗eval λeφ.back(sel(named “John”)e)∧
φ(upd(back(sel(named “John”)e), e))

([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]]→∗eval λeφ.praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧
φ(upd(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e), e))

[[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]]→∗eval λeφ.∃(λy.childy ∧ has (sel (named “John”) (upd(childy, e))) y∧
φ(upd(has (sel (named “John”) (upd(childy, e))) y, upd(childy, e))))

�



Example 6.21. [If John is back, then his child is happy, S1] The meaning S1 of (53a) is computed by β-reducing
term (6.31):

S1 = ˜[[if . . . then . . . ]]([[is back]] ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) (6.31)

= (λPQ.¬(P∧¬Q))([[is back]] ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))

→∗eval ¬(([[is back]] ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

Below the term ¬(([[is back]] ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))) is normalized, resulting in the final interpretation (6.32)
of the conditional.

¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))→∗eval λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe

([[is back]] ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))

= (λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ))([[is back]] ˜[[John]])(¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

→∗eval λeφ.([[is back]] ˜[[John]])e(λe.(¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))eφ)

= λeφ.([[is back]] ˜[[John]])e(λe.(λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)eφ)

→∗eval λeφ.([[is back]] ˜[[John]])e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
= λeφ.(λeφ.back(sel(named “John”)e)∧
φ(upd(back(sel(named “John”)e), e)))e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)

→∗eval λeφ.back(sel(named “John”)e)∧
(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)(upd(back(sel(named “John”)e), e))

→eval λeφ.back(sel(named “John”)e) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)eb)x)eb) ∧ φeb



where eb = upd(back(sel(named “John”)e), e)

¬(([[is back]] ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

= ¬(λeφ.back(sel(named “John”)e) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)eb)x)eb) ∧ φeb)
= λeφ.¬(back(sel(named “John”)e) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)eb)x)eb)) ∧ φe (6.32)

�

Example 6.22. [dupdg D S1] Assume that Sentence (53a), interpretation S1 of which is computed in the previous example,
is uttered in discourse interpreted in the following way:

D = λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c))))

Context c is the context defined in Example 6.3. The update of D with S1 is then computed as follows:

dupdg D S1 = λφ.D(λe.gacc S1 e φ)

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)))))(λe.gacc S1 e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ (λe.gacc S1 e φ)(upd(named “John”j, c))))

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ gacc S1 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ)) (6.33)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S1 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ) of (6.33). (S1 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ)
is computed firstly:

S1 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ

= (λeφ.¬(back(sel(named “John”)e) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)eb)x)eb)) ∧ φe)
(upd(named “John”j, c)) φ

→∗eval¬(back(sel(named “John”)(upd(named “John”j, c)))∧ (6.34)

¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cbj)x)cbj)) ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c))



where cbj = upd(back(sel(named “John”)(upd(named “John”j, c))), upd(named “John”j, c)). Clearly, the following holds:

named “John”j, c ` named “John”j

Therefore, individual j satisfying property (named “John”) is selected by sel from (upd(named “John”j, c)) and cbj can
be unfolded as follows:

cbj = backj ∧ (named “John”j)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex)∧
(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex)

Moreover, since the following proofs can be found

cbj ` named “John”j

cbj ` (λy.maley ∧ humany)j

the selection function sel in (6.34) retrieves the individual j from cbj based on the properties (named “John”) and
(λy.maley ∧ humany), leading to (6.35):

¬(backj ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cbj)) ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)) (6.35)

However, there is an exception in the term (sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cbj), because cbj does not contain a proposition that
John has a child, i.e.

there is no a such that cbj ` (λx.childx ∧ hasjx)a



Therefore, the presupposition that there exists a child of John is accommodated according to the exception handler (7.12c):

∃(λh.((λx.childx ∧ hasjx)h) ∧ gacc S1 (upd((λx.childx ∧ hasjx)h), upd(named “John”j, c))) φ)

→∗eval ∃(λh.(childh ∧ hasjh) ∧ gacc S1 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ) (6.36)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S1 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ) of (6.36):

S1 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ

= (λeφ.¬(back(sel(named “John”)e) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)eb)x)eb)) ∧ φe)
(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ

→∗eval ¬(back(sel(named “John”)(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))))∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cbjc)x)cbjc))∧ (6.37)

φ(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c)))

where

cbjc = upd(back(sel(named “John”)(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c)))),

upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c)))

Clearly, the following holds:

childh ∧ hasjh, named “John”j, c ` named “John”j

Therefore, cbjc can be unfolded and presented in a more clear form as follows:

cbjc = backj ∧ childh ∧ hasjh ∧ (named “John”j)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex)∧
(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex)



Moreover, as the following derivations can be obtained

cbjc ` (λy.maley ∧ humany)j

cbjc ` (λx.childx ∧ hasjx)h

(6.37) leads to the following term:

¬(backj ∧ ¬happyh) ∧ φ(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) (6.38)

After composing terms (6.38), (6.36), (6.33) and (6.35) the final interpretation of the initial discourse updated with
sentence (53a) (If John is back, then his child is happy) is obtained:

dupdg D S1 →∗eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ ∃(λh.(childh ∧ hasjh) ∧ ¬(backj ∧ ¬happyh)∧ (6.39)

φ(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c)))))

Note that the resulting interpretation (6.39) contains the content of D (i.e. an existentially quantified variable j for and
an individual named “John” in the logical formula and in the context, and common knowledge c in the context) and the
accommodated content related to presupposition of existence of John’s child (i.e. an existentially quantified variable h
satisfying the property of being John’s child) in the logical formula and in the context. �

Example 6.23. [If John praises his child, then his child is happy, S2] The meaning S2 of (54a) is computed by β-reducing
term (6.40):

S2 = ˜[[if . . . then . . . ]](([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]])) (6.40)

= ¬(P∧¬Q)(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]]))

= ¬((([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]])))

Below the term ¬((([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]]))) is normalized, leading to the final
interpretation (6.41) of the conditional.

¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]]))→∗eval λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe



(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]]))

= (λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ))(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])(¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]])))

→∗eval λeφ.(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])e(λe.(¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]])))eφ)

= λeφ.(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])

e(λe.(λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)eφ)

→∗eval λeφ.(([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
= λeφ.(λeφ.praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧

φ(upd(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e), e)))

e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
→∗eval λeφ.praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧

(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
(upd(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e), e))

→∗eval λeφ.praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ep)x)ep) ∧ φep

where ep = upd(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e), e)

¬((([[praises]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[his]][[child]])))

→∗eval ¬(λeφ.praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ep)x)ep) ∧ φep)

→∗eval λeφ.¬(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧ (6.41)

¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ep)x)ep)) ∧ φe

�



Example 6.24. [dupdg D S2] Assume that Sentence (54a), the interpretation S2 of which is computed in the previous
example, is uttered in discourse interpreted in the following way:

D = λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)))) (6.42)

Context c is the context defined in Example 6.3. The update of D with S2 is computed in the following way:

dupdg D S2 = λφ.D(λe.gacc S2 e φ)

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)))))(λe.gacc S2 e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ (λe.gacc S2 e φ)(upd(named “John”j, c))))

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ gacc S2 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ)) (6.43)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ) of (6.43):

S2 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ

= (λeφ.¬(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ep)x)ep)) ∧ φe)

(upd(named “John”j, c))φ

→∗eval ¬(praise(sel(named “John”)cj)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)cj)y)cj)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cpj)x)cpj)) ∧ φcj (6.44)

where

cj = upd(named “John”j, c)

cpj = upd(praise(sel (named “John”) (upd(named “John”j, c)))

(sel (λy.childy ∧ has(sel (λx.malex ∧ humanx) (upd(named “John”j, c)))y) (upd(named “John”j, c))),

upd(named “John”j, c))



Clearly, the following holds:

named “John”j, c ` named “John”j

Therefore, individual j satisfying property (named “John”) is selected by sel from (upd(named “John”j, c)) and all sub-
terms (sel(named “John”)cj) can be substituted with j. Then, cpj is as follows (assuming upd is a conjunction):

cpj = praisej(sel (λy.childy ∧ hasjy) (upd(named “John”j, c)) ∧ (named “John”j)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex)∧
(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex)

Moreover, since the following holds

cpj ` (λy.maley ∧ humany)j

all subterms (sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cpj) in (6.44) can be substituted with j leading to (6.45):

¬(praisej(sel(λy.childy ∧ hasjy)cj) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cpj)) ∧ φcj (6.45)

However, terms (sel(λy.childy ∧ hasyj)cj) and (sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cpj) raise exceptions, because

there is no a such that cj ` (λy.childy ∧ hasjy)a

there is no a such that cpj ` (λx.childx ∧ hasjx)a

Therefore, the presupposition that there exists a child of John is accommodated according to the exception handler (7.12c):

∃(λh.((λx.childx ∧ hasjx)h) ∧ gacc S2 (upd((λx.childx ∧ hasjx)h), upd(named “John”j, c))) φ)

→∗eval ∃(λh.(childh ∧ hasjh) ∧ gacc S2 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ) (6.46)



The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S2 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ) of (6.46):

S2 (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ

= (λeφ.¬(praise(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)e)y)e)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ep)x)ep)) ∧ φe)
(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))) φ

→∗eval ¬(praise(sel(named “John”)cjc)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)cjc)y)cjc)∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cpjc)x)cpjc)) ∧ φcjc

= ¬(praisej(sel(λy.childy ∧ hasjy)cjc) ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cpjc)) ∧ φcjc (6.47)

where

cjc = upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))

cpjc = upd(praise(sel(named “John”)cjc)(sel(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(λx.malex ∧ humanx)cjc)y)cjc), cjc)

= upd(praisej(sel(λy.childy ∧ hasjy)cjc), cjc)

Since the following derivations hold

cjc ` (λy.childy ∧ hasjy)h

cpjc ` (λy.childy ∧ hasjy)h

term (6.47) can be rewritten as follows:

¬(praisejh ∧ ¬happyh) ∧ φ(upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c)))) (6.48)

Finally, the composition of terms (6.43), (6.46), (6.48) results in the interpretation of the initial discourse updated with
the conditional (54a) (If John praises his child, then his child is happy):



dupdg D S2 →∗eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ ∃(λh.(childh ∧ hasjh) ∧ ¬(praisejh ∧ ¬happyh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
assertion of the sentence

∧

φ (upd(childh ∧ hasjh, upd(named “John”j, c))))︸ ︷︷ ︸
context

))))) (6.49)

Note that, analogously to the case in Example (6.22), interpretation (6.49) contains the content of D and the accommodated
content related to presupposition of existence of John’s child in the logical formula and in the context. �

Example 6.25. [If John has a child, then his child is happy, S3] The meaning S3 of (55) is computed by β-reducing
term (6.50):

S3 = ˜[[if . . . then . . . ]]([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])) (6.50)

= ¬(P∧¬Q)([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))

→∗eval ¬(([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

Below the term ¬(([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))) is normalized, leading to the final interpre-
tation (6.51) of the conditional.

¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))→∗eval λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe

([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]]))

= (λAB.λeφ.Ae(λe.Beφ))([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])(¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

→∗eval λeφ.([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])e(λe.(¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))eφ)



= λeφ.([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])e(λe.(λeφ.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)eφ)

→∗eval λeφ.([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
→∗eval λeφ.(λeφ.∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧

φ(upd(has(sel(named “John”)upd(childy, e))y, upd(childy, e)))))

e(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
→∗eval λeφ.∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧

(λe.¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)e)x)e) ∧ φe)
(upd(has(sel(named “John”)upd(childy, e))y, upd(childy, e))))

→∗eval λeφ.∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ec)x)ec) ∧ φec)

where ec = upd(has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y, upd(childy, e))

¬(([[has]]([[a]] [[child]]) ˜[[John]])∧¬([[is happy]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[child]])))

→∗eval ¬(λeφ.∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ec)x)ec) ∧ φec))

→∗eval λeφ.¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ec)x)ec) ∧ >)) ∧ φe

≡ λeφ.¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧ (6.51)

¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ec)x)ec))) ∧ φe

�

Example 6.26. [dupdg D S3] Assume that Sentence (55), interpreted as S3 in the previous example, is uttered in discourse
interpreted in the following way:

D = λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)))) (6.52)



Context c is the context defined in Example 6.3. The update of D with S3 is computed in the following way:

dupdg D S3 = λφ.D(λe.gacc S3 e φ)

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)))))(λe.gacc S3 e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ (λe.gacc S3 e φ)(upd(named “John”j, c))))

→eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ gacc S3 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ)) (6.53)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S3 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ) of (6.53):

S3 (upd(named “John”j, c)) φ

= (λeφ.¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, e)))y∧
¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)ec)x)ec))) ∧ φe)(upd(named “John”j, c)) φ

→∗eval ¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ has(sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, cj)))y∧ (6.54)

¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ has(sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cjc)x)cjc))) ∧ φcj
where

cj = upd(named “John”j, c)

cjc = upd(has(sel (named “John”) (upd(childy, upd(named “John”j, c)))) y, upd(childy, upd(named “John”j, c)))

Clearly, the following derivation holds:

childy, named “John”j, c ` named “John”j

Therefore, individual j satisfying property (named “John”) is selected by sel from (upd(childy, upd(named “John”j, c)))
and all subterms (sel(named “John”)(upd(childy, upd(named “John”j, c)))) in (6.54) can be substituted with j. Then,
cjc is as follows (assuming upd is conjunction):

cjc = hasjy ∧ childy ∧ (named “John”j)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x) ∨ (named “Mary”x)→ humanx)∧
(∀x.(named “John”x)→malex)∧
(∀x.(named “Mary”x)→ femalex)



Moreover, the following derivation holds:

cjc ` (λy.maley ∧ humany)j

Therefore, all subterms (sel(λy.maley ∧ humany)cjc) in (6.54) can be substituted with j leading to (6.55):

¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ hasjy ∧ ¬happy(sel(λx.childx ∧ hasjx)cjc))) ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)) (6.55)

Importantly, there is no exception in term (6.55): the individual y satisfying the property (λx.childx∧hasjx) is selected
from cjc, as the following derivation holds:

cjc ` (λx.childx ∧ hasjx)y

This very moment is often regarded as presupposition “cancelling”. In fact, there is no cancelling as such. The content
that is presupposed is simply already contained in the context over which the presupposition is evaluated, and therefore
the required referent can be selected. In conditionals the content of the antecedent of the conditional is contained in the
context over which the consequent is evaluated. And since the antecedent of Sentence (55) conveys John has a child (i.e.
its interpretation creates an existentially quantified variable y such that it satisfies the property of being a child of someone
named “John”), the individual variable y (standing for John’s child) could be selected in the consequent. Consequently,
term (6.55) can be rewritten as follows:

¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ hasjy ∧ ¬happyy)) ∧ φ(upd(named “John”j, c)) (6.56)

The composition of terms (6.53) and (6.56) leads to the final interpretation of the initial discourse updated with Sen-
tence (55) (If John has a child, then his child is happy):

dupdg D S3 →∗eval λφ.∃(λj.(named “John”j ∧ ¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ hasjy ∧ ¬happyy))∧ (6.57)

φ(upd(named “John”j, c))))



Note that, analogously to the case in Examples (6.22) and (6.24), interpretation (6.57) contains the content of D and
the assertion of the conditional (55) (i.e. ¬(∃(λy.childy ∧ hasjy ∧ ¬happyy))) in the logical formula. However, in
contrast to (6.39) and (6.57), (6.57) does not contain any accommodated content since there was no exception raised (and,
hence, handled) as the antecedent of the conditional contained the content (John has a child) that was accessible to the
presupposition triggering expression (his child) in the consequent. �
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Lexical item Syntactic category Dynamic interpretation in GL

boxer n boxer
apartment n ap
escaped from np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.escxy))
poss np → np → s λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.possxy))

a n → np λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)
he np λP.P(sel(λx.malex))

’s np → n → np λYX.λP.P(s̃el(λx.((Xx)∧Y([[poss]]x))))

Table 6.2: Dynamic lexical interpretations in framework GL

6.5 Binding Problem

Another challenging issue related to presuppositions is the binding problem.
When Sentence (56), for example, is uttered on its own, it is generally understood
that the boxer escaped from the apartment that belongs to this very boxer. In
other words, the presupposition triggered by the noun phrase his apartment is
bound to the boxer introduced in the same sentence.

(56) A boxer escaped from his apartment.

However, it is not a trivial task to formally achieve this binding requirement.3

Example 6.27 sketches the computation of the meaning S of Sentence (56) using
dynamic lexical interpretations developed so far and Example (6.28) illustrates
the binding problem in detail. This problem can, however, be fixed by adding
an exception handler to the interpretation of the dynamic existential quantifier.
Example 6.30 computes the meaning S′ of the sentence using such a refined in-
terpretation of the dynamic existential quantifier and Example 6.31 shows that
with this new interpretation the binding problem is avoided.

Example 6.27. [S] Given lexical interpretations presented in Table 6.2, the inter-
pretation of Sentence (56) can be computed and its normal form is shown in (6.61).
Some intermediary steps of the computation, particularly normal forms of his
apartment, escaped from his apartment and a boxer are shown in (6.58), (6.59)
and (6.60) respectively:

[̃[′s]][̃[he]][[apartment]]

→∗eval λP.P(λe.sel (λx.apx ∧ poss (sel (λy.maley) e) x) e) (6.58)

3DRT’s account, for example, is not satisfactory as it uses preliminary indexing for solving
the anaphor within the sentence and, due to this indexing, it artificially restricts (with the acces-
sibility constraint stating that no variable should become unbound) placing the presuppositional
content outside the scope of the existential quantifier.
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[[escaped from]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[apartment]])

→∗eval λZ.Z(λz.(λeφ. esc(ze)(sel(λx.apx ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e)x)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧

φ(upd(ψ, e)))) (6.59)

[[a]] [[boxer]]→∗eval λQ.λeφ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧Q(λe′.x)(upd(boxerx, e))φ) (6.60)

S = [[escaped from]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[apartment]])([[a]] [[boxer]])

→∗eval λeφ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)eb)z)eb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧

φ(upd(ψ, eb))) (6.61)

where eb = upd(boxerx, e) �

Example 6.28. [dupdg D S, binding problem] Assume Sentence (56) is uttered in
a discourse with empty content interpreted as (λφ.φc), where c = ∀x.(boxerx→
malex). The interpretation of the resulting discourse is computed as follows:

dupdg D S = λφ.D(λe.gacc S e φ) (by (6.8a))

= λφ.(λφ′.φ′c)(λe.gacc S e φ)

→eval λφ.(λe.gacc S e φ)c

→eval λφ.gacc S c φ (6.62)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S c φ) of (6.62). (S c φ) is
evaluated as follows:

S c φ

= (λeφ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)eb)z)eb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧

φ(upd(ψ, eb)))) c φ

→∗eval ∃(λx.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)cb)z)cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧ (6.63)

φ(upd(ψ, cb)))

where cb = upd(boxerx, c).
It is possible to derive ((λy.maley)x) from cb. Therefore, inner sel in (6.63)
returns the individual x, leading to (6.64):

∃(λx.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ possxz)cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, cb))) (6.64)
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However, there is no a such that cb ` (λz.apz ∧ possxz)a. This means that
an exception (AbsentIndividualExc (λz.apz ∧ possxz)) is raised. Below it is
shown in detail how the exception, abbreviated as ξ, is propagated according to
the rules in Definition 6.13:

λφ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧ escx(raise ξ(x)) ∧ φ(upd(escx(raise ξ(x)), cb))) handle . . .

λφ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧ (raise ξ(x)) ∧ φ(upd((raise ξ(x)), cb))) handle . . .

λφ.∃(λx.(raise ξ(x)) ∧ φ((raise ξ(x))cb)) handle . . .

λφ.∃(λx.(raise ξ(x)) ∧ φ((raise ξ(x)))) handle . . .

λφ.∃(λx.(raise ξ(x)) ∧ (raise ξ(x))) handle . . .

λφ.∃(λx.(raise ξ(x))) handle . . .

The propagation of the exception does not continue as the exception is bound
by λ. Therefore, it is not handled by the exception handler in the function dupdg.

�

When a sentence has an indefinite article, the presuppositional content related to
the individual introduced by this article has to be accommodated within the scope
of the article. To account for this, interpretation (4.38f) (repeated in (6.65)) of
the dynamic existential quantifier can be modified by adding an exception handler
taking care of this intermediate accommodation.

∃ .
= λP.λeφ.∃(λx. P (λe′.x) e φ) (6.65)

The new interpretation ∃̃ is given in the next definition:

Definition 6.29. Dynamic existential quantifier ∃̃ is defined as follows:

∃̃ .
= λP.λeφ.∃(λx. iacc (P(λe′.x)) e φ x) (6.66)

where iacc is a recursive function responsible for intermediate accommodation if
the descriptive content of the exception raised is locally bound:

iacc S e φ x
.
= S e φ

handle (AbsentIndividualExc R) with

if (occurs x R) then ∃(λy.Ry ∧ iacc S (upd(Ry, e)) φ x)

else (raise (AbsentIndividualExc R)) (6.67)

The dynamic interpretation [̃[a]] of the indefinite article that uses ∃̃ is analogous
to the former interpretation [[a]]:

[̃[a]] = λPQ.∃̃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)



Example 6.30. [S′] The meaning of the noun phrase a boxer is as follows:

[̃[a]][[boxer]] = (λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)[[boxer]]

→eval λQ.∃(λx.[[boxer]]x ∧ Qx)

→eval λQ.∃(λx.boxerx ∧ Qx)

→∗eval λQ.λeφ.∃(λx.iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧Q(λe′.x)e′bφ
′) e φ x)

where e′b = upd(boxerx, e′).
The meaning of Sentence (56) is then as follows:

S′ = [[escaped from]]([̃[′s]][̃[he]][[apartment]])([̃[a]] [[boxer]])

= (λZ.Z(λz.(λeφ. esc(ze)(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e)z)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, e)))))([̃[a]] [[boxer]])

→eval ([̃[a]] [[boxer]])(λz.(λeφ. esc(ze)(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e)z)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, e))))

= (λQ.λeφ.∃(λx.iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧Q(λe′.x)e′bφ
′) e φ x))

(λz.(λeφ. esc(ze)(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e)z)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, e))))

→∗eval λeφ.∃(λx.iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) e φ x)

�

Example 6.31. [dupdg D S′] Given interpretation S′ of Sentence (56), assume that it is uttered in the same discourse as
in Example 6.28 (i.e. in a discourse interpreted as (λφ.φc), where c = ∀x.(boxerx→malex)).

dupdg D S′ →∗eval λφ.gacc S′ c φ (6.68)



S′ c φ

→∗eval (λeφ.∃(λx.iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) e φ x)) c φ

→∗eval ∃(λx.iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) c φ x) (6.69)

The subterm (iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) c φ x) is evaluated as

follows. Firstly, ((λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) c φ) is computed:

(λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) c φ

→∗eval boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)cb)z)cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, cb)) (6.70)

where cb = upd(boxerx, c). Since cb ` (λy.maley)x, term (sel(λy.maley)cb) evaluates to x:

boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ possxz)cb)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, cb)) (6.71)

However, since there is no a such that cb ` (λz.apz ∧ possxz)a, the selection function sel raises the exception
(AbsentIndividualExc (λz.apz ∧ possxz)). The handler of iacc catches this exception and, since x is locally bound by
the existential quantifier (i.e. x occurs in (λz.apz ∧ possxz)), iacc performs the accommodation of the presuppositional
content and recursively calls itself with the updated discourse:

∃(λz.apz ∧ possxz∧ (6.72)

iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) (upd(apz ∧ possxz, c)) φ x)



The evaluation of the subterm
(iacc (λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) (upd(apz ∧ possxz, c)) φ x) is as

follows. Firstly, ((λe′φ′.boxerx∧escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) (upd(apz∧possxz, c)) φ)

is computed:

(λe′φ′.boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)e′b)z)e′b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ′(upd(ψ, e′b))) (upd(apz ∧ possxz, c)) φ

→∗eval boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ poss(sel(λy.maley)cbap)z)cbap)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, cbap))

where cbap = upd(boxerx, upd(apz ∧possxz, c)). Since cbap ` (λy.maley)x, the term (sel(λy.maley)cbap) evaluates to x:

boxerx ∧ escx(sel(λz.apz ∧ possxz)cbap)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, cbap))

Moreover, cbap ` (λz.apz ∧ possxz)z. Therefore, (sel(λz.apz ∧ possxz)cbap) evaluates to z:

boxerx ∧ escxz ∧ φ(upd(escxz, cbap)) (6.73)

Composing terms (6.68), (6.69), (6.72) and (6.73), the final interpretation of discourse D updated with interpretation
S′ of Sentence (56) is obtained:

λφ.∃(λx.∃(λz.apz ∧ possxz ∧ boxerx ∧ escxz ∧ φ(upd(escxz, upd(boxerx, upd(apz ∧ possxz, c)))))) (6.74)

�
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This chapter developed the framework GLχ based on continuation-based dy-
namic logic with exceptions. On the example of referring expressions it was shown
that exception raising can be used to implement the emergence of presuppositions:
when the interpretation of a sentence containing a referring expression is evalu-
ated with respect to a context that does not contain an appropriate referent,
satisfying the descriptive content P of the referring expression, the exception
(AbsentIndividualExc P) is raised. Handling of the exception corresponds to
accommodation of the presupposition. The chapter suggested possible ways of
implementing global and intermediate accommodation and proposed solutions for
presupposition projection and binding problems.

GLχ has the potential to be extended even further to express more complex
unconventional phenomena and the next chapter informally discusses some pos-
sible tracks in this direction.



Chapter 7

Directions for Further Development of
the Framework

Due to its simplicity and flexibility, framework GLχ has potential to be extended
for handling even more complex phenomena in natural language than those de-
scribed in Chapters 5 and 6. This chapter informally discusses some directions
for possible extensions of the framework. Section 7.1 illustrates how presupposi-
tions triggered by the verb know can be handled in GLχ. Section 7.2 outlines an
approach to deal with some conversational implicatures. Section 7.3 concludes by
making a comparison of presuppositions and conversational implicatures using the
terminology of GLχ. Thereby, this chapter informally illustrates the possibility
to handle semantic and (some) pragmatic phenomena in a unified framework.

7.1 Presuppositions

Chapter 5 presented how presuppositions stemming from referring expressions
can be expressed in GLχ and Chapter 6 showed how GLχ deals with the issues
related to presupposition triggering. Among these issues is finding out whether
the presupposition has to be accommodated or not and at which place in the
logical formula the presupposition projects. To account these issues GLχ uses
continuation passing technique and exception raising and handling mechanism.
These techniques are general and can be applied to interpret other presuppo-
sitional phenomena. Section 7.1.1 proposes a solution for factive verbs on the
example of know.

7.1.1 Factive Verbs

Presuppositions can be triggered by factive verbs. For example, when the verb to
know takes a noun clause as its direct object, the resulting verb phrase becomes
a presupposition triggering expression. Consider, for example, Sentence (57):

231
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(57) Tom knows that John loves Mary.

If a hearer is not aware that John loves Mary, the content of the subordinate clause
becomes for him/her as prominent as the content of the main sentence. In other
words, the hearer accommodates the meaning conveyed in the subordinate clause
into his/her knowledge base (context). However, if the hearer already knows that
John loves Mary, his/her knowledge is updated with the content of the main
clause only. Below it is shown on example (57) how this kind of presupposition
can be handled with the framework based on continuation-based dynamic logic
with exceptions.

According to the syntactic parse tree of the sentence, shown in Figure 7.1, its
meaning has to be computed by β-reducing term (7.1):

[[knows]]([[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]))[̃[Tom]] (7.1)

John                  loves                   Mary

np np         np         s np

s

np         s

np rc         np         s s         rc

Tom                   knows                  that

rc

np         s

s

Figure 7.1: Syntactic parse tree of sentence Tom knows that John loves Mary.

Before computing the meaning of the sentence, a remark related to the type
of the factive verb know is beneficial. Standard (type-raised) interpretations of
transitive verbs take two (type-raised) noun phrases as arguments and return a
proposition. For example, a familiar static interpretation of knows is presented
in (7.2), where know is a non-logical constant of type (ι→ ι→ o):

[[knows]] = λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.knowxy)) (7.2)

However, the direct object of the verb in (57) is not a noun phrase, but a sub-
ordinate clause. Compare two sentences in (58). The verb knows in (58a) has
a type different from the type of the verb knows in (58b). In (58a) knows takes
a fact as its direct object. In (58b) knows takes an individual as its direct ob-
ject. In fact, in some languages, for example, in French (59), Portuguese (60) and
German (61), different verbs are used in these two different cases.
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(58) a. Tom knows that John loves Mary.

b. Tom knows John.

(59) a. Tom sait que John aime Mary.

b. Tom connâit John.

(60) a. Tom sabe que John ama Mary.

b. Tom conhece John.

(61) a. Tom weiß, dass John Mary liebt.

b. Tom kennt John.

A possible way to handle this for English is to add an alternative interpretation
for the factive verb know. This alternative interpretation corresponds to the
interpretation of savoir in French and has a different type: it takes a proposition
instead of an individual as one of its arguments. Therefore, the interpretation
of knows can be defined as a function of type (o → ((ι → o) → o) → o) and,
therefore, its dynamic version [[knows]] as a function of type (o → ((ι → o) →
o)→ o). Equation (7.3) presents such a λ-term for [[knows]]:

[[knows]] = λQX.X(λx.knowxQ) (7.3)

The constant know in (7.3) is of type (ι → o → o). Its dynamic version know
(of type (ι → o → o)) is computed below in accordance with the dynamization
rules defined in 4.27:

know = Dι→o→o[λe.know] (by (4.38a))

= λa.Do→o[λe.know Sι[a, e]] (by (4.36c))

= λa.Do→o[λe.know(ae)] (by (4.37a))

= λaA.Do[λe.know(ae)So[A, e]] (by (4.36c))

= λaA.Do[λe.know(ae)(Ae(λe.>))] (by (4.37b))

= λaA.λeφ.know(ae)(Ae(λe.>)) ∧ φ(upd(know(ae)(Ae(λe.>))), e)
(7.4)

To express the presupposition triggering effect, (7.4) should be modified. The
change takes place in the second argument of know standing for the relative
clause. Particularly, the function checkvalid of type (o → γ → o) is added, as
shown in (7.5):

k̃now = λaA.λeφ.know(ae)(checkvalid (Ae(λe.>)) e)∧ (7.5)

φ(upd(know(ae)(checkvalid (Ae(λe.>)) e), e))
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Function checkvalid takes a proposition p and an environment as arguments and
tries to prove this proposition based on the knowledge contained in the environ-
ment. If it succeeds, it returns the proposition unchanged. If it fails, it triggers
an exception:

Definition 7.1. Let p be a term of type ι and c be a term of type o. Then
checkvalid p c ≡ p is defined as follows:

checkvalid p c =

{
p if c ` p
raise (UnprovablePropExc p) otherwise

Then, using interpretation (7.5) of the constant k̃now in (7.3), the normalized
dynamic interpretation of knows is as follows:

˜[[knows]]

= λQX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(Qe(λe.>))e)∧ (7.6)

φ(upd(know(xe)(checkvalid(Qe(λe.>))e), e)))

= λQX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(Qe(λe.>))e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ (upd(ψ, e)))

The remaining dynamic interpretation for that is the term of type (o→ o):

[[that]] = λS.S (7.7)

Next example computes the meaning of Sentence (57) using interpretation (7.6)
for the factive verb and interpretation (7.7) for the relative pronoun. Dynamic
interpretations of other lexical items are as usual.



Example 7.2. [Tom knows that John loves Mary ] The dynamic meaning of John loves Mary is computed in Example 5.9
and repeated below in (7.8). The normal form of (7.8) is (7.9):

[[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]→∗eval love(sel(named “John”))(sel(named “Mary”)) (7.8)

→∗eval λeφ. love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ (upd(ψ, e)) (7.9)

Then, the meaning of that John loves Mary is as follows:

[[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]) = (λS.S)([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]) (by (7.7))

→eval [[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]

= λeφ. love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ (upd(ψ, e)) (by (7.9))

Now the meaning of knows that John loves Mary can be computed:

˜[[knows]]([[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]))

= (λQX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(Qe(λe.>))e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, e))))([[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]))

→eval λX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid([[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]])e(λe.>))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ (upd(ψ, e)))

→∗eval λX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ (upd(ψ, e)))

(7.10)



Finally, the normalized meaning S (7.11) of the sentence is computed in the following way:

S = ˜[[know]]([[that]]([[loves]] ˜[[Mary]] ˜[[John]]))[̃[Tom]]

= (λX.X(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ (upd(ψ, e))))[̃[Tom]]

→eval [̃[Tom]](λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ (upd(ψ, e)))

= (λP.P(sel(named “Tom”)))(λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

)∧

φ (upd(ψ, e)))

= (λx.λeφ.know(xe)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ(ψ, e)))(sel(named “Tom”))

= λeφ.know(sel(named “Tom”)e)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

) ∧ φ (upd(ψ, e))

(7.11)

�
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7.1.2 Additional exception handler in discourse update

As discussed in Section 6.1, exceptions are raised and handled on the level of
discourse, i.e. when a sentence is added to a preceding discourse. To handle the
new kind of exception related to the side effects of factive verbs (i.e. exceptions
raised by checkvalid as defined in 7.1), the relevant handler should be added to the
discourse update function defined in 6.6. Hence, in addition to the handler (7.12c)
for the exceptions triggered by the function sel, the discourse update function
contains now the handler (7.12d), for exceptions of the form
(UnprovablePropExc P) raised by the function checkvalid:

Definition 7.3. [Discourse update] Let D be an interpretation of a discourse
and S be an interpretation of a sentence. Then the function dupdg is defined
by Equation (7.12a), where gacc is a function of type ((γ → (γ → o) → o) →
γ → (γ → o) → o) that is responsible for global accommodation and is defined
in (7.12b)–(7.12d):

dupdg D S
.
= λφ. D(λe.gacc S e φ) (7.12a)

gacc S e φ
.
= S e φ (7.12b)

handle (AbsentIndividualExc Q) with

∃(λx.(Qx) ∧ gacc S (upd(Qx, e)) φ) (7.12c)

handle (UnprovablePropExc P) with

gacc S (upd(P, e)) φ (7.12d)

Exception (UnprovablePropExc P) contains a proposition P that could not be
proved in the knowledge base of the context. Note that this proposition is only
added to the context in (7.12d). The assertion (content) remains unchanged.
This goes in line with Stalnaker’s [1974] idea of separating content and context:

First remark: semantics, as contrasted with pragmatics, can mean
either the study of meaning or the study of context. [. . . ] Second
remark: in recommending a separation of content and context I am
not suggesting that there is no interaction between them. Far from it.
The semantic rules which determine the content of a sentence may do
so only relative to the context in which it is uttered. [Stalnaker, 1974]

The interaction between content and context is accomplished here via the ex-
ception raising mechanism: an exception is raised if a particular content contained
in the sentence cannot be selected or proved in the context of the discourse. This
is demonstrated in more details in the next example.



Example 7.4. Assume that Tom knows that John loves Mary is uttered in a discourse which meaning D is defined
in (7.13), where context ctjm contains only knowledge that there exist individuals named “Tom”, “John” and “Mary”, as
shown in (7.14):

D = λφ.∃(λt.(named “Tom”t) ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ φctjm))) (7.13)

ctjm = upd(named “Mary”m, upd(named “John”j, upd(named “Tom”t,>))) (7.14)

Below the meaning D updated with S is computed in accordance with Definition (7.12):

dupdg D S

= λφ. D(λe.gacc S e φ) (by (7.12a))

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λt.(named “Tom”t) ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ φctjm))))(λe.gacc S e φ)

→eval λφ.∃(λt.(named “Tom”t) ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ (λe.gacc S e φ)ctjm)))

→eval λφ.∃(λt.(named “Tom”t) ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ gacc S ctjm φ))) (7.15)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S ctjm φ) of (7.15):

S ctjm φ

= (λeφ.know(sel(named “Tom”)e)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)e)(sel(named “Mary”)e))e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧

φ(upd(ψ, e)))ctjmφ

→∗eval know(sel(named “Tom”)ctjm)(checkvalid(love(sel(named “John”)ctjm)(sel(named “Mary”)ctjm))ctjm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧

φ(upd(ψ, ctjm)) (7.16)

Since the environment ctjm contains knowledge about the existence of individuals Tom, John and Mary, the selection
function sel in (7.16) successfully returns corresponding variables resulting in (7.17):

know t (checkvalid (lovejm)ctjm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ(upd(ψ, ctjm)) (7.17)



However, the function checkvalid raises an exception in (7.17). This is caused by the fact that the proposition lovejm
cannot be proved based on the knowledge contained in the environment ctjm. The exception is handled according to (7.12d).
Therefore, the term (gacc S (upd(lovejm, ctjm)) φ) is evaluated next leading to (7.18):

know t (checkvalid(lovejm) (upd(lovejm, ctjm)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

∧φ (upd(ψ, upd(lovejm, ctjm))) (7.18)

This time the function checkvalid is able to prove lovejm based on the knowledge contained in the updated environment
upd(lovejm, ctjm) and it returns the proposition. This leads to (7.19):

know t (lovejm) ∧ φ(upd(know t (lovejm), upd(lovejm, ctjm))) (7.19)

Then, combining (7.15) with (7.19), the resulting meaning of the updated discourse is as follows:

λφ.∃(λt.(named “Tom”t) ∧ ∃(λj.(named “John”j) ∧ ∃(λm.(named “Mary”m) ∧ (know t (lovejm)∧ (7.20)

φ(upd(know t(lovejm), upd(lovejm, ctjm)))))))

�
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7.2 Conversational Implicatures

The framework presented in this dissertation can be extended to handle other
kinds of linguistic side effects such as conversational implicatures [Grice, 1975],
which are informally what is suggested by an utterance but neither explicitly said
nor entailed by the utterance.

Chapter 5 and in Section 7.1 showed, respectively, how presuppositions stem-
ming from referring expressions and factive verbs can be handled in framework
GLχ having an exception raising and handling mechanism. Triggering of a pre-
supposition requires a search for a proof of the required property in the context. If
the search fails, an exception is raised. The code that handles the exception cor-
responds to accommodation of the presupposition. This section elaborates [Lebe-
deva and Woltzenlogel Paleo, 2010] and shows that a similar exception-based
approach can, at least in principle, be used for computing conversational impli-
catures.

7.2.1 Conversational Implicatures by Proof-Theoretical Ab-
duction

Although evidence of the study of abductive reasoning can be already found in
the work of Aristotle [350 BCE], Pierce is considered to be the first who explored
it broadly [Hobbs, 2004]. In [1955, p.151] Pierce characterizes abduction in the
following way:

[. . . ] the operation of adopting an explanatory hypothesis - which
is just what abduction is - was subject to certain conditions. Namely,
the hypothesis cannot be admitted, even as a hypothesis, unless it be
supposed that it would account for the facts or some of them. The
form of inference, therefore, is this:

The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.

More formally, the abduction problem can be defined as follows:

Definition 7.5. [Abduction problem] Let K be a theory (i.e. a set of formulas).
Let F be a formula such that K 2 F . The abduction problem is concerned
with finding a set of statements S such that K ∪ S � F .

Note that, in unrestricted form as defined in 7.5, the problem is trivial: it is
sufficient to take S equal to {F}. Therefore, usually some kind of minimality is
required for the set S.
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The explanation of certain natural language phenomena via abductive reason-
ing has already been proposed in [Hobbs et al., 1993]. One of the most intriguing
applications of this approach is computing conversational implicatures. Indeed,
conversational implicatures are related to abductive reasoning in the sense that
“an implicature can be viewed as an abductive move for the sake of achieving the
best interpretation” [Hobbs, 2004].1

The abductive approach of computing implicatures involves trying to prove
the interpretation (logical form) of an uttered sentence in the current knowledge
base:

By [. . . ] [prove the logical form of the sentence] we mean “prove,
or derive in the logical sense, from the predicate calculus axioms in the
knowledge base, the logical form that has been produced by syntactic
analysis and semantic translation of the sentence.” [Hobbs, 2004]

The failure to find a proof requires abduction, which adds to the knowledge base
facts necessary for the proof. These facts are exactly the implicatures of the
sentence in the original knowledge base.

Adopting this scheme to a dialogue, imagine a sentence S was uttered by A.
The hearer B tries to prove S from his/her knowledge and in the case of failure,
B abduces the implicatures of S and accommodates them as new knowledge.
Hence, with respect to a dialogue, the knowledge base can be understood as the
knowledge of the hearer of an uttered sentence.

Hobbs et al. [1993] develop their abductive approach under the assumption
that the logical form of the sentence and the knowledge base are given. The
framework developed in this dissertation can be extended to incorporate an ab-
ductive reasoning system. Therefore, the resulting framework would not only
have an abduction mechanism, but also be able to apply it compositionally as it
has means for compositional computation of logical forms of sentences and update
of the knowledge base.

Informally, the abductive approach can be integrated in frameworg GLχ in the
following way. Consider the context c as a representation of the knowledge base
(assuming that context is defined as a set of formulas). During the processing
of the discourse, a proof of the current sentence from the axioms contained in
the context is performed. If the search fails, an exception is raised. Handling the
exception consists of abducing facts that are needed to complete the failed proofs.
The abduced facts are the implicatures of the sentence, they are computed from
the failed proofs and added to the context c.

To see how it works on an example, first imagine that the participant B of
the future dialogue knows the following statements (she/he could have acquired
it based on personal experience or previous conversations).

1Hobbs et al. [1993] use a technique called weighted abduction as a criteria for determining
the best proof. In brief, they assign certain weights to propositions and the goal is to construct
a proof with minimal weight.
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• Everybody dates only one person.

• Dating implies going out.

• Jane dates Vincent.

• Vincent and Tom are different persons.

The corresponding knowledge base (i.e. context) is as follows:

• ∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y))

• ∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y))

• D(j, v)

• v 6= t

Now, keeping the knowledge base of B in mind, consider that A says the following:

A: Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.

What happens in B’s mind can be modelled according to the following scheme.
First of all, B checks if A’s statement is entailed by B’s knowledge base. This
requires a search for a proof of the logical interpretation G(j, t) of A’s sentence
from the formulas contained in B’s context:2

v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)

B realizes that A’s statement cannot be entailed from B’s knowledge because
B fails to find a proof. Indeed, B cannot complete the proof search and ends up
with partial proofs as shown below:

` D(j, t) G(j, t) ` G(j, t) →l
D(j, t)→ G(j, t) ` G(j, t)

∀l∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)
wl

v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)

The proof search can be defined in a way that it raises an exception
UnprovablePropExc if the proof is not found (analogously to exceptions raised
when the selection function sel cannot find a required individual in the context
(Chapter 5) and the checking-validity function checkvalid fails to prove a propo-
sition in the context (Section 7.1)). The abduction of the needed facts should be
performed, then, by the handler of UnprovablePropExc. In the current example
B concludes (abduces), based on his/her knowledge, that Jane dates Tom:

2The framework is independent of the proof calculus used, in the same way as it is indepen-
dent of the anaphora resolution algorithm in sel. Here and further on the sequent calculus is
used due to its convenience.
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D(j, t) ` D(j, t) G(j, t) ` G(j, t) →l
D(j, t)→ G(j, t) ` G(j, t)

∀l∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)
wl

v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)

Fixing the proof requires the downward propagation of the abduced facts:

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) G(j, t) ` G(j, t) →l
D(j, t), D(j, t)→ G(j, t) ` G(j, t)

∀l
D(j, t),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)

wl
D(j, t), v 6= t,D(j, v),W,∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)) ` G(j, t)

where W is ∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧ D(z, x) → ¬D(z, y)). This corresponds to adding
the abduced knowledge to B’s knowledge base:

• Everybody dates only one person: ∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y))

• Dating implies going out: ∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y))

• Jane dates Vincent: D(j, v)

• Vincent and Tom are different persons: v 6= t

• Jane dates Tom: D(j, t)

However, updating the context with the abduced fact leads, in this case, to a
unsatisfiable context. The next section discusses this issue in detail.

7.2.2 Conversational Implicatures by Correcting the Con-
text

This subsection continues with pragmatical investigation of how correcting the
context, after adding the abduced fact that Jane dates Tom, can cause new
conversational implicatures. This can result in different responses of B to A’s
statement that Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.

Adding the abduced fact to B’s knowledge base, resulted in an unsatisfiable
knowledge base. A sequent calculus refutation is shown below:

v 6= t ` v 6= t D(j, v) ` D(j, v) ∧r
v 6= t,D(j, v) ` t 6= v,D(j, v)

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) ¬l¬D(j, t), D(j, t) ` →l
v 6= t,D(j, v), (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)), D(j, t) `

∀l
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)), D(j, t) `

wl
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)), D(j, t) `
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Analyzing this proof, it is possible to see that the following facts are necessary
for the refutation:

v 6= t

D(j, v)

∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y))

D(j, t)

Therefore, removal of (at least) one of these facts makes the knowledge base
consistent again.

This can be implemented in GLχ by defining a function con that checks con-
sistensy of a knowledge base and raises exception InconsistentContextExc if
the knowledge base is inconsistent. The handler of InconsistentContextExc

should perform the analysis of the proof to make the knowledge base consistent.
B has a choice of which fact can be eliminated. By choosing one of them,

B might need to confirm with A if what he/she is going to reject in his/her
current knowledge indeed does not hold (according to A) any more. B does it by
responding to A’s utterance with a sentence, which meaning is the negated fact
to be removed.

Assume, for example, that B chooses to reconsider B’s knowledge about Jane
dating Vincent, i.e. B decides to remove the fact D(j, v) from the knowledge
base:

v 6= t ` v 6= t D(j, v) ` D(j, v) ∧r
v 6= t,D(j, v) ` t 6= v,D(j, v)

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) ¬l¬D(j, t), D(j, t) ` →l
v 6= t,D(j, v), (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)), D(j, t) `

∀l
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)), D(j, t) `

wl
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)), D(j, t) `

This corresponds to the conversational implicature that Jane does not date Vin-
cent. B reacts by exclaiming his surprise:

A: Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.
B: Ah! So, Jane is not dating Vincent anymore!

Another option for B is to reject the fact that everybody dates only one person
∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)) or, its instantiation that Jane dates only
one person (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)):

v 6= t ` v 6= t D(j, v) ` D(j, v) ∧r
v 6= t,D(j, v) ` t 6= v,D(j, v)

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) ¬l¬D(j, t), D(j, t) ` →l
v 6= t,D(j, v), (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)), D(j, t) `

∀l
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)), D(j, t) `

wl
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)), D(j, t) `

B’s response can, therefore, be something like the following:
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A: Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.
B: Jane is cheating on Vincent! Uhhh!

B can also consider “Vincent” and “Tom” as names of the same person, and
thus remove the fact v 6= t from his or her knowledge base:3

v 6= t ` v 6= t D(j, v) ` D(j, v) ∧r
v 6= t,D(j, v) ` t 6= v,D(j, v)

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) ¬l¬D(j, t), D(j, t) ` →l
v 6= t,D(j, v), (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)), D(j, t) `

∀l
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)), D(j, t) `

wl
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)), D(j, t) `

Then B can continue the dialogue by telling A that B is already aware that Jane
and Tom/Vincent are dating:4

A: Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.
B: Ah ya! Indeed, she is dating Vincent.

The final possibility for B is not to accept the abduced fact D(j, t), i.e. reject
the implicature that Jane dates Tom:

v 6= t ` v 6= t D(j, v) ` D(j, v) ∧r
v 6= t,D(j, v) ` t 6= v,D(j, v)

D(j, t) ` D(j, t) ¬l¬D(j, t), D(j, t) ` →l
v 6= t,D(j, v), (t 6= v ∧D(j, v)→ ¬D(j, t)), D(j, t) `

∀l
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)), D(j, t) `

wl
v 6= t,D(j, v),∀x∀y∀z.(x 6= y ∧D(z, x)→ ¬D(z, y)),∀x∀y.(D(x, y)→ G(x, y)), D(j, t) `

Then B can let A know that A is probably wrong:

A: Jane went out with Tom yesterday night.
B: No! It can’t be. Jane is dating Vincent and she is a faithful person.

The choice of the fact(s) to be removed should also be made in the handler of
InconsistentContextExc.

3This is a common case in Russian, for example, where almost every name has numerous
equivalent variants.

4This version of the dialogue appears to be strange because, in fact, “Tom” and “Vincent”
are different names. Imagine a similar dialogue with names “Alexander” and “Sasha” happens
in Russia (where these names are synonymous):

A: Jane went out with Alex yesterday night.
B: Ah ya! Indeed, she is dating Sasha.
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7.2.3 Additional exception handlers in discourse update

Based on the informal analysis of computing conversational implicatures in two
previous subsections, a new version of the discourse update function dupdg can
be defined. In particular, to handle exception UnprovablePropExc raised by the
failure to find the proof of an asserted statement (having logical formula F), an
additional handler (7.21d) that fixes the proof by abducing necessary facts should
be added. Moreover, to handle exception InconsistentContextExc caused by
updating the context e with a (abduced) fact, another handler (7.21e) that fixes
the context by removing axioms necessary for the refutation of e should be added.
Thus, the definition is as follows:

Definition 7.6. [Discourse update] Let D be an interpretation of a discourse
and S be an interpretation of a sentence. Then the function dupdg is defined
by Equation (7.21a), where gacc is a function of type ((γ → (γ → o) → o) →
γ → (γ → o) → o) that is responsible for global accommodation and is defined
in (7.21b)–(7.21e):

dupdg D S
.
= λφ. D(λe.gacc S e φ) (7.21a)

gacc S e φ
.
= checkprovable S e φ (7.21b)

handle (AbsentIndividualExc Q) with

∃(λx.(Qx) ∧ gacc S (upd(Qx, e)) φ) (7.21c)

handle (UnprovablePropExc F) with

gacc S (con(abd(F, e))) φ (7.21d)

handle (InconsistentContextExc e′) with

gacc S (makesat e′) φ (7.21e)

One of the novelties of dupdg above is the existence of the function checkprovable,
which is the very first function called in the body of gacc, as shown in (7.21b).
This function, more formally defined below, can raise UnprovablePropExc when
a proposition cannot be proven from a context:

Definition 7.7. Let S be an interpretation of a sentence, e be a context of type
o and φ be a term of type (γ → o). Then (checkprovable S e φ) is defined as
follows:

checkprovable S e φ
.
=

{
S e φ if e ` Se(λe.>)
raise (UnprovablePropExc (Se(λe.>))) otherwise

Thus, by raising UnprovablePropExc, the function checkprovable signals that
the stated proposition cannot be proven from the context of the previous dis-
course. The exception is handled in (7.21d) by abduction. Function abd takes a
formula F and a context e, constructs a proof of F from the axioms in e and returns
e updated with abduced facts. Abduced facts that are not equal to Se(λe.>) are
the conversational implicatures.
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Function con checks whether abduced facts cause inconsistency of the context
and raises exception InconsistentContextExc if this is the case:

Definition 7.8. Let e be a context of type o. Then con e is defined as follows:

con e =

{
e if consistent e
raise (InconsistentContextExc e) otherwise

Exception InconsistentContextExc is handled in (7.21e) with the function
makesat. This function makes the unsatisfiable context e satisfiable by removing
facts from it and returns the obtained satisfiable context.

Note that the exception UnprovablePropExc is handled in (7.21) differently
from (7.12). The former handler (7.12d) of this exception did not account for
possible inconsistency of the context caused by updating it with a presupposed
proposition. Consequently, it did not account for conversational implicatures
caused by this inconsistency. Moreover, in the new definition, the function upd is
replaced with the more general abd.

7.2.4 Simplifying Dynamization Function

The discourse update function dupdg defined in 7.21 allows to simplify the def-
inition of the dynamization function D defined in 4.27. Particularly, if dupdg
is used, there is no longer need to update the context with the original static
proposition when translating this static proposition into the dynamic equivalent.
Definition (4.36b), repeated in (7.22), can be simplified to (7.23):

Do[P]
.
= λeφ.Pe ∧ φ(upd(Pe, e)) (7.22)

Do[P]
.
= λeφ.Pe ∧ φe (7.23)

This simplification is possible due to the addition of checkprovable function as the
very first function called within gacc, which raises UnprovablePropExc when a
stated proposition cannot be proven in the previous context, and to the capacity
of the improved handler of UnprovablePropExc to abduce the proposition itself
in the context. The conservation theorem proven in Section 4.3.3 also holds
when (7.23) used instead of (7.22).

7.3 Presuppositions vs. Conversational Impli-

catures

Although presuppositions and conversational implicatures are different phenom-
ena, it is sometimes hard to differentiate them. Analysis of Sections 7.1 and 7.2
based on the dynamic approach proposed in this dissertation helps to characterize
the difference between presuppositions and implicatures more clearly.
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As summarized in Table 7.1, presuppositions and implicatures are similar in
some aspects and differ in others. The major difference is in their sources. Pre-
suppositions are caused by particular lexical items, called presupposition triggers.
Implicatures, however, occur by completely different means: they are side-effects
of a context change.

Presuppositions Implicatures1 Implicatures2

Source Lexical item
(called trigger)

Assertion w.r.t.
a context

Either assertion w.r.t.
a context
or presupposition ac-
commodated in a con-
text
or another implicature
accommodated in a
context

Reason for
exception
raising

Failure in finding the proof of a
proposition from the axioms con-
tained in the context.

Unsatisfiable context.

Exception
handling

Abducing what is missing in the
proofs. If the abduced formula
is exactly the proposition that was
searched in the context and now is
carried by the exception handler, it
is a presupposition. All other ab-
duced formulas are implicatures.

Removing those formu-
las from the context
that are necessary for
its refutation. Negat-
ing the removed for-
mulas (these negated
formulas are conver-
sational implicatures).
Adding these implica-
tures to the context.

Table 7.1: Comparison of presuppositions and two types of conversational impli-
catures.

Being part of the lexical meaning, presuppositions are always triggered. If
they are already part of the context (or can be derived from it), the corresponding
proposition is not added to the context.5 In contrast, conversational implicatures
are not pre-determined.

Table 7.1 distinguished two types of conversational implicatures. Implicatures
of the first type are caused by assertions with respect to some context. They
emerge as a result of abduction if the uttered assertion cannot be proved from

5This is often called “presupposition cancelling”. However, as Geurts [1999] also observes,
a presupposition can never be literally cancelled. It does always emerge and can sometimes be
anaphorically linked to an antecedent in the context.
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the axioms contained in the context. Therefore, this kind of implicature is similar
to presupposition in that they are both related to proof failure. Perhaps this is the
reason why they can be easily confused. Implicatures of the second type emerge
only when the context becomes inconsistent and they solve this inconsistency.

Since presuppositions of a sentence are always triggered one can talk about
presuppositions of a sentence independently of a context. However, one cannot
talk about implicatures of an independent sentence. A sentence can have impli-
catures only with respect to some context.

The logical form of a sentence must be computed before it can be added to
a discourse. Therefore, presuppositions, which are triggered by the sentence,
must emerge before implicatures, which emerge only due to some changes in the
context, i.e. during the discourse update. This answers Geurts’ [1999] question:

[. . . ] why is it that conversational implicatures may cancel presup-
positions and not the other way round? This question, which Gazdar
doesn’t answer, is especially urgent because one of the characteris-
tic features of conversational implicatures is precisely that they are
cancellable. [Geurts, 1999, p.66]

Propositions corresponding to presuppositions of a sentence go first into the
context. Adding these propositions can lead to unsatisfiability of the context.
This is when conversational implicatures (of the second type) come into force.
One way to fix the unsatisfiability can be to remove a presupposed fact P from
the context. The negation ¬P of this fact is the conversational implicature of the
sentence with respect to the context of the discourse being updated. This causes
an impression of ¬P cancelling P . In fact, the inconsistency caused by P leads
to implicating that ¬P , therefore, a presupposition can cause implicatures. The
other way around is simply impossible. A presupposition of a sentence cannot
“cancel” its implicatures with respect to a context simply because by the time
implicatures are computed, everything related to presuppositions of the sentence
in the discourse has been already resolved once and for all. Geurts’ intuition [1999]
is very close to this explanation:

[. . . ] it would seem that presuppositions at least logically precede
conversational implicatures, because they contribute to the proposi-
tion that an utterance expresses, on a given occasion, whereas con-
versational implicatures are derived from such propositions. In more
authentically Gricean terms: while conversational implicatures are de-
termined on the basis of ‘what is said’, presuppositions contribute to
what is said by a speaker on a given occasion. [Geurts, 1999, p.66]

A common feature of presuppositions and conversational implicatures is that
whether they emerge or not depends on the current context.6 Their emergence can

6Note the difference between triggering and emergence of a presupposition. A presupposition
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be implemented with exception raising and their accommodation in the context
can be implemented with exception handling.

Consider an example from [Levinson, 1983, p. 187]. Sentence (62a) contains
the presupposition triggering word before. When before is followed by a propo-
sition, the proposition becomes presupposed. Therefore, Sentence (62a) presup-
poses (62b):

(62) a. Sue cried before she finished her thesis.

b. She finished her thesis.

However, if the verb cried is substituted with died in (62b), as shown in (63a),
it seems that the presupposition is eliminated. In contrast, the sentence seem to
convey the message (63b) that Sue did not finish the thesis.

(63) a. Sue died before she finished her thesis.

b. She did not finish her thesis.

Levinson gives the following informal explanation:

[. . . ] the statement of (86)[(63a)] asserts that the event of Sue’s
death precedes the (anticipated) event of her finishing her thesis; since
we generally hold that people (and we assume Sue is a person) do not
do things after they die, it follows that she could not have finished her
thesis; this deduction from the entailments of the sentence together
with background assumptions about mortals, clashes with the pre-
supposition (85)[ (62b)]; the presupposition is therefore abandoned in
this context, or set of background beliefs [. . . ] [Levinson, 1983, p. 187]

A more formal explanation of the difference between (62a) and (63a) is attempted
below using framework GLχ. First of all, the interpretations of sentences should
be computed from interpretations of their lexical items. All lexical interpretations
now have the condition that a dynamic proposition does not update its context
with its own assertion, as explained in Subsection 7.2.4. The lexical item before
can cause a side effect of triggering two presuppositions. One presupposition is
related to the content of the clause that syntactically precedes before. Another
presupposition is related to the clause following before. Interpretation (7.24),
where P,Q are of type o and the term itself is of type (o → o → o), takes both
of these possible presuppositions into account:

˜[[before]] (7.24)

= λPQ.λeφ.before(checkvalid(Pe(λe.>))e)(checkvalid(Qe(λe.>))e) ∧ φe

is always triggered by its lexical item. Whether it emerges or not, however, depends on the
context with respect to which it is evaluated. It emerges when it cannot be derived from this
context.
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Now, having all lexical interpretations, it is possible to compute the meanings of
the sentences. The following example shows the major steps in the computation
of the meaning of (62a).

Example 7.9. [S, Sue cried before she finished her thesis.] The meaning of the
sentence Sue cried is as follows:

[[cried]] [̃[Sue]]→∗evalλeφ.cried(sel(named “Sue”)e) ∧ φe

The meaning of the sentence She finished her thesis is as follows:

[[finished]]([̃[her]][[thesis]]) [̃[she]]

→∗eval λeφ.finished(sel(λx.femalex)e)

(sel(λx.thesisx ∧ poss(sel(λy.femaley)e)x)e) ∧ φe

Now it is possible to compute the meaning S of the sentence Sue cried before she
finished her thesis :

S = ˜[[before]]([[finished]] [[thesis]] [̃[she]])([[cried]] [̃[Sue]])

→∗eval λeφ.before(checkvalid(cried(sel(named “Sue”)e))e)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)e)

(sel(λx.thesisx∧
poss(sel(λy.femaley)e)x)e))e) ∧ φe

�

The next step is to update the meaning of the preceding discourse with the
computed meaning of the new sentence, resolve presuppositional exceptions and
accommodate presuppositions in the context (if necessary). Below this is done
for the sentence (62a):

Example 7.10. [dupdg D S] Assume that Sue cried before she finished her thesis
is uttered in a discourse, which meaning D is defined in (7.25), with context cst,
shown in (7.26) and containing the following knowledge:

• there exists an individual named “Sue”

• there exists a thesis that belongs to Sue

• an individual cannot perform an action intrinstic to live individuals after
dying

• to finish something is an action of live individuals
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D = λφ.∃(λt.(named “Sue”s) ∧ ∃(λt.thesis t ∧ poss s t ∧ φcst)) (7.25)

cst = upd(named “Sue”s,

upd((thesis t ∧ poss s t), (7.26)

upd(∀xa.(C(a)→ ¬(ax ∧ before(diex, ax))),

upd(C(finish),

>))))

Updating D with S leads to the term (7.27):

dupdg D S

= λφ. D(λe.gacc S e φ) (by (7.21a))

= λφ. (λφ.∃(λt.(named “Sue”s) ∧ ∃(λt.thesis t ∧ poss s t ∧ φcst)))
(λe.gacc S e φ)

→∗eval λφ. ∃(λt.(named “Sue”s) ∧ ∃(λt.thesis t ∧ poss s t ∧ gacc S cst φ))
(7.27)

The computation continues in the subterm (gacc S cst φ) of (7.27). By (7.21b)
gacc first attempts to compute (checkprovable S cst φ) which, by Definition (7.7),
checks whether cst ` S cst (λe.>) holds. Term (S cst (λe.>)) β-reduces as follows:

S cst (λe.>)

= (λeφ.before(checkvalid(cried(sel(named “Sue”)e))e)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)e)

(sel(λx.thesisx ∧ poss(sel(λy.femaley)e)x)e))e) ∧ φe) cst (λe.>)

→∗eval before(checkvalid(cried(sel(named “Sue”)cst))cst)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)cst)

(sel(λx.thesisx ∧ poss(sel(λy.femaley)cst)x)cst))cst) (7.28)

Since the context cst contains knowledge about the existence of Sue and her
thesis, the selection functions sel in (7.28) successfully returns corresponding vari-
ables leading to (7.29):

checkprovable (before(checkvalid(crieds)cst)(checkvalid(finished s t)cst))
(7.29)

However, checkvalid functions raise exceptions in (7.29). This is caused by the
fact that the propositions (crieds) and (finished s t) cannot be proven based on
the knowledge contained in the context cst. Each of these exceptions is handled
in turn according to (7.21d). Assume (UnprovablePropExc (crieds)) is handled
first:

gacc S (con(abd(crieds, cst)) φ
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abd(crieds, cst) abduces exactly crieds in cst and the resulting context is satis-
fiable. Consequently, con returns this context, abbreviated below as cstc:

gacc S cstc φ

The evaluation continues with computing (checkprovable S cstc φ), according
to (7.21b), where it is checked whether cstc ` S cstc (λe.>) holds. However, the
exception (UnprovablePropExc (finished s t)) is raised as (finished s t) cannot
be proven from the knowledge contained in the context cstc. The exception is
handled according to (7.21d):

gacc S (con(abd(finishedst, cstc)) φ

abd(finished s t, cstc) abduces (finished s t) in cstc resulting in a satisfiable
context. Consequently, con returns this satisfiable context, abbreviated below as
cstcf :

gacc S cstcf φ

The evaluation proceeds with computing (checkprovable S cstcf φ), as defined
in (7.21b). The checkprovable function checks whether cstcf ` S cstcf (λe.>) and,
since there is no such a derivation, raises another exception
(UnprovablePropExc (before(crieds)(finished s t))) (since now checkvalid is
able to prove (crieds) and (finished s t) from the knowledge contained in the
context cstcf ). The handler of this exception calls the abd function that abduces
exactly (before(crieds)(finished s t)) in cstcf , leading to a new consistent con-
text cstcfb.

In the next call of gacc with arguments S, cstcfb and φ, (S cstcfb (λe.>)) can be
derived from cstcfb. Therefore, (checkprovable S cstcfb φ) returns (S cstcf φ) that
β-reduces as follows:

S cstcfb φ

= (λeφ.before(checkvalid(cried(sel(named “Sue”)e))e)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)e)

(sel(λx.thesisx ∧ poss(sel(λy.femaley)e)x)e))e)∧
φe)cstcfbφ

→∗eval before(checkvalid(cried(sel(named “Sue”)cstcfb))cstcfb)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)cstcfb)

(sel(λx.thesisx∧
poss(sel(λy.femaley)cstcfb)x)cstcfb))cstcfb) ∧ φcstcfb

= before(checkvalid(crieds)cstcfb)(checkvalid(finished s t)cstcfb) ∧ φcstcfb
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This time the two calls of the checkvalid function are able to prove (crieds) and
(finished s t) from the knowledge contained in the context cstcfb, returning the
propositions themselves. This leads to (7.30):

before(crieds)(finished s t) ∧ φcstcfb (7.30)

The final interpretation (7.31) of the the meaning of discourse D updated with
the sentence Sue cried before she finished her thesis can be seen by combining
terms (7.27) and (7.30):

λφ.∃(λt.(named “Sue” s) ∧
∃(λt.thesis t ∧

poss s t ∧ (7.31)

before (cried s) (finished s t) ∧
φ cstcfb))

The full form of the context cstcfb in (7.30) is shown below:

cstcfb = upd(before (cried s) (finished s t),

upd(finished s t,

upd(cried s, (7.32)

upd(named “Sue” s,

upd(thesis t ∧ poss s t,

upd(∀xa.(C(a)→ ¬(ax ∧ before(diex, ax))),

upd(C(finish),>)))))))

Summing up, it has been computed that the sentence Sue cried before she
finished her thesis presupposes that Sue cried and that Sue finished her thesis.
The sentence does not implicate anything with respect to the context (7.26).

�

Now, recall Sentence (63a), Sue died before she finished her thesis. Analo-
gously, to (62a), Sentence (63a) presupposes that Sue died and that Sue finished
her thesis. The computation of these presuppositions is very similar to the com-
putation of presuppositions for Sentence (62a) in Example (7.10) (the only dif-
ference is that cried is everywhere substituted for died). Example (7.11) shows
interpretation S′ of Sentence (63a) and major steps of updating D with S′:

Example 7.11.

S′ = ˜[[before]]([[finished]] [[thesis]] [̃[she]])([[died]] [̃[Sue]])

→∗eval λeφ.before(checkvalid(died(sel(named “Sue”)e))e)

(checkvalid(finished(sel(λx.femalex)e)

(sel(λx.thesisx∧
poss(sel(λy.femaley)e)x)e))e) ∧ φe
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dupdg D S′

= λφ.D(λe.gacc S′ e φ)

= λφ.(λφ.∃(λt.(named “Sue”s) ∧ ∃(λt.thesis t ∧ poss s t ∧ φcst)))
(λe.gacc S′ e φ)

→∗eval λφ.∃(λs.(named “Sue”s) ∧ ∃(λt.thesis t ∧ poss s t ∧ gacc S′ cst φ))
(7.33)

Analogously to the previous example, where the same discourse is updated
with Sentence (62a), there are several exceptions during the computation in the
subterm (gacc S′ cst φ), particularly

• (checkvalid (died s) cst) raises (UnprovablePropExc (died s)). The handler
abduces the fact (died s) in cst, leading to the consistent context cstd.

• (checkvalid (finished s t) cstd) raises (UnprovablePropExc (finished s t)).
The handler abduces the fact (finished s t) leading to the consistent context
cstdf .

• (checkprovable (before (died s) (finsihed s t))) raises
(UnprovablePropExc (checkprovable(before(died s)(finsihed s t)))). The
handler abduces the fact (before(died s)(finsihed s t)) in estdf leading to
the inconsistent, as shown below, context cstdfb.

It is possible to refute the knowledge base of the context cstdfb with the following
proof:

C(f) ` C(f)

f(s, t) ` f(s, t) b(d(s), f(s, t)) ` b(d(s), f(s, t)) ∧r
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)) ` f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t)) ¬l

f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)),¬(f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t))) ` →l
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)), C(f)→ ¬(f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t))), C(f) `

∀l
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)),∀xa.(C(a)→ ¬(a(x) ∧ b(d(x), a(x)))), C(f) `

wl
f(s, t),d(s),b(d(s), f(s, t)), cst `

Therefore, exception (InconsistentContextExc cstdfb) is raised. This exception
is handled as defined in (7.21e). Thus, the makesat function chooses facts that
cause unsatisfiability and removes them from the context. There are a few possi-
bilities of which proposition can be removed to make the knowledge base in the
context satisfiable. They are all highlighted in red in the proof below.

C(f) ` C(f)

f(s, t) ` f(s, t) b(d(s), f(s, t)) ` b(d(s), f(s, t)) ∧r
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)) ` f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t)) ¬l

f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)),¬(f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t))) ` →l
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)), C(f)→ ¬(f(s, t) ∧ b(d(s), f(s, t))), C(f) `

∀l
f(s, t),b(d(s), f(s, t)),∀xa.(C(a)→ ¬(a(x) ∧ b(d(x), a(x)))), C(f) `

wl
f(s, t),d(s),b(d(s), f(s, t)), cst `
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Two of them, particularly, the proposition C(f) meaning that to finish some-
thing is an action of live objects and the formula C(f)→ ¬(f(s, t)∧b(d(s), f(s, t)))
meaning that since the action of finishing something is the action of live objects,
it is not possible for Sue to finish the thesis after dying. It is difficult to reject
these facts. They are axioms.

Another possibility is to remove the proposition b(d(s), f(s, t)). Since this
proposition is actually what is asserted by the sentence, the removal of the propo-
sition would mean that the hearer is (for some reason) not willing to accept the
assertion itself.

The final possibility is the proposition f(s, t) (remember that it appeared in
the context as a presupposition of the sentence). Removal of f(s, t) results in the
implicature that Sue did not finish the thesis. This is exactly what is observed
in (63b). Now, the new implicature can be added to the context, leading to the
context cstdbn shown in (7.34):7

cstdbn = upd(¬finished s t,

upd(before (died s) (finished s t),

upd(died s, (7.34)

upd(named “Sue” s,

upd(thesis t ∧ poss s t,

upd(∀xa.(C(a)→ ¬(ax ∧ before(diex, ax))),

upd(C(finish),>)))))))

Finally, evaluation of S′ cstdbn φ leads to (7.35):

before(dieds)(finishedst) ∧ φcstdbn (7.35)

The final interpretation (7.36) of the the meaning of discourse D updated
with the sentence Sue died before she finished her thesis can be seen by combining
terms (7.33) and (7.35):

λφ.∃(λt.(named “Sue” s) ∧
∃(λt.thesis t ∧

poss s t ∧ (7.36)

before (died s) (finished s t) ∧
φ cstdbn))

Summing up, it has been computed that the sentence Sue died before she
finished her thesis presupposes that Sue died and that Sue finished her thesis.

7It is also possible to make a simple negation of a fact leading to unsatisfiablity instead of
removing it from the context and adding its negation. However, the former seem to be more
natural.
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However, since the latter presupposition causes the unsatisfiability of the context
cstdfb, it is erased and its negation is the conversational implicature of the sentence
with respect to the context (7.26). �

Examples 7.10 and 7.11 illustrated an important distinction between the no-
tions of presupposition and conversational implicatures. In these examples two
syntactically similar sentences that differ only in one word were uttered in the
same discourse but lead to different computation of the updated discourse. Ini-
tially, both sentences caused analogous side effects corresponding to presuppo-
sition triggering. These side effects were handled by abducing the presupposed
facts into the context. The abduction of the presupposed facts corresponds to
presupposition accommodation. The accommodation of the presupposed facts
did not cause any additional side-effects in the case of the sentence Sue cried
before she finished her thesis (Example 7.10). It did, however, in the case of the
sentence Sue died before she finished her thesis (Example 7.11): the resulting con-
text became inconsistent. Handling this inconsistency required removing a fact
from the context; and the negation of this fact is the conversational implicature
of this sentence with respect to the initial context.

As another example, consider the following sentence from [Beaver, 2001, p.144]
and assume that it was uttered in an empty discourse:

(64) If Bertha is not in the kitchen, then Anna realises that Bertha is in the
attic.

The factive verb realises triggers a presupposition that Bertha is in the attic:
in attic b. The presupposition is triggered in the “then”-clause of the conditional,
therefore it should be evaluated with respect to the context made of the initial
(empty) context and the assertion of the “if”-clause (¬(in kitchen b)). However,

¬(in kitchen b) 0 in attic b

There are two possible ways to handle this. One of the ways is to abduce the
presupposition itself (in blue):

in attic b,¬ (in kitchen b) ` in attic b

This would mean that the presupposition of the sentence is accommodated in the
given empty context.

Another possibility is to abduce the following fact (in blue):

¬ (in kitchen b)→ in attic b,¬ (in kitchen b) ` in attic b

The abduced fact is the conversational implicature that can be spelled as “if
Bertha is not in the kitchen, then Bertha is in the attic”.

Which of these two possibilities should be preferred by the system is a matter
of pragmatic constraints.
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This chapter informally presented some possible extensions of framework GLχ
(gradually developed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6) for handling presuppositions (par-
ticularly, presuppositions triggered by factive verbs) and conversational implica-
tures. On the one hand, the chapter illustrated that the framework has a potential
to be adapted for even more complex natural language phenomena and presented
general informal analyses of some of these phenomena in GLχ. On the other
hand, the chapter assumed that solutions to many issues needed for a complete
formalization of the discussed phenomena are provided. Among them are the
formalization of the abduction function abd and the formalization of the makesat
function that chooses which facts to be removed from unsatisfiable context to
make it satisfiable. Moreover, a suitable theorem prover should stand behind
functions checkvalid and checkprovable. These issues are possible directions for
future research.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

The goal of showing that semantics of discourse dynamics can be compositionally
expressed with standard well-established mathematical methods was successfully
achieved. The proposed framework GLχ expresses dynamic meanings using only
simply-typed lambda calculus and classical logic and they are obtained with a
precisely defined translation from equivalent static lexical interpretations.

8.1 Summary of Results

Taking de Groote’s [2006] continuation-based frameworks G0 (Section 4.1) and
G (Section 4.2) as the basis, this dissertation gradually extended them to a sub-
stantially more expressive continuation-based framework with exceptions.

Section 4.3 defined the framework GL. Context in this framework has a more
realistic structure than in G0 and G and can contain knowledge (viewed, for
example, as a conjunction of formulas). Moreover, contexts are treated in GL
in a more sophisticated way (e.g. dynamic individuals are defined as functions
from contexts) and information can be extracted from contexts based on given
descriptive contents. Moreover, a conservation result that guarantees that every-
thing expressible in static semantics can be expressed in GL is proved.

Chapter 5 illustrated on examples how dynamic meanings of lexical items
are constructed and how dynamic meanings of sentences are computed. While
conventional lexical items can be transformed into their dynamic counterparts
simply by applying precisely defined dynamization rules, interpretations of un-
conventional items require additional modifications expressing their potential to
cause linguistic side-effects. This potential is formalized with an exception raising
mechanism and Section 5.2 showed how this mechanism is employed for interpret-
ing familiarity presuppositions triggered by referring expressions. Regardless of
whether dynamic terms interpret conventional items or items with potential side-
effects, they (and their compositions) can be represented compactly in a form
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reminiscent of original Montague’s interpretation.
A potential side-effect of a sentence comes into force, i.e. an exception is raised,

when its interpretation is evaluated with respect to some context. A discourse
has a concrete context in GL and thus, when an interpretation of a discourse
is updated with an interpretation of a sentence, this context is passed as one
of the arguments to the interpretation of the sentence (due to the employment
the continuation-passing technique). Then, if the sentence has, for example, a
referring expression with a descriptive content P (formalized as a property), its
interpretation can raise an exception depending whether the provided context
contains an individual that matches the property P or not. If there is such an
individual in the context, it is simply retrieved and is used in the remaining
computation. Otherwise, an exception carrying property P is raised, propagated
and handled by the discourse update function. The handler of this exception
introduces an existentially quantified variable that satisfies P and updates the
context with this new knowledge. This corresponds to global accommodation of
a familiarity presupposition.

Chapter 6 defined the framework GLχ, which extends the language and cal-
culus of GL with constructors and evaluation rules related to exception raising
and handling. Framework GLχ successfully handles the presupposition projection
problem in conditionals and the binding problem.

Chapter 7 envisaged how the framework can be extended even further and il-
lustrated the possibility to handle semantic and (some) pragmatic phenomena in a
unified framework. It described how presuppositions triggered by the factive verb
know and presuppositions triggered by before can be interpreted; and outlined an
approach to deal with some conversational implicatures. Finally, it demonstrated
that it is possible to draw an intuitive comparison between presuppositions and
conversational implicatures using the terminology of GLχ.

8.2 Comparison with Related Work

Below GLχ is compared with related work on formal semantics, specifically with
Discourse Representation Theory, Dynamic Predicate Logic and Dynamic Mon-
tague Grammar, reviewed in Chapter 2. For the comparison, the simpler defini-
tions of GLχ’s restricted versions G and GL, defined in Chapter 4, suffice.

8.2.1 Discourse Representation Theory

Since framework GL defines meanings of natural language expressions in a lan-
guage that is a superset of the language of first-order logic, the translation �
of discourse representation structures into first-order logic formulas, shown in
Subsection 2.2.1 and repeated below, can be used in GL in a straightforward way.
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Translation � from DRT to FOL:

• {{x1, . . . , xn}{C1, . . . , Cm}}�
.
= ∃x1, . . . xn.C

�
1 ∧ · · · ∧ C�m

• C� .
= C

• (¬C)�
.
= ¬C�

For example, the DRS (8.1) can be easily incorporated in a expression in GL in
the following way:

λeφ.{{x1, . . . , xn}{C1, . . . , Cm}}� ∧ φe∗
.
= λeφ.∃x1, . . . xn.C

�
1 ∧ · · · ∧ C�m ∧ φe∗

where e∗ is the environment e possibly updated with knowledge related to vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn. Note that since φ is applied to e∗, the content contained in the
DRS falls in the scope of continuation of the λ-term.

x1 . . . xn
C1
...
Cm

(8.1)

Moreover, framework GL is capable of simulating DRT’s accessibility constraints.
Recall, for example, the meaning (5.66), repeated below in (8.2) (assuming that
the anaphora is resolved, i.e. that sel returns y), of Sentence (65):

(65) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

λeφ.∀(λx.fx→ ∀(λy.(dy ∧ oxy)→ bxy)) ∧ φe (8.2)

Note that the context that is given to the continuation φ as an argument is just
a variable e of type γ. It is not updated with variables x and y and properties
related to them. Since the context provided to the continuation does not contain
x and y, they are not accessible for the selection functions sel possibly occurring
in the interpretations of new sentences of the discourse. This directly corresponds
to the accessibility constraint in DRT.

8.2.2 Dynamic Predicate Logic

As mentioned in Section 2.2, DPL, at least as it is presented in [Groenendijk
and Stokhof, 1991] does not provide a translation from natural language to the
language of DPL. In contrast, this dissertation is focused exactly on providing a
translation from natural language to the language of continuation based-dynamic
logic. This makes it impossible to make a direct comparison between DPL and
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GLχ (as well as its predecessors G and GL). Nevertheless, it is still possible to
compare the frameworks by defining certain translations between their different
levels. Since, among G, GL and GLχ, the closest to DPL w.r.t. expressive power
is G, translations between G and DPL are defined subsequently.

Consider Figure 8.1. The missing translation hDPL of natural language into
the language of DPL is represented by the dashed arrow. The translation hG
of natural language into the language GL of continuation-based dynamic logic is
represented by the green arrow.

Natural
language

Figure 8.1: Comparison between DPL and G.

What Groenendijk and Stokhof [1991] define is a translation sDPL of the lan-
guage of DPL into binary relations on states DPLS. This translation is illustrated
with the black solid arrow.

There are two possible ways to compare DPL and G. One possibility is to
define a translation sG (red arrow) of the language of G into relations on states
GS and to compare GS with DPLS. Another possibility is to define a translation
tλDPL (shorter light blue arrow) of the language DPLL of DPL into a new language
DPLλL and to compare DPLλL with the language GL of G. These two comparisons
are presented in more details below.
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Comparison 1

DPL interprets propositions as binary relations on states and its semantics is
defined as the following translation from DPLL to DPLS (solid black arrow):

Definition 8.1. [Translation sDPL] Let A,B and P be terms in DPLL of type o.
Let h, g and k be assignments of values to variables (a.k.a. states). Translation
sDPL : DPLL → DPLS is defined as follows:

(A)sDPL
= {〈g, h〉 | h = g ∧ h |= A}

(¬P )sDPL
= {〈g, h〉 | h = g ∧ ¬(∃k. 〈h, k〉 ∈ (P )sDPL

)}
(A ∧B)sDPL

= {〈g, h〉 | ∃k. 〈g, k〉 ∈ (A)sDPL
∧ 〈k, h〉 ∈ (B)sDPL

}
(∃i.P )sDPL

= {〈g, h〉 | ∃k. k[i]g ∧ 〈k, h〉 ∈ (P )sDPL
}

Thus, for every proposition P , (P )sDPL
is in 2(S×S).

A similar translation sG (red arrow) of propositions in GL into relations defined
on states can be defined:

Definition 8.2. [Translation sG] Let S, the set of states, be the semantic domain
that interprets γ. The translation sG : GL → GS is defined as follows:

(A)sG = {〈g,H〉 | g ∈ H ∧ g |= A}
( ∼ P )sG = {〈g,H〉 | g ∈ H ∧ 〈g, S〉 /∈ (P )sG}

(AfB)sG = {〈g,H〉 | 〈g, {h | 〈h,H〉 ∈ (B)sG}〉 ∈ (A)sG}
(Σix.P )sG = {〈g,H〉 | ∃x.〈(x, i) :: g,H〉 ∈ (P )sG}

Note that sG interprets propositions not just as relations between states, but
as relations betweens states and sets of states: for each proposition P , (P )sG is
in 2(S×2S). Therefore, sG is richer than sDPL and avoids existentially quantified
states and equality relations on states by using set inclusion. Moreover, there
exists a canonical embedding (larger blue arrow) of DPLS into GS:

Definition 8.3. [Embedding of DPLS into GS] Let R be set of pair of states (in
2(S×S)) in DPLS, the embedding d·eS of DPLS into GS is as follows:

dReS
.
= {〈g,H〉 | ∃h. h ∈ H ∧ 〈g, h〉 ∈ R}

dReS is in 2(S×2S).

Note that there is a correspondence between types constructed from γ and o and
sets constructed from S and the cross product powerset operations:

[γ] ≈ S

[α1 → α2 → · · · → αn → o] ≈ 2[α1]×[α2]×···×[αn]

Consequently, the type (γ → (γ → o)→ o) corresponds to the set 2(S×2S).
The following translation tGDPL (longer light blue arrow) of DPLL to GL can

be defined:
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Definition 8.4. [Translation tGDPL] Let A,B and P be propositions. The trans-
lation tGDPL : DPLL → GL is defined as follows:

(A)tGDPL
= A

(¬P )tGDPL
= ∼ (P )tGDPL

(A ∧B)tGDPL
= (A)tGDPL

f (B)tGDPL

(∃i.P )tGDPL
= Σix.(P )tGDPL

Theorem 8.5. Let P be a proposition. Then the following equivalence holds:

d(P )sDPL
eS = ((P )tGDPL

)sG

by postulating

g[i]h iff ∃x.(h = (x, i) :: g)

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of P . �

By Theorem 8.5, transforming DPLL to GL and interpreting the result in GS

according to sG is equivalent to DPL’s original semantics.

Comparison 2

Each proposition A in DPLL can be translated into a term of type (γ → γ → o)
in DPLλL in a way that reflects the semantics of DPL. The translation is given by
the following definition:

Definition 8.6. [Translation tλDPL] Let T of type o be an atomic proposition,
P,A, and B of type o be propositions, g, h and k be variables of type γ. The
translation tλDPL : DPLL → DPLλL is defined as follows:

(T )tλDPL

.
= λgh. h = g ∧ T (8.3a)

(¬P )tλDPL

.
= λgh. h = g ∧ ¬(∃k.(P )tλDPL

hk) (8.3b)

(A ∧B)tλDPL

.
= λgh. ∃k. (A)tλDPL

gk ∧ (B)tλDPL
kh (8.3c)

(∃x.P )tλDPL

.
= λgh. ∃k. k[x]g ∧ (P )tλDPL

kh (8.3d)

The resulting language DPLλL can be compared with GL.
Note that DPLλL has the existential quantifier in the definitions of nega-

tion (8.3b) and conjunction (8.3c) and a subterm with equality in the definitions
of the atomic proposition (8.3a) and negation (8.3b). DPL uses these existential
quantifications and equalities in order to constraint the pairs of states that rep-
resent the final interpretation. Because of that, the final interpretation in DPLλL
would have chains of equalities of the form · · · ∧ g = g′ ∧ · · · ∧ g′ = g′′ ∧ . . . and
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some deductive reasoner would be required for establishing the final interpreta-
tion of a sentence. In G, however, there is no need for this kind of equalities and
existential quantification. All necessary restrictions that natural language poses
on a model are interpreted using β-reduction only.

A canonical embedding (smaller blue arrow) of DPLλL into GL can be defined:

Definition 8.7. [Embedding of DPLλL into GL] Let A be a term of type (γ →
γ → o) in DPLλL, the embedding d·eL of DPLλL into GL is as follows:

dAeL
.
= λeφ.∃e′. φ e′ ∧ A e e′

dAeL is of type (γ → (γ → o)→ o).

Theorem 8.8. Let A,B and P be terms of type o in DPLL. Then the following
logical equivalences hold:

d(A)tλDPL
eL ≡ A

d(¬P )tλDPL
eL ≡ ∼ d(P )tλDPL

eL
d(A ∧B)tλDPL

eL ≡ d(A)tλDPL
eL f d(B)tλDPL

eL

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of terms. �

An analogous logical equivalence does not hold, however, for the existential quan-
tifier: d(∃x.P )tλDPL

eL reduces to (8.4) and Σd(P )tλDPL
eL reduces to (8.5):

d(∃x.P )tλDPL
eL = λeφ. ∃e′. φ e′ ∧ ∃k. k[x]e ∧ d(P )tλDPL

eL k e′ (8.4)

Σd(P )tλDPL
eL = λeφ. ∃e′. φ e′ ∧ ∃x. d(P )tλDPL

eL (x :: e) e′ (8.5)

Nevertheless, terms (8.4) and (8.5) are similar from the point of view of con-
straining their interpretation in a model. Thus, the constraint in (8.4) that k is
interpreted as e except for the values of x is expressed in (8.5) simply by explicit
update of the context e with x. Note, moreover, that x is a free variable in (8.4),
whereas (8.5) is a closed term. Therefore, interpretation (8.5) is advantageous
over (8.4).

8.2.3 Dynamic Montague Grammar

Among dynamic approaches to discourse semantics, DMG is the closest to G,
as it uses λ-terms to express meaning and computes the meaning of complex
expressions by application of the λ-terms representing the meanings of the lexical
items of this expression. Moreover, propositions in DMG are defined as terms of
type ((s→ t)→ t), i.e. they have an argument that functions as a continuation,
a term from states to propositions. Indeed, functioning as parameters for the
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model-theoretical interpretation of formulas, states of DMG are reminiscent of
the context in G. However, the important difference is that DMG implements
this dependency on a parameter on the model-theoretical level. In framework
G, in contrast, this is done in a more syntactic way, i.e. during compositional
translation of natural language into logical language. Thus, the phenomena of
natural language are reflected in GL in the resulting logical formula independently
of a model in which it is to be interpreted.

The similarity and difference of DMG and G can be seen in the basic definitions
of the frameworks. Below some of these definitions are compared in detail.

Dynamic Conjunction

Recall the dynamic conjunction ; (2.47) in DMG, repeated below in (8.6). This
dynamic conjunction amounts to the composition of the conjuncts. Compare it
with the dynamic conjunction (4.25c) in G, unfolded in (8.7) using the equa-
tion (4.24b). It is also defined as a composition of the conjuncts. However, this
composition is done within the standard lambda calculus.

A; B
.
= λp.A(∧(Bp)) (8.6)

Af B
.
= λeφ.Ae(λe′.Be′φ) (8.7)

Dynamization of a Proposition

Recall Equation (2.45), repeated below in (8.8), defining how a proposition is
dynamized in DMG. Compare (8.8) with the definition (4.25a) of dynamization
of a proposition A in G, repeated below in (8.9):

↑A
.
= λp.A ∧∨p (8.8)

A
.
= λeφ.A ∧ φe (8.9)

Note that, while in (8.9) the context appears explicitly as the variable e, in (8.8)
the state is implicit. Moreover, applying the ∨-operator to the variable p cor-
responds to applying the continuation φ to the (possibly updated) context e.
Therefore, while in DMG the continuation p is applied to the current state im-
plicitly via type lowering, in G it is done by standard functional application.
Note also that in G the context is computed, along with the whole logical for-
mula, compositionally during the translation of a natural language expression to
the logical formula.

Cross-Sentential and Donkey Anaphora

Recall equivalence (2.50) in DMG, repeated in (8.10), which is an important
feature for dealing with cross-sentential and donkey anaphora:

(Ed. ↑A); ↑B =β Ed.(↑A; ↑B) (8.10)
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Lexical item Dynamic interpretation in DMG Dynamic interpretation in GL

farmer λx. ↑ fx f

donkey λx. ↑dx d
owns λYy.(∨Y(∧λx. ↑oxy)) λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.oxy))

beats λYy.(∨Y(∧λx. ↑bxy)) λYX.X(λx.Y(λy.bxy))

a λPQ.Ed2.(
∨Pd2;∨Qd2) λPQ.∃(λx.Px ∧ Qx)

every λPQ.Ad1.(
∨Pd1 ⇒∨Qd1) λPQ.∀(λx.Px → Qx)

who λRQx.(∨Qx;∨R(∧(λP.∨Px))) λRQx.Qx ∧ R(λP.Px)
it λQ.∨Qd2 λP.P(sel(λx.non humanx))

Table 8.1: Comparison of dynamic interpretations of lexical items of the sentence
Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it in DMG and GL.

As Proposition 4.16 proves and examples in Chapter 5 illustrate, an analogous
property, particularly Equation (8.11), holds in G:

Σ(λx.A[x])f B =β Σ(λx.A[x]f B) (8.11)

Compare the normal forms (2.48) and (4.28), repeated below in (8.12a) and (8.12b),
of (8.10) and (8.11) respectively:

λp.∃x.{x/d}(A ∧ (B ∧ ∨p)) (8.12a)

λeφ.∃(λx.A[x] ∧ (B ∧ φ(x :: e))) (8.12b)

Note, that the existentially quantified variable x in (8.12b) is already in FV (A[x]).
In contrast, the state switcher {x/d} in (8.12a) still needs to be pushed inside the
logical formula to substitute the unbound discourse marker by the bound variable
x. Moreover, note that since terms in DMG have unbound variables (discourse
markers), additional care should be taken when two formulas are composed in
order to avoid destructive assignment.

(Lexical) Interpretations

Consider, once again, the donkey sentence (66):

(66) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

Table 8.1 compares the DMG’s lexical interpretations of the donkey sentence and
the compact lexical interpretations in GL (introduced in Table 5.4).

Note that lexical interpretations in GL are more intuitive. Moreover, they are
independent of indexing, unlike terms in DMG. Indeed, the use of implicit states
in DMG complicates, if not excludes, the integration of anaphora resolution in a
compositional way. Thus, DMG, as DRT and DPL, assumes that anaphora is re-
solved before the actual computation of meaning. In contrast, GL is designed in a
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way that anaphora can be resolved compositionally. The framework is capable of
integrating an anaphora resolution mechanism and is designed to compositionally
provide the necessary content (i.e. descriptive content and context) to this mech-
anism to resolve the anaphora. Therefore, there is no need in GL for any kind
of special symbols (such as discourse markers) and there is no need for indexing
them or any other variables in advance.

Terms in GL can be directly functionally applied to each other in accordance
with syntactic parsing. This is advantageous, since it makes compositionality
much simpler in GL.

8.3 Advantages of the Developed Framework

• The approach is truly compositional: the meaning of a complex expres-
sion is computed by β-reducing the composition, obtained by functional
application, of the meanings of its lexical items.

• Continuation-based dynamic logic serves as an “intermediate” logical lan-
guage for an “indirect” model-theoretical interpretation of sentences of a
natural language. Therefore, there is no need to be concerned with model-
theoretical issues when translating a natural language sentence into a logical
sentence, since the resulting logical formula can be interpreted with classical
well-studied model theory, if desired.

• The approach is independent of the “intermediate” language used to ex-
press meanings of the expressions and, hence, is general. This allows to use
mathematical and logical theories developed outside computational linguis-
tics. Therefore, natural language phenomena can be explained in terms of
well-established and well-understood theories.

• The logical language can be used for reasoning problems that are difficult
to solve directly on the natural language.

• Variables do not have any special status and are variables in the usual
mathematical sense. Therefore, the notions of free and bound variables are
standard.

• There are no imperative dynamic notions, such as assignment functions.
Therefore, the destructive assignment problem does not occur. Meanings
assigned to expressions are closed λ-terms.

• There is no need for rules that artificially extend the scope of quantifiers.

• Context and content are regarded separately, but they do interact during
the computation of the meaning of discourse.
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• The approach treats semantic and pragmatic phenomena in a unified way.

• The approach does not depend on any specific structure given to the context.
In contrast, context is defined as a term of type parameter γ and, therefore,
its structure can be altered when necessary.1

• The context is represented by a term, and, hence, it is explicit. Therefore,
the troubles related to implicit states are avoided.

• The framework allows the integration of any desired anaphora resolution
algorithm (into the selection function sel). Since it is a part of the inter-
pretations of anaphoric lexical items and it receives the current context as
one of its arguments, anaphora is always resolved compositionally during
the whole computation.

• Triggers of various linguistic side-effects can be expressed by modifying
the standard dynamic interpretations of lexical items of the same syntactic
category in a way that potentially raises exceptions. Then the appropriate
exception handlers can be added to take these additional linguistic side-
effects into consideration.

Taken together, the advantages above lead to a very important feature of the
framework, namely flexibility. It can be extended for handling more complex
phenomena of natural language and, therefore, opens opportunities for future
development.

8.4 Future Work

The potential of the framework for being extended to handle many other complex
linguistic phenomena is, perhaps, as valuable as the applications of the framework
that have been described here so far. Chapter 7 outlines the possible extensions for
handling presuppositions triggered by the factive verb know and presuppositions
triggered by before. A possible direction for further research is to interpret other
presupposition triggers in a similar manner. Moreover, Chapter 7 sketches how
to handle two types of conversational implicatures, and the further development
of this sketch is another exciting direction for further research. These two broad
directions are among the possibilities opened up by this dissertation.

1In [de Groote, 2006], focused on cross-sentential and donkey anaphora, the context is defined
as a list of individuals (i.e. γ

.
= list of ι). In [de Groote and Lebedeva, 2010], where

a compositional framework for handling presuppositions triggered by definite descriptions is
proposed, it is defined as a list of pairs “individual × proposition” (i.e. γ

.
= list of (ι× o)).

This dissertation exploited an environment consisting of propositions (i.e. γ
.
= list of o).

More complex natural language phenomena would require more sophisticated definitions of γ
and, therefore, representations of context.





Appendix A

Lambda Calculus

In this Appendix, based on [Barendregt, 1981], [Barendregt, 1992] and [Hind-
ley and Seldin, 2008], the basic definitions and theorems of type-free (A.1) and
simply-typed (A.2) lambda calculus are presented.

A.1 Type-free Lambda Calculus

Definition A.1. [λ-terms] The set of λ-terms Λ constructed from an enumer-
able set of variables V = {v, v1, v2, . . . } is defined inductively as follows:

x ∈ V =⇒ x ∈ Λ
M,N ∈ Λ =⇒ (MN) ∈ Λ (application)

x ∈ V,M ∈ Λ =⇒ (λx.M) ∈ Λ (abstraction)

In the term (λx.M), called abstraction, the variable x is the argument of the
function and M is the body of the function.

Example A.2. The following are λ-terms:

x

(x1x2)

(λx.(x1x2))

(λx1.(x1x2))

((λx.(x1x2))x3)

�

Remark A.3. [Parenthesis conventions]

• application is left-associative

MN1N2 . . . Nn =s (. . . ((MN1)N2) . . . Nn)

271
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• a sequence of λ-abstractions λx1.(λx2.(. . . (λxn.M))) is abbreviated as
λx1x2 . . . xn.M

λx1x2 . . . xn.M =s λx1.(λx2.(. . . (λxn.M)))

• parentheses surrounding the body of an abstraction can be dropped

λx1x2 . . . xn.(M) =s λx1x2 . . . xn.M

• outermost parentheses can be dropped

(M) =s M

Note that according to the conventions on parentheses, term λx.MN is a more
concise way of writing λx.(MN) and is not equivalent to (λx.M)N .

Example A.4. According to Remark A.3, the λ-terms in Example A.2 can be
written as follows:

x

x1x2

λx.x1x2

λx1.x1x2

(λx.x1x2)x3

�

Definition A.5. [Free and bound variables] A variable x is free in a λ-term M
if x is not in the scope of λx. If x is in the scope of λx, it is bound.

Example A.6. In the term (λx.x1x2), the variables x1 and x2 are free. In the
term (λx1.x1x2), the variable x1 is bound and the variable x2 is free. In the term
x(λx.x), the variable occurs free in the subterm x and bound in the subterm λx.x.
�

Definition A.7. [Closed λ-terms]

1. The set of free variables of M , FV (M) is defined inductively as follows:

FV (x) = {x}
FV (λx.M) = FV (M)− {x}
FV (MN) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N)

2. M is closed or a combinator, if FV (M) = ∅
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If an equation M = N is provable in the lambda calculus, the provability is
denoted by λ `M = N or sometimes just by M = N .

Definition A.8. [Axioms and rules] For all M,N,L, Z ∈ Λ the following axioms
and rules hold:

β-conversion
(λx.M)N = M [x := N ]

M = M

M = N
N = M

M = N N = L
M = L

M = N
MZ = NZ

M = N
ZM = ZN

M = N rule ξ
λx.M = λx.N

Importantly, substitution [x := N ] in M , denoted M [x := N ], is only appli-
cable to the free occurrences of x in M . For example,

(xy(λx.x))[x := N ] = Ny(λx.x)

Definition A.9. [Substitution] The result of substitution of N for the free
occurences of x in M , i.e. M [x := N ], is defined inductively on the structure of
M as follows:

x[x := N ]
.
= N

y[x := N ]
.
= y provided x 6=s y

(λy.M1)[x := N ]
.
= λy.(M1[x := N ])

(M1M2)[x := N ]
.
= (M1[x := N ])(M2[x := N ])

(λx.M1)[x := N ]
.
= λx.M1

Lemma A.10. [Substitution lemma] If x 6=s y and x /∈ FV (L), then

M [x := N ][y := L] =s M [y := L][x := N [y := L]]
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of M . �

When performing a substitution M [x := N ], it is necessary to rename those
bound variables in M that are free in N. Otherwise, the substitution may lead to
a false result. For example, without renaming the bound variable x in λx.xy, the
substitution (λx.xy)[y := x] leads to the term λx.xx that acts differently from
the desired term, because the free variable x became bound. However, changing
x to z, for example, before making the substitution, leads to the desired term
λz.zx.

Definition A.11. [α-conversion] A change of bound variable x in M , or
an α-conversion in M , is the replacement of an occurrence of λx.N in M by
λy.(N [x := y]), where y does not occur in N .

Definition A.12. [α-congruency] M and N are α-congruent, denoted M =α

N , if one can result from the other by a finite series of changes of bound variables.

Example A.13.

λx.xy =α λz.zy 6=α λx.xx

λxy.yx(λx.x) =α λxy.yx(λz.z) =α λzy.yz(λx.x)

λxy.yx =α λzy.yz =α λzx.xz =α λyx.xy

�

It is natural to identify the terms that are α-congruent, as they represent the
same processes. Moreover, the same processes can be represented by different
terms. For example, λx.Mx and M both lead to MN when applied to N . Hence,
the following rule can be introduced:

Definition A.14. [Extensionality] Extensionality is the following derivation
rule, provided x /∈ FV (MN):

Mx = Nx
M = N

The extensionality rule allows to prove λx.Mx = M . Alternatively, λx.Mx = M
can be considered to be an axiom:

Definition A.15. [η-conversion] Let x /∈ FV (M). Then

η-conversion
λx.Mx = M

Definition A.16. [β-normal form]

1. M is a β-normal form, if M has no subterm of the form (λx.L)K
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2. M has a β-normal form, if there exists an N such that N is a β-normal
form and N = M .

When M is a β-normal form, it is often said that M is in normal form.

Example A.17.

1. λx.x is in normal form.

2. (λx.x)y has a normal form, namely y.

3. (λxy.y)z has a normal form, namely (λy.y).

4. (λxy.x)z has a normal form, namely z.

5. (λx.xx)(λy.yy) has no normal form.

�

A notion of reduction on Λ is a binary relation on Λ. The classical notion of
reduction β is defined as follows:

Definition A.18. β = {((λx.M)N,M [x := N ])|M,N ∈ Λ}

Definition A.19. [β-redex, β-contractum] A β-redex is a term M such that
(M,N) ∈ β for some term N . In this case N is called β-contractum of M .

Definition A.20. The notion of reduction β induces the following binary rela-
tions:

→β one-step β-reduction

→∗β β-reduction

=β β-equality (also called β-convertibility)

These relations are inductively defined as follows:

(M,N) ∈ β =⇒ M →β N
M →β N =⇒ ZM →β ZN
M →β N =⇒ MZ →β NZ
M →β N =⇒ λx.M →β λx.N

M →β N =⇒ M →∗β N
M →∗β M

M →∗β N,N →∗β Z =⇒ M →∗β Z

M →∗β N =⇒ M =β N
M =β N =⇒ N =β M

M =β N,N =β Z =⇒ M =β Z
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The notions of β-redex and β-equality allow to give an alternative, more for-
mal, definition of β-normal form:

Definition A.21. [β-normal form]

1. A term N is called a β-normal form, if N does not contain (as subterm)
any β-redex.

2. A term N is a β-normal form of M , if N is a β-normal form and M =β N .

The notion of β-reduction is very important, because it characterizes prov-
ability in λ and it is Church-Rosser:

Proposition A.22. M =β N iff λ `M = N

Proof. See [Barendregt, 1981, p.59]. �

Theorem A.23. [Church-Rosser theorem for →∗β] If L →∗β M and L →∗β N ,
then there exists a term Z such that M →∗β Z and N →∗β Z.

Proof. See [Barendregt, 1981, p.62] or [Hindley and Seldin, 2008, p.289]. �

L

Z

NM

Figure A.1: Diamond property.

The Church-Rosser theorem says that for two β-convertible terms, there is a
term to which they both β-reduce, as illustrated in Figure A.1. The property
described in the theorem, that if a term can be reduced to two different terms,
then these two terms can be further reduced to one term, is called the diamond
property or confluence. The theorem states that β-reduction is confluent.

A.2 Simply-typed Lambda Calculus

Lambda terms can be assigned expressions, called “types”, to denote their in-
tended input and output sets. There exists two typing paradigms: à la Curry,
sometimes called implicit, and à la Church, sometimes called explicit. This
section first recalls the basics of Curry-style approach and then briefly compares
it with the Church-style.
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Definition A.24. [Simple types] Given a set A of atomic types, the set of
types T is inductively defined as follows:

α ∈ A =⇒ α ∈ T
α, β ∈ A =⇒ (α→ β) ∈ T (function types)

An atomic type is intended to denote some particular set. A function type (α→
β) is intended to denote some set of functions from α to β, i.e. the functions that
take as the argument a member of the set denoted by α and return as an output
a member of the set denoted by β.

Remark A.25. [Parenthesis convention] A complex functional type (α1 → (α2 →
· · · → (αn−1 → αn) . . . )) is abbreviated as α1 → α2 → · · · → αn (i.e. parentheses
are associated to the right):

(α1 → (α2 → · · · → (αn−1 → αn) . . . )) =s α1 → α2 → · · · → αn

Definition A.26. [λ→-Curry]

1. A statement is of the form M : σ with M ∈ Λ and σ ∈ T . The type σ is
the predicate and the term M is the subject of the statement.

2. A declaration is a statement with a variable as a subject.

3. A basis is a set of declarations with distinct variables as subjects.

Definition A.27. [Derivation rules in λ→-Curry] A statement M : σ is deriv-
able from a basis Γ, denoted Γ `λ→-Curry M : σ , Γ `λ→ M : σ or simply
Γ `M : σ, if Γ `M : σ can be produced by the following rules:

axiom
Γ, x : α ` x : α

Γ `M : α→ β Γ ` N : α app
Γ `MN : β

Γ, x : α `M : β
abs

Γ ` λx.M : α→ β

Lemma A.28. [Substitution lemma for λ→-Curry]

1. If Γ `M : σ, then Γ[α := τ ] `M : σ[α := τ ].

2. Suppose Γ, x : σ `M : τ and Γ ` N : σ. Then Γ `M [x := N ] : τ .

Proof.

1. The proof is by induction on the derivation of M : σ.
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2. The proof is by induction on the generation of Γ, x : σ `M : τ

�

The following theorem states that the set of terms having a certain type is
closed under reduction:

Theorem A.29. [Subject reduction theorem for λ→-Curry] Suppose M →∗β N .
Then

Γ `M : σ =⇒ Γ ` N : σ

Proof. See [Barendregt, 1992, p.41]. �

While in Curry’s approach each term is assigned a type after the term has
been built, in Church’s approach, the type of a term is integrated in the term
itself. For example, the term λx.x can be assigned a type according to the Curry
and Church styles respectively as follows:

`Curry λx.x : (σ → σ)

`Church λxσ.x : (σ → σ)

The term λxσ.x itself is annotated in a Church system by σ. This means that
λxσ.x takes the argument x from the particular set denoted by σ. In contrast,
a Curry system allows each term to have a polymorphic type. For example, the
term λx.x : (σ → σ) denotes the operation of doing nothing regardless how σ is
instantiated: it can stand, for example, for integers or for booleans.

Definition A.30. [T -annotated λ-terms] Let V be a set of variables, T be a set
of types. The set ΛT of T -annotated λ-terms is defined as follows:

x ∈ V =⇒ x ∈ ΛT

M,N ∈ ΛT =⇒ MN ∈ ΛT

x ∈ V,M ∈ ΛT , σ ∈ T =⇒ λxσ.M ∈ ΛT

The typed lambda calculus à la Church is defined similarly to the typed
lambda calculus à la Curry: an important difference is in the derivation rule corre-
sponding to the abstraction: the abstracted variable is explicitly annotated with a
type in the Church-style system. The explicit annotation of types in Church-style
system makes it possible to decide whether a term has a certain type. This is an
undecidable question for some Curry systems. On the other hand, a Curry-style
system has more power and more flexibility than a Church-style system. For ex-
ample, the easiest way to answer the question whether an untyped term M has
any typed analogues is to re-state the question in Curry’s notation. Furthermore,
Curry-style systems can be generalized in ways Church-style systems cannot.

Terms à la Church can be easily mapped into terms à la Curry. This is done
simply by “erasing” all type annotations within the term à la Church:
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Definition A.31. | · | : ΛT → Λ is defined as follows:

|x| .
= x

|MN | .
= |M ||N |

|λxσ.M | .
= λx.|M |

The following proposition states that terms in the Church version project to terms
in the Curry version of λ→; and that terms in the Curry style can be “lifted” to
terms in the Church style:

Proposition A.32.

1. Let M ∈ ΛT . Then

Γ `Church M : σ =⇒ Γ `Curry |M | : σ

2. Let N ∈ Λ. Then

Γ `Curry N : σ =⇒ exists M ∈ ΛT

such that Γ `Church M : σ and |M | =α N

Proof. Both (1) and (2) are proved by induction on the given derivation. �

See [Barendregt, 1992] and [Hindley and Seldin, 2008] for profound introductions
to the two typing styles and their detailed comparisons.
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